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Abstract

The principles of economy and distinctness in language seem to be key selection

pressures for language evolution. Accordingly, to express the exact number of things,
humans might be expected to use cardinal numeral-noun constructions (CNNCs)

consisting of just two constituents, namely a noun (N) representing quantified things and
a cardinal numeral (NUM) representing the number of the quantified things (for example,

English three sheep). However, the structural patterns of CNNCs used in a number of

languages spoken today are not that simple, and have seemingly redundant constituents,

typically non-singular markers (NSG) and numeral classifiers (CLF). CNNCs observed in
the world's languages also appear to show a diversity of structural patterns despite the
fact that simple structures like English three sheep seem very practical. This observation

brings up two related major goals of this thesis. The first is to reveal structural types of
cardinal numeral-noun constructions of singularity (CNNCsg) and cardinal numeral-noun

constructions of non-singularity (CNNCnsg)- The other major goal is to hypothesize a

possible evolutionary scenario for CNNCs since their emergence till the modern era.

This thesis approaches these two issues by exploring CNNCs in 241 languages

representing 101 language groups (i.e. language families, language isolates and pidgins
and Creoles) across the globe through reference grammars to ensure the greatest range of

possible attested structural patterns of CNNCs. This cross-linguistic survey demonstrates
that, with regard to CNNCsg, the world's languages are divided into two major types,

namely {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} with relatively few other possibilities. In relation
to CNNCnsg, the world's languages are divided into four major types, namely

{N,NUM}, {N,NUM,NSG}, {N,NUM,CLF} and a mixture of {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,NSG} with some other less common possibilities. The historical origins of
these structural types are then investigated, using evidence from old written records

together with theoretical approaches, especially grammaticalization. Finally, it is found
that the various structural patterns of CNNCs discovered can be considered in the light of
a hypothetical evolutionary ladder. Hence, with cross-linguistic comparison integrated
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with diachronic approaches, hypothesized evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs are

postulated. It is conjectured that the construction consisting of a noun plus a word with a

numerical interpretation such as the words meaning 'alone' or 'company' may represent a

possible initial stage of CNNCs. From that stage onwards, CNNCs have split into many

types over time. The development is reversible in terms of structural complexity, and

idiosyncratic in some cases. Besides, the contributory factors in the development of
CNNCs involve a quantifying function, a non-quantifying function, and a mixture of
both.

Based on the study of evolution of CNNCs, this thesis also discusses the nature of

language by comparing language change with biological evolution in some major aspects.
The comparison suggests that language is strikingly similar to biological organisms in

general, perhaps rather than to other cultural artefacts. Overall, this thesis contributes to

current studies of the complexity and diversity of human language(s).
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Abbreviations and Symbols

A agent-like argument

ABS absolutive

ACC accusative

ADJ adjective
ADJZ adjectivalizer
ADV adverb

ADVZ adverbializer

ANIM animate

AOR aorist

APPL applicative
ART article

ASP aspect

ATTR attributive

AUG augmented
AUX auxiliary
BAS basic number

CL class (noun class, gender)
CLE locative copula (existential)
CLF numeral classifier (including numeral classifier-like word)
CM Comparative Method

CNNCnsg cardinal numeral-noun construction of non-singularity

CNNCsg cardinal numeral-noun construction of singularity
COLL collective

COMP complementizer
COP copula

CP Creoles and pidgins

CPL completive
DAT dative
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DECL declarative

DEF definite

DEICLF deictic classifier

DET determiner

DEX indexer

DIM diminutive

DPM double plural marker
DST distal

DU dual

EMPH emphatic
ERG ergative
EXP experiencer
EXT extent of action

F feminine

FOC focus

GEN genitive
HUM human

IEXC 1st person non-singular inclusive (including addressee)
IMP imperative
IND indicative

INDEF indefinite

INS instrumental

INV inverse

IR Internal Reconstruction

ITER iterative

L linker

LAT lative

LOC locative

LOCUT locator person

LQ lexical quantifier
M masculine
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MIN minimal

MPA point of action marker
MW measure word

N noun

NARR narrative

NC noun class

NM non-masculine

NNI noun number indicator

NNQEs non-numeral quantificational expressions
NOM nominative

NONHUM non-human

NPL non-plural
NPST non-past

NSG non-singular
NUM numeral

NUMPCL numerical particle
O transitive object
OBL oblique
PASS passive
PAU paucal
PCL particle
PFV perfective
PFX preverbal prefix
PL plural
PNUM numeral marker for persons

POSS possessive
POSSD possessed
PRED predicative
PREP preposition
PRES present

PREV preverb
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PROG progressive
PRT preterite (past)
PRTV partitive
PST past

QUOT quotative
REDUP reduplication
REL relative

REP repetition
RMS subject relative clause marker
RP/P realis past/present
SBJ subject
SF subject focus
SG singular (or singulative)
SS same subject
SUB subordinator

SW switch reference

T/A tense/aspect
TAM marker of tense, aspect, or modality
TNS tense

TOD.PST today's past tense

TOP topic
TR transitive

TRI trial

VY verbal stem

WALS World Atlas of Language Structures
1 first person

2 second person

3 third person

I, II, III, etc. Class I, Class II, Class III, etc.

morpheme boundary
= clitic boundary
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() optional element, e.g. (N,NUM,(NSG)}; inherent category, e.g. French
homme 'man (M)')

portmanteau morpheme boundary
@ subsidiary (type)

[ ] non-overt element (used in interlinear glosses, e.g. [NOM.SG])

[- ] resource unavailable

[+] resource available

{ } set of elements in a construction

J. becomes
< derives from

> becomes
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1 Introduction

Linguistic development follows not one tendency, but two opposing ones:
towards distinctness and towards economy. [...] Two opposed interests
wrestle with each other, are both active and effective at the same time and
alternate in predominance [...] (Leopold 1930: 102-104)

1.1 The fundamental dualism and cardinal numeral-noun

constructions

There has long been a widespread view in the general linguistics literature that the

principle of economy (alias simplicity) in language is a significant characteristic of
human communication. This is mentioned in several places with various well-known

versions, such as Zipf's (1949/1965) principle of least effort, Grice's (1975) maxim of

quantity, and Dahl's (2004) principle of redundancy management. According to several

versions, the term principle of economy can be defined as the principle that speakers use

the least amount of energy or effort in speech to achieve satisfactory results. A simple

example of the economy principle can be observed in the minimization of articulatory
effort. For example, the English word exam in spoken English is shortened from the

original word examination. In this case, the last three syllables (i.e. -ination) are clipped
because the speaker tries to spend the least amount of energy in articulation by

shortening the word when the undipped part is found sufficient to indicate the whole. As
the economy principle is a significant characteristic of human communication, the

principle is frequently claimed to be a primary force contributing to diachronic change in

language (such as the birth of the word exam in English) or language evolution as a

whole.
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However, ideally the economized message that the speaker sends must be

unambiguous or not too vague for the hearer. Otherwise the communication may not be
successful. For that reason, human language also tends to evolve towards another

principle generally known as distinctness (alias expressivity or clarity) when the speaker
finds that the language structure used in a given time is not sufficient. To illustrate, in
certain languages, the noun is vague in terms of number. For example, in Yoruba, a

Niger-Congo language spoken in Benin and Nigeria, the noun aja 'dog' can refer to one

dog or more than one dog. In the situation where the number of dogs is important or
needs emphasis, the speaker then makes the form distinctive by attaching the pronoun

awon 'they' to the noun (Rowlands 1993: 40). The use of linguistic elements to

distinguish number in nouns such as this may make the morpho-syntactic system in the

language become more complex. Accordingly, language complexity is attributed to the

principle of distinctness.

Together, the economy and distinctness principles are referred to in Leopold

(1930: 1) as the "fundamental dualism" towards which human language tends to develop
over time. These two principles in fact lie in the unified principle of communicative

efficiency, which assumes that the speakers tend to "[mjaximize the chances of safe

delivery and minimize costs [of the message]" (Dahl 2004: 11). When the language

system becomes superfluous (i.e. communication is costly), speakers will manage to

economize on it. Once the language system becomes so economical that it is not clear

enough, the speakers will find the compensatory devices to clarify it. Hence, human

language is generally assumed to evolve towards the balance of economy and
distinctness.

However, in actual practice, a number of cases show that human language does
not always maintain the balance between the two principles. One such counterexample
can be observed in quantificational expressions—expressions of the number of things.
The syntactic constructions expressing the exact number of things are referred to in this
thesis as cardinal numeral-noun constructions (CNNCs). Following the two principles
of economy and distinctness, humans would be expected to use quantificational
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expressions consisting of just two linguistic elements, namely a noun denoting things
and a cardinal numeral denoting numbers as in (1.1).

(1.1) Kpelle (Niger-Congo; Liberia; Welmers 1973: 294)

ptre feere
house two

'two houses'

CNNCs comprising just two constituents, namely a cardinal numeral (e.g. two)
and a noun, as in Kpelle, are referred to as Simple CNNCs. However, in a large number
of languages, the CNNCs are more complex due to seemingly redundant elements,

typically a non-singular marker (NSG) (i.e. a linguistic form, most often an affix,

indicating number above one, typically of nouns, e.g. the English suffix in two dogs)
and a numeral classifier (CLF) (i.e. a linguistic form normally appearing next to a

numeral or a non-numeral quantifier, such as many, categorizing the noun with which it
co-occurs on a semantic basis) as in Thai in (1.2). These types of CNNCs are referred to

as Complex CNNCs (more detailed descriptions of CNNCs and the seemingly redundant
elements are given in §2.1 and Chapter 5 respectively).

(1.2) Thai (own knowledge)
ma: sahn tua

dog three CLF (lit. 'body')
'three dogs'

This general observation seems to violate the principle of economy in language

evolution and in addition, the principle of distinctness does not seem to account for the

complexity. This observation leads to the stimulating questions of 1) how the other

types of CNNCs came into existence despite the fact that Simple CNNCs are capable of

expressing numerical quantification, and 2) how the two principles will explain this
situation.
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1.2 Aims

The question above brings up a set of goals for this thesis. The first is to reveal the types,

distribution and frequencies of CNNCs throughout the world's languages. We will then
find out whether or not Simple CNNCs are the most common compared to other

categories of CNNCs. The findings of the cross-linguistic study are also necessary for

investigating the evolutionary paths of CNNCs because the investigation requires

knowing what possible types of CNNCs may be used. What becomes particularly

interesting in the light of cross-linguistic studies or typology is whether or not we can

correlate the types of CNNCs with other linguistic features. Also, if a correlation does

exist, an aim is to investigate further whether it can be attributed to typological, genetic
or areal phenomena.

In addition, so far the scenario for the history of CNNCs in languages has not

been fully described; the project therefore ultimately aims to outline the history of
CNNCs since their emergence right up until the modern era, with the emphasis on a

possible evolutionary scenario for CNNCs as well as the contributory factors driving the

developments. This part will contribute to the understanding of the reasons why a

number of languages also choose Complex CNNCs in addition to Simple CNNCs, and
to what extent the variety of CNNCs is entirely associated with the economy and
distinctness principles. Finally, the study of language change is generally regarded as an

important way to understand the nature of language, and therefore the study of the
evolution of CNNCs may, we hope, aid our understanding of certain aspects of the
nature of language.

As suggested by the term cardinal in cardinal numeral-noun constructions, a

limitation in scope of this thesis is the exclusion of other related constructions containing
other kinds of numerals. There are many types of numerals, for example, ordinal
numerals (i.e. numerals showing a position in a set of numbers, e.g. English first,

second, third), approximative numerals (i.e. numerals which are close to the exact

number, perhaps a little more or less, e.g. English five or six, thousands), distributive
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numerals (i.e. numerals showing each member of the group, e.g. English one each), and
so on. These numerals when combined with nouns may require some other linguistic
elements and these constructions have their own meanings. For example, the
construction containing approximative numerals plus nouns in Quechua (Huallaga)

(Quechuan; Peru) consists of three elements, namely a noun and two numerals as in

(1.3).

(1.3) Quechua (Weber 1989: 253)

ishkay kimsa hunaq
two three day
'two or three days.'

Example (1.3) is not treated as a CNNC because the meaning of the construction
is not the same as that of a CNNC. The constructional meaning of CNNCs concerns the
exact number of the referent, whereas the number of days expressed in (1.3) is either two
or three. Like CNNCs, these constructions may have a variety of structural patterns also
and they can be intensively scrutinized from typological and diachronic perspectives as

well. However, such an investigation should be another piece of research work.

Otherwise, it would have required that the scope of this thesis be greatly expanded and

beyond the time limit of the project. Therefore, the constructions containing these other
kinds of numerals will not be studied here.
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1.3 Overview

The thesis consists of four major parts. In Part I, the first four chapters set out some

preliminary issues as a necessary background for understanding the current project.
After this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 provides the definition of CNNCs as well as a

detailed description of the categories of CNNCs. In this chapter, previous studies

relating to CNNCs are also reviewed. Then, Chapter 3 describes a procedure for

investigating the evolution of CNNCs. Since the procedure for tracing the evolutionary

paths of CNNCs is similar to the Intergenetic Grammaticalization Comparison approach

employed in Heine and Kuteva (2002b, 2007), the said approach is also discussed in this

chapter. In addition, this chapter introduces the theoretical diachronic approaches
relevant to the current research, namely grammaticalization, lexicalization, linguistic
reconstruction and language contact. Chapter 4 presents a speculative scenario for

quantificational expressions before the emergence of CNNCs. This chapter describes
various types of non-numeral quantificational expressions (NNQEs) in modern human

languages. The NNQEs are conjectured to be the stage before the rise of CNNCs in the

history of quantificational expressions.
Part II, which is a core part of the thesis, presents a study of CNNCs in a

typological perspective. This part consists of three chapters. Treated as the introductory

chapter to Part II, Chapter 5 provides the working definitions of the non-core elements
of CNNCs such as number markers and numeral classifiers. Chapter 6 illustrates various

language types of CNNCs along with their global distribution. After the description of

language types and their distribution, Chapter 7 moves further to another typological

task, namely typological generalizations. This chapter examines the correlation between
the language types of CNNCs and noun class systems. An implicational universal is then

proposed. The implicational universal proposed is tested with a test for the statistical

significance of implicational universals designed by Dryer (2003). The testing method is
also reviewed in this chapter.
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Part III is another core part of the thesis, containing three chapters. This Part

presents a study of CNNCs in a diachronic perspective. In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, the
structural patterns of CNNCs which have been reported in Chapter 6 are further

investigated to examine their historical origins as well as contributory factors. Chapter 8
deals with the historical origins of structural patterns of cardinal numeral-noun
constructions of singularity (e.g. English one dog) and Chapter 9 deals with the
historical origins of cardinal numeral-noun constructions of non-singularity (e.g.

English two dog-s), along with the contributory factors in the origins of those structural

patterns. Next, Chapter 10 combines together all the various historical pathways of
CNNCs to postulate a possible general evolutionary trajectory for CNNCs. Also, this

chapter looks into the contributory factors again in terms of quantifying functions to see

how and why CNNCs evolved. The last section discusses two aspects of the evolution of

CNNCs, namely directionality (i.e. whether the diachronic developments are directional
or reversible) and regularity (i.e. whether the diachronic developments are regular or

idiosyncratic).

Finally, Part IV consists of two chapters. Chapter 11 is a reflection. It attempts,
on the basis of having seen the evolution of CNNCs, to answer the question of what we
have learned about the true nature of language from the study of evolution of CNNCs.

Assuming that nature in language change can be understood by analogy with (post-)
Darwinian evolutionary concepts, this chapter thus compares the two evolutionary

systems to see the similarities and differences between language and biological

organisms, using evidence from the study on CNNCs. Finally, Chapter 12 summarizes
the thesis and adds a few concluding remarks.
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1.4 Transcription and glossing

Almost all the examples provided in this thesis are taken from reference grammars. The

authors of these grammars use different styles of transcription and glossing. Regarding
the transcription, some use a Romanised transcription and others use a phonetic

transcription. The authors' preferences are respected as much as possible, so the

transcriptions of the examples are copied without change from the original texts. As far
as glossing is concerned, although the glosses of the examples used mostly follow those
of the original source, a few changes to some examples are made to unify the glossing

systems in the thesis. The changes involve the uses of abbreviated grammatical category
labels and symbols as follows.

Firstly, when different sources use different abbreviated labels for the same

grammatical category (e.g. in some sources, the dual marker is represented by DL while
others represent it with DU), the one which conforms to the standard abbreviations
offered in The Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie, Haspelmath and Bickel 2008) and/or to
the conventions commonly used in linguistics literature is chosen.

Secondly, when the abbreviated grammatical category labels used by different
authors appear to share the same form, but represent different concepts, new abbreviated
labels are made for the rarer grammatical category (which is not present in the standard
source such as The Leipzig Glossing Rules) to avoid ambiguity. For example, the
abbreviation NUM in most reference grammars represents numeral but in a few
reference grammars, such as Maori (cf. Bauer, Parker and Evans 1993), the abbreviation
NUM represents numerical particle. In this case, the newly created label (i.e. NUMPCL)
is used instead.

Thirdly, in some examples, the authors use words from the metalanguage like

English for grammatical morphemes, such as glossing the definite article by using the

English article his instead of the abbreviated label 3SG.POSS. Although either an

abbreviated grammatical category label or a word from metalanguage is acceptable in

many cases (cf. Comrie, Haspelmath and Bickel 2008: 3), for a consistency reason, the
thesis prefers to use only one system, namely abbreviated grammatical category labels.
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In these cases, those English glosses for grammatical morphemes are changed into

corresponding grammatical category labels. For practical reasons, however, this

principle excludes the metalanguage for prepositions, such as of, from, with, and for,
which are kept as used in original sources.

Fourthly, in relation to the non-overt elements such as nominative case and
inherent categories such as gender/noun class, if known from the source, following The

Leipzig Glossing Rules, the non-overt elements and inherent categories are enclosed in

square brackets and the round parentheses respectively. However, in the case that the
non-overt elements and inherent categories are not clearly indicated in the source, they
will be treated as a portmanteau morpheme (i.e. a morpheme which contains multiple

grammatical and/or semantic elements) and will be separated by a period in the gloss.

Fifthly, some numeral classifier-like words (e.g. English head in two hundred
head of cattle, cf §5.1.2) are glossed with the grammatical category label CLF along
with its literal meaning (e.g. CLF 'head'), although they are not numeral classifiers

proper.

In addition, the interlinear glosses for plural (PF), dual (DU), trial (TRI) are

generalised as non-singular (NSG) in set notations. Therefore, the noun suffixed with a

dual marker (i.e. N-DU) will be encoded as {N,NSG} in set notation when referring to

structural patterns of CNNCs, unless otherwise specified. Also, the interlinear glosses
for prepositions, partitive case (PRTV), and genitive case (GEN) are generalised as OBL
in set notations when referring to structural patterns of CNNCs.

Moreover, in relation to gender/noun class glossing, different authors again use

different styles. In this case, the thesis uses the Roman numeral to indicate the class
number (if known from the source). If the gender/noun class number is not clear from
the source, the thesis uses the abbreviated category label CL to signify that the

morpheme is gender/noun class.

Finally, different sources use different symbols (e.g. colon (:), plus (+), period

(.)) to separate multiple grammatical and semantic elements in one word. In this case,

the thesis prefers to collapse all those symbols in one, namely a period (.).
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2 Cardinal Numeral-Noun Constructions

and Earlier Research

2.1 Cardinal numeral-noun constructions: an illustration

Cardinal numeral-noun constructions (CNNCs) are syntactic constructions basically

consisting of two core constituents, namely a cardinal numeral X and a noun Y, mostly
without regard for the order in which they occur.1 Cardinal numerals are the words
which show the number of entities, such as English one in one man. The meaning of the
construction is the number X of Y. In the example of English one man, the word one is
the cardinal numeral and the word man is the noun, and the meaning of the construction
is a set of individuals of the type denoted by man, and of numerosity 1.

CNNCs can be classified into two categories based on the number of the noun Y
referred to. The first category is cardinal numeral-noun constructions of singularity

(CNNCsg), referring to the cardinal numeral-noun constructions in which the number of
the noun Y is one. The second category is cardinal numeral-noun constructions of non-

singularity (CNNCnsg) referring to cardinal numeral-noun constructions in which the
number of the noun Y is greater than one. CNNCsg are realized with a cardinal numeral

equivalent to one, while CNNCnsg are realized with the cardinal numeral greater than
one as exemplified by Kpelle (Niger-Congo; Liberia) in (2.1a) and (2.1b) respectively.

1
However, for the languages in which the same numerals can be both cardinals and ordinals, the order of

the numerals and nouns may constitute different constructions. Examples are provided by Sapuan (Austro-
Asiatic; Jacq and Sidwell 1999: 30-31 in Stolz and Veselinova 2005: 218): (a) represents a cardinal
numeral-noun construction, whereas (b) represents an ordinal numeral-noun construction.
a. sam bar latj

house two CLF(for 'house')
'two houses'

b. bar maij law
two language Lao
'my second language is Lao'
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(2.1) Kpelle (Welmers 1973: 294)

a. pere tbnotbno

house one

'one house'

b. pere

house

feere
two

'two houses'

In addition, based on structural complexity, CNNCs can be classified into three

categories, namely Simple CNNCs, Complex CNNCs and Simplex CNNCs.

Simple CNNCs comprise just two core constituents, namely a cardinal numeral
and a noun, as in (2.1). They also include a construction in which a noun combines with
the dual marker (DU) (i.e. a linguistic form, typically an affix, referring to two) or the
trial marker (TRI) (i.e. a linguistic form, typically an affix, referring to three), without

being accompanied by free numerals two or three respectively. Simple CNNCs of this
kind are illustrated by Kuot, spoken in New Ireland, Papua New Guinea, and Arabana,
an Australian language of South Australia.

(2.2) Kuot (Chung and Chung 1996:42)

dagar-[3\en

egg-DU
'two eggs'

(2.3) Arabana (Hercus 1994: 64)

mathapurda-karikari
old.man-TRI

'three old men'

In (2.2), where the number of the noun referred to is two, the CNNCnsg is

formed by just two constituents, namely the noun dagct 'egg' and the dual suffix flien

without being accompanied by the free numeral two. In (2.3), where the number of the
noun referred to is three, the CNNCnsg is also composed of just two constituents,
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namely the noun mathcipurda 'old man' and the trial suffix karikarv, the free numeral
three is not required. The examples from Kuot and Arabana are therefore instances of

Simple CNNCs. The types of CNNCs as illustrated in (2.1)-(2.3) above all count as

Simple CNNCs because apart from the core elements, they contain no other elements.

Complex CNNCs are CNNCs which contain a noun, a numeral, and a certain
non-core constituent (henceforth extra element), such as a non-singular marker or a

numeral classifier. The said extra elements can be morphologically segmented when
attached to the core elements. Complex CNNCs with a non-singular marker (NSG) and a

numeral classifier are illustrated by the examples in (2.4) and (2.5) from French and
Thai respectively.

(2.4) French (own knowledge)
trois chien-s

three dog-PL
'three dogs'

(2.5) Thai (own knowledge)
ma: sa:m tua

dog three CLF(lit. 'body')
'three dogs'

In French, the form of nouns undergoes certain changes, typically being suffixed
with -s, to show non-singularity when reference is being made to more than one entity.
In (2.4), the CNNCnsg in French consists of the noun chien 'dog', the numeral trois

'three', and the non-singular suffix -5. On the other hand, in Thai, in both CNNCsg and

CNNCnsg, a numeral classifier is obligatorily required. Thus, the CNNCnsg in Thai as

shown in (2.5) consists of the noun ma: 'dog', the numeral sa:m 'three', and the numeral

classifier tua 'body' (a numeral classifier for nouns denoting animals, clothing,

furniture, etc.).

The extra elements such as non-singular markers and numeral classifiers seem

surplus to requirements of CNNCs—in other words, without them the expressions
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illustrated in (2.4) and (2.5) remain comprehensible. Other elements can also add to the
structural complexity of CNNCs, some of which play certain roles in expressing

quantification, whereas others do not. The various types of the extra elements in CNNCs
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

The last category is Simplex CNNCs. Like Simple CNNCs, these are CNNCs

consisting of two core constituents, namely a noun and a cardinal numeral. However,

Simplex CNNCs are different from Simple CNNCs in that the numeral in Simplex
CNNCs is varied according to the noun it modifies and vice versa. This is because there
seems to be an extra element, namely a number marker or a numeral classifier,

inherently existing within the noun or the numeral respectively. These extra elements

cannot be morphologically segmented. Where the number marker seems to be

amalgamated into the noun, as in English two men (instead of *two man-s), the
construction illustrated by the English two men counts as an example of Simplex

CNNCnsg due to the fact that the non-singular marker in the non-singular noun is

semantically fused with the noun in one word as a portmanteau word.

In some languages with numeral classifiers, a numeral classifier may be fused
with a numeral. It is noted in Aikhenvald (2000: 108) that this phenomenon often occurs

in languages with fusional and polysynthetic characteristics (i.e. the words are built up

by two or more morphemes and the boundaries between the morphemes are fuzzy). An

example is shown from Nivkh (isolate; southeastern Siberia and Sakhalin Island).

(2.6) Nivkh (Gruzdeva 1998: 62)

n 'ivyn meny

man two.CLF

'two men'
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In (2.6), the CNNCnsg in Nivkh consists of two constituents, namely the noun

n'ivyij 'man' and the numeral menn 'two'. However, the numeral menn 'two' also

contains the numeral classifier for human nouns. The existence of the implicit numeral
classifier in the numeral menn can be proved by comparing the numeral form menn with
the numeral form mor 'two'. Both refer to 'two' but the former is used for counting
nouns denoting humans, whereas the latter is used for counting nouns denoting animals

(Gruzdeva 1998: 24). Therefore, there exists a meaningful unit functioning as the
numeral classifier fused with the numeral. As a result of the amalgamation of the
numeral and the numeral classifier in those languages, CNNCs seem deceptively simple,
while the numeral system turns out to be complex as there is more than one set of
cardinal numerals. For instance, in Nivkh, the numerals are divided into 26 classes with

different numeral forms for each class as exemplified above (Gruzdeva 1998: 23).

In addition, examples like English two men and Nivkh n'ivyn menn (lit. man

two.CLF) 'two men' are not treated as Complex CNNCs because they do not overtly
contain the analyzable extra elements which are the defining characteristic of Complex
CNNCs.

The categorization of CNNCs in the world's languages is yet to be described. In
the survey of about 250 languages, which we carried out, an effort has been made to

apply consistent criteria in categorizing CNNCs. Since we shall look at a broad range of

languages to investigate the structural variation of CNNCs and their development with

respect to complexity, the categorization of CNNCs as just briefly outlined is therefore
made as a framework for data analysis as will be shown in the following chapters.

Various other terms have been used in the literature to refer to cardinal numeral-

noun constructions, such as numeral phrases (e.g. Corbett 2000: 36), numeral-noun
constructions (e.g. Hurford 2003: 567, Aikhenvald 2000: 116), numerical expressions

(e.g. Greenberg 1978: 272) and quantificational expressions (e.g. Corver et al. 2007: 1).

However, limitations with each of these terms make it preferable to use the term CNNCs
instead.
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For instance, the term numeral phrases cannot be applied to a couple of

languages in the current sample in which the numeral functions as a predicate of the
noun subject. Accordingly in these languages, CNNCs are a sentence, not a phrase. For

example, in Haida (isolate; Canada) as illustrated in (2.7) below, the numeral sdirj 'be
two' is the verb of the noun subject qwaay 'rope' and so can be inflected for tense.

(2.7) Haida (Hori 2001: 144)

qwaay sGa-sdiij- gon

rope CLF-be.two-PST
'There were two pieces of rope.'

As for the terms numeral-noun constructions and numerical expressions, these
labels are too broad for the phenomenon under investigation in the current project. As

already mentioned in §1.2, the current project deals only with cardinal numerals, but
these two terms may include other kinds of numerals such as ordinal numerals, and the

terms accordingly include other related constructions which are not in the scope of the
thesis.

In addition, the term numerical expressions used by Greenberg (1978: 272) is

used in the sense describing the way the numerals are combined. For example, the
numeral sixteen in Italian is expressed as sei-dici [lit. six-ten] 'sixteen'.

Finally, the term quantificational expression is used in the context of the broader

system of quantification. It includes non-numeral quantifiers, such as English

few/several/many. The term is also adopted in this thesis when referring to the broad

system of quantification covering non-numeral quantificational expressions (e.g. 'many'

plus noun; see Chapter 4 for further discussion) and numeral quantificational

expressions (e.g. cardinals or ordinals plus noun).

In this thesis therefore, the term cardinal numeral-noun constructions is

employed to make it clear that the quantificational constructions under study involve
cardinal numerals only.
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2.2 Earlier research on typology and evolution of CNNCs

The whole picture of the typology and evolution of CNNCs has not yet been drawn.

Despite this, various structural types of CNNCnsg have been recognized sporadically as

illustrated below. Also, it seems that the typology and evolution of CNNCsg has been

largely ignored in the general linguistic literature. In this section, those few earlier
research works dealing with typology and evolution of CNNCnsg are reviewed

chronologically.

2.2.1 Sanches and Slobin's 'Numeral classifiers and plural marking'

A central observation relating to the typology and evolution of CNNCs probably
first appeared in Sanches and Slobin's (1973) Numeral Classifiers and Plural Marking:
An Implicational Universal. The paper proposes the hypothesis about the

complementary distribution of the obligatory plural markers and numeral classifiers in

languages as shown below.

If a language includes numeral classifiers in its dominant mode of
forming quantification expressions, then it will also have facultative
expression of the plural. In other words, it will not have obligatory
marking of the plural on nouns (Sanches and Slobin 1973: 4, emphasis
original).

This means that obligatory plural markers and numeral classifiers are not

supposed to co-exist in a given language. To support the hypothesis, Sanches and Slobin

explored a sample of some 70 languages across the world. The finding appears to

suggest that the hypothesis is justified, as languages in which the two systems co-exist
are extremely rare. In addition, the paper has certain arguments relevant to the study of

typology and evolution of CNNCs.
In terms of typology, languages are divided into 4 types with regard to the

presence of plural markers (PI) and numeral classifiers (CLF). They are [+PL/+CLF],
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[+PL/-CLF], [-PL/+CLF] and [-PL/-CLF], where the symbol (+) means that the feature
is available; and the symbol (-) means that the feature is not available. Hence, the
notation [+PL/-CLF] means that the language has plural markers but not numeral

classifiers, for instance. Note that the four types, in fact, do not really correspond to the

types of CNNCs. That is, languages with plural markers do not necessarily use plural
markers in CNNCs. Hungarian (Uralic; Hungary), for example, has plural markers but
the plural markers are not used in CNNCs (Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi 1998: 39). So,

the types [+PL/+CLF] and [+PL/-CLF] are not necessarily equivalent to

{N,NUM,NSG,CLF} and {N,NUM,NSG} respectively.
In terms of evolution, it is argued that languages belonging to [-PL/-CLF] can

develop or borrow either plurals (i.e. changing into [+PL/-CLF]) or numeral classifiers

(i.e. changing into [-PL/+CLF]) rather than the other way round. To generalize,

languages tend to undergo changes from simplicity (i.e. without markers) to complexity

(with markers). Also, languages with numeral classifiers will not normally change into

languages with plural markers and vice versa. Still, a numeral classifier language may

change into a plural marking language. In that case, the language will change to a stage

of [-PL/-CLF] first before moving further to [+PL/-CLF] as evidenced by Chamorro

(Austronesian, Guam), a language which underwent a typological change after contact
with Spanish and English (Sanches and Slobin 1973: 12).

This research paper has been regarded as very important in typological studies on

numeral classifier systems and number systems, as it is pioneering work proposing the

typological relation between the two seemingly unrelated grammatical systems.

Although the work concentrates on morpho-syntactic typology, the findings have also

sparked the issue of the semantic typology of nouns with regard to number in subsequent
works such as Greenberg (1972, to be reviewed in Chapter 5)2 and Rijkhoff (2002, to be
reviewed in §2.2.2). Although currently, due to the advancement of typological studies,
more counterexamples against the hypothesis have been observed, the hypothesis
remains justified in general, statistically. The languages in which the two systems are

2
According to Greenberg (1972: 14), the hypothesis of the complementary distribution of plural markers

and numeral classifiers was first proposed in an unpublished paper by Mary Sanches in 1971. The paper
was developed and published in the working paper later in 1973.
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claimed to co-occur, in fact often show that one of the two systems is optional or used

restrictively.

However, since the paper concentrates on the typology of the two grammatical

features, the historical description is touched rather briefly. The claim that numeral
classifier languages and plural marking languages tend not to change back to [-PL/-CLF]

may require more evidence to confirm it, as it appears that the two systems have
declined in many languages. The declines of the classifier systems and number systems
are described in Aikhenvald (2000:381) and Corbett (2000: 268-271) respectively, for
instance. Besides, languages probably do not change in a unidirectional fashion with

regard to CNNCs. That is to say, languages with complexity can change into simpler
forms as well. Evidence for this possibility may be seen in the diachronic development
of CNNCs, as will be illustrated in the later chapters of this thesis.

2.2.2 Rijkhoff's 'Seinsarten'

A typological survey of CNNCnsg appeared in Rijkhoff's (2002) The Noun
Phrase. The volume aims to discuss various aspects of noun phrases including

quantification from typological perspectives. The survey is based on a representative

sample of 52 languages across maximal genetic groupings, that is, every phylum (i.e. the

genetic grouping at the highest level) is represented by at least one language. According
to Rijkhoff (2002: 30-31), only three types of CNNCs are clearly found, namely

{N,NUM}, {N,NUM,NSG} and {N,NUM,CLF}. Among these, {N,NUM} is the most

common, {N,NUM,NSG} is less common and {N,NUM,CLF} is the least common.

Also, languages may employ more than one type of CNNCs. For example, in Tamil,

{N,NUM,NSG} is used for human nouns and {N,NUM} for non-human nouns. This

suggests that a variety of CNNCs in a single language should be expected. Yet, the

dominancy of the alternating types is not considered in this survey.

Rijkhoff s main argument regarding CNNCs, however, is that the structural types
of CNNCs are associated with the types of nouns (referred to as nominal subcategories
or Seinsarten). Based on morpho-syntactic and semantic properties, nouns are

categorized into 6 types, namely singular object nouns, set nouns, sort nouns, general
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nouns, collective nouns, and mass nouns (for detailed description on the nominal

subcategories, see Rijkhoff 2003: 28-59). These types of nouns are categorized with

respect to two semantic features, namely Shape and Homogeneity.

Shape has to do with whether the referents of nouns are viewed as being spatially
bounded. Homogeneity deals with whether the referents of nouns are viewed as

undergoing a change in form (not size or weight) when added or reduced. To illustrate,
in English, the noun table has a definite boundary. Also, when a part of it (e.g. a leg) is
added to or taken away from it, the original form of table changes—in other words, it is
indivisible. The noun table is therefore characterized as (+Shape, -Homogeneity),

corresponding to singular object noun. On the contrary, the noun water does not have a

definite boundary, since its shape can change according to its container. Also when some

water is added to or removed from it, the original form of water remains the same. So,
the noun water is characterized as (-Shape, +Homogeneity), corresponding to mass

noun.

The nominal categorization is established on the assumption that nouns that

represent actual physical entities (referents) in the real world are a product of mental

activity. They are created through a speaker's construal (interpretation) of real objects.

So, they have no direct relationship with the physical entities and hence, the nouns and
the physical entities are not perfectly mapped. As Rijkhoff (2002: 44) puts it, "referents
of NPs [Noun Phrases] are not objects in the real world, rather mental constructs that are
created, stored, and retrieved in the minds of speech participants".

For that reason, the referents in a single language may be construed differently.
For example, the referents of table and water in English would be construed differently

by English native speakers in the manner illustrated above. This fact is reflected in the
different quantificational structural patterns when the two nouns are quantified. The
noun table can be combined with the quantifier directly (for example, one table),
whereas the noun water requires a unit counter such as glass when it is quantified (for

example, two/many glasses ofwater).
For the same reason, speakers from different languages may construe the same

real object in a different way (Rijkhoff 2002: 55). The nouns representing the referent
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table in English and in Thai may be different in terms of the semantic features Shape
and Homogeneity despite the fact that they refer to the same physical entity. With a

Seinsarten-account, one would argue that in English, the referent table is construed as

spatially bounded (+Shape) and non-homogeneous (-Homogeneity), corresponding to

what Rijkhoff refers to as a singular object noun. On the contrary, in Thai, the referent
table is construed as not having a boundary in the spatial dimension (-Shape) and as

homogeneous (-(-Homogeneity). Thus, the noun table which is categorized as a singular

object noun in English will be categorized as a sort noun in Thai, as reflected in the fact
that different types of CNNCs are chosen in the two languages. In English, the noun

table can be in a direct construction with quantifiers, and plural markers are required if
the number of the noun is greater than one as in two/many tables. In other words, the
noun table in English requires the structural patterns of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG}
for CNNCsg and CNNCnsg respectively. On the contrary, in Thai, the noun

corresponding to table requires a numeral classifier both in CNNCsg and CNNCnsg
when numerated, as already shown in (2.5). However, the different use of nominal

subcategories between the speakers of the two languages involves linguistic knowledge

(i.e. knowledge about lexical semantic of the noun); not ontological knowledge (i.e.

knowledge about the natural world), as Rijkoff (2002: 55) notes:

This does not necessarily mean that the speakers of e.g. Thai [...] do not
know that a table in the physical world is a discrete object, but rather that
this particular piece of knowledge is simply not part of the lexical
semantics of the noun (instead it would be part of the encyclopaedic
knowledge about the referent of NP (italics original)

That is, the speakers of numeral classifier languages know that the referents of
table and water are physically different (i.e. water is not discrete, whereas a table is), but
the physical characteristics as such are ignored in the lexical meaning of the nouns.

To sum up, according to Rijkhoff's survey, three major types of CNNCnsg are

observed along with their frequencies. We have also learned that a variety of CNNCs
can be expected in a single language. Nevertheless, diachronic issues do not receive

discussion in Rijkhoff's volume. The main argument is focused on the idea of
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Seinsarten, suggesting that the differences in structural patterns of CNNCs in a single

language and in different languages can be explained by semantic properties of nouns.

So, an implication from the study is that the diversity of CNNCs is associated with the
differences in the construal of referents of nouns in languages. In other words, semantic

typology governs morpho-syntactic typology. The idea of Seinsarten is useful and

interesting because it provides universal criteria for categorizing nouns with regard to

quantification across languages. Also, it sheds some light on the reason why there is
such a variety in CNNCs. However, since the six nominal subcategories are established
based on the structural patterns (or morpho-syntactic properties) in CNNCs, circularity
would be impossible to avoid if we claimed that CNNCs are different due to the
difference in the nouns used in the constructions.

2.2.3 Hurford's 'The interaction between numerals and nouns'

Hurford's (2003) 'The interaction between numerals and nouns' is a typological

survey of morphosyntactic phenomena occurring within numeral-noun constructions

including cardinal, ordinal and plural numerals (to be defined later), focusing on

"syntagmatic distribution and the internal structure of numerals" (2003: 561). The

survey is based on a sample of 25 languages that were primarily selected on the basis of
maximal geographical distance and genetic diversity, though with some concentration on

European languages.

Regarding CNNCs, this paper brings up various other structural types of

CNNCnsg and related constructions than those previously reported. Illustrated below are

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} and {N,NUM,CLF,NSG,INDEF} as observed in Welsh (2.8) and

Sinhala (Indo-European; Sri Lanka) (2.9) respectively. The two types are claimed to be
rare.

(2.8) Welsh (Hurford 2003: 569)
naw o ddynion

nine of man.PL
'nine men'
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(2.9) Sinhala (Hurford 2003: 574)

minissu tun den-ek

man.PL three CLF (lit. 'people')-INDEF
'three men'

In addition, in relation to {N,NUM,CLF}, the paper argues that although the type

is not typical in European languages, there exist numeral classifier-like constructions
found in certain European languages, for example, English forty head of cattle, where
the noun head functions like a numeral classifier. Yet, unlike a typical numeral classifier

construction, the preposition of is required in the construction. Also, in some languages,
such as Bulgarian, Hungarian and Scottish Gaelic, there is a special set of numerals used
with nouns denoting humans. The use of special sets of numerals counts as examples of
numeral classifier-like constructions (Hurford 2003: 570-571).

(2.10) Scottish Gaelic (Hurford 2003: 571)

There are three other numeral-noun constructions which deserve a mention.

These numeral-noun constructions are structurally identical to CNNCs, but owing to the

difference in constructional meanings, they are not actually regarded as CNNCs. These
constructions reflect that the situation for morpho-syntactic typological studies at least of
numeral-noun constructions, the constructional meaning cannot be ignored. The first
such construction is the numeral-noun construction consisting of a plural numeral and a

plural noun as in Finnish in (2.11).

(2.11) Finnish (Jensen 1934: 47 in Hurford 2003: 586)

ochdnar chloinne

eight.CLF children

'eight children'

kahdet sukat

two.PL sock.PL

'two pairs ofsocks'
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The construction is structurally identical to {N,NUM,NSG,NSG} where {NSG}
is an agreement. However, in this case, the meaning of the construction containing plural
numerals is different from CNNCs. In plural numeral constructions, the constructional

meaning is 'n groups of' (2003: 585) (like two groups/pairs of socks). According to

Hurford, the plural numerals are found in Finnish, Estonian and Icelandic but nowhere

else in his sample.
Another construction which is mentioned but is not further considered in the

survey is the ordinal numeral-noun construction where in the same language the ordinal
is not different from the cardinal numeral, for example English one day (cardinal

numeral-noun) versus day one (ordinal-noun) (for another example, see footnote 1

above). Thus structurally, it is identical to {N,NUM} of CNNCs. The difference
between the two constructions lies in numeral-noun word order. In this case, the one

which expresses the order of things does not count as a CNNC.
The final construction to be mentioned is the definite cardinal numeral-noun

construction (comparable to English the two books). This construction is found in
Sinhala where the unmarked cardinal numeral-noun construction expresses the meaning

definiteness of the whole noun phrase. For example,

(2.12) Sinhala (Hurford 2003: 577)

pot deka

book two

'the two books'

(2.13) Sinhala (Hurford 2003: 577)

pot deka-k
book two-INDEF

'two books'

The examples as shown above may cause a difficult problem: the ambiguity as to

whether or not the indefinite marker should count as an extra element specifically

required in CNNCs in this language (comparable to number markers or numeral
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classifiers, for instance). In this thesis, some morphemes such as gender markers in
French are not considered as (required) extra elements for CNNCs because they have no

function relevant to number at all; the markers as such are seen in CNNCs just because

of the structure rule of the noun phrase. Although the indefinite marker in Sinhala is not

associated with number, the constructional meaning will change to definiteness without
the definite marker, as shown in (2.12). In this case, the indefinite marker should be

considered as a required extra element in Sinhala. Therefore, numeral-noun

constructions without the indefinite marker in Sinhala, namely {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} are not CNNCnsg, as they include the meaning of definiteness in
their constructions.

2.2.4 Conclusion

CNNCs, especially CNNCSg, are constructions that have attracted little attention
in the general linguistic literature. According to the previous studies on CNNCs just
described above, certain structural types of CNNCnsg have been documented; notable
recent surveys include Rijkhoff (2002) and Hurford (2003). Still, these types of CNNCs

require further analysis of their distribution and frequencies in the world's languages.

Besides, it is implicitly stated in previous research that a variety of types of CNNCs can

be observed even in a single language, but the issue of predominance of types has not

yet been considered. Although there has been typological research into CNNCnsg. apart
from the work by Sanches and Slobin (1972), little has been done on the diachronic

development of CNNCnsg- The diachronic studies can perhaps give a valuable account

of the variety of structural patterns of CNNCs in modern languages. After all, the earlier
research has provided the background knowledge for understanding the current situation
of CNNCs and this is necessary for designing the current project properly.
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3 How to Trace the Evolution of CNNCs

There are three steps in tracing the evolution of CNNCs. First of all, structural types of
CNNCs across languages are explored to see the possible types attested in living

languages (§3.1). Then, historical origins of structural types of CNNCs are examined,

using old written records along with theoretical considerations (§3.2). Finally, the
historical paths of structural types of CNNCs taken from the second step are combined
into globally evolutionary structures (§3.3).

3.1 Exploring types of CNNCs

3.1.1 Sampling

The first step in investigating the evolution of CNNCs is to find the range of

possibilities of structural types of CNNCs in modern human languages. Ideally, to be

completely knowledgeable about all the possible structural types of CNNCs, one would
have to examine all the roughly 6,000 living languages. This is obviously unfeasible
because the majority of them are not well documented at all. Although there are

hundreds of languages already well described, it would still be logistically quite difficult
to examine all of these languages. Therefore, we need a method commonly known as

language sampling—a method of using a representative sample of the documented

languages in studying cross-linguistic variation (Croft 2003:19). In sampling, it is

generally assumed that the more diverse genealogically and geographically the

languages selected are, the more likely it is that one will be able to find the most diverse

types of linguistic feature under study. With this assumption, to display the greatest

possible variety, at least one representative language from each language family (i.e.

top-level genetic group of languages) was chosen.

According to preliminary research, however, in some language families (e.g.

Indo-European), the structural types of CNNCs seem to be more diverse than others,

especially in families which are larger or have greater time depth. The diversity is also
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perhaps attributable to the fact that those families are better described than others. In any

case, this suggests that in some language families, a single representative language
would probably be unable to reflect a realistic picture of the CNNCs in that family.
Therefore, rather than selecting only one language representing one family, we selected
at least one language representing one genus (i.e. a genealogical group of languages
with a time depth no greater than 4,000 years, comparable to the Indo-European
subfamilies (Dryer 1992: 83-84)), if the genus provided useful information about

CNNCs.

The sample also includes representative languages from Creoles and pidgins (i.e.

simplified mixed languages, developed after intensive contact, mostly with European

languages), chosen from different areas across the globe, namely North America, South

America, Africa, Australia-New Guinea and Southeast Asia, plus some language
isolates (i.e. languages with no known genetic relationship to other living languages) in
which the appropriate sources for CNNCs are available. This procedure yields a total

sample size of some 250 languages, a size in which we may find the majority of the

possible structural types of CNNCs attested in human languages. A listing of the sample

languages representing language groups is given in Appendix 1.

In relation to the selection of the representative languages, it is assumed here that

any living languages which are well-documented and provide sufficient information on

CNNCs have an equal chance of representing the genus of the family. Besides, the

languages were selected without their structural patterns of CNNCs being known in
advance. The selection of languages within the genera is thus random. So, an attempt

has been made to ensure that the sampling has been conducted by avoiding genealogical
and geographical biases as much as possible.

Regarding the language classification, the thesis follows the classification

presented in the World Atlas of Language Structure (Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil and
Comrie 2005; henceforth WALS), a large cross-linguistic database for typological
studies. In fact, the language list in WALS is not a linguistic classification as such;
rather it is a sample in its own right. Therefore, it includes only the languages
documented in this sample. Even so, it comprises 2,560 languages, almost half of the
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world's languages today. There are a couple of reasons why WALS suits the current

project. The first is that it is the database which we believe the most up-to-date at the
time of the current data collection (September-December 2005). Also in some cases,

WALS provides remarks indicating the differences between WALS and previous

frequently cited database, namely Ruhlen (1987) and Grimes (2000) in terms of

language names and classifications. So, these differences as highlighted in WALS help
us to ascertain whether the languages we selected are problematic in any way. Besides,
the classification as a genus has some advantages over the classification as a branch as

used in some other sources. That is to say, the notion genus has a clearer definition than

the notion branch does in terms of time depth, whereas the term branch can mean either
a subfamily or a genus. To compare like with like in terms of time depth, WALS was

chosen because it is stated clearly whether the languages selected are in the same genus.

This proved necessary when considering statistical frequencies, since counting genera is
less error-prone than counting languages or families. Furthermore, although some

languages in the WALS sample do not provide useful information on CNNCs at all, a

great number of languages in the sample provide the information with regard to word
order ofnoun and numeral (Dryer 2005b), which is useful for CNNCs. The information

provided always includes bibliographic references with page citations. This proved

opportune and helped speed up the process of data collection, as we could ensure that
the languages chosen were likely to provide the relevant information about CNNCs.

3.1.2 Data sources

The language data reported in the thesis are mainly based on the survey of

reference grammars, a methodology for extracting grammatical information from

published reference material (Bybee, Pagliuca and Perkins 1994: 35). Since we need to

use a large database for the phenomenon in question, this methodology is thus more

practical than eliciting information from native speakers through questionnaires or from
texts. Also, the phenomenon is relatively well-described in most grammars, so the data
can be obtained directly from grammars. The methodology, however, was supplemented

by samples from texts (where glosses were provided) as well as from previous literature.
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Also, where necessary, the information was checked with native speakers or language

experts. However, as noted in Bybee, Pagliuca and Perkins (1994: 35), a weakness of
the methodology involves the comparability of information. That is, different authors

may use different frameworks or terms for the same linguistic phenomenon. For

example, some authors may refer to every instance of number distinction in nouns like

non-numeral quantifiers (e.g. many) as number markers. This mistakenly suggests that
the language has a number marking system. The problem is more obvious in reference
material written several decades ago when the standard grammatical analysis was

underdeveloped.
The grammar reference survey designed for the thesis is aimed at investigating

CNNCs not only with regard to structural patterns of CNNCs, but also related issues

necessary or useful for tracing back the evolutionary paths of CNNCs. These issues
include (1) frequencies, distribution and mode of predominance of types of CNNCs, (2)
evolution of number-marking systems, (3) the polygenesis of numeral classifier systems,

(4) the correlation between types of CNNCs and noun class systems (henceforth the

correlation), and (5) quantificational expressions before the rise of CNNCs. The survey

format (cf. Appendix 3) consists of two parts as follows.
Part I deals with the necessary background information of the language, namely

language name, its affiliation (at two levels, i.e. family and genus), the region where the

language is spoken, and all references for the language data. The affiliation and region
are required for statistical purposes and for certain matters pertaining to the geographical

maps. As for the background information, the thesis follows the information given in
WALS.

Part II is designed for extracting grammatical information from descriptive

grammars. This part is divided into 3 sections dealing with structural types of CNNCs,
number systems, and classifier systems. The questions in Section 2 and Section 3 are

taken from Lingua Descriptive Studies: Questionnaire (Comrie and Smith 1977).
Section 1 consists of 4 questions (Question 1 - Question 4). The objectives of

this section are to reveal structural types of CNNCs across languages and to see whether
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they are used as the basic type (i.e. types used generally; alias primary or dominant) or

subsidiary type (i.e. types used restrictively) in a given language.

Question 1: Does the language have CNNCsg? If so, illustrate the structural

patterns of CNNCsg-

Question 2: Are the structural types observed in Question 1 used with or without
constraints (e.g. used with a small set of nouns or a particular context)?

Question 3: Does the language have CNNCnsg? If so, illustrate the structural

patterns of CNNCnsg.

Question 4\ Are the structural types observed in Question 3 used with or without
constraints (e.g. used with a small set of nouns or a particular context)?

For Questions 1 and 3, all structural patterns of CNNCs observed in the
referential material were collected (for the operational definitions of CNNCs and the
extra elements used in CNNCs, see §2.1 and Chapter 5 respectively). The information
obtained from Questions 1 and 3 is analyzed and presented in Chapter 6. As for

Questions 2 and 4, these questions are aimed at revealing the basic types and subsidiary

types of CNNCs. This information is required for classifying language types (i.e.
classifications on the basis of basic types), which in turn is necessary for statistical

purposes and for making maps illustrating geographical distribution of types of CNNCs.
The answers obtained from Questions 2 and 4 are analyzed and presented in Chapter 6
and Chapter 7.

Section 2 consists of 3 questions (Question 5 - Question 7). The objective of this
section is to disclose information about the number-marking system in languages. This
information is useful for the issue of the evolution of number-marking systems (cf.

§5.1.3).

Question 5: "Does the language have a number-marking system in nouns? [and if

so] Do different classes of nouns behave differently in this respect (e.g. animate versus

inanimate)?" (Comrie and Smith 1977: 34).

Question 6: "Is the system of marking number obligatory or optional?" (Comrie
and Smith 1977: 34).
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Question 7: "If the language has no system of number-marking in the noun, does
it have other means of indicating number, such as the use of a word meaning 'many',
etc.?" (Comrie and Smith 1977: 34).

For Question 5, the reader is referred to §5.1.1 for the operational definition of
the number-marking system in nouns. The number-marking system may have been

explicitly shown in the answer to Question 1 (e.g. English two dogs). However, in some

languages, such as Hungarian, the existing number markers are not employed in
CNNCs. If we looked only at the information in Question 1, we might misunderstand
that Hungarian does not have a number-marking system. Also, some classes of nouns

may be marked for number, whereas others may not be. Question 6 is required because
the number-marking system in nouns in some languages is obligatory, but optional in
others. For the Questions 5 and 6 the data are taken mainly from WALS. The answers

obtained from these two questions are analyzed and presented in Chapter 7. Question 7
is required because it is assumed that non-numeral quantificational expressions are

conjectured to be a quantificational stage before the rise of CNNCs. Therefore, we need
to know the means of indicating number in the languages in which number-marking

systems are not available. The answers obtained from Question 7 are analyzed and

presented in Chapter 4.
Section 3 consists of 2 questions (Question 8 - Question 9) concerning classifier

systems, namely noun classes (or genders) and numeral classifiers (for the operational
definitions of the three terms, see §5.2). The objective of this section is to reveal the
classifier systems across languages. The information obtained from Question 8 is

required for the issue of correlation, while the information obtained from Question 9 is

required for the issue of polygenesis of numeral classifier systems. The answers obtained
from Question 8 and Question 9 are analyzed and presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 6

respectively. The two questions are straightforward, as follows:

Question 8: "Are nouns divided into classes or gendersT (Comrie and Smith

1977: 34).

Question 9: "Does the language have numeral classifiers?" (Comrie and Smith
1977: 35). If so, is the system of numeral classifiers obligatory to all nouns?
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For Questions 8 and 9, the answers were partly taken from WALS. The answer

to Question 9 may be obtained from Question 1, however, in some languages, such as

Persian (Indo-European; Iran) and Turkish (Altaic; Turkey), the numeral classifiers are

employed (and perhaps optionally) only with some nouns. The reader is referred to

Appendix 3 to see the format of this reference grammar survey designed based on the
nine questions above. Also, in the introductory pages of Appendix 3, the thesis provides
a description on what should be inferred from various types of answers to the questions.
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3.2 Investigating historical origins of CNNCs

After exploring possible structural types of CNNCs in the world's languages, the next

step is to trace the historical development of these structural types of CNNCs so as to

understand how these patterns came into being in the world's languages. The

investigation is performed by using evidence from old texts as well as theoretical

diachronic approaches.

3.2.1 Evidence from old texts

Old written records are very helpful direct evidence for tracing the possible
historical routes of CNNCs. This is because old documents are the place where the

previous structures of CNNCs can be observed. Then we can compare them with more

current patterns to observe the change, and sometimes even the factors which contribute
to the change as well. In this study, the old texts are obtained from previous historical
studies relevant to the change of CNNCs in a particular language or a language group.

The old texts themselves come from Old Chinese, Old and Middle English, Classical

Arabic, Classical Tamil, Old and Middle Khmer, among other languages.

Although the old texts provide concrete evidence, those which present

information directly involving the change in CNNCs are very rare. In addition, some

written records are not old enough to reflect a change in CNNCs.

In addition to the problem of rarity and shallow time depth, there is another

problem arising from using this kind of evidence. Namely, the old written records may

not perfectly reflect the spoken form of the language in those days. Alternating patterns

may have existed even if they are not recorded. Present-day written Khmer provides a

good example. CNNCs in modern written Khmer are normally {N,NUM,CLF} but in

colloquial speech, CNNCs can be both {N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM}, as shown in the

examples (3.1 a-b) (Jacob 1965: 145). Supposing there was no other type of evidence,
one might mistakenly conclude that the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF}, as the only pattern

recorded, was the primary pattern of CNNCs in this period.
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(3.1) Modern Khmer (Jacob 1965: 145)

a ko:n bYy

threechild

'three children' (Colloquial)
b ko:n pi:( r) nsak

two CLF(lit. 'person')child

'two children' ( Written)

3.2.2 Theoretical diachronic approaches

Due to the limitations of the evidence from old texts, we need to use other types

of evidence in investigating the historical developments of CNNCs. These types of
evidence (which in fact are theoretical approaches to diachronic studies) will be referred
to as theoretical approaches here. The relevant theoretical approaches include (a)

Grammaticalization, (b) Lexicalization, (c) Internal Reconstruction (IR) and the

Comparative Method (CM), and (d) Language Contact. These theoretical approaches
will be reviewed and discussed in detail in §3.2.2.1-3.2.2.4 below. Although the

theoretical approaches employed in the investigation of the history of CNNCs will

inevitably give a conjectural conclusion which is less reliable compared to the historical

evidence, such theoretical approaches can be applied to broader cases. These theoretical

approaches will become more reliable if they can be used to support each other or

together with the historical evidence.

3.2.2.1 Grammaticalization theory

The theory of grammaticalization (alias grammaticization) is a theoretical
framework for language change offering an explanatory account of how grammatical

categories arise and develop. Due to the fact that the historical development of types of
CNNCs and the origins of the quantificational extra elements (cf. Chapter 5) (which are

grammatical categories) lie in grammaticalization processes, in this section the theory of

grammaticalization is briefly reviewed.

It is widely assumed that the basic linguistic elements in languages can be
divided into two categories, namely lexical elements (alias content words) and
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grammatical elements (alias function words). Lexical elements describe things, actions,
and qualities. In accordance with this definition, nouns, verbs and adjectives are

instances of this category. The lexical elements are in an open-class paradigm, as the
size of the class can be increased. On the other hand, grammatical forms serve morpho-

syntactic purposes, such as indicating relationships between nouns, linking parts of

discourse, referring to referents already identified, and so on. These grammatical
functions are represented by prepositions (e.g. at), connectives (e.g. as, for) and

pronouns (e.g. he) respectively. Grammatical elements also include derivational forms

(e.g. -ity), clitics (e.g. the genitive form T) and inflections (e.g. -5 indicating third person

singular subject of the verb in the present tense). Generally, the members of the class

hardly change, so they are in closed-class paradigms (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 4).

However, the division is in fact on a continuum, as the boundary between the two

categories is not absolutely clear. There are a number of linguistic items which are

difficult to categorize. Among these are numerals in which the lexical meaning remains
but a grammatical purpose as a quantifier is also served. For this reason, different

languages treat numerals differently. Those numerals may belong to the class of nouns
in some languages, but may belong to the classes of adjectives, verbs or quantifiers in
others (Corver, Doetjes and Zwarts 2007: 752). However, the numerals are normally in a

closed-class paradigm, and for this reason, the class of numerals is functional rather than
lexical.

Turning to grammaticalization, the term was first coined by the French linguist
Antoine Meillet who defined it as

[L]e passage d'un mot autonome au role d' element grammatical ("the
shift of an independent word to the status of a grammatical element")
(1912, quoted and translated in McMahon 1994: 160).

Note that un mot autonome (an independent word) in fact corresponds to a lexical

element, as a lexical element is syntactically independent, whereas a grammatical
element must occur in relation to a lexical element. This classic definition can be seen in
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general grammaticalization phenomena, such as the development of auxiliaries from
verbs. Cross-linguistically for example, the lexical verbs meaning 'want' have

developed a grammatical function as a future marker, as in the case of the English

auxiliary will from Old English verb wyllan 'want'.

The term grammaticalization was later given a broader definition by the Polish

linguist Jerzy Kurylowicz (1965: 52):

Grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme
advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a
more grammatical status [...]

This concept of grammaticalization emphasises the extension of the range of

grammatical status in linguistic elements. The definition thus includes the development
of more grammatical elements from less grammatical elements. An example is the

development of the plural marker from the third person plural pronoun (Heine and
Kuteva 2002a: 237-8) in many languages. However, in some cases, it is difficult to say

whether one element is more grammatical than another. All we can say perhaps is that
the grammatical form just assumes a new grammatical function.

In the recent literature on grammaticalization, Hopper and Traugott (2003) hold
that the grammaticalization process not only takes place at a lexical level but also in

constructions, such as English jda hwile fie 'that time that' being grammaticalized to

while (a temporal connective). That is, the meaning of the larger construction is fused in
a noun, hwile 'time' (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 4).

Furthermore, it is generally realized that grammatical functions may develop
from pragmatic meaning and prosodic features instead of lexical meaning. For example,
word orders which pragmatically signal theme (i.e. the first part of an utterance,

functioning as the beginning of the message) and rheme (i.e. the second part of an

utterance, expressing the information about the theme) can change into grammatical
word-orders signaling syntactic cases for subject and object respectively. Note that in
this case there is no lexical meaning involved. Furthermore, phonological or prosodic
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features may also assume grammatical functions, such as a particular tone functioning as

a numeral classifier in Beijing Mandarin (Tao 2005, Wischer 2006: 129) (cf. §8.1.2).

To sum up, it can be observed that the concept of grammaticalization has become
broader and broader, so as to cover new phenomena of grammatical changes observed.
In any case, the central concept of grammaticalization lies in the origins and

development of grammatical elements. The important question is how

grammaticalization processes happen.

It has recently been emphasized that the mechanisms of grammaticalization may

be invoked when a particular lexeme which has potential source meaning is in the proper
context or construction (e.g. Bybee 2003: 602-603). A good example of

grammaticalization processes can be found in the grammaticalization of be going to/be

gonna (like She's going to die.) in English. The illustration and examples here are

mainly based on the analysis in Hopper and Traugott (2003: 2-3) and a few terms in
Wischer (2006: 131-132) as follows.

(1) Originally, be going to is used as a lexical motion verb in progressive
form with a locative adverb such as I'm going to London. At this stage

grammaticalization does not yet occur. However, note that the meaning 'go to' (which
can be used both to express a goal and an aim) has the potential to grammaticalize.

(2) Be going to is used with the purposive directional construction, as in I'm

going to London to marry Bill. In this context, be going to is still used as a lexical verb,

but notice that the purposive context may trigger the change in meaning easily.

(3) The locative adverb can be omitted, that is, I'm going to marry Bill. At
this stage, the first mechanism, namely pragmatic inferencing (i.e. deducing the new

meaning of the linguistic items going to be grammaticalized in a given context (Wischer
2006: 129)) comes into operation. This is because the purposive construction implies

futurity. When the directional phrase (i.e. to London) is omitted, the futurity will become
salient. There are two types of pragmatic inferencing. The first is metaphor and the
second is metonymy. The former involves the process whereby the concept of "a more

basic or concrete entity" is transferred to a more abstract one" (Wischer 2006: 131).
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The latter has to do with the contiguity of words in juxtaposition (Wischer 2006: 131).
In this case, be going to can assume the meaning of futurity as a result of metonymy.
That is to say, the verb phrase be going to followed by the location conveys the meaning
of 'movement in progress'. Once there is a verb or an action following the phrase be

going to, then the implicature 'movement in progress' (implying the futurity) is carried
on to an action (e.g. she is going to open the window.). At this stage, frequency of use

may play an important role, this implicature of futurity became a meaning of be going to

(cf. Bybee 2003; Wischer 2006: 131).

(4) The simultaneous process referred to as reanalysis happens, that is, be

going to is reanalyzed. The preposition to 'purposive marker' is combined tightly with
be going to, leading to the new grammatical construct used as an auxiliary expressing
immediate future. The reanalysis can be written as: [I am going [to marry Bill]] (with

'purposive' meaning) is reanalyzed as [I [am going to] marry Bill] (with 'immediate
future' meaning). At this stage, we can see that the lexical meaning of 'go' has been
bleached (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 3).

(5) The new construct be going to is extended in its use to more general

contexts, that is, including those which may not be compatible with purposive meaning

(for example, I'm going to like Bill). This is generally known as context generalization

(Heine and Kuteva 2002a: 2)

(6) Like a typical grammatical form, be going to undergoes further changes,
such as phonetic reduction (or erosion), i.e. be gonna.

(7) The stages of the grammaticalization of be going to co-exist in modern

English. The co-existence such as this is referred to as divergence and also as layering

(Hopper and Traugott 2003: 118; Wischer 2006: 132).

3.2.2.2 Lexicalization

Lexicalization in diachronic linguistics generally refers to the phenomenon

involving the origins and development of new lexical items in a language. Brinton and

Traugott's (2005) Lexicalization and Language Change offers a comprehensive review
of the literature on lexicalization and a detailed discussion on this subject. In the current
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project, there are certain language changes associated with lexicalization, namely the

origins of numerals, the fusion of nouns and number markers or noun class affixes, and

the fusion of numerals and numeral classifiers. In this section, a general introduction on

lexicalization will be given and the issues pertinent to the phenomena observed in the

project will be briefly reviewed along with examples taken from this source.

Like grammaticalization, the term has been used in various senses. In the very

broad sense, some types of word-formation are typically treated as lexicalization. An

example is compounding, which refers to the unifying of independent words, such as the
formation of blackboard from black and board. Another instance is clipping, which
refers to the omission of syllable(s) in multisyllabic words, such as the formation of flu
from influenza. These types of word-formation are crucially treated as lexicalization
because the morphemic boundaries of the unified independent lexemes have been lost,

giving rise to a single morpheme. The word-formation which involves a shift from

grammatical to lexical functions is also widely recognized as lexicalization. For

example, the verb (to) off (in to off the microwave) is derived from the preposition or

adverb off (in turn off). The shift in syntactic categories such as this is known as

conversion.

Lexicalization is also characterized as the process of fusion of linguistic items,

giving rise to a decrease in compositionality and hence a lexicalized item. Some of the

phenomena observed in this thesis involve lexicalization in this sense. A few types of
fusion can be described as follows. The first and one of the commonest concepts of
iexicalization is the phenomenon in which lexemes are derived from syntactic phrases or

constructions. The phenomenon is referred to as univerbation. For example, the lexeme

handicap is developed from the noun phrase hand in the cap, and the lexeme more or

less 'somewhat' used to be a phrase. The former example shows a phonological

reduction, suggesting that it is older and hence rather semantically opaque, whereas the
latter is more recent and hence relatively transparent. In more marginal cases, a whole
utterance can be compressed into a single lexeme, such as in goodbye, which is derived
from God be with you.
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The process of fusion also involves the phenomenon where a simple lexeme has

developed from a complex lexeme. The complex lexeme was once formed by a process

of word formation, but now is difficult to analyse and hence not recognizable due to

semantic, morphological, or phonological reasons (Bauer 1978: 6 in Brinton and

Traugott 2005: 50). The current lexicalized form is synchronically unanalyzable and is

probably semantically opaque. For example, the current lexeme mermaid developed
from the Old English complex lexeme mere 'sea' + mcegd(en) 'maiden'. Once the

etymological meaning of each constituent of the word becomes unrecognisable among

general users, the word can be regarded as lexicalized. Besides, the derivational

morpheme which was once a constituent of the compounded word can also be
considered as an instance of lexicalization if the derivational morpheme becomes

unproductive—that is, the users are hardly aware of them and hence the fused

morphemes are likely to be perceived as a single lexeme. Examples are the suffixes -ric
and -dom which are derived from Old English rice 'realm' and dom 'setting,

jurisdiction' respectively. These two suffixes are relatively unproductive compared to

productive ones such as -ly, and -ment.

In addition, another characterization of lexicalization as fusion is concerned with

the shift from morphological elements into phonological or syntactic elements. This

phenomenon is called demorphologization or demorphemization. For example, the
current lexeme alone is derived from the construction consisting of all and one. In this

case, the form of the morpheme all has been almost lost, and only the original

phonological element (i.e. al) remains as an indistinguishable part of the word, while the

grammatical function and meaning of the word is fused in the new word alone.

Demorphologization also includes the fusion of bound morphemes into the root. For

example, the word whilst is derived from the construction consisting of while-s-t, where

genitival -s and excrescent -t are bound morphemes which are integrated into the root

while. In this case, the morphemes have lost their grammatical-semantic role to the new

word, and only the phonological element remains as an unanalyzable and opaque part of
the word. Note that although while belongs to the grammatical category, the change
itself is treated as lexicalization. As for the case of syntacization, this can happen when
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a morphological element changes its status into more independent elements, such as a

clitic or a word. For example, the autonomous words like ology 'subject of study' and
ism 'doctrine, theory, practice' developed from the derivational suffixes -logy (as in

zoology, sociology) and -ism (as in socialism, communism). These forms can also be

regarded as clipping.
The description above is a partial account of lexicalization. For a comprehensive

discussion of this subject matter, the reader is referred to Brinton and Traugott (2005).

3.2.2.3 Linguistic reconstruction

Linguistic reconstruction is an attempt to recover linguistic prehistory or remote

past characteristics of a single language or a language family based on actual synchronic

data, whether earliest written records or spoken language. The methods which are used
to reconstruct a pre-language (i.e. a hypothesized past language before the appearance

of the current language) and a proto-language (i.e. a hypothesized past language before
the appearance of the current language family) are generally known as Internal
Reconstruction (IR) and the Comparative Method (CM) (alias Comparative

Reconstruction) respectively (McMahon 1994: 6; Fox 1995: 1-6).
IR and CM can be applied to several areas of grammar, namely the lexicon,

phonology, morphology and syntax. Since the current project deals with CNNCs which
are syntactic phenomena, however, this review will concentrate on this area of grammar.

Although it is widely recognized that syntactic reconstruction seems to be problematic,
this does not mean that it is hopeless. Such methods may be helpful for the current study
in some cases. The two methods can therefore be employed to suggest hypotheses. We

may then see whether the hypotheses are consistent with the findings obtained from
other approaches.

On the basis of IR, the historical linguist exploits alternations (i.e. alternating

linguistic forms or patterns descended from the same source) within a single language as

evidence to hypothesize the previous stages of current forms. Therefore, the method of
IR is based on the assumption that the alternating forms have descended from a single
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source in the pre-language , and these alternating forms reflect "the continuity of

language change" (Fox 1995: 147). In other words, the method of IR will be possible

only when alternations in the current language can be identified (Fox 1995: 146-147,

190). Note that the alternations between forms are systematic, resulting from regular

changes (Fox 1995: 147), not just one or two instances occurring accidentally. The
alternations which occur systematically are known as correspondences. IR is successful
in phonological and morphological reconstruction but not in syntactic reconstruction.
This is because the phonological or morphological alternations are historically related
and can be explained in terms of regular change such as sound change. So, we can find a

"continuity between successive forms" which represents the current alternating forms.
On the contrary, the alternating syntactic structures are not historically related in that

way. Syntactic change "is essentially an analogical process rather than an evolutionary
one" (Fox 1995: 190). To illustrate, consider examples of phonological alternations and
the continuity between successive forms (Fox 1995: 154-155).

knife - knive(-s)

life - live(-s)

wife - wive(-s)

loaf - loave(-s)

calf - calve(-s)

By means of IR, we may set up the correspondence and establish pre-phonemes
as follows. Based on the data above,/as the final consonant is regularly changed into v

when followed by -es. So, the rule of sound change may be set up and represented by
the notation as / —» v/ es. Since the change occurs systematically in a particular

phonological context, / and v are treated as the alternating forms of the same phoneme.

Also, a correspondence set for the alternating forms can be established as f - v. The

3
However, one may question whether it is possible that these alternations have always existed in the

language. Historical linguists can avoid this tricky issue by making their statements implicational, like
"the alternant sounds X and Y go back to, say, X, if they go back to a non-alternating stage at all"
(Miranda 1975: 292; italics mine). In any case, according to evidence from a long recorded history, it is
found that alternations are likely to decline and have an end (Miranda 1975: 292).
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sound change/—» v/ es is also treated as a historical account for the continuity of the
successive forms/and v, where/is a reconstructed form.

Turning to syntactic reconstruction, although there are syntactic alternative

forms, they may be pragmatically or stylistically different. For example, it is difficult to
conclude which forms are earlier (at least in the same way as with phonological

reconstruction) between I go there often and I often go there (Fox 1995: 190).

However, according to Fox (1995: 190-191), there are some particular principles
used in IR for syntactic reconstruction if syntactic alternations can be identified. The
first is the principle of simplicity which assumes that the earlier form might have been

simpler than the current forms. Consider the two sets of the interrogative sentences

(right column) below:

Set I He is in London. Is he in London ?

Based on the data above, we can set up a correspondence set of interrogative
sentences as Verb+Subject+X (X = the remainder of the sentence) (Set I) and

Auxiliary+Subject+Verb+X (Set II). Set I is used when the finite verb is the verb be or

an auxiliary, such as has or will. On the other hand, Set II is used when the finite verb is

not the verb be or an auxiliary. In this case, the verb do which is an auxiliary verb must

be added. By means of the principle of simplicity, the former alternant is supposed to be

original, since it is simpler (Fox 1995: 191).

However, it is also noted that one problem with this principle is that in cases

where the number of the constituents is the same, such as X+Verb+Y versus X+Y+Verb,

the principle of simplicity may not be helpful. The solution is that we have to identify a

marked structure and an unmarked structure. The marked structure is a structure which

She has seen the film.

They will come next week.

Has she seen the fdm?
Will they come next week?

Set II. He lives in London Does he live in London?

Does she have brown eyes?
Do they want to come next week?

She has brown eyes.

They want to come next week.

(Fox 1995:190)
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is restricted in use or is used with special meaning, whereas the unmarked or basic
structure is used in more general contexts and more frequently observed. By means of

IR, the unmarked form is considered to be an earlier form from which the marked form

developed. For example, in Latin, the verb initial position is marked, whereas the verb
final position is unmarked. Therefore, it can be conjectured that the verb initial position

developed from the verb final position (Fox 1995: 199-200).

Another principle of reconstruction is based on typological generalizations or the

typological approach to syntactic reconstruction (Thomason 2006: 398). This approach
assumes that the typological generalizations are supposed to be valid across time. For

example, languages possessing NAdj word order (i.e. nouns precede adjectives) tend to

have VO word order (i.e. verbs precede objects) (Thomason 2006: 398). By means of

IR, if Language X is a language with NAdj word order and has two alternating

structures, namely VO and OV (i.e. objects precede verbs), it would be predicted that the

original type is VO. The principle of the typologically-based approach is that the pattern

which is consistent with the typological generalizations is expected to be original, while
the other which is inconsistent with the generalizations is likely to be more current.

Following the typological approach to syntactic reconstruction, if we can find a

typological correlation between types of CNNCs and other linguistic features, we may

be able to specify the earlier type and the more current one. But as noted in Fox (1995:

252), the typological generalizations are mostly not absolute but must rather be regarded
as preferences. In other words, they show only a general tendency, and therefore there

are perhaps some exceptions. If the case under study is exceptional, the approach will be
useless. Also, in reality, the types of languages are subject to change leading to the

typological inconsistencies which remained in some languages for many centuries

(Watkins 1976 in Thomason 2006: 398).

So far it seems likely that syntactic reconstruction by means of IR is limited in
use. However, IR can be of some help in the case that the boundary between

morphology and syntax is not clear-cut. Several syntactic changes may result from

morphological changes which in turn result from phonological changes. The thesis
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presupposes that the application of IR to syntactic reconstruction can be successful in the
case that the syntactic change occurs as a result of the phonological or morphological

change.

The grammaticalization process as described in §3.2.2.1 can be used as a

technique to hypothesize the earlier stages of CNNCs. This can be clearly seen in the
cases where one of the variant forms contains a grammaticalized constituent. For

example, if a language has the constructions {N,NUM} and {N,NSG} where the non-

singular marker, typically dual and trial markers are grammaticalized from the numerals
two and three respectively, by means of grammaticalization, it can be hypothesized that

{N,NUM} is the earlier form. This fits well with Givon's (1971: 413 in Hopper and

Traugott 2003: 26) well-known maxim, "Today's morphology is yesterday's syntax". In
this case, IR can be applied.

Turning to CM, this method is used to reconstruct a given linguistic feature at the
level of the language family by means of comparing languages in the family. CM is in
fact a method which is primarily used for examining a genetic relationship within a

language group. It can be used to reconstmct a given linguistic form when the genetic

relationship of the language group has been established (Harrison 2003: 225). In CM,
the historical linguist exploits alternations taken from different languages within a

family as evidence to reconstruct the proto-form in the proto-language. Therefore, the
method of CM is based on the assumption that the alternating forms have descended
from a single source in the proto-language.

Like IR, in CM, among those related forms, some forms may represent the

original form, whereas the others represent later stages in the historical pathways. For

example, in the Jukun languages (Niger-Congo; Nigeria), namely Hone, Jibs, Wapa,

Djyij Wapha and Wapan, there is a variety of word forms for the lexeme 'person'. Such

a variety of forms is used as a hypothetical evolutionary ladder as shown in Figure 3.1
below. The order of the emergence of forms is explained by generalizations about

phonological change.
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prefix + stem

m-pare (Hone)

prefix loss

pere (Diyj)

stem apocope

m-per (Jiba)

m-pe (Wapa)

stem apocope prefix loss

pa (Wapha) pa (Wapan)

Fig. 3.1 Morphological reconstruction of the lexical form 'person' in Jukun (Storch 1997:
169)

The figure shows the various forms of the lexeme 'person' which are attested in
the modern Jukun languages. These forms mirror various stages of historical

development of the word forms since the earliest stage (i.e. m-pare) till the latest stage

(i.e. pa and pa). From Figure 3.1, some languages appear to be undergoing a change that
is now complete in other languages. Hone preserves the original word structure for

'person' in Jukun. In Diyi, the prefix m- has been lost. In Jibo and Wapa, the prefix m-

remains but the final syllable of the stem is dropped. In Wapha and Wapan, the prefix

and final syllable have been lost. Overall, this is an example of the application of CM

exploiting the variety of the present forms to investigate the diachronic processes of

change. The various forms shown are related by the rules of sound change.
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It is generally known that CM is successful with phonology and morphology but
less successful with syntax (Fox 1995: 104). Even so, a few principles can be regarded
as useful but limited in use, such as typologically-based reconstruction. As the principle
has already been mentioned in IR, this principle will not be described again here. The
difference is just that in IR, the linguist looks at the alternating forms only in one

language. On the other hand, in CM, the linguist compares the alternating forms in

languages in the family. For example, if the languages in the family generally have

number-marking systems, it would be conjectured that the proto-language is supposed to

have a number-marking system. If any language lacks the number marking system, the

language is conjectured to have lost the number-marking system.

In addition, there is another principle which is implemented by CM in syntactic
reconstruction and can be helpful for the current project if used with caution. This
method uses the majority situation. We firstly need to establish the predominant patterns
of daughter languages in the family. For example, consider the position of the verb in the

following languages:

Sanskrit final
Hittite final, with initial as a marked variant
Latin final, with initial as a marked variant
Greek final, initial, or second position (enclitic)
Old Irish initial

In this case, based on the majority situation in the daughter languages, verb final

position should be presumed to be the unmarked pattern, with verb initial position as a

stylistically marked variant for Proto-Indo-European (Fox 1995: 106-107).
This principle seems to be simple, but as Fox pointed out, there are a few

problematic issues we need to be aware of. The first is that when the number of

alternating patterns distributed in the family is not significantly different, there is no

principle for determining which case deserves priority. Also, the feature under study is

perhaps no more or less influenced by the interference of neighbouring languages

through language contact in the area. Thus, the feature may not originally belong to the
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proto-language (Fox 1995: 108). Moreover, the principle is workable only when the
classification is valid and the data collected represent all or almost all the branches of the

family. Once the hypothesized stmctural pattern in the proto-language is identified, the
current patterns in the daughter languages can be presumed to develop from the
reconstructed pattern in the course of time.

3.2.2.4 Language contact

The last theoretical framework for an investigation of the historical development
of CNNCs concerns language contact. Generally speaking, language contact refers to a

linguistic situation where the system of one language (the source language) affects
another (the receiving language) via a certain interaction between the speakers of the
two languages (including through any kind of media such as texts or television).

Language contact will result in linguistic variation and perhaps a change in the receiving

language (Thomason 2001: 1-3; 2006: 340). The change caused by language contact is

generally known as contact-induced change. Given that many cases in our sample show
that structural patterns of CNNCs undergo change after contacting a language with
different types of CNNCs, this section briefly reviews certain aspects of contact-induced

change, focusing on structural borrowing.

According to Thomason (2006: 340), there are several types of contact-induced

change other than the obvious case of borrowing foreign material. For example, for the
case of slow language death, the linguistic material in the receiving language may be

lost, but the dying language and the replacing language do not turn out to be more

similar. Arabana (Pama-Nyugan; South Australia) is an example of such a language. In
this language, the trial marking is being lost after contact with English, but the plural

marking as used in English is not required in CNNCnsg (cf. Hercus 1994: 64-65). Also,
some changes may happen to linguistic structures of the receiving language as an

indirect result from a borrowing of morphemes. A good example of a phenomenon such
as this is provided by numeral classifier languages such as Japanese in which the
numeral classifier constructions presumably developed highly after the borrowing of
numerals from Chinese (see §8.3.1.2 for more details). Moreover, a contact-induced
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change can be motivated by a mixture of internal pattern pressures and contact factors.
In Finnish (Uralic; Finland), for example, presumably under the influence of Baltic

languages, the structural pattern of CNNCs has become similar to those of Baltic

languages in a certain aspect, but at the same time Finnish maintains its own unique
characteristic (see §9.5.2 for more details). These types of language-induced change may

be observed in the current data.

Language contact concerning CNNCs involves structural borrowing. It has often
been mentioned that while lexical borrowing is fairly common, the direct borrowing of
structures is rather limited. Structural borrowing may be possible only when the

grammatical systems of the contact languages are similar to each other (Meillet 1921:87
in Thomason 2006: 339) or when the foreign features fit the tendencies of development
in the receiving language (Jakobson 1962: 241 in Thomason 2006: 339). However,
Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 15) strongly claim that linguistic structural constraints
can in fact be overcome by social factors such as "relative population sizes, length of
contact and degree of bilingualism" (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 65-66). The classic
situation for such structural borrowing may take place in a speech community with a

subordinate population speaking a genetically unrelated language to a numerically
dominant population. The subordinate population later becomes bilingual. Over

generations, those bilinguals' descendants will speak the borrowing language with some

aspects of the dominant population's grammar. For example, a number of grammatical
features in Turkish have been borrowed into Asia Minor Greek, or from Indie to

Northern Draviaian (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 67).

According to Thomason and Kaufmann (1988: 74-76), both lexical and structural

borrowing depends on the intensity of contact, which can be divided into 5 borrowing
scales as follows:

(1) Casual contact: At this stage, the non-basic vocabulary, especially words

denoting cultural and technological items are borrowed due to cultural pressures, for

example, the loanwords in English like ballet from French or spaghetti from Italian.

(2) Slightly more intense contact: At this stage, function words such as

conjunctions are borrowed.
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(3) More intense contact: At this stage, more function words are borrowed
such as derivational affixes abstracted from borrowed words, including low numerals.

(4) Strong cultural pressure: At this stage, there can be a transmission of

major structural features that cause little typological change.

(5) Very strong cultural pressure: At this stage, major structural features

causing typological disruption interfere with the language, for example, a change from a

prefixing language into a suffixing language.
To conclude, structural borrowing is quite possible, especially when the

languages are in intense contact. In fact, the claim can be evidenced by areal syntactic
features that can be observed in all major linguistic areas (see Aikhenvald and Dixon

(2001) for comprehensive studies on areal diffusion in major linguistic areas). This
review of language contact gives us some background knowledge about how structural

borrowing may occur. This is useful for the investigation of the historical development
of CNNCs which are subject to change due to language contact.
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3.3 Postulating the evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs

The method used in postulating the evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs is to use

a variety of current forms of CNNCs in modern languages as a hypothetical evolutionary
ladder. The earliest stage before the rise of CNNCs is called Stage 1, and the later stages

developed from there are called Stage 2, Stage 3 and so on. Based on the results
obtained from the historical examination in §3.2, we will have information about

historical origins of each structural type. The next step is to tie up these structural types
into a network which can be simply depicted as follows.

Supposing there are three types from three languages, namely type A from

L(anguage)l, type B from L2 and type C from L3. These languages need not be related
to each other in any sense (i.e. genetically, typologically or geographically). Based on

the results obtained from the historical investigation on the origins of each type in §3.2,
in LI, type A developed from type B. However, the historical data available in LI are

not old enough to the original source for type B. So, to examine a history of type B, we
need to look into L2, in which this type is currently used. Based on the historical

investigation in L2, type B develops from type C which belongs to L3. However,

supposing further that type C is the earliest stage, the procedure to reconstruct the
scenario then stops at type C. Therefore, at this stage the evolutionary scenario of
historical development of type A, B and C can be displayed graphically as in Figure 3.2.
The arrow symbol j. represents 'becomes'.

Stage 1 C [L3]

1
Stage 2 B [L2]

1
Stage 3 A [LI]

Fig. 3.2 Basis of reconstruction
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Figure 3.2 shows that type C changed into type B, and type B in turn changed
into type A. The languages in the square brackets represent the languages where the

changes occur. For example, LI represents a language in which the change from type B

into type A is observed. Note that this does not mean that LI has changed from L2. It is

emphasized that the three types shown in the evolutionary trajectory are currently
attested in the modern languages. In fact, the trajectory can be depicted as in Figure 3.3
below:

Figure 3.3 illustrates the co-existent types. For example, at Stage 1, type C

changed into type B, which appears at Stage 2, but type C still exists in the world's

languages as evidenced by L3. At Stage 3 which is the most current stage, all the three

types are present in modern languages. However, to simplify the hypothetical

evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs (see Chapter 10), the information about co-existent

types (i.e. types in parentheses with dotted arrows) is not displayed in the trajectories.
In some cases, one type can be a source for two or more types. For example, type

B can be a source for type A and type D. In this case, the trajectory can be presented as

in Figure 3.3 below.

Stage 1 C [L3]

♦ * "A.
Stage 3 A[L1] (B) [L2] (C) [L3]

Fig. 3.3 Basis of reconstruction: co-existent types

Stage 1 C

Stage2

Stage 3 AD

Fig. 3.4 Basis of reconstruction: two types derived from the same source
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In addition, type A in some languages may change from type B but in other

languages type A may change from type C. In this case, type A may be present at

different stages as shown in Figure 3.5, where type A is displayed at Stage 2 and Stage
3.

Stage 1

Stage 2 B A

Stage 3 AD

Fig. 3.5 Basis of reconstruction: same types derived from different sources

It is possible that there might be more than one origin of historical paths of

CNNCs, and hence more than one trajectory for the evolutionary scenario of CNNCsg
and CNNCnsg- In this case, the evolutionary trajectories can be displayed as in Figure
3.6.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Fig. 3.6

A

G

Basis of reconstruction: two different origins of the current types

Figure 3.6 illustrates two origins of the current types A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H.
These types have different origins. At Stage 1, there are two types, namely C and E
which are not related to each other and do not develop from any other types. Each type

changed into other types, creating their own evolutionary path.
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The procedure employed in the current approach is quite similar to IR and CM in
historical linguistics. That is to say, the three methods use a variety of forms which are

supposed to descend from a single form to reconstruct a historical development of the
forms under study.

However, IR and CM are different from the current method used here in an

important respect. That is to say, those methods assume that the various forms in

question are genetically related, whereas the current method is not based on that

assumption. The languages under consideration are not confined to genetic relationship,
and the method is hence labeled as Intergenetic Comparative Method, in parallel with

Intergenetic Grammaticalization Comparison used in Heine and Kuteva (2002b and

2007, to be discussed below later). This is because we are dealing with the evolution of

language at a global level, with the time depth dated back to the first appearance of
numerals in human language, say approximately 5,000-10,000 years.4 When time-depths
exceed 5,000 years, the classical historical methods may not be so useful. As is generally

recognized, CM is most effective at a local level (at the level of language family) and
not beyond 5,000 years. But when looking at the evolutionary paths of certain
constructions at a global level with longer time depth, we need a comparison which can

be applied across families, assuming that some families may preserve the earlier
characteristics.

The approach adopted here in fact is rather similar to the approach used in Heine
and Kuteva (2002b and 2007) in drawing the evolutionary trajectory of grammatical
forms in human language. Their approach is called Intergenetic Grammaticalization

Comparison, which means "comparison [of grammaticalization] across the boundaries
of language families (or phyla)" (Heine and Kuteva 2002b: 377). In other words, it is a

comparison that ignores the genetic relationship between languages under consideration.
The procedure is described as follows.

4 It is noted in Sidwell (1999: 254) that from the evidence of linguistic reconstruction and the simplest
contemporary counting system in the most primitive societies, the counting system is possibly a recent
development taking place around the late Neolithic (i.e. New Stone Age, dated back to approximately
10,000-5,000 BC), the transitional stage from foraging to farming economy. If indeed this hypothesis is
right, the earliest CNNCs in human languages should be dated back not later than 10,000 BC.
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a. X and Y are phenomena that are related in some way
b. Hypothesis 1: X existed prior to Y.
c. Hypothesis 2: There was a change X > Y (but X continues to exist
parallel to Y).
d. There is evidence in support of (c)
e. There are specific factors that explain (c)
(Heine and Kuteva 2007: 20)

With this procedure, Heine and Kuteva (2007: 111) have established some

salient pathways of grammaticalization. These pathways are taken together and have
been conflated into an evolutionary trajectory of grammatical development. The

trajectory is reproduced as in Figure 3.7 below:

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Fig. 3.7

Abbreviations: I, II, etc. = layers; AGR = agreement marker; ADP = adposition; ASP = (verbal) aspect;
CAS = case marker; CPL = complementizer; DEF = marker of definiteness ("definite article"); DEM =
demonstrative; NEG = negation marker; PASS = passive; PRN = pronoun; REL = relative clause marker;
SBR = subordinating marker of adverbial clauses; TNS = tense marker. (Heine and Kuteva 2007: 111)

Layers of grammatical development
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It is noted in Heine and Kuteva that their work is not entirely innovative but
rather similar to previous research dealing with the early human language (e.g. Sankoff

1979; Comrie 1992; Aitchison 1996 in Heine and Kuteva 2007: 24). The common

assumption of these works is that "certain kinds of present linguistic alternation can be
reconstructed back to earlier states without that alternation" (Comrie 1992, 2002 in

Heine and Kuteva 2007: 24).

Although the procedure and assumption employed in the current project are not

different from those in Heine and Kuteva's (2002b, 2007), the term evolution employed
in this project is not exactly the same as that used by them. They refer to:

[Regularities in the development of linguistic forms and structures based
on crosslinguistic observations. The development from a numeral 'one' to
an indefinite article, for example, is an instance of an evolution since it
can be observed to occur regularly and independently across languages.
(Heine and Kuteva 2002b: 378)

The difference lies in the issue of regularities, implying that several instances
can be observed cross-linguistically. In the current project, historical evidence is scarce,

so some historical pathways (for example, a change from type A to type B) may be
evidenced by only one or two languages. Also, unlike grammaticalization, in which the
diachronic change seems universal (i.e. the pattern of change can be found across time
and place), some diachronic pathways of CNNCs are probably idiosyncratic. In some

cases, there might be only one language illustrating that pathway. In other words, the
nature of development of grammatical categories and CNNCs is not really the same. For

practical reasons, this project will not be confined to the regularities.
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3.4 Conclusion

This chapter has presented the means employed in the current project to find out

what the evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs are like. The means by which the thesis

investigates types and the historical origins of types of CNNCs appear to be basic

approaches used in general in typological and historical linguistics. These approaches
are not strikingly innovative or theoretically deep. However, the method of Intergenetic

Grammaticalization Comparison employed in Heine and Kuteva (2002b and 2007) to
examine the very distant past of human language is relatively new and practical for
historical investigation at a greater time depth (compared to CM). The current thesis also
uses the similar method labeled as Intergenetic Comaparative Method with a sizeable

typological database. Although the method used in the thesis looks similar, the

difference is that the method is not confined to regularities.
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4 Before the Rise of Cardinal Numeral-

Noun Constructions

Before embarking on a description of the diversity of CNNCs in modern languages, one

might be tempted to question what the linguistic scenario prior to the rise of CNNCs in

early languages might have been. As pointed out earlier, the presence of a cardinal
numeral is the defining component of CNNCs. For this reason, it might simply be

argued that any linguistic quantificational expressions without cardinal numerals, or

non-numeral quantificational expressions (henceforth NNQEs), used in contemporary

languages can mirror the scenario which may have existed prior to the emergence of
CNNCs. This argument is based on two assumptions. The first is that the commonness

of certain linguistic features across languages which are genetically, geographically and

typologically unrelated may suggest that they are archaic features which were present in

early language. This assumption is made for cases other than those of lexical borrowing,
such as English igloo, due to language contact through modern media. Secondly, the

general characteristics of languages, as well as the nature of the changes observed in

languages spoken today, are the same as those of the past. This assumption arises from
the principle of uniformitarianism. The reader is referred to §11.3.9 or to Heine and
Kuteva (2007: 28-32) for more details.

The term NNQEs here is used in the sense of linguistic expressions only. Non-

linguistic quantificational expressions, such as counting by means of one-to-one

correspondence (i.e. using materials such as sticks or pebbles to match with the things

being counted) is disregarded here, because they are considered as extra-linguistic

quantificational usage.
In this chapter, four types of NNQEs observed in human languages are discussed

as follows, suggesting a diachronic hypothesis about the emergence of the phenomena. It
is suggested that at the earlier stages, humans might have used reduplication, which is a

process of doubling the words to distinguish number meaning. This proposal is
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discussed in §4.1. The other simplest way is to use a lexical device, namely non-numeral

quantifiers for number distinction (§4.2). A somewhat more advanced stage is to use

grammatical means of number distinction (§4.3). The first three types involve imprecise

number, that is, the number distinction made is only between one and more than one.

The final type of quantification is the use of words with a numerical interpretation,
which has the potential to develop into numerals in later stages of language history,

leading to the emergence of CNNCs accordingly (§4.4). Finally, the rise of CNNCs is
touched on briefly in the final section (§4.5).
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4.1 Reduplication

Reduplication refers to a morphological process in which the entire word or a part of it is

repeated for semantic or grammatical purposes. Repetition of a word which does not

show altered lexical or grammatical meaning, but just a strong emphasis, such as the

English expression "...no no no {please)" does not count as reduplication (Inkelas 2006:

417; Rubino 2005: 114; Bakker and Parkvall 2002: 1). Examples of reduplication can be
found in Dyirbal (Pama-Nyungan; Australia) and Wambaya (West Barkly; Australia), as
shown below.

(4.1) Dyirbal (Dixon 1972: 242)

palrjga palrjga

girl girl

•girls'

(4.2) Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998:43, 106)

bung-mungmaji
REDUP-old.man

'old men'

Example (4.1) illustrates total reduplication (alias full reduplication) due to the

fact that the entire word (i.e. palrjga) is doubled. On the other hand, example (4.2)

illustrates partial reduplication because only a portion of the word (i.e. bung in

bungmaji) is repeated.

Reduplication serves several functions. For example, reduplication may be used
to denote plurality on nouns, as exemplified in (4.1) and (4.2). For verbs, reduplication

can be used to express the continuation or repetition of an action as in Yidip (Dixon

1977: 96) e.g. fafama-n 'jump' versus 'fafafafama-n' 'jump a lot'. In addition, as for

adjectives and adverbs, reduplication may be used to express intensity, as in Thai dam
'black' versus dam dam 'very black'. Reduplication can carry a number of other

meanings (see, for instance, Rubino 2005: 114-115), but here we consider only
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reduplication with a pluralizing function on nouns (henceforth plural reduplication) as

being relevant to the issue of NNQEs.
In examples (4.1) and (4.2), it can be observed that the reduplication clearly

reflects an iconic similarity between the forms and their meaning in terms of quantity.
That is, the repetition of form suggests the greater number of referents. Although the
word form appears twice however, whether totally or partially, it does not necessarily
mean that the meaning of the reduplicated form is equivalent to two. Rather, the

meaning is equivalent to more than one. The correspondence of linguistic form and its

meaning as shown in these examples is generally known as iconicity. Plural

reduplication therefore exemplifies the principle referred to in Haspelmath (to appear: 1)
as "the iconicity of quantity"—that is, "greater quantities in meaning are expressed by

greater quantities of form".5
Givon (1995) explains iconicity in terms of biology. He provides biological

evidence to argue that the roots of iconic coding can be found at the cognitive and

neurological levels. More detailed discussion on the biological basis of iconic codes can

be found in Givon (1995: 59-65). If iconicity is indeed a matter of neurological

structure, the argument that plural reduplication exists at the pre-cardinal numeral-noun
constructional stage is better supported.

In terms of frequency and distribution of reduplication, the use of reduplication is
a fairly common phenomenon in the world's languages. In Rubino's (2005: 114-117)

sample of 367 languages across the globe, 311 languages are found to have

reduplication—that is, about 85 per cent of the sampled languages. According to

Rubino's map, reproduced as Map 4.1 below, reduplication is likely to be productive in
most parts of the world, except Europe, where reduplication is relatively rare.

5
Although reduplication involves iconicity, not every meaning carried by reduplication is iconic,

especially in instances of partial reduplication (Inkelas and Zoll 2005: 14). For example, in lllocano
(Austronesian; Philippines) the reduplication applied to numbers specifies limitation, such as wal-wald
'only eight' (Rubino 2005: 115). This function does not reflect an iconic nature in the reduplication
process.
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Although reduplication seems very common, unfortunately the survey does not

indicate how many of the languages which have it use reduplication as a method of

pluralization. Dryer (2005) surveys various grammatical devices which languages

employ to indicate plurality on nouns. It is noted that only 8 out of 957 languages
indicate plurality by using full reduplication as a primary method of pluralization. The
number of languages with plural reduplication is unexpectedly small, and all are from
Oceania. This is probably because partial reduplication is categorized as plural affixes
instead of as reduplication proper, and reduplication as a non-primary method of

marking pluralization is not considered at all. If reduplication as a non-primary method
of plural indication is also considered, the number of languages with plural reduplication
is likely to be much higher than reported in Dryer's survey. However, because there is so

far no literature which focuses intensively on the frequency and distribution of plural

reduplication cross-linguistically, we do not know exactly how frequently plural

reduplication occurs in the world's languages.
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However, Kajitani (2005) has explored 16 languages representing genetic and

geographic diversity to test Uspensky's (1972: 70 in Kajitani 2005: 93-94) hypothesis
about the preferential ranking of the four semantic properties of reduplication. They
include augmentation (increase of quantity) of which plural reduplication is an instance,
diminution (decrease of quantity; e.g. Agta, spoken in the Philippines, wer 'creek' versus
walawer 'small creek'), intensification (increase of degree; e.g. Turkish dolu 'full'
versus dopdolu 'quite full'), and attenuation (decrease of degree; e.g. Swahili maji 'wet'
versus maji-maji 'somewhat wet'). The reader is referred to Kajitani (2005: 98-99) for
more examples and references therein. Kajitani summarizes the result in a diagram

reproduced as Figure 4.1.

Augmentation Intensification <=> [Attenuation ^Diminution]

Fig. 4.1 Hierarchy of semantic properties expressed by reduplication
(NB: X ■* Y stands for 'X is universally preferred over Y in every language,' and o stands for
statistical preference" (Kajitani 2005: 94))

The diagram suggests that augmentation is universally preferred over the other
three properties (i.e. it holds in all instances). The second preference is intensification,
which is statistically preferred over attenuation and diminution. Finally, attenuation is

universally preferred over diminution. In other words, the presence of decrease

(diminution and/or attenuation) implies the presence of increase (augmentation and/or

intensification). As pointed out by Kajitani, although this is a small data set and the

generalizations remain tentative, the results reflect the iconic nature of the reduplication

process and common perceptual experiences of speakers across languages.
At this stage, when considering the generalizations made by Kajitani along with

the widespread occurrence of reduplication in the world's languages, we might predict
that plural reduplication should be fairly common. This is because augmentation is
ranked first in the hierarchy. Yet, further typological research with a larger sample on

plural reduplication is required to confirm Kajitani's argument.
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Because of its iconic nature, it is quite possible that plural reduplication may be

frequently found. If indeed plural reduplication is common cross-linguistically, it is
reasonable to predict further that plural reduplication might have been used as a

grammatical device to express plural number in early language.
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4.2 Non-numeral quantifiers

Non-numeral quantifiers here refer to the words or phrases used to indicate an imprecise
amount of things, such as English many, a few, and some. Examples from a couple of

languages are given below. The reader is referred to Appendix 3 (Question 7) for more

examples of non-numeral quantifiers.

(4.3) Tok Pisin (Creoles; Papua New Guinea; Verhaar 1995: 31)

planti man

many man

'many people'

(4.4) Acoma (Keresan; US (New Mexico); Maring 1967: 119)
hac?U sai

several day

'several days'

(4.5) IIAni (Khoisan; Botswana; Heine 1999: 39)

thia xeu

many hippo

'many hippos'

The use of non-numeral quantifiers is probably the simplest and most universal

way to indicate the plurality of referents in human languages, even in languages with the

simplest systems of quantification, such as Nadeb (Vaupes-Japura; Brazil; Weir 1984:
103-4 in Epps 2004: abstract), which has only the numeral one and then a few and many.

An exception to this may be Piraha (Mura; Brazil), which is claimed not to have terms

for quantification such as all, some, and the like. It is noted, however, that there are

words that can be loosely translated as 'many', namely ba a gi so (lit. 'cause to come

together') and ogii 'big' (Everett 2005: 622-623). Since the use of non-numeral

quantifiers seems to be universal, it is reasonable to argue that the use of lexical devices
such as these might have been present in the early stage of quantificational expressions.
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4.3 Grammatical means of number distinction

A number of languages employ grammatical means to mark the opposition between

singular and plural. These are generally known as number markers. One of the

widespread grammatical methods is the use of third person plural pronouns (i.e. they) to
code nominal plurality. Heine and Kuteva (2002a: 237-238) have demonstrated that the

plural markers can be created from third person plural pronouns by a grammaticalization

process. Baka (Niger-Congo; Cameroon) provides helpful evidence. More examples
from a variety of languages can be found in Heine and Kuteva (2002a: 237-238).

(4.6) Baka (Christa Kilian-Hatz, personal communication, in Heine and Kuteva 2002: 237)

(a) wosk wo a go

woman 3PL ASP go

'The women are going.'

(b) wdse-o (wo) a go

woman-3PL 3PL ASP go

'The women are going.'

Based on grammaticalization theory, variant (a) should be an early construction,
whereas variant (b) should be a developed form, as shown in the phonetic erosion (wo >

o) when the third person plural pronoun grammaticalizes into a plural marker. It is not

mentioned whether or not the two variant forms are different in terms of pragmatic and

stylistic meanings. The use of the third person plural pronoun as a plural marker is
common in Creoles. An example is Krio (English Based Creole; Sierra Leone)

(4.7) Krio (Todd 1979: 288 cited in Heine and Kuteva 2002a: 238)

(a) dem bin futam

3PL TNS shot

'He/She/It was shot (by them).'
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(b) mi padi dcm buk

1SG.P0SS friend 3PL book

'my friends' book'

According to Dryer (2005a), there are other grammatical means to express

number. These include: plural affixes as in English dogs where -s is a plural marker;

changes within the noun stem as in English man (singular) versus men (plural); plural
tone (i.e. a tone for forming plurality on nouns) such as Ngiti (Kutsch Lojenga 1994: 135
in Dryer (2005a: 138) kamd 'chief' kama 'chiefs'; plural words (i.e. "words whose

meaning is like that of plural affixes, but they are separate words" (Dryer 2005a: 139);
and plural clitics (a morpheme expressing plurality attached phonologically to whatever
words in the noun phrase). The former (plural words) is illustrated by Chalcatongo
Mixtec (Oto-Manguean; Mexico) in (4.8), and the latter (plural clitics) by Sinaugoro

(Austronesian; Papua New Guinea) in (4.9).

(4.8) Chalcatongo Mixtec (Macaulay 1996: 113 in Dryer 2005a: 139)

ni-xaa=r( kwa?a zu?a kani xina?a

COMP-buy=lSG many rope long PL
'I bought many long ropes'

(4.9) Sinaugoro (Kolia 1975: 124 in Dryer 2005a: 139)

belema bara=ria taulatoitoi

python big=PL six
'six big pythons'

Relying on the simple logic that the number marking should not be required
when the number of the noun was made clear by the presence of numerals, it is

conjectured that in the languages where these grammatical means of plurality are used,
these grammatical means might have been present prior to the rise of numerals.
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4.4 Words with a numerical interpretation

The rise and expansion of numerals in a language are motivated by economic pressure as

well as non-economic factors like technological development (Winter 1999). In some

contemporary materially primitive societies (i.e. communities of foragers, hunter-

gatherers, herders or farmers who live in small-scale local communities and use simple

technologies, Kuper 2004: 800-803), numerals play almost no significant role in

people's daily life. These societies may have numerals just for one or two, as observed in
some Australian aborigines (Dixon 2002:67), or they may perhaps even lack native real
numerals at all, as evidenced in some South American indigenous languages (Closs

1986). However, the people in those societies appear to use a word or phrase which is

basically non-quantificational but has a "numerical interpretation" (Hurford 1999: 12).
It is pointed out in Everett (2005, for example) that "Piraha [(Mura; Brazil)] is

the only language known without number, numerals, or a concept of counting." (2005:

622). The claim has remained controversial, especially if it is interpreted that Piraha

totally lacks numerals, and that Piraha is the only language lacking numerals (see

Nevins, Pesetsky and Rodrigues 2007: 36-40, for counter-arguments). However, relying
on the examples below, it seems likely that Piraha at least has a word with a numerical

interpretation because the word hoi 'small size or amount' as shown in (4.8) below can

be interpreted as the numeral 'one' in some contexts (Everett 2005: 623).

(4.10) Piraha (Everett 2005: 623)

a. t( 'itii'isi hoi hii 'aba'atgio 'oogabagat

1SG fish small PRED only want

7 only want (one/a couple/a small}fish.'
NB: "This could not be used to express a desire for one fish that was very large, except as a

joke". (NB original)

b. tiobahai hoi hii

child small PRED

'small child/child is small/one child'
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In this case, Piraha may not be so different from some other South American
Indian languages. The striking characteristic is only that the word with a numerical

interpretation is perhaps highly ambiguous, and that the meaning of the word relies on

context to a great extent.

In Chiquito (Chiquito; Bolivia), there was no real word for number. The people
used the word etama 'alone' to express the number concept of one (Conant 1896: 2). In
Carib (Cariban; Suriname), the word for two has the root meaning 'break, split'

(Menninger 1969: 119). In Hup and Yuhup (Guaviare-Japura; Brazil and Columbia;

Epps 2004: abstract), the numeral one is both similar to the demonstratives 'that' and
'other'. In Wari' (Chapacura-Wanhan; Brazil), the native real numerals are not available,

however, so the verbs xica' pe 'to be alone' for one and tucu caracan 'to face each
other' (rarely used nowadays) for two are used (Everett and Kern 1997: 347-348).

(4.11) Wari' (Everett and Kern 1997: 348)

a. xica' pe na tarama'
alone be.at.SBJ 3SG.RP/P man

'There is one man.' (lit. 'The man is alone.')

b. 'tuco-u caracan na xirim

face-lSBJ each.other 3SG.RP/P house
'There are two houses.' (lit. 'The houses face each other.')

In addition, the body-part counting system (i.e. the system expressing particular
numbers by pointing to the body parts such as fingers, hands, wrists, shoulders, eyes)
which is widely observed in Papua New Guinea (Lean 1985-6 in Comrie 1999: 82) may
also imply the previous stage right before the rise of CNNCs. This is the numeral system
used in Haruai (Upper Yuat; Papua New Guinea; Comrie 1999: 81-94). In this system,

the numeral one is related to the word denoting 'little finger'. Comrie (1999: 83) notes

that,
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[...]despite the transparent relation to tallying by using body-parts—as
seen in the possibility of identifying a numeral by pointing to the
appropriate body-part without uttering its name—the body-part
expressions used as numerals can be integrated into fluent Haruai speech,
usually following the head noun (as is also usual for adjectives in
Haruai). There is thus no reason to suppose that the expressions of the
body-part system are in any sense 'extra-linguistic'.

This statement implies that the body-part system in (modern) Haruai is not

entirely extra-linguistic—in other words, the system is not purely based on the use of

body parts without being accompanied by body-part terms. This claim is justified by the
evidence that body-part terms are used with quantified nouns—that is, the body-part
term functions as a numeral. However, the interesting implication is that at the earlier

stages, body parts might have been used for tallying things or expressing the number of

things, perhaps with or without words. The difference in numerical values of the

quantified nouns may have been indicated by the different body parts, and so by the
different body-part terms accordingly. This means that the body-part terms were also
used to serve a quantifying function which is the secondary function, but along with a

pointing gesture. Later, when these body-part terms became commonly known in the

speech community, they were then used as numerals proper, as evidenced by their
combination with quantified nouns. The process finally led to the rise of CNNCs in the

language. Probably, this also happened in some other languages with body-part counting

systems.

Based on the assumption of uniformitarianism, these examples taken from

languages spoken in primitive societies could reflect the state of affairs which may have
characterized the pre-CNNCs-stage. That is to say, during the period when humans did
not have numerals, they made use of words with a numerical interpretation, i.e. internal
resources in their language which could express low numbers like one and two. These
words would often mean 'alone' or 'small' or 'little finger' for one\ and 'things in pairs'
for two. Based on etymological work on the historical origins of numerals in some

languages (such as Sanskrit eka- 'one' or 'alone' (Burrow 2001: 258)), it might be

predicted that if these primitive societies did not borrow numerals from other languages,
these words with a numerical interpretation might eventually develop into numerals.
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Due to the fact that numerals are not totally grammatical lexemes (see §3.2.2.1),
and that the sources for numerals in some cases are in fact perhaps more grammatical
than the numerals themselves (for example, in Hup the numeral one is associated with
the demonstrative that), the term grammaticalization may not really match the process.

Instead, let us label the particular processes of grammatical-semantic change in numerals
as numeralization6 where a linguistic item develops a numeral concept. Nevertheless, in
some (or perhaps most) cases, numeralization can count as grammaticalization when the
numerals in the language are clearly grammaticalized from nouns or verbs and currently
behave as adjectives or quantifiers. According to grammaticalization theory, the

adjectives are more grammatical than nouns or verbs (Heine and Kuteva 2002b: 383).
A major mechanism involved in the numeralization process is semantic

extension—gaining a numeral concept, especially by metaphorical extension (i.e.

transferring a concept from one word to another based on conceptual similarity, for

example, alone and one-, wings and two). The mechanism of semantic bleaching (i.e.

losing the original lexical meaning) may also be involved in the process where the words
with a numerical interpretation have gradually lost their original meaning over time. An

example is Indo-European *trJ for the number 'three' (e.g. English three, French trois),
which is related to the root *ter 'beyond' (Lujan Martinez 1999: 207). Due to a decrease
in semantic transparency, some of the proposals of numeral reconstruction so far are not

convincing and do not achieve consensus.

To summarize, words with a numerical interpretation and numerals which are

semantically transparent or semantically somewhat opaque (with known historical

6 Readers may have come across the term numeralization with different senses. For example, in Senft
(1996: 19-20, and personal communication), the term (quantifying) numeralization refers to a situation
where a classifier not only classifies nouns, but also expresses the quantity of the nouns. An example is
taken from Kilivila (Austronesian; Papua New Guinea)

ma-kupo-na yena
this-two.string-this fish
'these two strings offish' (Senft 1996: 19)

The classifier kupo not only classifies the quantified fish as a 'string', it also inherently expresses the
number of strings, i.e. 'two (strings)'(cf. English 'a pair of shoes').
7
Examples preceded by an asterisk are historically reconstructed forms.
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origins) are empirical evidence which is suggestive of the resources that humans in a

pre-numerical stage used to express precise number. The differences between numerals
in terms of semantic transparency may reflect the chronological continuum of the

emergence of numerals, where the more semantically transparent the numerals are, the
more recently they are likely to have developed.
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4.5 The rise of numerals and the polygenesis of CNNCs

As illustrated in §2.1, CNNCs are basically composed of a noun and a numeral. In
accordance with this definition, the emergence of CNNCs is conditioned by the fact that
the lexicon of a language must contain these two kinds of linguistic item, namely nouns

for naming things and numerals for naming numbers. According to linguistic evidence

(Hurford 1987 and 2001)8 and neurological studies on infant arithmetic, a human's brain
can distinguish small numbers like 1, 2, and 3 easily without counting. In fact, even
animals and pre-linguistic humans have primitive mathematical concepts (Simon,

Hespos and Rochat 1995; Dehaene 1997). However, this does not mean that every

language is expected to have numerals. Piraha (Mura; Brazil; Everett 2004 and 2005) in
which numerals are claimed to be absent exemplifies an exception. This is because, as

mentioned earlier, the rise of numerals depends both on economic pressures and various
cultural factors (Winter 1999). The use of numerals is also triggered by being in contact

with neighboring languages which have numerals. For example, Wari' (Chapacura-

Wanhan; Brazil) has used the Portuguese numerals since its contact with

European/Brazilian society (Everett and Kern 1997: 347-348).
It is argued in Wiese (2007) that in early language, humans would have had a

limitation in numerical thinking. That is, numerical thinking in humans relies on finite
and iconic representations as can be observed in animals and human infants. The

emergence of low-valued numerals and counting sequences would contribute to the

development of numerical thinking in humans, and this in turn would open the way to

building up more numerals infinitely. Wiese therefore refers to the phenomenon in
which the expansion of numerals and numerical thinking support each other as "the co-

evolution of number concepts and counting words" (Wiese 2007: 1).

8
Cross-linguistically, the grammatical idiosyncrasies of numerals up to about 4 are reflected in

grammatical systems such as number systems (singular/dual/trial); word classes (i.e. adjective-like) and
suppletive forms of ordinals (e.g. English one/two/three versus first/second/third). The phenomena
concerning the idiosyncrasies of the small numerals suggest that the low-valued numerals might have
emerged earlier than the high-valued numerals due to the human ability to subitize these low-valued
numerals (Hurford 1987 and 2001).
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Obviously, numerals in the world's languages arose in different times and

places—that is, by polygenesis. Whereas the class of nouns is likely to be commonly
observed in languages, the class of numerals is not. The emergence of numerals in a

language is therefore regarded as a crucial factor which contributes to the rise of CNNCs
in that language, since a numeral is the defining characteristic of a CNNC. Because the
rise of numerals is by polygenesis, and because the emergence of CNNCs is conditioned

by the rise of numerals, the emergence of CNNCs is accordingly also by polygenesis.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, it has been conjectured that before the rise of CNNCs in early language,
humans might have employed NNQEs, the quantificational expressions which can be
observed in contemporary languages. Four means of non-numeral quantification have
been proposed, namely reduplication, non-numeral quantifiers, grammatical means of
number distinction and words with a numerical interpretation. Due to its iconic nature,

reduplication is probably the simplest means of number distinction. Non-numeral

quantifiers and grammatical means of number distinction involve lexical devices and

grammatical devices respectively. The two means of NNQEs probably lead to a common

type of CNNCnsg, namely {N,NUM,NSG} depending on the obligatoriness of the non-

singular marker on nouns in the language (see Chapter 9 for further discussion). Finally,
the use of words with a numerical interpretation is likely to be the most important, due to

the fact that they are a potential source for numerals and hence the emergence of
CNNCs. Since the emergence of numerals is linked to cultural development, which

varies from society to society, the emergence of numerals and CNNCs obviously

happens by polygenesis. Studying the scenario which existed before the rise of CNNCs

(such as the rise of numerals and non-singular elements which are constituents of

CNNCs) helps to understand the emergence of CNNCs themselves.
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5 On the Extra Elements

When collected on structures of CNNCs, one will find that they may include other

elements (or extra elements) apart from a noun and a numeral. These extra elements can

be divided into two groups. One is relevant to quantification, whereas the other is not.

Let us label the former as quantificational extra elements and the latter as non-

quantificational extra elements. Only the quantificational extra elements play a part in

classifying structural types of CNNCs. The current study is therefore concerned with
extra elements of this kind. These quantificational extra elements contribute to the

diversity and complexity of structural types of CNNCs, as will be illustrated in the

following chapters. There are several kinds of quantificational extra elements which are

required in CNNCs, typically number markers and numeral classifiers. Although the

quantificational extra elements may seem redundant when they appear in CNNCs (since

they do not add any new information to the constructions), they are nonetheless relevant
to quantification in certain ways, and hence to CNNCs.

This chapter is devoted to providing operational definitions and outlining the
historical development of the quantificational extra elements employed in CNNCs so as

to aid our understanding of how they are relevant to quantification and CNNCs. The

quantificational extra elements involved are number markers (§5.1), numeral classifiers

(§5.2), and other less prevalent elements (§5.3). Non-quantificational extra elements

include, for instance, gender markers and copulas, which can be regarded as present in
CNNCs simply due to the general requirements of the structural rules of the particular

language. Since these extra elements are not relevant to quantification, they are not taken
into account in classifying structural types of CNNCs, although we do touch on them

briefly (§5.4).
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5.1 Number markers

Number markers refer to a grammatical device of making meaning distinctions
with regard to number in word classes. This is typically done by means of personal

pronouns and nouns, but as this thesis deals with cardinal numeral-noun constructions,
the number-marking systems considered here will be concerned with nouns only. The
issue of number-marking systems plays a significant role in the thesis, as the complexity
of CNNCs partly involves number-marking systems. This section first describes
characteristics of languages with a number-marking system and then provides a short
overview of the historical development of number markers, namely the singular (and

singulative), the plural, the dual, the trial, the non-plural and the inverse number,

though with particular concentration on the singular and the plural.

5.1.1 Number-marking systems

A language with a number-marking system in nouns is a language where a means

of expressing a difference in the number of referents can be found within the

grammatical system. For example, in English, in These peaches are ripe, there are three

signals which indicate that there is more than one peach, namely the demonstrative

adjective These as opposed to This, the -es plural suffix, and the subject-verb agreement

are as opposed to is (Cruse 1994: 2857). Among these three signals, the -es plural suffix
is an instance of a number marker on the noun itself, and so it exemplifies the expression
of number through morphology. On the other hand, the demonstrative adjective these
and the verb are represent the expression of number through syntax, as the number
markers are shown somewhere else in the sentence (Corbett 2000:136-138). Therefore,

English represents a language which has both morphological and syntactic number-

marking systems.

Another example of a language with a number-marking system is Maung

(Australian; Northern Territory). Maung exemplifies a language where number marking
is not on the noun itself but on the article preceding the noun. Examples are given
below.
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(5.1) Maung (Capell 1970: 50)
a. dja arargbi

ART.SG man

'the man'

b. bada arargbi
ART. PL man

'the men'

Note that when indicating singularity of the noun arargbi 'man', the article dja is

used, but for plurality the article bada is used. Maung can be regarded as a language
with a number-marking system because a means for expressing number on nouns can be
found within the grammatical system—that is, through use of a system of articles.

A language without a number-marking system in nouns is one where the means

for making distinctions in number cannot be found within the grammatical system. The
noun in this type of languages is vague with regard to number—that is, the noun can be

interpreted either as expressing one or more than one unless the noun is accompanied by

quantifiers. According to a widely held view (see §5.2.4), such nouns have the semantic

property referred to as transnumerality (Bisang 1999), a term which corresponds to

general number in Corbett (2000: 10). Languages of this type may use non-numeral

quantifiers only when the number distinction is emphasized. These quantifiers are

basically lexical items meaning a few, some, several, many and the like, as shown in

(5.2).

(5.2) Thai (own knowledge)

a. khaw s±± narjsii

3SG buy book
'He buys a book.' or 'He buys books.'

b. khaw sa naijsii laay le'm

3SG buy book many CLF (lit. 'volume')

'He buys many books'
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In practice, to deem whether a particular language has a system of number-

marking is often not a straightforward matter. This is because the marking of number

may not apply to all nouns in the language, but rather only to some nouns, typically
those denoting humans (Haspelmath 2005: 142). Such a variation in number marking
can be explained in the light of the animacy hierarchy—i.e. a generalization that nouns
or their equivalents are treated differently in language depending on their degree of

animacy (i.e. a degree to which nouns are regarded as sentient). In general, nouns

referring to things such as humans (and especially personal pronouns) are ranked very

high in the hierarchy. These nouns are likely to be marked or treated specially in

language. On the other hand, inanimate nouns or abstract nouns which have lower

animacy tend to be unmarked for number (see, for example, Corbett 2000: 54-94 for a

detailed discussion on the animacy hierarchy and grammatical number).
In addition, the marking of number involves obligatoriness. That is, in some

languages, the marking of number is obligatory, but in others the marking is optional.

Relying on the dimensions of animacy and obligatoriness, Haspelmath (2005: 142)
divides languages into 6 types with regard to the occurrence of nominal plurality,

namely (1) no nominal plural (2) only human nouns, optional (3) only human nouns,

obligatory (4) all nouns, always optional (5) all nouns, optional in inanimates and (6)
all nouns, always obligatory. The last type is the most common.

5.1.2 Singular and singulative

The term Singular form refers to a form which denotes one item. In most

languages, including English, the singular form is unmarked—that is, there is no

linguistic device encoding the singular number (e.g. man). However, some languages

employ a grammatical device to express singularity. This device is generally known as a

singular marker or singulative marker. Very often the term singular marker overlaps
with the term singulative marker in terms of what they refer to. However, the term

singular form seems slightly different from the term singulative in the following respect.

Generally, the term singular is used to contrast with the term plural (or dual or trial) in
the singular/plural (/dual/trial) number systems. Although cross-linguistically
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the singular form is usually unmarked, there exist languages which employ a singular

marker, for example, Mohawk ska-hahselah [SG-lamp,light] 'one lamp, light'

(Bonvillain 1973: 235). On the other hand, the term singulative is used to contrast with

the term collective form (i.e. formally singular, but semantically plural) or general form

(i.e. general number, as in example (5.2a) above) from which the singulative form is

usually derived (Corbett 2000: 17). For example, Burushaski (isolate; Pakistan) sisAn 'a

person' and gdrken 'a pea' are derived from the general noun sis 'person, people' and

the collective or plural noun gark 'peas' respectively (Lorimer 1935: 48). The

singulative form is therefore conceptualized as the lexical form (typically the general
form or collective form) attached with a singulative marker (Corbett 2000: 17). Overall,
the singular marker and singulative marker may overlap in terms of semantics, but they
are different in terms of their origins and grammatical functions.

Both the singular and singulative markers count as extra elements required in
CNNCs because they are relevant to quantification. To see this, we may consider their

origins. In the case of the singular marker, according to the current data, one of the

possibilities is that the singular marker is likely to be grammaticalized from the numeral

one, or related to the numeral one. For example, in Pame (Oto-Manguean; Mexico) the

petrified singular prefix n- (e.g. n-ifi" 'tooth'), which is frozen and serves no

grammatical function might have been derived from the numeral nada 'one' (Manrique
Castanade 1967: 346); and in Mohawk (Iroquoian; New York, Quebec), the singular
marker ska- and the numeral v'hska or enska 'one' originated from the verb root -t 'be
one' (Marianne Mithun, personal communication). The reason why the singular marker
is claimed to be relevant to quantification is that historically it was used for number
distinction—that is, as the numeral one.

Turning to the singulative marker, like the singular marker, a good deal of
evidence shows that the singulaive marker is derived from the numeral one. Again,
Burushaski provides a clear example. In this language, the singulative forms are derived

from collective nouns by being suffixed with -An or -en. The suffixes are probably
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derived from the numeral hAn 'one' (Lorimer 1935: 46). The singulative markers can be

regarded as relevant to quantification. As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, we can

see that a language which has the singulative marker such as Burushaski has so-called

plural nouns or collective nouns. When the collective nouns are counted, the nouns are

required to be individuated first. A grammatical device of individuation is the

singulative marker which is grammaticalized from the numeral one as noted in Lorimer

(1935: 46-48):

The suffix -An, -sn, which is probably to be identified with the -An of
hAn one, is added in general to singular forms of nouns and noun-

equivalents [...] It has the force of a singular suffix when used with a
noun or pronoun, of which the form is not definitely plural, but which is
habitually, or at least frequently, used with plural force[...]

The use of singulative markers for nouns which are culturally perceived as a

group or mass is common in the world's languages. These nouns tend to denote masses

consisting of isolable members. To refer to an instance of the group, the singulative
markers are therefore required. This can be seen in Modern Breton, a Celtic language

spoken in France (Press 1986: 70), which has the forms per 'pears' vs per-enn 'a pear';
and also in Arabic (Zabbal 2002: 4), in the forms naml 'ants' vs naml-at 'an ant'. In

Tucanoan languages spoken in Brazil and Columbia (Barnes 1999: 221), the base forms
of some nouns denoting insects such as gnats and bees are plural; the nouns form the

singular by attaching the singulative suffix -bf. or -wf. Unfortunately, the historical

origins of these singulative markers are not mentioned in the sources. It is possible that
the singulative markers may derive from some nouns in addition to the numeral one,

typically the classifier-like nouns, such as the word meaning 'unit' or 'piece'.
It seems likely that the function of the singulative marker is to individualize the

noun referent. This function may be similar to that of numeral classifiers in classifier

languages (cf. §5.2). Whereas numeral classifiers can co-occur with all numerals

however, the singulative form is unlikely to be present in the context of numerals greater
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than one. However, in Arabic and perhaps some other languages, the singulative forms
can be present in dual or plural constructions, as shown below (Zabbal 2002: 118).

(5.4) Arabic (Zabbal 2002: 118)

a. al-baqar-at-aa-ni
DEF-cow.COLL-SG-DU.NOM-ni9

'the two cows'

b. al-baqar-0-aat-u
DEF-cow.COLL-SG-PL. FEM.NOM

'the cows'

5.1.3 Plural

Plural markers refer to a grammatical device for indicating more than one

referent, or, in the case of languages where dual or trial number systems exist, more than
two or more than three referents respectively. As was already mentioned in Chapter 4,
there are various ways for languages to show number distinction without numerals (e.g.

reduplication). These ways were referred to as non-numeral quantifiers. This suggests

that nouns might have occurred with non-numeral quantifiers during the time that
numerals did not exist in a language. Lehmann (1995: 57) points out that there are two

stages of a possible origin of nominal number: first, the number marker (typically the

pronoun) accompanies the noun only when plurality is emphasized, and then later, this
marker becomes affixal and increasingly obligatory. In what follows, building on

Lehmann's (1995: 56-59) idea of the grammaticalization of number along with the

principle that diversity across languages reflects the evolutionary stages of current forms

(cf. §3.3), the thesis proposes 6 degrees (or stages) of obligatoriness in the marking of

plural number, in the continuum shown below. This organization of degrees of

obligatoriness mirrors a hypothetical evolutionary ladder of plural marking. For

example, the structures in the 3rd degree are conjectured to develop from the 2nd degree,

9 The suffix -ni is not glossed in the original source, however, according to Clive Holes (personal
communication), -ni is part of the dual suffix -aani in the nominative.
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which in turn might have developed from the 1st degree. Historical evidence from

languages is required to support the idea of change from one stage to another.

Non-obligatory

1) None (number expressed through context, e.g. through use of

'many')

2) Optional, used only when emphasized

3) Obligatory without numerals but absent with numerals

4) Obligatory without numerals but optional with numerals

5) Obligatory either with or without numerals
▼ 6) Bound to the stem

Obligatory

Fig. 5.1 Degrees of obligatoriness of number marking (paralleled with grammaticality of number

marking—from lexical form to bound grammatical form)

Figure 5.1 shows 6 degrees of obligatoriness of number marking in human

languages, from no number marking at all to absolute obligatoriness (i.e. when the
number marker is an obligatory part of the word). It is not necessary that one language

display only one degree. Some languages may show various degrees of obligatoriness
because they have several alternate strategies of number distinction.

1st Degree: No number marking (number is known from contexts such as 'many')

To start with, languages do not use a grammatical number on nouns at all. The
nouns in these languages are vague in terms of number. The number distinction of the
noun may be known by the context, especially from the use of non-numeral quantifiers

meaning 'many' or 'all' and determiners meaning 'these', for example. This
characteristic is observed in the majority of East and Southeast Asian languages, and
also in most pidgins and Creoles.

Some of these non-numeral quantifiers are lexico-grammatical (i.e. having a

grammatical function but remaining semantically transparent) rather than being

absolutely grammatical. These non-numeral quantifiers are elements that may
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potentially be grammaticalized into plural markers. Heine and Kuteva (2002a: 36)

provide examples from several languages showing that plural markers are derived from
the quantifier all. For example, French tout les 'all the' is grammaticalized into the
nominal plural proclitic (i.e. a clitic placed before the word to which it is phonologically

attached) or into the prefix tule, tie, te in Tayo Creole French as shown in (5.5).

(5.5) Tayo Creole French (Kihm 1995: 234, 237 in Heine and Kuteva 2002a: 36)

tie fler-la, le fini puse e pi sa

PL flower-DEF TAM CPL grow and then 3PL

atra-de puse akor
PROG grow still
'The flowers have been growing, and they are still growing.'

2nd Degree: Optional, used only when emphasized

At this degree of non-obligatoriness, the plural marking-system may exist, but
the plural marking is used just when the plural number is specially emphasized. For

example, in Chontal Maya (Mayan; Mexico), although plurality can be indicated by the

plural suffix -/<?//(e.g. citam-lop' [pig-PL] 'pigs'), the plurality on any class of nouns

(including humans) is nevertheless not obligatory (Knowles 1984: 202). In other words,
even though plural markers exist, they are not normally employed. For example, in

p
Ineseno Chumash (Chumash; California) the noun ku 'person' has a plural form kukhu

'people', but it is not used in a context where the plural sense is presupposed, as shown
below (Mithun 1988: 212).

(5.6) Ineseno Chumash (Applegate 1972: 458 in Mithun 1988: 212)

s-iy-axi-kum ha-ku

3PL.lTER-dance DEF-person
'The people are dancing.'
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3rd Degree: Obligatory without numerals but absent with numerals

As for the third degree, number is marked obligatorily, especially with human
nouns or animate nouns, following the principle of the animacy hierarchy. However, the
number marker is not used at all if numerals are present. Hungarian is an example of
such a language.

(5.7) Hungarian (Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi 1998)
a. a nyul-ak egymas Utah el-pusztul-t-ak

DEF.ART rabbit-PL each.other after PFX-die-PST-INDEF.3PL

'The rabbits died one after the other.' (p.272)

b. sok naptar

many calendar
'lots ofcalendars' (p.230)

c. harom fiu
three boy

'three boys' (p.229)

As for this development, it is hypothesized that the use of plural markers with

plural referents is increasingly frequent. For this reason, plural marking is becoming

systematic, though the use of plural markers is not extended to contexts with quantifiers.
This corresponds to the hypothesis that frequency of use may lead to what has been
referred to as entrenchment, or the establishment of linguistic structures in the speaker's

cognition, as Langacker (1987: 59) puts it:

With repeated use, a novel structure becomes progressively entrenched,
to the point of becoming a unit; moreover, units are variably entrenched
depending on the frequency of their occurrence.

4,h Degree: Obligatory without numerals but optional with numerals

For the first three degrees of obligatoriness, the number marker is not supposed
to be used if numerals (and perhaps also non-numeral quantifiers) are present. This is
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because plurality can be understood from the context. This situation makes sense, as we

can see the function of plural marking. Nevertheless, the situation becomes more

difficult to understand when nominal plural markers are used in the noun phrase in spite
of the presence of numerals. In some languages, the presence of grammatical numbers in
CNNCs does not apply to all nouns. This may suggest that the number system in the

language is increasing or declining. However, this does not affect all noun classes at the
same time. The tendency is for the development of the number system to be associated
with human nouns first and then for it to spread to animate and inanimate nouns

(following the principle of the animacy hierarchy). The reverse may be the case when
there is declining use of a number system.

This degree may correspond to a language with a mixture of {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,NSG} (see Chapter 6). It also reflects the fact that the use of a plural marker

may not spread to the whole nominal system, unlike English and other Indo-European

languages where most countable nouns are marked for plural. Rather, plural marking is
restricted to only human or animate nouns at this stage. This can be illustrated in
Jarawara (Arawa; Brazil) where animate nouns are marked for plural, whereas

(masculine) inanimate nouns are not, as shown below. Note that the morpheme mee is an

augmentative modifier as well as the 3NSG pronoun marking the non-singular number

(Dixon 2004: 302).

(5.8) Jarawara (Dixon 2004)

a. (N.NUM)

jobes
house.M

joro ni-kime
stand AUX-Two.M

'two houses stand (there).' (p. 152)
b. /N.NUM.NSG)

hijama0 mee otaa tao

peccary 3PL IEX.A shoot

ka-ni-kima-mina otaa-ke

APPL-AUX -two-morning. F 1EXC-DECL. F
'We shot two white-lippedpeccaries this morning' (p.155)
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5th Degree: Obligatory either with or without numerals

At this degree, plural markers are always employed either with or without the

presence of numerals. Plural markers are clearly redundant in contexts with
quantifiers including numerals. It is conjectured here that due to the frequent use of
plural markers in the language, the number distinction becomes the nominal category
that the speaker is aware of. It might be possible that in the speaker's mind the
unmarked noun or the absence of a plural marker implies the singular meaning
instead of general number. Consequently, when the speaker refers to the plurality of
the referents, the form of the noun in the speaker's mind can no longer be a singular
form. Rather, the form would be subconsciously changed into a plural form

corresponding to the meaning that the speaker wants to express. The characteristic of
nouns in the 5th degree may correspond to Rijkhoff's (2002) "singular object nouns",

namely, situations where in the speaker's mind the noun has "a definite outline in the

spatial dimension" (Rijkhoff 2002: 53). As already mentioned in §2.2.2, a singular

object noun has a spatially bounded and non-agglomerative property. According to

Rijkhoff, this property is associated with the compulsory plural marking on nouns of

plurality. The absence of plural markers implies the meaning of singular number (not

general number). Thus in general, when the noun conveys the meaning of plurality,
the use of the singular form is ungrammatical and is in fact conceptually impossible.

English and other Indo-European languages are examples of languages at this degree.

Regarding development, once the plural marking became entrenched in the

speaker's cognition as described in the 4th degree, this plural marking might have been
extended to contexts with numerals as well, when numerals were introduced in these

languages. This implies that numerals came into existence after the entrenchment took

place. In any case, it seems likely that the intensive and frequent use of plural markers
on countable nouns may change the type of nouns from general nouns to singular object
nouns. This phenomenon would involve three interactive domains, namely language use,

language acquisition and language change. The framework dealing with these issues is
referred to by cognitive linguists as the usage-based model, but it will not be pursued
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here. For further discussion on usage-based models, the reader is referred to Croft and
Cruse (2004: 291-327) among others.

6th Degree: Bound to the stem

As for the highest degree or the last stage of the hypothetical evolution of plural

marking, number marking is morphologically obligatory because the number markers
have changed into an obligatory part of the words, presumably through the processes of

grammaticalization (cf. §3.2.2.1) and lexicalization (cf. §3.2.2.2). At the earlier stage,

the grammatical number in nouns in these languages might have been expressed by
affixes (which are grammaticalized from the lexical or less grammatical forms such as

third personal plural pronouns) attached to the noun stem (i.e. the part of the word which
is not yet inflected). Over time, the affixes have been fused into the stem, and have

decreased in compositionality and have hence turned into a lexicalized item through the

process of lexicalization. The stem of nouns is basically bound; that is, it cannot stand
alone without an affix encoding the noun class along with the singular and plural. The
Bantu languages spoken in the central and southern part of Africa are best known for
this degree of obligatoriness. In Bantu languages, generally, singular/plural alternations
are marked with affixes attached to a noun stem. The noun stem cannot be used

independently. For example, the noun stem -ntu in (5.9a) and (5.9b) cannot be used

independently without the noun class prefixes mu- and a- .

(5.9) Lunda (Kawasha 2003: 124)

a. mu-ntu wu-mu

I-person I-one

'one person' ( Class Ifor human nouns and singular)

b. a-ntu a-yedt

II-person II-two
'two people' (Class IIfor human nouns and plural)
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There is no historical evidence available for the development of the plural prefix
a- in Lunda. The noun classes in Niger-Congo languages are fully grammaticalized and
so it is extremely difficult to trace back their original meanings (Williamson and Blench
2000: 13). However, it is noted in some places (e.g. Williamson and Blench 2000: 13;
Heine and Reh 1984: 234) that the number-class markers on human nouns are associated

with the third person plural pronouns.

In many African languages, 3rd person plural pronouns have been added
to nouns and have developed into nominal plural markers...In accordance
with this strategy, the personal pronoun follows the specified unit (Heine
and Reh 1984: 234).

Baka (Niger-Congo; Cameroon), which was already shown in §4.3, provides a

clear example.

(5.10) Baka (Christa Kilian-Hatz, p.c. cited in Heine and Kuteva 2002: 237)

a. wosi wo a go

woman 3PL ASP go

'The women are going.'

b. wose-o (wo) a go

woman-PL 3PL ASP go

'The women are going.'

The example in (5.10a) illustrates the use of wo 'third person plural pronoun' as
a separate plural marker which remains semantically transparent and at the same time

functions as a pronoun. On the other hand, in (5.10b), wo (which has changed to -o due
to phonetic erosion) has assumed a new grammatical function, i.e. the full plural suffix,
via the grammaticalization process. This is often presumed to be a source for the affix

denoting person-gender-number (PGN) in Niger-Congo languages. This is not surprising
due to the inherent meaning and function of the third person plural pronoun (Frajzyngier
1997: 209).
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5.1.4 Other number markers

5.1.4.1 Dual marker

Dual markers are grammatical forms which basically express the number two of
their referents, and perhaps also have a special pragmatic meaning as shown in the

examples (5.11b and 5.12b) below. The dual marker can be a core element when it is
used instead of the numeral two, but it is regarded as an extra element when it is

accompanied by the numeral two. It is generally acknowledged that the dual comes

historically from the numeral two through the process of grammaticalization. Kayardild

(Tangkic; Queensland) and Ngiyambaa (Pama-Nyungan; New South Wales) provide
clear instances.

(5.11) Kayardild (Evans 1995: 184)
a. ngijin-da kiyarrng-ka kularrin-da

1SG.POSS-NOM two-NOM sister-NOM

'my two sisters'

b. ngijin-da kularrin-jiyarrng-ka
1SG.POSS-NOM sister-DU-NOM

'my two sisters'10

(5.12) Ngiyambaa (Donaldson 1980: 102)

a. bulagar miri
two dog
'two dogs'

b. miri-bula:

dog-DU
'a pair ofdogs'"

10 The difference in meaning of the two examples remains obscure. It is probably the case that the dual
would implicate joint action, while the numeral would not, but this has not been confirmed by a native
speaker (Nick Evans, personal communication).
" It is noted in Donaldson (1980: 102) that "The dual suffix -bula: means 'in a group of two.' "
Therefore, it seems the dual suffix -bula and the numeral bulagar differ slightly in meaning. That is, the
numeral is used to convey the number of referents, while the suffix not only conveys the number of
referents but also implies that the referents are in the same group (of two).
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The dual suffixes in (b) are obviously related to the numeral 'two' in (a) because

they are similar in form and meaning and can be explained in terms of the

grammaticalization process. However, they are morpho-syntactically different. That is,
the numeral 'two' in (a) is a lexical form or content word occurring independently, while
the dual marker in (b) must be attached to the noun. According to grammaticalization

theory, the duals in Kayardild and Ngiyambaa are likely to originate from the numeral
two. There are two interrelated mechanisms involved in the grammaticalization process,

namely decategorization and erosion. The numeral two which has developed into the
dual has lost its lexical status. It has changed from a lexical form into a grammatical

form used for marking the dual number. Therefore, it undergoes decategorization. Also,
it can be observed that in Kayardild the consonant k in kiyarrng 'two' has changed to a

semi-vowel j in jiyarrng, making it easier to be suffixed to other morphemes (or

resulting from being always attached to other morphemes). In Ngiyambaa, the final

syllable gar in bulagar 'two' has been lost due to certain phonological processes. The

phonetic change as such is referred to as phonetic decay or phonetic erosion. More

evidence can be found in Dixon (2002: 117) and Heine and Kuteva (2002a: 302-303).

5.1.4.2 Trial marker

The term Trial marker refers to a grammatical marker basically denoting three
entities. In some languages trial may refer to three or a little more than that (Corbett
2000: 21). Similar to the dual marker, the trial marker can be a core element when it is

used as the numeral three, but it is regarded as an extra element when it appears along
with the numeral three. It is generally acknowledged that the trial originates from the
numeral three through the process of grammaticalization. Ambrym (Austronesian;

Vanuatu) provides examples of the trial marked on personal pronouns and other word
classes. The trial marker is grammaticalized from the numeral sul 'three' (Heine and

Kuteva 2002a: 297).
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(5.13) Ambrym (Paton 1971: 16, 24, 44-46 in Heine and Kuteva 2002a: 297)
a. veen r/a-sul

woman PCL-TRI

'three women'

b. gam-sul

2PL-TR1

'you three'

5.1.4.3 Non-plural marker
The term Non-plural marker refers to a grammatical marker denoting that the

noun to which the affix is attached is not plural. This marker is observed in Imonda

(Border; Papua New Guinea). In this language there are a few nouns having an inherent

plural number which refers to the number greater than 'two'. So, when the nouns are

modified by the numerals 'one' and 'two', the non-plural (NPL) must be used as shown
in (5.14). Otherwise, the meaning of the numerals and the inherent number of nouns are

not compatible.

(5.14) Imonda (Seiler 1985)

a. toad-ianei mugasl

boy.PL-NPL one

'one boy' (p. 62)

b. ago -ianei sabla
woman.PL NPL two

'two women' (p.39)

5.1.4.4 Inverse number marker

The term Inverse number marker refers to a grammatical number marker used
for changing the basic number of nouns. This kind of number marker is found in Jemez

(Kiowa-Tanoan; US, New Mexico) and is the unusual grammatical feature shared by the
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1 2
Kiowa-Tanoan languages. In this family, nouns are categorized into classes based on

their basic number, i.e. the inherent number of the noun. For example, in Jemez, the
basic number of Class I nouns is singular. When the suffix -s is added to the noun of
Class I, the suffix will indicate dual and plural. The basic number of Class II nouns is

plural. When the inverse suffix is added, the noun will be changed to singular and dual

(Yumitani 1998:97). This applies both in contexts with numerals and without. Examples

(5.15a) and (5.15b) illustrate the use of the inverse number suffixes without numerals

and with numerals respectively.

(5.15) Jemez (Yumitani 1998)

a. pap- si 'A deer (basic-SG) fell off.'

pap-s ifi 'Deer (INV-DU) fell off.'

pap-s ef i 'Deer (INV-PL) fell off.' (p. 100)

b. wi m±-sd-s til-kfy a-
( (

two cat-lNV TR-put.down/PFV

7put down two cats.' (The basic number ofmi-sa 'cat' is singular.) (p. 150)

12 The inverse number is a relatively rare grammatical phenomenon in human languages, however, the
grammatical feature as such can also be found in some Oceanic languages (Corbett 2000: 162-166).
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5.2 Numeral classifiers

In this thesis numeral classifiers are considered as quantificational extra elements

based on the frequently cited view that the genesis of numeral classifiers is attributable
to enumeration (e.g. Emeneau 1951: 93 in Allan 1977: 293, Greenberg 1972, Bisang
1999: 113-123). As the complexity of CNNCs is also relevant to this type of extra

elements, this section therefore outlines general issues relevant to numeral classifiers. In

§5.2.1 and §5.2.2, the characteristics of numeral classifiers and numeral classifier

languages are described. Then, in §5.2.3 an attempt is made to answer the question of
how one can distinguish numeral classifiers from other linguistic elements that may

appear in the same syntactic slot. Section 5.2.4 looks into the functional motivation of
the genesis of numeral classifiers so as to understand how the numeral classifier is
relevant to quantification.

5.2.1 Characteristics ofnumeral classifiers

The numeral classifier system is a type of the so-called classifier systems. The
term classifier system refers to "a grammatical system of noun categorization device(s)
in a particular language." (Aikhenvald 2000: vii). The term covers all noun

categorization devices cross-linguistically, such as gender in European languages, noun
classes in African and Australian languages and noun classifiers in Meso-American
Indian and Australian languages. The reader is referred to Aikhenvald (2000) for a

comprehensive typological description of these classifier systems.
As for the term numeral classifier, like most types of classifiers, it is generally

defined as a morpheme categorizing the noun with which it occurs based on semantic

characteristics, namely animacy, humanness, shape, and other inherent properties.

However, the defining characteristic is that this type of classifier is always required as a

unit counter in a quantificational expression in a language which has a numeral classifier

system as the dominant mode. For this reason, such a classifier is recognized as a

numeral classifier, though it is used with non-numeral quantifiers (e.g. many) as well.
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A numeral classifier may also occur with demonstratives (e.g. this) and with adjectives

(Allan 1977, Craig 1994: 565 and Aikhenvald 2000: 2). Below is an example of such a

classifier construction taken from Thai.

(5.16) Thai (own knowledge)
maa sd:m/la:y tua

dog three/many CLF (lit. 'body')

'three/many dogs'

In (5.16) tua is regarded as a numeral classifier, since it categorizes the noun

maa 'dog' as a class of animal. It is always required in the quantificational expression.

Moreover, as noted in many places (for example, Greenberg 1972: 185; Allan

1977; and Dixon 1986: 106) regarding word order in a quantificational expression, the

key characteristic distinguishing the numeral classifier system from other classifier

systems is that a numeral classifier is likely to form a morphological unit with the

numeral, not with the quantified noun. This can be observed from the fact that a numeral
classifier normally appears in a position adjacent to or bound to a numeral. An exception
is Kana (Niger-Congo; Nigeria) where a numeral classifier tends to form a

morphological unit with the noun instead (Ikoro 1994: 19-23) (see further discussion of
this exceptional case in §8.3.2).

According to Lyons (1977: 463) and Aikhenvald (2000: 115), numeral classifiers
can be divided into 2 types, namely sortal classifiers and mensural classifiers.

A sortal classifier is one which individuates whatever it refers to in terms

of the kind of entity that it is [...] A mensural classifier is one which
individuates in terms of quantity (Lyons 1977: 463, italics mine).

Below are examples of the two types of numeral classifiers.

(5.17) Thai (own knowledge)
a. nok sa:m tua

bird three body
'three birds'
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b. nok sa:m fu:p

bird three group (basically usedfor nouns denoting animals)
'three birds'

The numeral classifier tua in (5.17a) illustrates a sortal classifier as it suggests
the kind of the entity (i.e. an animal), whereas the numeral classifier fu:rj in (5.17b)

illustrates the quantity of the entity—that is, more than one bird; and categorizing bird as

an animal. It is noted in Aikhenvald (2000:115) that

Since the choice of a mensural classifier is often determined by the
temporary state of an object (its quantity, or the arrangement it occurs in)
there may be more freedom in choosing a mensural classifier than in
choosing a sortal one.

For example, in Tzeltal (Mayan; Mexico), the numeral classifier for the noun

lagrio 'brick' is pech 'rectangular, non-flexible object'. However, the noun 'brick' can
be measured in various ways depending on its arrangements. The numeral classifier for
this purpose involves arrangement, such as latz for a stack of bricks, bus is for a pile of
bricks (Aikhenvald 2000: 115). The origin of the mensural classifier perhaps comes

from those nouns in a language which can be arranged and measured in various ways.

5.2.2 Numeral classifier languages

A language with a numeral classifier system as a dominant mode has productive
use of numeral classifiers in quantificational expressions. That is, the use of numeral
classifiers is obligatory to almost all nouns. In these languages, however, some nouns

denoting units, such as time and distance (e.g. a noun meaning 'day') may not require a

numeral classifier as in (5.18), since the noun itself functions like a numeral classifier—

that is, as a unitizer in the noun phrase (the function of numeral classifiers is discussed in
the next few paragraphs). Note also that such a noun is in the same position as the
numeral classifiers would be in the language.
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(5.18) Vietnamese (Nguyen 2004: 101)

boh ngay

four day

four days'

In addition, a typical numeral classifier language generally shows a vast number
of numeral classifiers, though some languages are exceptions. Some languages use

special words similar to numeral classifiers in a quantificational expression, for example,

English bar and head in three bars of soap and two head of cattle. These words may be
referred to as numeral classifier-like forms (Downing 1996: 2). Although such numeral
classifier-like forms occur with numerals and categorize the nouns in the counting

constructions, English should not be referred to as a numeral classifier language. This is
because nouns in English normally do not require the numeral classifier in

quantificational expressions, and the use of numeral classifier-like forms in the language
is too restricted to be referred to as a system.

5.2.3 Lexico-grammatical items in the numeral classifier slot

The characteristics mentioned so far separate numeral classifiers from other

(lexico-grammatical) forms that may appear in the same syntactic slot, such as measure

words, noun classifiers, noun class markers, and number markers. These lexico-

grammatical forms are described as follows.

5.2.3.1 Measure words

Measure words are generally recognized as the lexical words employed to

measure a quantity of things. Examples are English pound in two pounds ofmeat, bunch
in two bunches of flowers and glass in two glasses of water. It seems likely that all

languages have measure words for measuring mass nouns such as water or nouns

denoting groups such as flowers. In a language with a numeral classifier system,

measure words may appear in the same syntactic slot as numeral classifiers, and it seems
to be difficult to distinguish between the two types. For example in (5.19), it can be seen

that the numeral classifier lu:k and the measure word appear in the same slot.
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(5.19) Thai

a. som

orange

(own knowledge)

sa:m

three

lu:k

CLF

Three oranges'
b. som sa:m larj

boxorange three

'three boxes of oranges'

However, measure words involve the quantity and arrangement of nouns

(Grinevald 2002a: 260), whereas numeral classifiers suggest the inherent properties of
nouns. Also, numeral classifiers occur with fewer types of nouns, whereas measure

words are less restrictive. Moreover, in terms of semantic transparency, the lexical

meaning of a numeral classifier is bleached in a quantificational expression, whereas the
lexical meaning of the measure word remains unchanged (Aikhenvald 2000: 116-117).

As in (5.19a), the noun lu:k is regarded as a numeral classifier because it suggests the

shape of an orange as a round type of object. Also it is used only with certain nouns,

typically those denoting round fruits. The lexical meaning which was originally 'child'

dissipates with only the meaning of shape (denoting small and round) remaining in this
context. In example (5.19b), the noun box is regarded as a measure word because it

suggests an arrangement of oranges in a box. Also the noun box is used with any nouns

that can be contained in a box.13 The lexical meaning of the word for box remains

unchanged in this context.

5.2.3.2 Noun classifiers

A noun classifier system is a type of classifier system based on the semantic

properties of the classified noun. In general, noun classifiers are generic terms meaning

animal, human, vegetable and tree, for instance. The noun tree in English apple tree, in

fact, functions like a noun classifier, (since it indicates that the noun 'apple' being

13 Measure words are different from mensural classifiers in that measure words do not classify nouns at
all. For example, the measure word laij 'box' does not classify the quantified noun, since it can be used
with any nouns that can be contained in the box. On the other hand, the mensural classifier fittj 'group' is
not used with inanimate nouns, so the use of the mensural fuij involves the animacy of nouns.
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mentioned is a tree, not a fruit). In a given language, not every noun would require a

noun classifier.

(5.20) Yidiny (Dixon 1982: 185 in Aikhenvald 2006: 465)

mayi jimirr bama-al yaburu-pgu julaal

vegetable.ABS yam.ABS person-ERG girl-ERG dig-PST
'The girl dug up the yam' 'lit. 'The person girl dug up the vegetable yam'

It is noted in Aikhenvald (2000: 84) that

In languages with noun classifiers, distinct classifiers can be used with
the same noun to specify the meaning, e.g. Minangkabau batang limau
(CLI4:TREE lemon) 'lemon-tree', buah limau (CL:FRUIT lemon)
(Martina 1996 in Aikhenvald 2008: 84).

In other words, noun classifiers are used to clarify the class of nouns which are

ambiguous in terms of physical properties in particular languages. As in Minangkabau,
the word limau may be interpreted as a lemon tree or a lemon fruit, if unaccompanied by
the noun classifier batang or buah.

In the example (5.20) taken from Yidiny, it is clear that jimirr refers to a class of

vegetable, not seeds or something else; yaburu refers to a human class, not an animal

class, for example. Noun classifiers are also concerned with culture, giving more

information about social interaction. For example, in Jalcatec (Craig 1986b: 245) naj is a

noun classifier for male non-kin, whereas ho7 is a noun classifier for male kin.

In the case that the noun classifier appears in the same syntactic slot as the
numeral classifier, it would be difficult to say whether the morpheme is a numeral
classifier or noun classifier. A practical way to approach this is to look at the occurrence

of noun classifiers in non-counting constructions such as the example (5.20) above.

14 In Aikhenvald (2000) CL is abbreviated from classifier.
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5.2.3.3 Noun class (or gender) markers
Noun class is a type of a highly grammaticalized classifier system. Unlike

numeral classifiers, the noun class assignment to nouns is rather arbitrary. It is

alternatively referred to as gender (e.g. Corbett 1991, 2005), though traditionally the
term gender is often reserved for a small noun class system which contains two or three

classes of nouns and more semantically opaque (typically masculine and feminine

classes), as in French (Aikhenvald 2000: 19). On the other hand, the term noun class is

often used to refer to the larger noun class systems such as are commonly found in
African languages. The systems may contain between five and twenty five classes (Craig
1994: 565). In this thesis, the term noun class is generally used to incorporate the gender

systems (unless otherwise indicated) because noun class systems always include the

gender systems in the traditional sense. In any case, in collecting data, one may question
how we can distinguish between noun class markers and numeral classifiers if they

appear in the same syntactic position, as they do in Swahili (Niger-Congo; Southern

Africa).

(5.21) Swahili (Welmers 1973: 171)

ki- kapu ki-kubwa ki-moja ki-Iianguka
CL-basket CL-large CL-one CL-fell
'One large basket fell.'

Although the noun class systems are quite similar to numeral classifiers in that
both categorize nouns, there is a significant difference between them. Namely, a noun

class system involves elaborate agreement systems (i.e. systems in which a form of
elements in the phrase or sentence varies according to the class of the head noun) as in

(5.21) where all elements in the sentence agree with the class ki- of the head noun kapu

'basket', while the agreement in a numeral classifier system is not that complicated, as

seen in (5.22) below.
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(5.22) Yurok (Blevins 2004: 1)

a. kjhuPyPy pu:k

one.CLF deer

'one deer'

b.

one.CLF

kohtoh ha?a:g

rock

'one rock'

In Yurok (Algic; California), the numeral agrees with nouns—that is, the

numeral co-occurs with the numeral classifier for a round object. The agreement in

numeral classifiers is clearly seen in a language where a numeral and a numeral
classifier are fused into one morpheme, as in Yurok.

5.2.3.4 Number markers

Mostly, number markers appear next to the noun, such as in English two dog-s.
However, there exists a language in which a number marker is attached to the numeral.
Wolof (Niger-Congo; Gambia and Senegal) is the only language in the current sample

illustrating this as shown below.

(5.23) Wolof (Ngom 2003: 48)

In this case, the number marker appears next to the numeral like a numeral
classifier. However, the affix -i cannot be interpreted as a numeral classifier if the affix
is used only with numerals greater than one. So, the numeral classifier and the number
marker are different in that the numeral classifier can be used with all grammatical

numbers, but the choice of number marker must be compatible with the number of the
referents.

naar-i

two-PL

xarit

friend

'two friends'
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5.2.4 A frequently cited view on the genesis ofnumeral classifiers

An oft-cited typological observation on word orders with regard to the numeral-
noun-numeral classifier is that numeral classifiers always appear next to or bound to

quantifiers. In other words, the noun is not allowed to be inserted between the numeral
classifier and the numeral. Based on this observation, there is a widely held view (e.g.

Greenberg 1972; Bisang 1999; Gil 2005) that numeral classifiers are obligatory in some

languages for the purpose of counting—that is, "to make count nouns enumerable"

(Bisang 1999: 113, and see other functions of the numeral classifiers therein). This is
because the typical attachment between a numeral and a numeral classifier suggests that
what is counted is not the noun, but the numeral classifier. This also further suggests

that count nouns in those languages must have a certain semantic property which makes
them uncountable if they are without numeral classifiers.

Therefore, Greenberg looks into non-numeral classifier languages such as

English and Arabic to examine the semantic property of nouns which cannot be present

in the direct construction of the quantifiers. It is found that those nouns are the so-called
collective nouns (e.g. English police, cattle) and mass nouns (e.g. English water). The
nouns as such require the so-called unit counters, namely measure words, numeral
classifier-like forms and singulative devices to separate out individual noun referents in
a group in the case of collective nouns. They also unitize the non-discrete noun

referents in the case of mass nouns. As for the case of collective nouns, examples can be
found in English and Arabic. In English, the noun cattle is a collective noun. It cannot
be counted directly. Thus, when the noun cattle is counted, the numeral classifier-like
form head must intervene as in three head of cattle. In Classical Arabic, a collective
noun cannot be governed directly by a numeral, rather the preposition min 'from' must
be inserted as a singulative device. For example,

(5.24) Classical Arabic (Greenberg 1972: 179)
thala:thatu mina 'ibl

three from camel (COLL)
'three camels'
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Turning to the case of mass nouns, one cannot count a mass noun such as water

directly, for example, because it does not have a discrete boundary. We have to use a

noun with a discrete boundary such as glass, cup, or bucket as a unit counter to unitize
the referent noun water so that it can be counted.

Another interesting finding of Greenberg's about the similarity between a

numeral classifier and a quantifier is that what are really counted are not the nouns in the

constructions, but rather the individualizers or unit counters. As for the case of

collective nouns, Greenberg provides evidence from Omani, an Arabic dialect spoken in
Oman as in (5.25).

(5.25) Omani (Greenberg 1972: 178)
thala.thit rwa:s finda:l

three CLF.PLflit. 'heads') potato (COLL)

'three potatoes' (lit. three heads ofpotatoes)

As for the case of mass nouns, English provides good examples. In English, the

plural marker appears on the measure words as in three glasses ofwater, suggesting that
what is counted is the noun glass, not water.

Looking at a similar phenomenon where nouns cannot be in a direct construction
of the quantifier, Greenberg argues that numeral classifiers presumably have the same

function as the unit counters—that is, individualizing or unitizing the quantified nouns.

Therefore, nouns in numeral classifier languages are supposed to share a certain
semantic property with those nouns requiring unit counters in a quantificational

expression. Those nouns are either collective nouns (comparable to English police) or
mass nouns. Instead of labeling the nouns in numeral classifier languages as collective
or mass nouns however, Greenberg refers to them as "transnumeral" (1972: 182), which
is

semantically neither singular nor plural. It is a transnumeral category
which is neutral in respect to number as opposed to the singulative which
involves countability. (Greenberg 1972: 182)
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The semantic property termed transnumerality can be illustrated with Thai as

shown in (5.26). The noun ndijsi: 'book' which is used without indication of number

can be interpreted as one book or more than one book depending on a given context.

Therefore, the noun is regarded as transnumeral in Greenberg's sense.

(5.26) Thai (own knowledge)

khaw si: ndijsi:

3SG buy book
'He buys a book or books.'

Since the bare (count) noun in Thai is not necessarily to be interpreted as a single

entity (unlike English), in this sense, the bare (count) noun is not different from the
collective noun denoting plurality. Therefore, the noun requires an individualizer when
it is counted, as shown below.

(5.27) Thai (own knowledge)

khaw si: narjsT: sd:m/la:y lem

3SG buy book three/many CLF (lit. 'volume')
He buys three/many books.'

When the noun is used in a quantificational expression like (5.27), the nouns

cannot occur in a direct construction with numerals. The numeral classifier lem must be

compulsorily used, presumably to make the noun singulative. On the contrary, in

languages with a singular/plural system, such as English, the unmarked form is clearly

singular in itself, so a numeral classifier serving to individuate those referents of nouns

is unnecessary.
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5.3 Other quantificational extra elements

In this section, the extra elements which are somewhat relevant to quantification
are considered. Due to the lack of information however, the account of why these

elements are used remains unsatisfactory. Note that although these elements may seem

unrelated to counting, they have over time become obligatory constituents of the
constructions. In any case, it might be more useful to keep them as quantificational extra
elements rather than ignoring them. Further research on their historical origins is

required for justification.

5.3.1 Relative clause marker

There exists a language in which a relative clause marker is involved in

quantification. This is Kambera (Austronesian; Indonesia). In Kambera, if one counts

two people or more, the numerals must be in a relative clause. For example,

(5.28) Kambera (Klamer 1998: 139)

tau ma-dua

person RMS-two

'twopersons/people' (lit. 'people that are two')

In this language, the subject relative clause marker (RMS) is used with the

predicate. In counting people, the numeral dua 'two' is treated as the predicate of the
relative clause, and the noun tau 'person' is treated as the head noun. It can be observed
that the use of the relative clause marker in CNNCs is dependent on the numeral. The
marker is used for the numeral dua 'two' onwards, but not for the numeral 'one'. As for

the numeral 'one', the construction consisting of the prefix numeral one plus the noun is
used instead, for example, ha.atu tau [one.CLF person] 'one person' (Klamer 1998: 136-

141, 318-319). When non-human nouns are counted, the language uses numeral
classifier constructions. In sum, the RMS was initially required for a syntactic reason,

but now it is like a vestigial morpheme required in CNNCs with a restrictive use.
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5.3.2 Numerical particle

In Maori (Austronesian, New Zealand) and some other Austronesian languages,
the numerals must generally be preceded by the particle e. In Maori (Bauer 1993: 495
and passim) the function of the particle is unclear. According to Lynch (1998: 117-118),
in many Oceanic languages (an Austronesian branch), numerals and quantifiers are

stative verbs (i.e. verbs denoting a state of things, e.g. English sleep) as illustrated by

Fijian, an Oceanic language spoken in Fiji island.
(5.29) Fijian (Lynch 1998:117)
a. e moce na gone

3SG sleep DEF child
'The child slept/is sleeping.'

b. e dua na gone

3SG one DEF child

'(There is) one child.'

It can be noticed that the numeral appears in the same slot with the stative verb
and the particle e precedes the stative verb as well as the numeral. It is possible that the

morpheme e has some function other than that of a personal pronoun.

Lynch points out that the numerals in many Oceanic languages show a defunct
verbal prefix. The table in Lynch (1998: 118) is reproduced as shown in Table 5.1
below.

Proto-

Oceanic

Vinmavis Lenakel

'two' *rua iru kiu

'three' *tolu itl kisil

'four' *vati ifah kuvir

'five' *lima ilim katilum

Table 5.1 Verbal prefixes for numerals in Oceanic languages (NB: the asterisks mark the
reconstructed forms)
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It can be observed that the roots of the numerals in Vinmavis are prefixed by i

and in Lenakel by k (+vowel). The prefix i is a third person singular non-future verbal

prefix and k (+vowel) is a third person non-singular verbal prefix. It is conjectured in

Lynch (1998: 118) that these numerals were once stative verbs, and over time these

prefixes have been attached to the numerals (cf. § 3.2.2.2 lexicalization), making the
numerals become complex lexemes. Finally, the numerals have lost their verbal status.

Turning to Maori, the numerals are rather predicative (stative verb) than
attributive (Bauer, Parker, and Evans 1993: 496). Also note that the stative verb in (5.30)
is preceded by the particle e.

(5.30) Maori (Bauer, Parker and Evans 1993)

a. e ono ngaa matapihi
NUMPCL six DEF.PL window

'There are six windows.' (lit. 'The windows are six'.) (p.496)

b. e moe ana te peepi

T/A sleep T/A DEF baby
'The baby is sleeping.' (p.421)

Considering the form and syntactic position of the particle e in (a) and (b), it may
be conjectured that the particle e which is used for quantifiers in Maori is associated
with the particle e as a tense/aspect marker. Therefore, the particle e might be required in
CNNCs due to the verbal status of numerals. At present, the function of this particle in
CNNCs seems to be unclear. The grammar states only that the particle is obligatory for
numerals greater than one and used only with non-human nouns. The topic requires
further research, though.
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5.3.3 Accusative case marker

There are instances, though few, in which an accusative case is involved in
CNNCs. An example is observed in Modern Standard Arabic. In this language, the

quantified noun is marked for accusative case if modified by the numerals 11-99 even

though the noun phrase does not occupy a position demanding an accusative case. This
is relevant to quantification—that is, the choice of grammatical case depends on the
numeral. However, the motivation for using the accusative case remains unclear. An

example from Arabic is shown below.

(5.31) Arabic (Holes 1995: 174)

xams-a asarat-a bint-an

five.F-ACC ten.F-ACC girl-ACC

'fifteen girls' ( fifteen as regards girl')

5.3.4 Oblique marker

The term oblique refers to any syntactic element which is neither a subject nor

object of the verb (Matthews 1997: 253). In this thesis, the term oblique is used in
CNNCs referring to a noun which has an attached preposition or case marker (i.e. a

marker indicating the grammatical relation between the elements involved). The

preposition or case marker denotes a certain relationship between the noun and the
numeral. For example, in the noun phrase two of the camels, of the camels is oblique and

of is an oblique marker. In the current data, there are various instances of oblique,

namely genitive singular marker, partitive singular marker, genitive plural marker.
These markers may also be represented by the preposition of

The term genitive refers to the grammatical case which denotes that one noun is

dependent on another noun. However, the noun which is marked for this case is

basically a possessor of another noun. For example, in the Latin consulis equus 'the
consul's horse', consulis is in the genitive form (and has the meaning of consul)

denoting a possessor of a horse. The genitive forms may be different in number, for
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example, Latin mcinus 'of hand' and manuum 'of hands'. The former represents the

genitive singular and the latter, the genitive plural (Blake 1994: 5-6).
As for the term partitive, generally the central function of the partitive case

involves the idea of partiality. There are several related senses of partitive cases

including the one which overlaps with the genitive case (see Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2006:
218 for detailed discussion about the definition). However, the sense which concerns

CNNCs is that the partitive case is used to indicate that the noun which is marked for the

partitive case denotes the whole set of another noun (or the equivalent). For example, in
three of the boys, the phrase of the boys is partitive because it refers to the whole set

from which a subset (three boys) is selected.
In the current data, several instances of CNNCs have the oblique as an extra

element. Although some usages of the oblique in the data are not clearly understood, it
seems likely that there is more than one possible account for the motivation for using the

oblique in CNNCs. The first comes from Greenberg (1972: 181). As earlier mentioned

(§5.2.4), Greenberg points out that a language in which a system of collectives exists

may employ a grammatical device of individuation in a quantificational expression,
since "a numeral cannot occur directly with a collective" (1972:179).

Among the alternatives is the use of one or more non-collectives in
construction with the numeral and more loosely joined syntactically to
the collective which is in apposition or is a dependent (partitive) genitive
(1972: 181)

The reason why the partitive or genitive or the preposition of is used as a method
of individuation is not focused on by Greenberg. However, it is likely that the oblique
markers function as a part-whole (subset-set) linker. The set can be conceptualized as

collective or mass. To count an individual member in the set, one needs to individualize

the members in the set first (compare two of them, not *two them). The counted
members are then a part or a subset of the set. The representational structure in the

speaker's mind may be illustrated with the figure below.
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Fig. 5.2 Representational structure of counting collective references

In Fig. 5.2, the circle A represents a set of 7 members. When counting the
members in the set, one needs to pull out the members from the set one by one (i.e.

individuation). The individuation can be represented linguistically by the linker

indicating the relationship between the set and the numerated members (i.e. the three
small circles on the right). The linker as such can be the partitive case (the three circles
are a subset of the circle A, or the genitive case (i.e. the three circles belong to the circle

A). Both cases are semantically related and can alternatively be signified by the English

preposition of.
The second account involves a universal in morphosyntactic properties of

numerals (Corbett 1978). It is argued that in a language where numerals vary in syntactic

category—that is, the low numbers behave adjectivally and the high numbers behave

nominally—the insertion of the genitive or a preposition between numerical nouns and

quantified nouns is required for the high numbers to avoid double nominatives (i.e. two
nouns in adjacent position).

The final account is that the phenomenon is attributable to a historical accident,
as happened in Old Russian where some nouns in the dual nominative and accusative

forms looked identical in general with the genitive singular form, and hence the dual
was reinterpreted as the genitive singular. Therefore the genitive singular form used in
CNNCs is in fact (in this account) a remnant of dual number (Corbett 2000: 269).
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5.3.5 Numeral markerfor persons

There exists a language in which a marker referred to in the source as numeral
marker for persons (PNUM) (Bauer, Parker, & Evans 1993: 496) is used in counting

expression. The use of PNUM is evident in Maori (Austronesian; New Zealand). In this

language, nouns denoting humans are prefixed with toko- if modified by the numerals 2-
9. This is relevant to quantification—that is, the marker is used in counting expressions.

However, the use of PNUM is regarded as traditional and is increasingly ignored. An

example from Moari is shown below.

(5.32) Maori (Bauer, Parker and Evans 1993: 496)

toko-rima oona tuaakana

PNUM-five GEN.PL. 3SG brother
'He hadfive older siblings'

5.3.6 Double plural marker

Degema (Niger-Congo; Nigeria) is the only language in the current sample

having a special marker referred to in the source as double plural marker (DPM) (Kari
2004: 209). In this language, most nouns are marked for number—singular and plural. It
is noted in Kari (2004: 209) that "Non-partitive numerals are preceded by a double

plural morpheme me which is used in counting nouns designating certain plural entities."
An example is shown below.

(5.33) Degema (Kari 2004: 209)
(mo me va

child.PL DPM two

'two children'
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5.4 Non-quantificational extra elements

There are some extra elements which are present in CNNCs but are not specifically

required for quantification and hence do not play any role in classifying structural types
of CNNCs. In particular there are various non-quantificational extra elements observed
in the current data. This section illustrates only a few of them just to show that not every
extra element is relevant to quantification or useful for the classification of structural

types of CNNCs. These markers include gender markers, copulas, some case markers,
and attributive markers, for instance. They are required by the general structural mles in
the language.

5.4.1 Noun class (gender)

When numerals are in the position of a modifier, some languages show a gender
marker in CNNCs. The gender is not relevant to quantification. The marker is required

just because the language has a gender system, and gender is obligatorily present on the
modifiers in addition to the numerals. For example, in Catalan (Indo-European; Spain),

CNNCsg requires a gender marker. Since gender marker is not regarded, CNNCsg in
Catalan is coded as {N,NUM}.

(5.34) Catalan (Hualde 1992: 122)

una noia

one.F girl (F)
'one girl'

5.4.2 Copula

The copula refers to the grammatical element linking two elements, namely a

subject and a predicative element, comparable to English be. Examples may be found in

English: e.g English am as in I am cold or I am a doctor where am is a linker between
the subject (i.e. I) and predicative elements (i.e. cold and a doctor) (Matthews 1997: 77).

Likewise, in Japanese, a copula is required to assist nouns and nominal adjectives (i.e.
nouns used as adjectives) in forming a predicate (Iwasaki 2002: 42). For example,
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(5.35) Japanese (Iwasaki 2002: 38)

nihonjin-no hito

Japanese-COP person

'a Japanese person'

In this case, ninhonjin 'Japanese' is a noun and therefore requires the copula no

to form a predicate. Note that a predicate here includes the attributive function. This is

perhaps because the language does not allow double nominatives, so the copula is a

device to change the noun into an adjective.

All Japanese numerals require the copula when used as a modifier for the

quantified noun. This situation is different from the use of the oblique to avoid double
nominatives (cf. §5.3.4) in which quantification plays a role. That is to say, the oblique
is required for high numerals, but not in low numerals. On the contrary, in Japanese the

copula no is not required due to quantification at all, but rather for a syntactic reason.

5.4.3 Attributive

In some languages in the current data, the numerals as a modifier require an

attributive morpheme to form them as an attributive. Examples are Kolyma Yukaghir

(Yukaghir; Siberia, Russia), and Tok Pisin (Creoles and Pidgins; Papua New Guinea).

(5.36) Kolyma Yukaghir (Maslova 2003a: 82)
irk-in aijd'e
one-ATTR eye

'one eye'

In Yukaghir, cardinal numerals have attributive and predicative forms (Maslova
2003a: 82). So, the attributive marker is used to show the attributive function of the
numeral in a sentence. The attributive markers are not specifically employed for
numerals. Rather any linguistic form requiring attributive function may require an

attributive form. Overall, there is no quantificational motivation for the use of the
attributive marker.
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(5.37) Tok Pisin (Verhaar 1995: 29)

wan-pela boi
one-ATTR boy
'one boy'

In Tok Pisin, it is noted that the suffix -pela is used to form a limited number of
modifiers to nouns, some pronouns, and a variety of numerals (Verhaar 1995: 12). Since
it is not used only with numerals, the quantificational motivation is not clear. Both

languages are therefore categorized as {N,NUM}.

5.4.4 Switch reference

The switch reference marker is used to disambiguate subjects of the two verbs in

complex sentences consisting of more than one clause. Switch reference marking can be
observed in Koasati (Muskogean; US, Alabama) and other Muskogean languages. In this

language, numerals are verbs and the head noun of the numeral is therefore a subject of
the verb. If the clause consists of a numeral and noun embedded in the complex

sentence, the switch reference marker may be required. Without the reference marker, it

may cause confusion—that is, confusion over whether the two verbs belong to the same

subject or different subjects. For example,

(5.38) Koasati (Kimball 1991: 358)

na:ni-ha pokkd:l awah toklo-n ht:ca-li-:s
man-PL ten and two-SW see-1 SS.PST

'/ just saw twelve men.'

The affix -n is a reference marker, indicating that the subject of the numeral verb
'twelve' is not the same as the subject of the verb 'see'. Without it, it might have other

interpretations, such as 'the twelve men saw me' for instance. In any case, the switch
reference is not regarded as a quantificational extra element. This is because this switch
reference marker is required because of sentence structure. If there is no other subject,
the switch reference marker might not be needed, and most importantly there is no

quantificational motivation involved.
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5.5. Conclusion

This chapter has set out a criterion that the project has used for selecting extra

elements in establishing types of CNNCs. The criterion is that the extra elements must

show a certain quantificational motivation. As a result, we have two major extra

elements—namely, number markers and numeral classifiers. There are a few other

quantificational extra elements used as well, such as relative clause markers, numerical

particles, accusative case markers and oblique markers. There are many non-

quantificational extra-elements observed in CNNCs, for example, noun class markers,

copulas, attributives, and switch reference markers. These are not taken into
consideration when establishing types of CNNCs. The said quantificational motivation
of the number markers and numeral classifiers stems from the vagueness of nouns with
reference to inherent number. These nouns are called general nouns. The emergence of
the quantificational extra elements may be attributable to the principle of distinctness in

language. Another quantificational motivation for the emergence of extra elements is
concerned with the grammatical status of numerals. In some languages the high
numerals behave nominally and so require syntactic elements to form CNNCs. Overall,
these extra elements show that quantification brings about the grammatical complexity
in language.
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6 CNNCs Across Languages

This chapter illustrates various language types as they are classified according to

CNNCs along with their frequencies and geographical distribution. A task such as this is
referred to in Croft (2003:1) as typological classification. The notion language type

refers to types of languages which are classified on the basis of their structural types
under consideration (i.e. in the present context, types of structural patterns seen in

CNNCs). For example, based on the order of cardinal numerals with respect to the noun

they modify, English is an example of a language in which the numeral precedes the

noun, e.g. two boys. Very often it is difficult to identify a language as a particular type
because languages may employ more than one structural type in a given constmction.
For example, certain English constructions can have the adjective-noun order (i.e. the

adjective precedes the noun) as in military court or the noun-adjective order (i.e. the
noun precedes the adjective) as in court martial. However, the most practical solution is
to look only at the basic type—that is, the most frequent structural type used in general

contexts, not those restricted to a specific context nor used only with a special meaning

(Croft 2003: 42-43).

Like most linguistic constructions, there often exist two or more structural types
of CNNCs in a single language. In typologizing languages with respect to the means by
which they form CNNCs, only the basic structural patterns are considered. Nevertheless,
some sources do not provide evidence of the basic structural patterns. In this case, the

patterns taken from the relevant examples available in the sources were assumed to

represent the basic types for the reason that the examples were randomly chosen. In
some languages, a mixture of structural types is allowed with none being primary, for

example, when the nouns in the language are generally optionally marked for plural.
Those languages are classified as Mixed. The mixed type also includes cases where the
structural patterns observed used complementarily, for example, one structural pattern is
used for human nouns and another for non-human nouns. In such cases, it is difficult to
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assign the language to a particular type. Note that in some languages of mixed type, it is

probable that one of the structural patterns observed is dominant over the others in actual

use, but due to the absence of evidence, all structural types observed were assumed to be
used equally.

In addition to the basic structural type, most languages have other structural

types used as subsidiary strategies for forming CNNCs. The subsidiary types are used
with constraints—that is, their occurrences are limited to a small set of nouns or used in

a special context. Refer to the introductory section of Appendix 3 for the examples of
restrictive cases. Because only the basic types are considered in typologizing languages,
these subsidiary types are not taken into consideration here. However, the subsidiary

types are reported in the inclusive tables of CNNCsc and CNNCnsg offered in Appendix
1. They are represented with the symbol @.

The organization in this chapter is inspired by the well-organized illustration of

typological data in the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) (Haspelmath,

Dryer, Gil, Comrie 2005). This chapter is divided into two major parts. The first part
deals with a typological description of CNNCsg, while the second part deals with a

typological description of CNNCnsg- Each part begins with establishing language types

of CNNCs, followed by a description of each language type. Each language type is
illustrated by examples taken from different languages in the current sample. The

typological description is accompanied by maps (a single world map and small blow-up

maps of certain zoomed areas where the dots are much too dense). The maps show the

geographical distribution of those language types corresponding to different colored
dots. Since the subsidiary types are not taken into consideration in typologizing

languages, they are therefore not shown on the maps. Both world maps and blow-up

maps of certain zoomed areas are generated with the Interactive Reference Tool of the
World Atlas ofLanguage Structures (WALS), developed by Hans-Jorg Bibiko (2005).
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6.1 Types ofCNNCSG

This section describes the language types of CNNCsg- This construction was examined
on the basis of 175 languages. On the basis of the structural patterns of CNNCsg used as

a basic type in a given language, 6 values are established, as shown in Table 6.1 below.
For a list of languages in which these types are evident, the reader is referred to

Appendix 2.2. Also, note that the numbered types in Table 6.1 do not correspond to

those in Table A in Appendix 1. This is because the types shown in Table 6.1 are

language types, while those shown in Table A in Appendix 1 are structural types.

Type Number of languages
1. {N,NUM} 117
2. {N,NUM,SG } 10

3. (N,NUM,CLF) 39

4. (N,NUM) + {N,NUM,CLF} 5

5. Other 2

6. None 2

Total 175

Table 6.1 Language types with regard to CNNCsg and their frequencies
NB: (+) = a mixture of constructions (presumably, with none primary)

The first type ({N,NUM}) includes languages in which the CNNCsg simply
consists of a noun and the numeral one without any additional morpheme, as in English
one man. Note again that the order of the elements in the set notations is disregarded.

The second type ({N,NUM,SG}) includes languages which form their CNNCsg

by attaching the singular marker to the noun and/or the numeral one, as illustrated by the

example in (6.1) from Alutor (Chukotko-Kamchatkan; Russia). In this language the

morpheme -pa is suffixed to the noun, indicating the singular number (and

simultaneously case). Some languages may show agreement for singular number (and

simultaneously class) both on the noun and the numeral, as shown in Lunda (Niger-
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Congo; Democratic Republic of Congo) in (6.2). The double singular marker as such is
also represented by the notation {N,NUM,SG}, although not {N,NUM,SG,SG}.

(6.1) Alutor (Kibrik, Kodzasov and Muravyova 2004:371,508)

annan rara-ija

one house-NOM.SG

'one house'

(6.2) Lunda (Kawasha 2003: 124)

mu-ntu wu-mu

I-person I-one
'one person' (Class mu-/wu- = singular number)

The third type ({N,NUM,CLF}) includes languages where the CNNCsg is

expressed by the combination of the numeral one, a noun, and a numeral classifier,
illustrated by the example in (6.3) from Mandarin (Sino-Tibetan; China). Also, a couple
of languages of this type show double numeral classifiers, such as Piaroa (Saliban;

Venezuela), illustrated in (6.4). The double numeral classifiers as such are also

represented by {N,NUM,CLF}, although not {N,NUM,CLF,CLF}.

(<5.3) Mandarin (Lin 2001: 107)

y( ge jJdan
one CLF egg

'one egg'

(6.4) Piaroa (Krute 2003:144)

kurod-ee hid-as-tetse

machete-CLF one-CLF-one

'one machete'

The fourth type includes languages which exhibit a mixture of {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,CLF}, as may be seen from the example in (6.5a-b) from Nicobarese (Car)

(Austro-Asiatic; Nicobar Islands, India). This pattern of mixture is relatively frequent

compared to other patterns of mixture and therefore is considered separately.
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The example in (6.5a) illustrates {N,NUM}, while the example in (6.5b) illustrates

{N,NUM,CLF}.

(6.5) Nicobarese (Car) (Braine 1970: 113)

a. (N.NUM)

her) kuk

one coconut

'one coconut'

b. IN.NUM.CLF}

hei) not) ?a-p

one CLF canoe

'one canoe'

The fifth type includes the languages of other possibilities and hence is classified
as OTHER. One is the combination of a noun and a singular marker or a singulative
marker (cf. §5.1.2) without the overt numeral one. Mohawk (Iroquoian; Canada, United

States) is the only language in the current sample employing this structural pattern as a

primary strategy of forming CNNCsg as in (6.6a). The language employs the structural

pattern of {N,NUM} as in (6.6b) as well, though the pattern is regarded as marked

(Marianne Mithun, personal communication).

(6.6) Mohawk (Bonvillain 1973: 235)

a. (N,SGI

ska-hahselah

SG-lamp/light
'one lamp, light'

b. {N.NUM}

v'hska ohahasela ?

one lamp/light
'one lamp, light'
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The pattern of {N,SG} may be regarded as a marginal case of CNNCsg-

Although structurally it does not contain the numeral one, semantically the construction

expresses the numerosity one of the referent. Also, considering the forms of the singular
or singulative markers, it seems likely that the singular or singulative markers in many

languages are etymologically related to the numeral one. This probably suggests a

grammatical change from the numeral one to the singular or singulative markers.

Moreover, {N,SG} may also exhibit an intermediate phase in the diachronic route

between {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,SG}, as evidenced in Pame (Oto-Manguean; Mexico)

(cf. §8.2.1.2). Thus, it is rather useful to include {N,SG} in the classification of

structural types of CNNCsg-
The other possibility is the co-existence of {N,NUM,SG} and

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} in a language. This mixture is observed in Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen
Middle Atlas) (Afro-Asiatic; Morocco). The example in (6.7a) illustrates {N,NUM,SG},
while the example in (6.7b) illustrates {N,NUM,OBL,SG}.

(6.7) Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas) (Penchoen 1973: 25)
a. (N.NUM.SG/

yun u-ryaz

one SG-man

'one man'

b. (N,NUM,OBL,SG}

yut n-t-msttutt

one of-SG-woman
'one woman'

In fact, the two structural patterns are used rather complementarily. The pattern

of {N,NUM,SG} is used with nouns beginning with a vowel (i.e. masculine nouns). On
the other hand, the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} is used with nouns beginning with a

consonant (i.e. feminine nouns) as well as those unberberized nouns borrowed from
Arabic (Penchoen 1973: 25).
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Finally, just two of the languages in the survey lack the numeral one and

subsequently do not have CNNCsg- These languages are Piraha (Mura; Brazil) and

Wari' (Chapacura-Wahan; Brazil). Although they do not have the numeral one proper,

Piraha uses the word hoi 'small size' or 'small amount', and Wari' uses the word xica'

'alone' to convey the concept of the number one, as shown below.

(6.8) Piraha (Everett 2005: 623)

tiobahai hoi hii

child small PRED

'small child/child is small/one child'

(6.9) Wari' (Everett and Kern 1997: 348)

xica' pe na tarama'
alone be.at.SBJ 3SG.RP/P man

'There is one man.' (lit. 'The man is alone.')

The structural types just described so far all are employed as the basic means of

forming CNNCsg in the world's languages. They are also, however, employed as a

subsidiary mode in some languages. For example, {N,NUM,CLF} is a subsidiary mode
in Turkish (Altaic; Turkish), a language in which {N,NUM} is the basic type of

CNNCsg (Kornfilt 1997: 271).

In addition to the types illustrated above, there are a few other structural types of

CNNCsg which are employed only as a subsidiary mode due to their restricted use. Each
is extremely rare, being represented by only a couple of instances. The first of these is
the use of the word meaning 'unit' instead of the numeral one in Somali (Afro-Asiatic;

Somalia). An example is given in (6.10) below.

(6.10) Somali (Saeed 1999: 58)

xabbad Kin ah

unit orange be
'one orange' (lit: 'a unit that is orange')
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The use of the word meaning 'unit' may be comparable to the use of numeral
classifiers without the numeral one or {N,CLF}(see the next type below). That is to say,

both are used to form or unitize the quantified noun (which is conceptually vague in

number) into one unit (cf. Greenberg 1972: 183) and the numeral one is no longer
needed for the reason that the concept of 'unit' also expresses the quantity one

implicitly.14 This structure is assumed to be non-dominant in the language because it is
not mentioned at all in other Somali grammars (for example, Orwin 1995: 68). This type

is regarded as a marginal case of CNNCsg, since the word meaning 'unit' is not the
numeral one, and hence one of the core constituents is missing. As suggested by Bernard
Comrie (personal communication), we may check whether the element in question is a

numeral by simply asking the native speakers with the 'how many?' question. In this

case, if we ask native speakers how many oranges there are, they might not say xabbcid
'unit' even though there is only one orange.

The second subsidiary type is a combination of a noun and a numeral classifier
with no morpheme at all expressing the numerosity one (or {N,CLF}). Vietnamese

(Austro-Asiatic; Vietnam) and Thai (Tai-Kadai; Thailand) provide examples of this
structure. Like the case of Somali, this type is also regarded as a marginal case of

CNNCsg, since the construction does not have the core element, namely the numeral
one. Although the numeral one is not present in the constructions, these constructions

express the individuality of the noun. They therefore express the numerosity one, as

shown in (6.11) and (6.12).

(6.11) Vietnamese (Bisang 1996: 541 in Bisang 1999: 146)
toi mua qua cam

1SG buy CLF orange

'I buy the orange. // buy an orange.'

14 The situation can be compared to the use of the quantifier in colloquial Thai (own knowledge). When
one says na:m kat'w [water glass], this expression means 'one glass of water'. The noun 'glass' functions
as a unitizer, comparable to the function of the noun 'unit' in Somali. Therefore, the noun 'unit' seems to
be used to express the individuality of the noun.
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(6.12) Thai (own knowledge)
to tua

table CLF (lit. 'body')

'one table'

The third subsidiary type is a combination of the numeral 'one' and a numeral
classifier (or {NUM,CLF}). This type is observed in many numeral classifier languages

including Nepali (Indo-European; Nepal, see (6.13)).

(6.13) Nepali (Hutt and Subedi 2003: 56)
ek chin

one moment

'one moment'

Generally, in numeral classifier languages {NUM,CLF} is used only when the
noun and the numeral classifier share the same form. In fact, the noun itself is used as a

numeral classifier, and then the noun need not be repeated, since the meaning of the
noun is clear from the numeral classifier. The noun should be analysed as a numeral
classifier rather than a head noun when it is positioned in the same syntactic slot with
numeral classifiers in the language (Bernard Comrie, personal communication). These
nouns are mostly nouns meaning 'human' or denoting units such as 'day' and 'month'.

The fourth type is composed of a noun, a numeral and a non-plural marker (or

{N,NUM,NPL}), as illustrated in Imonda (Border; Papua New Guinea). The non-plural
marker has already been mentioned in §5.1.4.3, so it will not be discussed further here.
The example is illustrated here again for convenience.

(6.14) Imonda (Seiler 1985: 62)

toad-ianei mugasl

boy.PL-NPL one

'one boy'
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The final subsidiary type is a combination of a noun, the numeral one, a singular

marker, and a numeral classifier (or {N,NUM,CLF,SG}) as in Ejagham (Niger-Congo;

Cameroon, Nigeria) the only language in the sample where this type is observed. The

singular marker is a portmanteau morpheme encoding class and a singular number

simultaneously. For further discussion on this structural type, the reader is referred to

§8.4.

(6.15) Ejagham (Walters 1981: 469)

i-ram ' i-cokud ja-d

CL-CLF GEN15 CL-orange CL-one
'one orange'(Class e- = singular number)

15 Aikhenvald (2000: 99) refers to the tone as 'genitive linker'.
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6.2 Geographical distribution of CNNCsg

In this section the focus is on the worldwide patterns of occurrence of language types

with respect to CNNCsg, as depicted in Map 6.1 below.

• {N.NUM)
• {N^UM.SG}

M {N.NUM.CLF}
{N ,NUM}+ {N ,NUM ,CLF}
Other

C None

Map 6.1 Geographical distribution of CNNCSG

Map 6.3 New Guinea and Northern Australia
(zoomed)

Map 6.2 Western Africa (zoomed)

A.

Map 6.1 basically divides the languages of the world into two major types with

regard to CNNCsg, namely {N,NUM} (shown in red) and {N,NUM,CLF} (shown in

yellow), with very few other possibilities. As is evident from the map, {N,NUM}
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spreads through almost all regions, greatly outnumbering all other types combined. This

suggests unsurprisingly that to form CNNCsg, the world's languages mostly prefer the

simple structural pattern which requires no additional element other than the necessary

elements expressing the numerosity one and the noun referent. The largest areas in
which {N,NUM} languages are absent are East and Southeast Asia, the areas where the
main concentration of numeral classifier languages is to be found, for example, the
Sino-Tibetan and Tai-Kadai languages. The languages with {N,NUM,CLF} are fairly
common around the Pacific Rim (i.e. East Asia, Southeast Asia including New Guinea
and the surrounding areas, and the west coasts of North America and South America)
and South Asia with various degrees of frequency. The geographical distribution of

{N,NUM,CLF} in relation to degrees of frequency is further discussed in §6.4.
The next type is {N,NUM,SG} (shown in blue). The singular marker here refers

to a morphological device for expressing singularity. The marker can be a separate

single morpheme or a portmanteau morpheme that fuses a singular marker with other

grammatical categories such as noun class or case. Languages where this type is the
basic strategy of forming CNNCsg are relatively rare—only 10 such languages are

observed in the sample (see Appendix 2.2 for a list of languages of this type). Six of
these are present in Africa (e.g. Lunda, spoken in Democratic Republic of Congo).
These languages are genetically related—that is, they are all affiliated to the Niger-

Congo family (albeit different genera) which is notable for having extensive noun class

systems. The noun class markers in these languages simultaneously encode grammatical
numbers (singular and plural) (Williamson and Blench 2000: 12). In addition, a couple
of instances are also found in the Australia-New Guinea region. Like the six languages
in the Niger-Congo family, the singular marker in Yimas (Lower Sepik-Ramu; Papua
New Guinea) and Ndjebbana (Australian; Northern Territory) is expressed by a

portmanteau morpheme encoding both noun class and singular number. Another two

languages are found to have {N,NUM,SG}, namely Sulka (isolate; Papua New Guinea)
and Alutor (Chukotko-Kamchatkan; Siberia). The noun class system is absent in Sulka

(Nichols 1992: 298-299) and there is no evidence indicating whether Alutor possesses
noun class systems or not. Still, the singular marker in Alutor is expressed together with
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case. Apart from this, this structural pattern is observed as a subsidiary mode in a few
instances from Persian (Indo-European; Iran), Burushaski (isolate; Pakistan), and Pame

(Oto-Manguean; Mexico).

Next, the languages which are classified as a mixture of {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,CLF} (shown in orange) are not unusual among the numeral classifier

languages. Unsurprisingly, the mixture of the two constructions is often found at the

peripheral areas where numeral classifier languages are found, typically the
southernmost of Southeast Asia. Examples are Tidore (West Papuan; Indonesia) and

Nicobarese (Car) (Austro-Asiatic; India (Nicobar Islands)). This type of mixture can

also be found in the areas where languages using both constructions are adjacent, for

example, Halkomelem (Salishan; Canada). Refer also to Map 6.4 for geographical
distribution of this type. Although a language classified as mixed is a problem for

typologization, such mixtures reflect the transitional stage of types in the language

(Croft 2003: 44). For example, a mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} may exhibit
a transitional stage between a language type of {N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM} or the
other way round. The phenomenon of type change may not be particularly interesting, as
it is common in languages and can occur in other parts of grammatical systems.

Nevertheless, as Croft (2003: 245) points out, the interesting question is how we can

identify the intermediate stages during the change from one system to another system. In
the case of CNNCs, for example, the intermediate stage between {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,CLF} may involve a degree of obligatoriness in the numeral classifier in
CNNCs and constraints on their occurrence. According to Aikhenvald (2000: 121), in a

language with "incipient systems of numeral classifiers" (i.e. the stage where it is
assumed that the numeral classifier system begins to develop), such as Omani, an Afro-
Asiatic spoken in Oman, the classifiers are used optionally and are limited to some

classes of nouns. The diachronic routes of types of CNNCsg are discussed along with
the causal factors driving the changes in Chapter 8.

There are two languages on Map 6.1 classified as OTHER. The first is {N,SG}
which is observed in Mohawk (Iroquoian; Canada, United States) in North America. As
mentioned earlier, Mohawk is the only language in the data using {N,SG} as a primary
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mode of CNNCsg- In fact, {N,SG} is not rare in the world's languages, it is also
observed as a non-primary mode in another three languages from Eurasia and North

America, namely Burushaski (isolate; Pakistan), Persian (Indo-European; Iran), and
Pame (Pamean; Mexico) (cf. Appendix 1, Table A).

In addition to the mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF}, there exists a

language showing a mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,OBL,SG} which is grouped in
the category Other, since there is only one language observed. This mixture is evident in
Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas) (Afro-Asiatic; Morocco).

Finally, as already mentioned in §4.4, there are only two languages, namely
Wari' and Piraha in the current sample, which lack the numeral one and lack CNNCsg

accordingly. Both are spoken in Brazil, South America, the continental area which is
remarkable for having only low-valued numerals.
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6.3 Types of CNNCnsg

On the basis of 233 languages, it is possible to establish 11 language types with respect

to CNNCnsg, as shown in Table 6.2 below. For a list of languages where these types are

evident, the reader is referred to Appendix 2.3. Also, note again that the numbered types

in Table 6.2 do not correspond to those in Table B in Appendix 1. This is because the

types shown in Table 6.2 are language types, while those shown in Table B in Appendix
1 are structural types.

Type Number of languages
1. {N.NUMJ 78

2. {N,NUM,NSG } 36

3. {N,NUM,CLFJ 33

4. Other 10

5. {N.NUM}+{N,NUM,NSG) 33

6. (N,NUM}+(N,NUM,CLF) 3

7. {N,NUM,CLF}+{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} 8

8. (N,NUM,(NSG)}+{N,NUM,OBL,SG/NSG) 5

9. {N,NUM,(NSG)}+{N,NSG} 12

10. Mixed 13

11. None 2

Total 233

Table 6.2 Language types with regard to CNNCNSg and their frequencies

The first type includes the languages where the CNNCnsg consists of a noun and
a numeral greater than one (or {N,NUM}) (hereafter in this section, the numerals which
are mentioned refer to numerals greater than one). Kpelle (Niger-Congo; Liberia) is an

example of this type.
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(6.16) Kpelle (Welmers 1973: 294)

psre feere
house two

'two houses'

The second type comprises the languages in which the CNNCnsg is expressed by
means of a noun combined with a numeral plus an obligatory non-singular marker (or

{N,NUM,NSG}), for example, English two dog-s. Some languages may have double

non-singular markers. Once again, Lunda (Niger-Congo; Democratic Republic of

Congo) provides a clear example, as shown below.

(6.17) Lunda (Kawasha 2003: 124)

a-ntu a-yedi

ll-person II-two
'two people' (Class a- = plural number)

The third type includes languages where the CNNCnsg is accompanied by a

numeral classifier in addition to the core constituents (or {N,NUM,CLF}). An example
is given in (6.18) from Bai (Sino-Tibetan; China)

(6.18) Bai (Wiersma 2003: 671)

siP rjv tshut?
book five CLF

five books'

The fourth are languages showing some other rare possibilities of CNNCnsg,
hence referred to as Other. All types are represented by only a couple of languages.
There are six possibilities. The first is the combination of a numeral, a noun and a

singular marker plus an oblique case marker (or {N,NUM,OBL,SG}). The oblique case

marker sometimes also expresses the singular number as a portmanteau morpheme.
There are two languages from the same genus possessing this type, namely Finnish

(Uralic; Finland) and Estonian (Uralic; Estonia). The following example comes from
Finnish.
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(6.19) Finnish (Nelson 1998:46)

yhdeksan omena-a

nine apple-PRTV.SG
'nine apples'

The second possibility is found in the languages where the CNNCnsg is

expressed by means of a noun and a non-singular marker without an overt free numeral

(or {N,NSG}). Three languages show this type, namely Bunuba (Australian; Western

Australia), Diyari (Australian; South Australia) and Waorani (Waorani; Ecuador). An

example is taken from Diyari in which the dual marker can be used instead of the
numeral word 'two', as in (6.20). The non-singular marking morphemes are used as low-
valued numerals, typically two and three. This type also includes the use of the third

person dual pronoun, as in (6.21) from Waorani.

(6.20) Diyari (Austin 1981: 128)

mankada-wula

girl-DU
'two girls',

(6.21) Waorani (Peeke 1994: 269)

todiya-da

sibling-3DU
'two brothers'

The third possibility is the combination of a noun, a numeral and the numerical

particle (NUMPCL) (cf. § 5.3.2). (or {N,NUM,NUMPCL}). This type is found in Maori

(Austronesian; New Zealand, see (6.22)), and Tuvaluan (Austronesian; Oceanic), as a

subsidiary type.

(6.22) Maori (Bauer 1993: 262)

eenei waka e rua

these canoe NUMPCL two

'these two canoes'
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The fourth possibility is the combination of a noun, a numeral and a numeral
classifier and a non-singular marker (or {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}). This type is found in
Tariana (Arawakan; Brazil) and Tsimshian (Coast) (Penutian; Canada, United States).

An example is taken from Tariana.
(6.23) Tariana (Aikhenvald 2002:99)

kehpuni-dapana-pe panisi-pe

four-CLF-PL house-PL

'four houses'

The fifth possibility is the combination of a noun, a numeral and an inverse
number marker (§5.1.4.4). This type is found in Jemez (Kiowa-Tanoan; New Mexico),
as in (6.24).

(6.24) Jemez (Yumitani 1998: 150)

wi m±-sd-s til-k'y a-

two cat-INV TR.lSG.3DU-put.down/PFV
'1 put down two cats.'

The sixth possibility is the combination of a noun, a numeral and a singular
marker. This type is found in Zuni (isolate; New Mexico), as in (6.25).

(6.25) Zuni (Nichols 1997: 12)

ho' ha'i 'e'ni-nne 'illi

1SG.NOM three helt-SG have

'/ have three belts.'

The fifth type is the mixed type of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG} (or

{N,NUM} + {N,NUM,NSG}). For example, in Hausa (Afro-Asiatic; Niger, Nigeria),
animate nouns are marked for plural, while inanimate nouns are optionally marked in
this respect (Schuh 1991: 1). This language therefore has two possible structural

patterns, as shown in (6.26).
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(6.26) Hausa (Schuh 1999: 1)

a. (N.NUM.NSGf

shanu biyu

cow.PL two

'two cows'

b. {N.NUM}

gida goma

house ten

'ten houses'

The sixth type is the mixed type of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF}

(or {N,NUM}+{N,NUM,CLF}). Khmer (Austro-Asiatic; Cambodia) is an example of
such a language, as in (6.27). The pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} is used in careful speech or
written language, while the pattern of {N,NUM}is used in spoken language (Jacob 1965:

145).

(6.27) Khmer (Jacob 1990: 84)

a. (N.NUM.CLF)

manus bu: an neak

mankind four CLF

'four people'

b. (N.NUM)

chkae bry

dog three
'three dogs'

The seventh type is represented by the languages where the CNNCnsg is the
mixture of {N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}. Barasano (Tucanoan; Colombia)

is an example.
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(6.28) Barasano (Jones and Jones 1991:59)

a. (N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

htta-rahe kobe-rahe-ri

two-CLF metal-CLF-PL

'two metal cans' (NB: rahe 'cylinder', used as CLF)

b. (N,NUM,CLF)

gata-hal hm-hal

stone-CLF two-CLF

'two stone slabs'

The eighth type includes the languages where the CNNCnsg is the mixture of

{N,NUM} and/or {N,NUM,NSG} and a combination of a noun, a numeral, an oblique
case marker plus a singular marker or a non-singular marker (or

{N,NUM,OBL,SG/NSG}). The oblique case marker sometimes also expresses the

(non-) singular number as a portmanteau morpheme. Examples are taken from Russian

(Indo-European; Russia) and Welsh (Indo-European; Wales). In Russian, the structural

pattern of {N,NUM} is used with the numerals ending with 1 (e.g. 21), while the
structural patterns of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} are used with the

numerals 2-4, and the numerals greater than 4 respectively (Neidle 1988: 90-95), as

shown in (6.29). As for Welsh, the structural pattern of {N,NUM} is generally used with
the low-valued numerals, while {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} is used with high-valued numerals

(Thorne 1993: 149), as in (6.30).

(6.29) Russian (Neidle 1988)

a. {N.NUMj

dvadcat' odin student

twenty- one student

'twenty-one students' (p. 102)
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b. fN,NUM,OBL,SG)
dva dnja
two day. GEN.SG
'two days' (p. 95)

c. {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}

pjat' mal'cikov

five boy.GEN.PL

five boys' (p. 90)

(6.30) Welsh (Thorne 1993: 149)

a. IN.NUM}

dwy ferch

dwy girl
'two girls' (p. 31)

b. (N,NUM,OBL,NSGj
naw o ddynion
nine of man.PL
'nine men' (p. 149)

The ninth type is the mixture of {N,NUM} and/or {N,NUM,NSG}

{N,NSG}. An example of {N,NUM}+{N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NSG} is taken

Wambaya (Australian; Northern Territory, see (6.31)).

(6.31) Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998)
a. (N,NUM)

murrgunji alaji
three.CL boy.CL
'three boys.' (p. 78)

b. (N.NSG)

darranggu-wulu
stick-DU

'two sticks.' (p. 74)
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c. IN,NUM,NSG)

gujarrawulu
two

'two kids.' (p. 75)

alag-ulu
child-DU

The tenth type is a group of languages classified as mixed. There are several

possibilities with no particularly systematic patterns. Some languages show a mixture of
more than 2 types of CNNCnsg- As noted earlier, in each possibility, some types might
be more dominant than others, but due to the lack of evidence, the types are treated as

equal. However, what is interesting about the mixed group is that these languages show
a variety of structural patterns in a single language.

(1) {N,NUM,NSG} + {N,NUM,OBL,SG}+ {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} +

{N,NUM,ACC,SG}/{N,NUM,SG}. This pattern of mixture is found in Modern
Standard Arabic (Afro-Asiatic; Saudi Arabia and adjacent areas) and Berber (Ayt

Seghrouchen Middle) (Afro-Asiatic; Morocco).

(6.32) Arabic (Modern Standard) (Holes 1995)

a. {N,NUM,NSG1

kita:b-a:ni dna.ni

book-DU two.M

'two books' (p. 173)

b. /N,NUM,OBL,NSGj

Parba 'at-u Pawla:d-in

four.F-NOM boy.PL-GEN

'four boys' (p. 173)

c. (N,NUM,ACC,SG/

xams-a 'asarat-a bint-an

five.M-ACC ten.F-ACC girl-ACC

fifteen girls' (lit. fifteen as regards girl') (p. 174)
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d. lN,NUM,OBL,SGj

miPat-u bint-in

hundred-NOM girl-GEN
'a hundred girls' (p. 175)

(2) {N,NUM }and/or{N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NUM,CLF}+{N,NUM,CLF,NSG}:
This pattern is found in Armenian (Eastern) (Indo-European; Armenia) and Persian

(Indo-European; Iran), as shown in examples below. Note that it is highly possible that
Armenian (Eastern) may also have {N,NUM,NSG} like Persian and most other Indo-

European languages. However, we lack an example of that structure.

(6.33) Persian (Mahootian 1997: 195)

a. (N,NUM,(CLF)j

bist (-jeld) ketab

twenty-(CLF) book

'twenty books'

b. (N,NUM,(CLF),NSG}

do (-ta) pesser-a

two (-CLF) boy-PL
'the two boys'

(3) {N,NUM} + {N,NUM,NSG} + {N,NUM,CLF}: This pattern is found in Buru

(Austronesian; Indonesia) and Manchu (Altaic; China). Below are examples taken from
Buru.

(6.34) Buru (Grimes 1991)

a. (N.NUM.NSG)

huma-r polo
house-PL ten

'ten houses' (p. 295)
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b. jN,NUM,(CLF))

fafu (kisen) rua

pig (CLF) two

'twopigs' (p. 307)

(4) {N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NUM,NSG,DPM}: This pattern is found in Degema

(Niger-Congo; Nigeria). The reader is referred to §5.3.6 for double plural marker

(DPM).

(6.35) Degema (Kari 1997, 2004)

a. !N,NUM,NSGj

iydw atuuw

twenty hat.PL

'twenty hats' (1997: 36)

b. {N,NUM,NSG,DPM)

(mo me va

child.PL DPM two

'two children' (2004: 209)

(5) {N,NUM}+{N,NUM,CLF,NSG}: This pattern is found in Halkomelem

(Musqueam) (Salishan; Canada).

(6.36) Halkomelem (Musqueam) (Suttles 2004: 66)
a. /N,NUM,CLF.NSGj

txomolo stontehpy

six.CLF(lit. 'person') woman.PL
'six women'

b. {N,NUM)

isdlo . mdllos

two racoon

'two racoons'
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(6) {N,NUM,CLF}+{N,NUM,RMS}: This pattern is found in Kambera

(Austronesian; Indonesia).

(6.37) Kambera (Klamer 1998)

a. IN,NUM,CLFj

tailu mbua kajawa
three CLF papaya

'threepapayas' (p. 93)

b. (N,NUM,RMS]

tau ma-dua

person RMS-two

'twopersons/people' (lit. 'people that are two') (p. 139)

(7) {N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NUM,CLF}: This pattern is found in Kolami

(Dravidian; India).

(6.38) Dravidian (Subrahmanyam 1998: 306)
a. (N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

paj jen mas-ur

five CLF.M man-PL

five men'

b. (N,NUM,NSG}

ayd mas-ur

five man-PL

'five men'

(8) {N,NUM,CLF}+{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} + {N,NSG}: This pattern is found in
Nez Perce (Penutian; Oregon, Washington) and Yagua (Peba-Yaguan; Peru).
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(6.39) Nez Perce (Rude 1985)

a. fN.NSG1

'asqap-iin

brother-DU

'two brothers' (p. 77)

b. (N,NUM.CLF,NSG)

paax-loo' iweepne-me

five-HUM wife-PL

'five wives' (p. 81)

(N.NUM.CLF/

le'epti-t way ndaqc wa'waafam

twenty-NONHUM and one.NONHUM trout

'twenty one trout' (p. 81)

However, two languages are claimed to be lacking numerals proper;

subsequently they do not have CNNCnsg- Once again, Wari' and Piraha illustrate this

type (cf. §4.4), although at present, in Wari', Portuguese numerals have been borrowed.

The types just described above are treated as basic types in the languages and are

also probably used as subsidiary ones. Besides, there are other possible structural

patterns in addition to those just described. These structural patterns occur with low

frequency and employed as the subsidiary modes in some languages.

Again, Imonda (Border; Papua New Guinea) shows a striking CNNCnsg—that

is, the construction is composed of a noun, a numeral and a non-plural marker (or

{N,NUM,NPL}). The non-plural marker has already been mentioned in §5.1.4.3, so it
will not receive further treatment here. The example is illustrated again for convenience,

though.

(6.40) Imonda (Seiler 1985: 39)

ago-ianei sabla
woman.PL-NPL two

'two women'
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In some numeral classifier languages, nouns might not be required in CNNCnsg
if the numeral classifier has the same form as the head noun. This type may be coded as

{NUM,CLF}, illustrated by Thai and Kuna (Chibchan; Colombia, Panama). Examples
are given in (6.41) and (6.42) respectively.

(6.41) Thai (own knowledge)

sa:m khon

three CLF(lit. 'human')

'Three humans'

(6.42) Kuna (Holmer 1946: 190)

kwa-po
CLF-two

'two nuts' (NB: kwa kwa 'nut, nuts')

Moreover, there exists a language using a numeral marker for persons (PNUM)

(cf. §5.3.5) in CNNCnsg- This structural pattern is found in Maori (Austronesian; New

Zealand).

(6.43) Maori (Bauer 1993: 496)

(N,NUM,PNUMj

Toko-rima oona tuaakana

PNUM-five GEN.PL.3SG brother
'He hadfive older siblings'

Finally, although the examples below may not count in CNNCnsg at all, they
illustrate another possibility of quantificational expression without numerals. In
Lavukaleve (Solomons East Papuan; Solomon Islands), there are a few nouns which
refer to a group of ten. These nouns denote culturally important things. Note that the

pairs of singular forms and their counterparts do not seem to share the same root.

foe 'P'g' kolo 'ten pigs'

mita'keu 'dog' fell 'ten dogs'

fo 'sal 'fish' lolu 'ten fish'
urio 'coconut crab' legom 'ten coconut crabs'

karu 'possum' koku 'ten possums'
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6.4 Geographical distribution of CNNCnsg

This section is concerned with the patterns of occurrence of language types with respect

to CNNCnsg in the world's languages, as depicted in Map 6.4 below.

Map 6.4 Geographical distribution of CNNCnsg

Map 6.5 New Guinea and Northern Australia

(zoomed)

:

#

Map 6.6 Mesoamerica (zoomed)

Map 6.4 shows that the world's languages can basically be divided into 4 major

groups, namely {N,NUM},{N,NUM,NSG},{N,NUM,CLF} and the mixture of

{N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG} with other possibilities being more minor. The first and
most common group is {N,NUM} (shown in red). This type spreads through most major
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regions except Western Europe, Southeast Asia and (parts of) East Asia. The second
most common is {N,NUM,NSG} (shown in blue). This type is fairly common in many

major regions of the world, typically Western Europe and Africa but totally absent in
Southeast Asia. Although this type as a primary mode seems to be relatively rare in
Australia and South America, this type is in fact present along with {N,NUM} and

{N,NSG} in some languages of the two areas as Mixed, shown in purple

({N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NUM}) and pink ({N,NUM,NSG}+{N,NSG}).
As for {N,NUM,CLF}, the distribution is not different from what is already

described in CNNCSg (cf. § 6.1), that is to say, they are present around the Pacific Rim.
This section, however, will discuss a bit further the modes of occurrence with various

degrees of obligatoriness of {N,NUM,CLF} in the world's languages. Map 6.7 below
shows the geographical distribution of {N,NUM,CLF} in the world's languages with

respect to degree of obligatoriness (based on the current sample). The map also shows
three modes of occurrence of {N,NUM,CLF}, namely primary, mixed (those which are

employed equally with other types) and subsidiary, represented by the yellow, gold, and
khaki colours respectively.

Map 6.7 Geographical distribution of {N,NUM,CLF} with respect to degrees of obligatoriness
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As shown in Map 6.7 above, the degree of obligatoriness and the frequency of

{N,NUM,CLF} are less in Western Asia and eastern Europe and absent completely in
Western Europe. English shows a numeral classifier-like word (e.g. four hundred head

of cattle). However, the instance is exceptional, and therefore English is not regarded as

a numeral classifier language. In Western Asia and eastern Europe, {N,NUM,CLF} is
never used as the single primary means of forming CNNCs, as evidenced by Persian

(Indo-European), Eastern Armenian (Indo-European), Hungarian (Uralic) and Turkish

(Altaic). Interestingly, a small pocket of numeral classifiers used obligatorily is also

present in western Africa (Aikhenvald 2000: 121-123; Gil 2005: 226-229; Ikoro 1994).
One instance from Kana (Niger-Congo; Nigeria; Ikoro 1994) is observed in the current

sample. However, apart from the regions mentioned, {N,NUM,CLF} is completely
absent.

The findings described above accord well with previous studies of the
distribution of numeral classifiers (for example, Nichols 1992: 132-133, Aikhenvald
2000: 121-123, and Gil 2005: 226-229). Still, it has not yet been made clear whether
numeral classifiers across languages have developed in isolation or have developed in

only one region and have then spread to other regions. However, based on the

geographical distribution illustrated, it seems likely that numeral classifier systems

might originate by polygenesis. It is possible that at least, the classifier systems may

have originated and developed individually in three different places, namely Southeast

Asia, the Americas and Africa, due to the fact that the three hotbeds of numeral classifier

systems are very far from each other. As for the southern part of Southeast Asia,
Oceania and Western Asia, due to the fact that the use of numeral classifiers is optional,
it is possible that the numeral classifier systems have developed there due to language
contact.

The next type is a group of languages classified as Other (shown in light blue).
Structural patterns of CNNCnsg belonging to this group are represented by a limited
number of languages. The distribution of this type is also interesting, as it is

coincidentally mainly found in the New Worlds like Australia-New Guinea and the
Americas.
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Regarding the languages showing mixtures, there are two regular distributions.
The first is the mixture of {N,NUM} + {N,NUM,NSG} (shown in purple). The cause of
mixture is quite interesting. It may be noticed that in many places this pattern is
surrounded by languages with {N,NUM} and languages with {N,NUM,NSG}, for

example, Nuuchahnulth (Wakashan; Canada), Leti (Austronesian; Indonesia), and Maale

(Afro-Asiatic; Ethiopia). However, no evidence indicates that the mixture of the patterns

is due to language contact. It seems more likely that this pattern may develop in isolation
due to internal variation of CNNCnsg in the language; that is to say, the use of non-

singular markers varies to the animacy hierarchy, typically {N,NUM} for non-human
nouns or inanimate nouns and {N,NUM,NSG} for human nouns or animate nouns. For

example, in Hausa (Afro-Asiatic; Niger, Nigeria), {N,NUM} is used with inanimate

nouns, while {N,NUM,NSG} is used with animate nouns (Schuh 1999: 1). In addition,

the use of non-singular markers may be subject to the value of numerals modifying
nouns. For example, in Hebrew (Afro-Asiatic; Israel), {N,NUM,NSG} is used the

numerals 3-10, whereas {N,NUM} is used with the numerals greater than 10 (Ojeda
1994: 1)

The other systematic pattern of a mixture is {N,NUM,CFF}+

{N,NUM,CFF,NSG} (shown in orange). This group of languages is quite interesting
because normally numeral classifiers tend not to co-occur with plural markers (cf.
Sanches and Slobin 1973). The map shows a clear distribution such that this pattern

occurs in the areas that the languages with plural markers have been in contact with
numeral classifiers. The areas where the languages of this type are mostly found are the
Americas and Papua New Guinea where the plural marking languages and numeral
classifier languages are in contact. An instance of this type is also found in Malto

(Dravidian; India), a plural marking language. The language has presumably adopted
numeral classifiers from Indo-Aryan languages in India (cf. Emeneau (1956: 14). The

structural pattern of {N,NUM,CFF,NSG} can be observed in some other non-typical
areas of numeral classifier languages as well but as a subsidiary mode or mixed with
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other structural patterns of CNNCnsg, such as in Korean (Altaic; Korea), Armenian

(Indo-European; Armenia) and Persian (Indo-European; Iran).
Another mixed type is {N,NUM,(NSG)} + {N,NUM,OBL,SG/NSG} (shown in

green). This type of mixture is represented by a limited number of languages, four of
which are found in northern Europe, i.e. Russian (Indo-European; Russia), Welsh (Indo-

European; Wales), French (Indo-European; France) and Lithuanian (Indo-European;

Lithuania). One instance is also observed in Somali (Afro-Asiatic; Somalia). This type

of mixture seems to be a remnant of Indo-European counting expressions, reflecting that
in this family these numerals may belong to different word classes originally. That is to

say, high round numerals are more noun-like, and require an oblique case in CNNCnsg,
whereas the low-valued numerals are more adjective, and can modify nouns directly (for
further discussion, see §9.6).

The next type is the mixture of {N,NUM,(NSG)}+{N,NSG} (shown in pink).
This type is commonly found in Australia-New Guinea where {N,NSG} is notable. This

might be due to the fact that numerals are rarely used in this region (Dixon 2002: 67) but
rather the non-singular numbers are used instead, typically dual and trial for the low-
valued numbers. As for the languages classified as mixed (shown in black), there is a

variety of mixtures and there is no clear distribution to the pattern.

Finally, like CNNCsg, two languages, in the current sample, namely Wari' and

Piraha, spoken in Brazil, South America are reported as having no numerals proper and
hence lacking CNNCnsg-
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the range of possible types of CNNCs present in the world's languages
has been illustrated along with their frequencies and geographical distribution. The
structural types which are subsidiary modes have not been taken into consideration when

categorizing types of languages, but they have been described. For CNNCsg, there are

basically two major types with very few other possibilities. They are {N,NUM}, the
most common language type occupying almost all the major regions of the world, and

{N,NUM,CLF} which is fairly common around the Pacific Rim. Regarding CNNCnsg,
there are basically four major types, namely {N,NUM}, {N,NUM,NSG},

{N,NUM,CLF} and the mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG}, with some other

possibilities. The establishment of these types is necessary for an investigation into the
evolution of CNNCs.
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7 CNNCs and Noun Class: An Implicational
Universal?

In Chapter 6, various language types of CNNCs were established. In Chapter 7, we will
move further to see to what extent we can generalize systematic patterns of occurrence
in these language types. This step is referred to in Croft (2003:1) as typological

generalisation. One aspect of typological generalisation uses implicational universals,
which state that the presence of one linguistic feature implies the presence of another

linguistic feature (Croft 2003: 1). An example is Greenberg's universal 34 (1963:74): "If
a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of number." This

implicational universal can be paraphrased by stating that the presence of the category of

gender in a language implies the presence of the category of number.
One of the grammatical systems potentially related to CNNCs is classifier

systems (cf. §5.2). It is generally recognized that classifier systems associate with
number systems in several aspects. This can be illustrated by Greenberg's universal 34
as mentioned above, and also by the implicational universal proposed by Sanches and
Slobin (1973:4), which states that the presence of number marking on nouns and the

presence of numeral classifiers are likely to be in complementary distribution (cf.

§2.2.1). Interdependencies between classifier systems and number systems, especially at

the morphological level, are widely reported in the literature (see, for example,

Aikhenvald 2000: 242-252).

In this chapter, hypothesised generalisations are made to the distribution of

CNNCnsg- Based on a superficial observation, it seems likely that CNNCnsg occurs

systematically across languages in association with one type of classifier systems,

namely noun class (NC) (hereafter also including gender system, cf. §5.2.3.3).
16 It is hypothesised that a language where (N,NUM,NSG,(X)}17 is employed,

16Note that gender or noun class here deals with nouns only. Gender distinction in personal pronouns,
such as English he and she, is not taken into consideration. English is therefore treated here as a language
without noun class or gender.
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either as a primary mode or a non-primary (i.e. mixed or subsidiary) mode of CNNCnsg,
tends to have the category of noun class. An example is French which is a noun class

language and has {N,NUM,NSG} and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}. On the other hand, it is

also hypothesised that a language in which {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is not present at all
tends to lack the category of noun class (even if the language has the category of

number). One such language of this type is Hungarian which is a non-noun class

language and does not have (N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. The two related hypotheses imply that
if one finds a language possessing noun class systems, one should expect

(N,NUM,NSG,(X)} to be used in the language, at least as a non-primary mode of

CNNCnsg- Instead, if one finds a language without noun class systems, one should

expect any type, such as (N,NUM), {N,NUM,CLF}, {N,NSG} and so on, but not

(N,NUM,NSG (X)} in the language. The hypotheses are posited on the assumption that
the language in question has CNNCnsg. The languages with no CNNCnsg, namely Wari'
and Piraha are excluded from these hypotheses, whether or not they are reported to have
noun class systems.

The chapter is structured as follows: In §7.1, the motivation underlying these

hypotheses is discussed. Since the typological generalisations being made are

hypothetical by nature, a tool for determining whether the hypotheses are statistically

significant is then required—that is, a means of ascertaining whether or not the

generalisations are likely to have arisen by chance. The model which is employed here
to test the hypothesised implicational universal is one designed by Dryer (2003). The
model for testing statistical significance is reviewed in §7.2. In §7.3, the hypothesised

generalisations are tested. Finally, the last section (§7.4) an explanation for the

relationship between (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and noun class systems is given.

17 The notation (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} includes structural types of CNNCNSg consisting of at least the three
constituents, namely N, NUM and NSG; X is any quantificational extra element, such as an oblique
marker, or a numeral classifier (cf. §5.1 -§5.3). Hence, (N,NUM,NSG}, (N,NUM,CLF,NSG),
{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} and {N,NUM,NSG,DPM} are instances of (N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, whereas
{N,NUM}, {N,NSG}, and (N,NUM,CLF) are not.
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7.1 What motivates the hypotheses?

The two hypotheses are motivated by a superficial observation on the current data that in
the predominantly noun class areas, typically Africa and Europe (cf. Corbett 2005: 126-

129), we often see {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, either as a primary mode or a non-primary
mode of CNNCnsg- On the contrary, in the areas where noun class is not strong or

relatively rare, such as western and north eastern Asia, Southeast Asia & Oceania (cf.
Corbett 2005: 126-129), (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} seems to be less observed as well, even in

languages with number marking systems such as Hungarian. Refer to Map 6.4 and Table
B in Appendix 1 for the geographical distribution of {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. Therefore, it
is interesting to investigate further whether the co-incidence as observed is attributable
to typological, genetic or areal phenomena. If the observed co-incidence is typological, it
is supposed to occur in languages regardless of genetic or areal relationship, in other

words, the relationship between the two features is not restricted to particular genetic

groups of languages or geographical areas.
This observation also leads to a consideration of Greenberg's universal 34

(1963:74): "If a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of
number." Considering Greenberg's universal 34 again, one may wonder whether or not
it may also be true to frame it the other way round. That is, is it necessary that a

language with the category of number always has the category of gender? Based on the
WALS database, the answer is 'no'. Below is the information on the correlation between

the category of number and the category of gender generated with the Interactive

Reference Tool (developed by Hans-Jorg Bibiko 2005) of The World Atlas ofLanguage
Structures (Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil and Comrie 2005). The language sample of 119

languages is considered in association with the occurrence of nominal plurality

(Haspelmath 2005) and number of genders (Corbett 2005). The presence of the two

features is distinguished by present (+) and absent (-). When these two dimensions

(namely the two grammatical features and the presence of the grammatical two features)
are combined, we get 4 values shown in Table 7.1 below. Refer to Appendix 2.4 for a

list of languages from Table 7.1.
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Features [no. of languages, genera, families]
+Plural/+Gender [54:37:20]

+Plural/-Gender [55:48:31]

-Plural/-Gender [7:7:6]

-Plural /+Gender [3: 3: 2]

Total [119:95:59]

Table 7.1 The relationship between plural and gender

According to the information given in WALS, among the 57 languages with +

Gender, 54 languages also have the category of number but only 3 languages do not.

When considering the 109 languages with +Plural, about 54 languages have gender and
55 languages do not. This means that half of the languages which have number do not

possess the category of gender. So, overall, based on this information, we may add the

phrase "but not necessarily vice versa" to Greenberg's Universal 34, so that it reads, "If
a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of number but not

necessarily vice versa".

This new statement implies that the languages which possess the category of
number can be divided into 2 groups—namely, one with noun classes and the other
without. In accordance with the hypotheses proposed above, it might be generalised that
the number-marking languages with noun classes are those in which the non-singular
marker is likely to be employed in forming CNNCnsg- On the other hand, in those

number-marking languages without noun classes, the non-singular marker tends not to

play a part in CNNCnsg- This can be illustrated as in Figure 7.1 below.
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Languages with the category of number

+ Noun Class -Noun Class

NSG used in CNNCnsg

(i.e. + {N,NUM,NSG,(X)})

NSG not used in CNNCnsg

(i.e. -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)})

Figure 7.1 Two types of languages with the category of number

However, the hypothesized generalizations discussed above are speculative. The

significance of the correlation between the presence of (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and the

presence of noun class will therefore be tested. To see whether or not the typological

generalisations are statistically significant, a statistical test employed to determine
whether the generalisations proposed are statistically significant is reviewed in the next

section.
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7.2 How can we test an implicational universal?

According to Dryer (2003), the commonly used tests for statistical significance, such as

Fisher's Exact Test and the Chi-Square Test, do not suit most typological generalisations
because the tests require the instances in the sample to be independent. Most
observations in typological samples are however likely to be dependent on each other in
one way or another—they are often genetically, geographically or typologically related,
for example. Therefore, any statistical test which is used should be designed specifically
for typological samples. One method for testing the statistical significance of

implicational universals is proposed by Dryer (2003). Here we review the relevant parts
of this method.

Implicational universals are always in the logical form of 'if P then Q', which
means that if a language has property P, then it will also have property Q. For example,

Greenberg's universal 34, "If a language has the category of gender, it always has the

category of number," can be written in a simple logical form as "if gender then number".

So, from the outset, it will be easier if the hypothesised generalisation is written in

logical form as ifP, then Q.

Dryer (2003: 110-111) proposes that the generalisation will be justified (i.e.

statistically significant) if it is true in all six geographical areas (i.e. not restricted to

particular areas), namely Africa (AFR), Eurasia (EUR), Southeast Asia & Oceania

(SEA&OCE), Australia-New Guinea (AUS-NEW), North America (NAM), and South

America (SAM). This is because there is only one chance in 64 (i.e. 1/26) of this
phenomenon occurring. The logic behind the figure 1/64 or 1/26 comes from the basic

assumption proposed by Dryer (1989a) that the world's languages are divided into 6

geographical areas. The chance that one area will show a given preference is 1/2. Then,
the chance that 2 areas both will show a given preference must be half less, i.e. 1/2 x 1/2,

yielding 1/22 (i.e. 1/4). Then the chance that 3 areas all will show a given preference
must be 1/2 x 1/22, yielding 1/23 (i.e. 1/8). So then the chance that 4, 5, and 6 areas all
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will have show a given preference must be less and less, finally the chance that six areas

will show a given preference will be reduced to 1/26 (i.e. 1/64).
To test the statistical significance of the generalisation 'if P, then Q' we then will

compare the supporting evidence with the counter-evidence for the generalisation in
tabular form, as shown in the sample in Table 7.2. The figures in the table represent the
number of genera containing languages of the given type in the six geographical areas.
Note that hereafter the figures in the cells represent the number of genera. The number
of genera is used instead of the number of languages to reduce the genetic bias. The

figures in bold represent the larger number, suggesting that the property in question is
the more frequent type in that area.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

P&Q 5 7 8 8 7 9 44

P& -Q 4 6 0 4 3 1 18

Table 7.2 Property Q in languages with property P

In Table 7.2, among the languages with property P, property Q outnumbers

property non-Q in all six areas—in other words, the supporting evidence for the

implicational universal If P then Q is greater than the counter-evidence in all six areas.

For example, in AFR, 5 genera with property P have property Q, whereas 4 genera with

property P do not have property Q. So, the hypothesised implicational universal is

probabilistically valid in AFR. Considering the remaining areas in the same way, it is
found that the overall outcome for each area is the same as that obtained for AFR.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the hypothesised implicational universal expresses a

valid probabilistic generalisation.

However, based on the data in Table 7.2, we do not know exactly whether or not
the languages which are not P (or -P) are likely to have Q as well and whether or not the

tendency of "if -P then Q" is stronger than the case of "if P then Q". Therefore, Dryer
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(2003: 111) posits two degrees of the validity of a typological generalisation or an

implicational universal, namely, weak and strong as follows:

"If P then Q" is true in a weak sense if languages with property P more
often have property Q regardless of whether languages with property not-
P also tend to have property Q. (italics original)

"If P then Q" is true in a strong sense if languages with property P more
often have property Q and the tendency for languages with property P to
have property Q is significantly stronger than the tendency for languages
with property not-P to have property Q. (italics original)

Based on Table 7.2, at this stage the hypothesised generalisation can be said to

be true in a weak sense. Therefore, we need to look at data for languages with -P to

determine whether the generalisation might also be true in a strong sense. See Table 7.3.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

-P&Q 3 2 1 6 5 4 21

-P&-Q 11 19 17 14 9 11 81

Table 7.3 Property Q in languages with property -P

Table 7.3 demonstrates that the languages with property -P are unlikely to have

property Q. The next step is to test the hypothesis that the preference for property Q

among languages with property P is stronger than the same preference in languages
which are -P. If it is, the hypothesis will be true in a strong sense. We can compare the

proportions of genera in each of the six areas, as in Table 7.4. The proportion is

computed by taking the figure in a cell in row 1 and dividing that by the sum of the same

number plus the figure in the corresponding cell in row 2. For example, in Table 7.4, the

proportion of -P & Q in Africa is calculated by taking 3 divided by the sum of 3+11

(i.e. 14), yielding 0.21. As for the rightmost column, titled 'mean', the cell shows the
number of occurrences of the property Q averaged over each area. The result is
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calculated by taking the sum of all cells in the row and then dividing the sum by 6 (i.e. 6

areas). The overall result is shown in Table 7.4.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Mean

p 0.56 0.54 1 0.67 0.70 0.90 0.73

-p 0.21 0.10 0.10 0.30 0.36 0.27 0.22

Table 7.4 Proportions of genera with property Q among languages with P and -P

Table 7.4 shows that the languages with P show a stronger preference for Q than
do those with -P in all six areas. Since the chance of all six areas reflecting the same

pattern is only 1 in 64, it can be concluded that languages with P show a significantly

stronger preference for Q than do languages without P. Hence, we can say that the

hypothesised typological generalisation is true in a strong sense.

In practice, however, the situation may not be as neat as illustrated above—one
area may not conform to the generalisation, as shown in Table 7.5 below (adapted from

Dryer (2003: 113)).

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

P&Q 7 1 8 1 16 4 37

P&-Q 0 0 0 2 3 1 6

Table 7.5 Property Q in languages with property P

According to Table 7.5, property Q is more common among the languages with

property P in 5 out of the 6 areas and the preference for property Q in these areas is quite

strong in the 5 areas. However, Australia-New Guinea does not conform to the

generalisation "if P then Q". The preference for property -Q among the languages with

property P in this area is more common by 2 genera to 1. However, since the preference
for property Q in the other five areas is quite strong and the difference of the preference
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for proper Q in Australia-New Guinea is very small, Dryer (2003: 113) holds that the
data in Table 7.5 show evidence for a real linguistic preference, in other words, the

generalisation "if P then Q" is true (at least in a weak sense).

As a rule of thumb, I adopt the practice of tentatively accepting a pattern
as reflecting a real linguistic preference if a type is more common in 5 out
of the 6 areas, if the preference for that type is quite strong in those other
5 areas, and if the greater number of genera in the one exceptional area is
by a relatively small margin. (Dryer 2003: 113, italics mine)18

Dryer (2003) also shows an example of data of which a real linguistic preference
fails to satisfy the test, as shown in Table 7.6 below (adapted from Dryer (2003: 113)).

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

P&Q 6 9 14 7 22 8 66

P&-Q 31 0 12 6 0 0 49

Table 7.6 Property Q in languages with property P

According to Table 7.6, among languages with property P, property Q is
common than property -Q in 5 out of the 6 areas. In one area, namely Africa, however,

property -Q is more common. It is also noticeable that the preference for property -Q in
Africa is by far more common (i.e. 31 genera to 6), so the preference for property -Q is

quite strong. Moreover, among the 5 areas, 2 areas, namely Southeast Asia & Oceania
and Australia-New Guinea, the preferences for Q and -Q in the 2 areas are very slightly
different. In this case, Dryer (2003: 113) does not hold that the data such as Table 7.6
reflect a real linguistic preference.

Moreover, Dryer (2003) suggests that there can be a significant dependency
between P and Q that do not involve significant implicational universals. This situation
can be illustrated by Table 7.7 below (adapted from Dryer (2003: 117)).

18 It is not clear from the source, however, how to measure the difference between 'strong' and 'not
strong' or 'relatively small margin' or 'not relatively small margin". This might be a problem in a situation
where one area does not conform to the test.
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AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

P&Q 7 6 12 5 20 5 55

P&-Q 17 0 9 2 4 0 32

-P&Q 2 7 2 9 4 4 28

-P&-Q 10 3 6 7 7 1 44

Table 7.7 Property Q and Property P

According to Table 7.7, the first two rows suggest that while property Q is more

common than -Q in 5 out of the 6 areas. Africa is the only one area fails to satisfy the

test. In Africa, property -Q is more common by 17 genera to 7. Therefore, the

hypothesised implicational universal "if P then Q" is not statistically significant. In
relation to the last two rows, showing the opposite trend in languages with property -P,

the table shows that the preference for property -Q in languages with -P is valid only in
4 areas. Two areas, namely Africa and Southeast Asia & Oceania, fail to conform to the

generalisation "if -P then -Q". Hence, the implicational universal is not valid.

According to Table 7.7, at this stage we know that there is no a significant

implicational universal "If P then Q". However, comparing proportions of genera that
have property Q among languages with property P and -P, as shown in Table 7.8, it
turns out that there is "a statistically significant dependency" between property P and

property Q in all areas "without there being a significant implicational universal" (Dryer
2003: 118). In Africa, for example, although the evidence does not support the

hypothesised implicational universal "if P then Q", the proportions of genera that are Q
in languages with P are higher than those with -P.
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AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Mean

p 0.29 1.00 .57 .71 .83 1.00 .73

-p .17 .70 .25 .35 .36 .80 .32

Table 7.8 Proportions of genera that are Q among languages with P and -P
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7.3 Testing the hypothesised implicational universals

The hypothesised implicational universals proposed in this chapter is that "a language in
which (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is employed, either as a primary mode or a non-primary
mode of CNNCnsg, tends to have the category of noun class, whereas a language in
which (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is not employed at all tends to lack the category of noun

class, (even if the language has the category of number)." The two generalisations can

be written in a form of "if P then Q" as "if +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then f+NC]" and "if -

(N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then [-NC]".

The evidence in favour of the first generalisation (i.e. if +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}
then [+NC]) is presented in Table 7.9. The lists of languages and genera of each cell in
the top row and the second row are provided in Appendix 2.5.1 and Appendix 2.5.2

respectively.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

+{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} &

[+NC]

11 16 0 9 3 6 45

+{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}&

[-NC]

5 6 3 3 10 4 31

Table 7.9 Property [+NC] in languages with + {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}

Table 7.9 shows that among the languages which have (N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, the

property [+NC] is more common than the property [-NC] in 4 out of the 6 geographical

areas, namely Africa, Eurasia, Australia-New Guinea and South America. This means

that the languages of {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} in those areas tend to have the category of
noun class. It can be noticed that the preference for [+NC] among the languages of

{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is relatively strong in noun class areas, i.e. Africa, Eurasia (Europe)
and Australia-New Guinea.
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Two areas do not conform to the generalisation "if +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then

[+NC]". In Southeast Asia & Oceania, among the languages which we have information
about noun classes, 3 genera are reported to have {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, and the 3 genera

prefer the property [-NC], Hence, the property [-NC] is more common by 3 genera to 0.
In North America, it is found that the languages of +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} prefer to have
the property [-NC], that is to say, the property [-NC] is more common by 10 genera to

3. It can be said that the preference of [-NC] over [+NC] among languages with

{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is quite strong in North America. If we hold that a generalisation
which is statistically significant should be independently supported in all six areas or at

least in five areas, the evidence in Table 7.9 therefore falls short of statistical

significance for the generalisation "if +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then [+NC]", since there are

only 4 areas satisfying the test.

However, it is interesting to investigate further if there is a dependency without
there being a significant implicational universal. So, we will first examine whether or
not there is a preference for the property [+NC] among the languages with

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. The result is shown in Table 7.10 below. The lists of languages
and genera of each cell in the top row and the bottom row are provided in Appendix
2.5.3 and Appendix 2.5.4 respectively.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

- {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}
& [+NC]

1 1 1 4 1 0 8

-jN,NUM,NSG,(X)}

& [-NC]

5 13 20 9 9 14 70

Table 7.10 Property [+NC] in languages with -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}

From Table 7.10, it can be seen that languages which are not

(N,NUM,NSG,(X)} do not prefer the category of [+NC], rather they prefer the property

[-NC], This is true in all 6 geographical areas. The next step is therefore to test the
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hypothesis that the preference for the property [+NC] among the languages with
+ {N,NUM,NSG,(XO} is stronger than the same preference in -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. If it

is, the result would reflect that there is a dependency between +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and

[+NC]. The result is shown in Table 7.11.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Mean

+{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} 0.69 0.32 0 0.75 0.23 0.60 0.43

- {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} 0.17 0.07 0.05 0.31 0.10 0 0.12

Table 7.11 Proportion of genera which have the property [+NC]

Table 7.11 shows that the proportions of genera which have the property [+NC]
is higher among + {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} than among -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} in 5 out of the
6 areas. One area (SEA&OCE) does not conform to the generalization. Although the

preference for [+NC] shows a relatively small difference by 0.05 to 0, it is hard to

conclude that there is a statistically significant dependency between

+{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [+NC]. According to Dryer (2003: 113), as a rule of thumb, if
the tendency is quite strong at least in 5 areas, and the exceptional area shows a small

difference, it is acceptable that there is a real linguistic preference. Although some areas,

namely Africa and Eurasia appear to show a relatively strong tendency, 2 areas are hard
to conclude that they also show a strong tendency, namely New Guinea (0.75 to 0.31)
and North America (0.23 to 0.10). Therefore, there is no dependency between
+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [+NC]. The typological observation on the relationship
between the two features should be attributable to geographical areas and genetic

relationship rather than typology.

Next, we will test the second generalisation that a language in which

{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is not present at all tends to lack the category of noun class. The

generalisation can be written in a form of "if P then Q" as "if -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then

[-NC]". The evidence in favour of this generalisation (i.e. if -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} then
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[-NC]) is presented in Table 7.12. The lists of languages and genera of each cell in the

top row and the bottom row are provided in Appendix 2.5.4 and Appendix 2.5.3

respectively.

AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)1

& [-NC]

5 13 20 9 9 14 70

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)1

& [+NC]

1 1 1 4 1 0 8

Table 7.12 Languages with -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} anc| the property [+NC]

Table 7.12 shows that among the languages with the property

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, the property [-NC] is more common than the property [+NC] in
all 6 areas. For example, in Africa, the languages of ~{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} having the

property [-NC] are more common than those having [+NC] by 5 genera to 1. This means

that in African languages which do not have (N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, we would expect them
to be non-noun class languages rather than noun class languages. The table also shows
that the tendency for the preference seems to be very strong in most areas. According to

Dryer (2003)'s method, if the generalisation is valid in 6 areas, the phenomenon will be

regarded as there being a real linguistic preference. The result shows that languages with
the property -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} more often have the property L-NCJ. Still, we do not

know whether languages with the property +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} also tend to have the

property [-NC]. Therefore, at this stage the hypothesised generalisation
"if -(N,NUM,NSG,(X) then [-NC]" is true but only in a weak sense. Next, we will
examine the opposite trend, that is, whether or not there is a preference for the property

[-NC] among the languages with the property +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. The result is

depicted in Table 7.13. The lists of languages and genera of each cell in the top row and
the bottom row are provided in Appendix 2.5.2 and Appendix 2.5.1 respectively.
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AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Total

+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}&

[-NC]

5 6 3 3 10 4 31

+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}&

[+NC]

11 16 0 9 3 6 45

Table 7.13 Languages with +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and the property [-NC]

Table 7.13 shows that the languages with the property +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} do
not prefer the category of [-NC]. There are only 2 out of the 6 areas showing the

preference for [-NC"|, namely Southeast Asia & Oceania (by 3 genera to 0) and North
America (by 10 genera to 3), whereas there are 4 areas showing the preference for the

category of [+NC], For example, in Africa, among the languages with the property

+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, the property [+NC] outnumbers the property [-NC] by 11 genera

to 5. This means that in any African language, if (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} exists, we should

expect the language to be a noun class language rather than non-a noun class language.

Therefore, Table 7.13 shows that languages which have the property

+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} are unlikely to have property [-NC],
After we have seen the preference for [-NC] among the languages with

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)}, the next step is to test the hypothesis
that the preference for [-NC] among languages with -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is stronger

than the same preference in languages with + {N,NUM,NSG,(X)}. If it is, the

hypothesised generalisation will be true in a strong sense. We will now compare the

proportions of genera which have the property [-NC] between the two types of

languages in each of the 6 areas, as in Table 7.11 below.
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AFR EUR SEA&OCE AUS-

NEW

NAM SAM Mean

-{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} 0.80 0.93 0.95 0.69 0.90 1 0.88

+ {N,NUM,NSG,(X)) 0.31 0.27 1 0.25 0.77 0.40 0.50

Table 7.14 Proportions of genera which have the property [-NC]

Table 7.14 shows that the proportions of genera which have [-NC] are greater in
5 out of the 6 areas. Southeast Asia & Oceania is the only one area that does not

conform to this. Although the preference for +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} shows a relatively
small difference (0.95 to 1), the generalisation is unlikely to be valid. According to

Dryer (2003: 113), as a rule of thumb, if the tendency is quite strong at least in 5 areas,

and the exceptional area shows a small difference, it is acceptable that there is a real

linguistic preference. Although some areas, namely Africa and Eurasia seem to show a

relatively strong tendency, 2 areas do not clearly show a strong tendency, namely
Australia-New Guinea (0.69 to 0.25) and North America (0.90 to 0.77). Since, only 2

areas do not clearly show a strong tendency, the second generalisation
"if -{N,NUM,NSG,(X) then [-NC]" is therefore true but only in a weak sense (cf. Table

7.12).

In sum, between the two hypothesised implicational universals, only the

generalisation "if-(N,NUM,NSG,(X) then [-NC]" is true but in a weak sense. As for the

generalisation "if +{N,NUM,NSG,(X) then [+NC]", typologically the generalisation is
not true, since 2 areas, namely Southeast Asia & Oceania and North America do not

conform to the hypothesis. According to this result, this means that a language where

(N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is not present is likely to lack the category of noun class. In any

case, since there is certain relationship between (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and noun class in
some geographical areas, the next section provides a possible account of how the two

features are associated.
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7.4 Why is {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} associated with noun class?

The association between (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and noun class systems seems rather
unclear at this stage. Nevertheless, one possible account may be linked to two related
issues already mentioned in §5.1.3, namely the use of third person plural pronouns as a

source for plural markers and the hypothesis about the development of obligatoriness of

plural markers.
The hypothesised scenario is as follows. At first, we may apply Givon's (1976)

account for the rise of agreement to the rise of gender. According to Givon, a third

person plural pronoun is used as an anaphoric pronoun (i.e. the pronoun used to refer
back to the subject noun phrase in the sentence), for example, English the man, he came

(Givon 1976: 155), compared to the men, they came. In this case, the pronouns he and

they function as anaphoric pronouns referring back to the man and the men respectively.
The English example shows us that the use of anaphoric pronouns is attributed to the

topicalization of the subject noun phrase. Also, from the English examples, the

anaphoric pronouns agree with the subject noun phrase in number {he versus they), and
in fact in gender as well, for example, the woman, she came. Therefore, at this stage, we

can see how anaphoric pronouns are associated with gender and number. That is to say,

anaphoric pronouns originated in personal pronouns which may correspond to the

gender and number of the noun subjects. However, the English examples do not provide
us with concrete evidence for the change from anaphoric pronouns into plural markers or
number markers in general. To see how anaphoric pronouns can be reanalysed as

number markers, consider the example from Baka, a Niger-Congo language (already
illustrated in example (4.4)) once again.
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(7.1) Baka (Christa Kilian-Hatz, personal communication, in Heine and Kuteva 2002a: 237)

(a) wosk wo a go

woman 3PL ASP go

'The women are going.'

(b) wdse-o (wo) a go

woman-3PL (3PL) ASP go

'The women are going.'

We can now see that via the process of grammaticalization, the anaphoric

pronoun wo is reanalysed as a plural marker -o. Baka provides the evidence of the

development of the plural marker from anaphoric pronouns. In addition, it suggests that
an anaphoric pronoun can become a plural marker in a language showing characteristics
of being highly grammaticalized.19 Still, this language does not provide evidence which
would show how a number marker could become associated with a noun class or gender
marker. The evidence supporting the relationship between the three grammatical features
can be found in //Ani (Khoisan; Botswana). Consider the examples below.

(7.2) //Ani(Vossen 1986 cited in Heine 1999)

a. \u(-m' 1'ui-ma (-'a) ti iniCn-m-td

one-3M.SG leopard-3M.SG OBJ 1SG see-3SG-PST
7 have seen one leopard (earlier today).' (p.38)

b. ti mun-a-ta \am kuh xeii-tsa 'a

1SG see-II-PST two big hippo-M.DU OBJ
'I saw two big hippoes.' (p.34)(II=verbal juncture II)

//Ani is a language with three genders, namely masculine, feminine and common

(Heine 1999). In this language, it can be observed that the overt gender markers ma

'third person-masculine-singular' and tsa 'third person-masculine-dual' encode three

19 This point is also important because both number and gender are categories found in highly
grammaticalized languages and non-isolating languages. Also, the fact that it is the category of number
which is always found in languages with gender but not vice versa suggests that the languages with gender
are expected to be the most highly grammaticalized.
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grammatical categories, namely person-gender-number (or PGN), all in one morpheme.
This reflects the possibility that following the grammaticalization process described in

English and Baka, the overt PGN marker might have developed from the third person

pronouns. In this language, the third person pronouns are made distinctive in gender and
number (Siewierska 2005). //Ani illustrates the final process where the anaphoric

pronouns have changed into bound morphemes encoding PGN on nouns. Via the process

of lexicalization the bound morpheme may ultimately become an obligatory part of the
word (cf. §3.2.2.2). For example, in Kikuyu (Niger-Congo; Kenya; Mugane 1997), the
root -ti means 'tree'. The root cannot be used alone, rather it must be attached to the

class/number prefixes mu (Class III, SG) or mi (Class IV, PL), yielding mu-ti '(a single)
tree' or mi-ti 'trees'.

Turning to the hypothesis made in §5.1.3 about the development of

obligatoriness in grammatical numbers, lexicalized forms such as mu-ti 'tree', which

denotes gender and number, might have existed before the use of numerals proper in this

language (cf. §5.1.3, 6th degree). Once the numerals came into use, then {N,NUM,NSG,

(X)} arose in the language.

However, this account is just one possibility and may apply to African languages

only. In other groups of languages, such as Indo-European languages and those of
Australia-New Guinea and Americas, the question of why non-singular markers are

required in CNNCs remains obscure.
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7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has moved on to another step of typological tasks, namely typological

generalisation. The systematic patterns of the distribution of the language types of

CNNCnsg which were established in Chapter 6 have now been generalized in
accordance with noun class systems. Consequently, an implicational universal has been

proposed—that is,
"a language in which {N,NUM,NSG,(X)} is not employed at all tends to
lack the category of noun class (even if the language has the category of
number.)"

This implicational universal has been tested statistically within a method for

testing the statistical significance of implicational universals proposed by Dryer (2003)
and it was found that there is a relationship between the absence of noun class and the
absence of (N,NUM,NSG,(X)} in the language.
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8 Historical Origins of CNNCSg

In Chapter 1, the general assumption that human language basically evolves towards the
balance of economy and distinctness was made. Accordingly, to express the number of

things economically, humans would be expected to use quantificational expressions

consisting of just two linguistic elements, namely a noun denoting things and a cardinal
numeral denoting numbers. Hence, the pattern of {N,NUM} should best suit these

principles. However, as can be seen from Chapter 6, in a large number of languages, the
CNNCs are more complex due to the quantificational extra elements. The complex
structures of CNNCs violate any supposed principle of economy in language evolution,
since the extra elements do not seem to carry any extra information. Also, due to the fact
that the number of quantified referents is already identified by the numerals, the

principle of distinctness does not seem to account for the complexity. So, how and why
did the other patterns of CNNCs, especially those of complex structures, arise in a

number of human languages?
The typological generalization made in Chapter 7 helps us to understand only

that the major language types of CNNCnsg, namely {N,NUM}, (N,NUM,NSG,(X)},
and {N,NUM,CLF}, tend to have a correlation with classifier systems. In other words,
the variety of structures is no more or less attributable to the existence of classifier

systems. However, the correlation between CNNCs and classifier systems does not

answer the key question raised above. The typological perspectives alone then may not

be sufficient to provide insights into the diversity of CNNCs, and particularly the
structural complexity of CNNCs.

We will therefore turn to diachronic perspectives to trace the development of the

patterns of CNNCs with the ultimate aim being to understand how these patterns come

into use in human languages. Therefore, the thesis will investigate historical

developments of the patterns of CNNCs and the motivations for these developments by

using evidence from old texts as well as theoretical (diachronic) approaches. See
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Chapter 3 for a discussion of the application of evidence from old texts and a brief
review of theoretical (diachronic) approaches.

Representing the historical developments of CNNCs, the symbol '<' meaning
'derives from' is used. For example, the notation '{X} < {Y}' indicates that the
structural pattern {X} derives from the structural pattern {Y}. Note that each diachronic

pattern represents one of the possibilities only; there are probably other possibilities as

well. That is to say, for the notation '{X} < {Y}'; {X} may also derive from other

patterns in addition to {Y}; and {Y} may turn into other patterns besides {X}. For

example, in contemporary Mandarin Chinese, there exists the pattern of {N,NUM}. This
construction has two origins: one has developed from {N,NUM,CLF} and the other is
the original structure inherited from Classical Chinese (Tao 2005: 287).

Because the descriptions of the historical origins of CNNCsg and CNNCnsg are

rather lengthy, this chapter touches only on the historical origins of CNNCsg- For the
historical origins of CNNCnsg, the reader is referred to Chapter 9. In Chapter 8, the
historical development of the various structural patterns of current CNNCsg (as
illustrated in Chapter 6) is explored. However, only the structural types of CNNCsg for
which the evidence is satisfactory are reported. These include (N,NUM}(§8.1),

(N,NUM,SG}(§8.2), (N,NUM,CLF}(§8.3), and (N,NUM,CLF,SG}(§8.4).
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8.1 {N,NUM}

The pattern of {N,NUM} is the simplest pattern of CNNCsg, ignoring the pattern of

{N,SG} where the singular or singulative marker is not a cardinal numeral as such. The

pattern of {N,NUM} is composed of only two core constituents, namely a noun and a

numeral, and in such case one would not suppose it to derive from any other
constructions. Despite this, the pattern of {N,NUM} may derive from other

constructions, namely {N+ 'one-ness'} (§8.1.1) and {N,NUM,CLF} (§8.1.2).

8.1.1 fN,NUM} <N+ 'one-ness'

This historical pattern indicates that the pattern of {N,NUM} may develop from
a syntactic construction in which the noun was modified by words meaning 'one-ness',
such as 'alone' and the like, through the process of numeralization (cf. §4.4). This
historical pattern is supported by diachronic and synchronic evidence. For example, the

Indo-European roots for the numeral one, i.e. oi- and sem- originally mean 'alone' and

'together' (i.e. unified into a single element) respectively (Burrow 2001: 285). The

polysemous words with a numerical interpretation for 'one' observed in present-day

languages may mean 'alone', 'small', or 'little finger' and the like. Such words may be
found in Kwaza (Kwaza; Brazil), where the word tei means 'to be one' and 'alone'

(Voort 2004: 214); in Piraha, where the word hoi means 'small size' (Everett 2005:

623); and in Haruai (Upper Yuat; Papua New Guinea), where the word aghj means 'little

finger' (Comrie 1999: 91)). The topic of words with a numerical interpretation has

already been discussed in Section 4.4, so it will not be repeated here. The stage of N+
'one-ness' can be regarded as an embryonic stage prior to the emergence of {N,NUM}.

This change is perhaps attributed to the user's need to express the exact number

(i.e. one). That is, the change involves the principle of expressivity. However, the

principle of economy also plays a role in this matter. Instead of creating a new linguistic

symbol, humans may prefer to make use of an internal source to refer to a similar

concept. Metaphorical extension such as this is a usual phenomenon giving rise to the

polysemy of words. In sum, the overall change deals with semantico-syntactic change
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(i.e. a change involving both semantic and syntactic aspects), as the semantic change
makes the syntactic construction like N+ 'one-ness' turn to (N.NUM).

8.1.2 {N,NUM} < {N,NUM,CLF}

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM} or (to be more precise) {N,NUM.CLF}

may develop from {N,NUM,CLF}. {N,NUM.CLF} is a simplex construction where the

concepts and forms of a numeral and a numeral classifier are fused into one morpheme
and are mostly morphologically unanalyzable, indicated by the notation 'NUM.CLF'.

Formally, the pattern of (N,NUM.CLF} may be interpreted or reanalysed as {N,NUM}
because the classifier is fused with and seemingly lost in the numeral. In other words,

the users of the language may treat the fused form of NUM.CLF as a sheer numeral,

presupposing that the language has more than one set of numerals for counting different
classes of things. Yurok (Algic; California) is an example of such a language. From the

examples below, it can be noticed that it is very difficult (if not impossible) to separate

the numeral 'one' from the numeral classifiers.

(8.1) Yurok fBlevins 2004: 1)

(a) kjhtj?y?y pu:k

one.CLF deer

'one deer'

(b) kohtoh ha?a:g

one.CLF rock

'one rock'

In some languages such as Yurok, the process of fusion is fully complete. In
other languages, nonetheless, the process is still on the way, and hence provides the

helpful evidence of change in progress. Beijing Mandarin Chinese is an example of such
a language.

According to Tao (2005), Beijing Mandarin currently has 3 structural types of

CNNCsg, namely {N,NUM,CLF}, {N,NUM}, and {N,CLF}. In this section, only
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{N,NUM} concerns us. The pattern of {N,NUM} is exceptional and rare in Chinese.
There are two origins of {N,NUM}. One is inherited from ancient Chinese (henceforth
the inherited {N,NUM}), and the other is newly developed from {N,NUM,CLF}

(henceforth the new {N,NUM}). The inherited {N,NUM} is usually used in formal
20

writing, and the latter in colloquial speech. Another difference is that the numeral yi55
'one' in the inherited {N,NUM} follows the tone sandhi rules (rules about a change in
lexical tones when different tones are close together), whereas the numeral 'one' in the
new {N,NUM} does not. As the new {N,NUM} represents a change from

{N,NUM,CLF} to {N,NUM}, it will therefore be focused on here.

The development of the new {N,NUM} from {N,NUM,CLF} can be explained

by a phonological change occurring in the everyday use of language. The change takes

place when the numeral 'one' is followed by the classifier ge51, a general classifier for
most nouns including human nouns, roughly translated as 'item'. Tao (2005: 308) refers
to the phonological change leading to the syntactic effects on the whole noun phrase as

"phono-syntactic conspiracy", and describes the phonological change as follows. The
notations in the square brackets summarize the process. Note that the symbol (>)

represents 'becomes'.

(1) Following a tone sandhi mle, the tone of the numeral yi55 'one' changes
to yi35 when preceding the numeral classifier ge51. \yi55 > yi35]

(2) Because yi35 and ge51 usually come together, the two elements form one

phonological unit (i.e. virtually one word). [yi35 ge51 > yi35ge51]

(3) Then the word stress (') falls on the numeral yi35 'one'; and the numeral

classifier ge51 adopts the neutral tone, becoming ge. \yi35ge51 > yi35ge]

(4) Being unstressed, the vowel lei in ge is reduced to schwa hi. [yi35ge >

yi35gd\

20 The numerals appearing together with the word represent the lexical tone of the word, e.g. (yi)55 refers
to the high-level tone (of the word yi).
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(5) Then the intervocalic consonant (a consonant appearing between the
vowel sounds, i.e. /g/ here in yi35ge) is lost. The two syllables are reanalysed as one

chunk. So now yi35ge becomes yi35d. \yi35gd> yi35a]

(6) The vowel sequence (i.e. hi here) is deleted and finally the classifier

ge51 is completely dropped, leaving the numeral yi35 (formerly yi55 high-level tone)
with a high-rising tone. [yi35d > yi35]

The tone yi35 is a frozen tone—that is, the tone does not follow the Mandarin

tone sandhi rules because it implicitly has the word ge51. Although the classifier ge51 is

formally eliminated, the numeral classifier is retained semantically. This is the reason

why the numeral yi35 'one' does not require the numeral classifier ge51. Therefore, the

grammatical status of the numeral yi35 'one' lies between an allomorph (i.e. an

alternating form of a morpheme) of the morpheme yi55 and the new morpheme yi35

denoting 'one item of. Tao provides two examples of minimal pairs illustrating the

grammatical meaning of the tone (yi) 35:

(8.2) Beijing Mandarin (Tao 2005: 310)

(a) yi35 ber214
one notebook

'one notebook'

(b) yi51 ber214

one notebook

'one copy (ofa book, a notebook)'.

The ber214 'notebook' in (8.2b) is treated as a numeral classifier for books and

notebooks because there is no numeral classifier appearing in the phrase, whereas the
ber214 'notebook' in (8.2a) is treated as a noun due to the fact that yi35 implicitly

denotes the numeral classifier ge51 'item', and so the noun ber214 is not treated as a

numeral classifier.
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Chirkova (2004: 1) points out that yi35 is in the process of lexicalization (cf.

§3.2.2.2}. The concepts of the numeral yi55 and classifier ge51 are fused into one

morpheme, giving rise to the new form yi35 with the new meaning 'one item of—that

is, the new word in the lexicon. The frequency of use of the new numeral yi35 is

increasing. Yet, it is not completely lexicalized, since it shares the character transcription
with yi55 'one'—in other words, it has not yet been assigned its own character

transcription and is hence not included in dictionaries. However, due to the fact that the

construction yi55+ge51 is reanalysed as the numeral assuming the grammatical function
of a numeral classifier, the process can then also be regarded as grammaticalization in
some places (see, for example, Tao 2005; Wischer 2006: 129). The Chinese yi35 no

longer requires the numeral classifier ge51, since the frozen tone has assumed this

function already. In sum, the fusion of numeral and classifier is the product of the
intersection of lexicalization and grammaticalization.

Regarding the motivations for the change, the reason why the numeral classifier

ge has been dropped is not because of its redundancy, rather because the speaker

presumably wants to minimize the effort in articulation. Therefore, the underlying
motivation for the change involves the principle of economy in language. This can

happen when the words in question are highly frequently used. Tao (2005: 309-310)
attributes this phono-syntactic change to the relatively high frequencies of yi55 and ge51
in everyday conversation.

According to the current sample, the simplex construction {N,NUM.CLF} is not

unusual in human languages. In addition to Yurok and Beijing Mandarin, there are

several instances observed, such as Nivkh (isolate; Siberia, Russia; Gruzdeva 1998: 24),

Warekena (Arawakan; Brazil and neighbours; Aikhenvald 1998), and Teribe (Chibchan;

Costa Rica and Panama; Quesada 2000). To illustrate, in Teribe, there are 6 classes of

numerals varying according to the classes of nouns. However, the classifiers are not yet

fused with but only prefixed to the numerals as shown below.
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animate round wide long objects long-wide

objects objects objects

'one' kl-ara kw-ara k-ara pl-ara kri-na

Table 8.1 Six classes of numeral 'one' in Teribe

It should be remarked that some languages have a separate set of numerals for

counting humans. Nevertheless, these languages cannot be treated in the same way as

Yurok or Beijing Mandarin. Good examples are provided by Irish and Tamil (Dravidian;
Southern India). Both have only one class of nouns treated specially, i.e. humans, and
therefore they are not regarded as numeral classifier languages. The numerals for

counting humans in both languages already existed in their parent languages, e.g.

Classical Tamil (150 B.C.- 6th A.D.) oruvar 'one.person', iruvar 'two.person' (Rajam
1992: 291); Old Irish oenar 'one person', dias 'two.person, couple' (McCone 2005: 62).
In both earlier languages, no numeral classifiers are mentioned in the old texts (cf.

Rajam 1992 and McCone 2005), so the special numerals should not be regarded as the
remnants of ancient numeral classifiers. The examples below show that there are two

numeral forms for non-humans and humans respectively.

(8.3) Modern Irish (Doyle 2001)

(a) tri bhad

three boat

'three boats' (p.55)

(b) triur saighdiuir

three.person soldier
'three soldiers' (p. 56)

(8.4) Modern Tamil (Lehmann 1989)

(a) oru praricu

one gift
'one gift' (p. 115)
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(b) paiyan oruvan

boy one.male.person
'one boy' (p.114)

(c) oruvan va-nt-aan

one.male.person come-PST-3SG.M
'one male person came.' (p. 114)

The special numeral forms in Irish and Tamil are employed to refer to people,

just like a pronoun as in (8.4c). In Tamil, the cardinal numerals of this kind are thus
referred to as "pronominalized cardinal numerals" (cf. Lehmann 1989: 113) or "numeral

pronouns" (Rajam 1992: 290); that is, they behave nominally as a pronoun. In Irish they
are said to be able to stand alone without accompanying nouns (Doyle 2001: 56).
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8.2 {N,NUM,SG}

{N,NUM,SG} is a complex construction. It is conjectured to derive from {N,SG} which
in turn develops from two different historical sources. The first source is {N,NUM} and
the second source is a noun combined with a third person singular pronoun.

8.2.1 {N,NUM,SG} < {N,SG}<{N,NUM}

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM,SG} may develop from {N,SG} which in
turn derives from {N,NUM}. This historical path is illustrated by Burushaski (isolate;

Pakistan) and Pame (Oto-Manguean; Mexico). We will consider Burushaski first, since
it provides a clear example. Then we will move to the less clear case of Pame.

8.2.1.1 Burushaski

There are three structural patterns of CNNCsg in Burushaski, namely {N,NUM},

{N,SG}, and {N,NUM,SG}, as exemplified in (8.5 a-c) below.
(8.5) Burushaski (Lorimer 1935)

a. (N,NUM)

hik21 bAda

one pace, step

'onepace, step' (p.191)
b. {N,SG1

sisAn

person (PL)-SG

'(a) person' (p.48)

c. (N,NUM,SG)

hAn huyesm

one goat,sheep (PL).SG
'a goat, sheep' (p.48)

21 Note that the numeral hik 'one' has another two variants, namely hAn and hin.
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Since there is no historical evidence, we need to use a theoretical diachronic

approach. Considering the variety of structural patterns of CNNCsg in the language, it
seems Internal Reconstruction (cf. §3.2.2.3) would suit a case like Burushaski. In this

case, Grammaticalization (cf. §3.2.2.1) will be used as a technique to reconstruct the

developmental pathway of the current {N,NUM,SG}. Within the grammaticalization
framework, it is conjectured that the three structural patterns of CNNCsg used in

contemporary Burushaski have derived from the same original pattern, namely

{N,NUM}. These patterns are believed to reflect various stages of change. The process

is shown as in Figure 8.1.

Stage 1

{N^NUMJ^e^^
Stage 2 {N,SG} (ex 8.5b) {N,NUM}

Stage 3 {NTWHSG} (eT^5c) {N,SG} {N,NUM}

Fig. 8.1 Process of change in CNNCsg in Burushaski
NB: ex = example

Stage 1

According to the grammaticalization principle, the earlier the linguistic forms

are, the more lexical they are expected to be. Based on this principle, the CNNCsg in

(early) Burushaski or Pre-Burushaski is conjectured to be composed of a noun and the
numeral one (i.e {N,NUM}) as in (8.5a) above. In other words, the example in (8.5a)

represents the structural pattern inherited from the early stage of the Burushaski

CNNCsg.

Stage 2

{N,NUM} has split into two types, namely {N,NUM} and {N,SG}. The pattern

of {N,SG} (cf. the example 8.5b) which is a marginal case of CNNCsg is regarded as an

intermediate stage between {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,SG}. {N,SG} has emerged because
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the language has nouns which are semantically plural or in some cases are referred to as

plural nouns or collective nouns. When these nouns are required to be counted

individually, the numeral 'one' is then used in a grammaticalized form as a singulative
marker. The development of the singulaive marker from the numeral 'one' is evidenced

by the similarity between meaning and form. In this language, the singulative

suffixes -An or -en seem to be associated with the numeral hAn 'one' (Lorimer 1935: 46)

(cf. §5.1.2).

Stage 3

After the nouns which are semantically plural (such as sis, 'people') have gained
a singular form, the speaker uses the numeral 'one' plus the singular form when they are

enumerated as in (8.5 c), while the two preceding structural patterns also remain in use.

In sum, the structural pattern of {N,NUM,SG} has come into being because
some nouns are semantically plural. The mechanism involved in this development is

grammaticalization.

8.2.1.2 Pame

According to Manrique Castanade (1967), contemporary Pame has 3 structural

types of CNNCsg, namely {N,NUM}, {N,SG}, and {N,NUM,SG} as illustrated in (8.6

a-d).

(8.6) Pame (Manrique Castanade 1967)

(a) (N.NUM)

nada kuhu

one sorcerer

'one sorcerer' (p. 345)

(b) (N,SG)

na-ifi °

SG-tooth (PL)

'tooth' (p.346) (NB: na- = pro-clitic)
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(c) (N.SG}

n-<fi °

SG-tooth(PL)

'tooth' (p.346) (NB: n- = (dead) prefix (i.e. no longer used as a prefix)

(d) {N.NUM.SG/

nada n-tao

one SG-eye

'one eye' (p.346)

Like the case of Burushaski, due to the lack of historical evidence, we need to

use IR with Grammaticalization as a technique to reconstruct the historical development
of the current pattern of {N,NUM,SG}. Consistent with the grammaticalization
framework is the supposition that the three structural patterns of CNNCsg used in

contemporary Pame have derived from the same original pattern, namely {N,NUM}.
These patterns are believed to reflect various stages of change. The process is shown as

in Figure 8.2.

Stage 1 {N,NUM} (ex 8.6a)

Stage 2 {N,SG} (SG = Proclitic, ex 8.6b)

Stage 3 {N.SG} (SG = Prefix, ex 8.6c) {N,SG} {N,NUM}

Stage 4 {N,NUM,SG} (ex 8.6d) {N,SG} {N,NUM}

Fig. 8.2 Process of change in CNNCSg in Pame
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Stage 1

Based on the grammaticalization principle that the earlier linguistic forms are

likely to be more lexical (or less grammatical), the CNNCsg in (early) Pame or Pre-

Pame is conjectured to be composed of a noun and the numeral nada 'one' (i.e.

{N,NUM}) as in (8.65a) above. In other words, the example in (8.6a) represents the
structural pattern inherited from the early stage of the Pame CNNCsg-

Stage 2

{N,NUM} might have remained in use. The proclitic na- came into use to mark

singularity of nouns, for example, na-sthe 'SG-nopal'. It is possible that the proclitic na-
was grammaticalized from the numeral nada 'one'. This is because the form and

meaning of the proclitic na- and nada seem to be related. Also, grammaticalization of
the singular marker from the numeral 'one' is fairly common. Burushaki provides a clear

example. The reader is referred to Heine and Kuteva (2002a: 223-224) for more

examples of the development of singular or singulative markers from the numeral one.
The structure is encoded as {N,SG}. Note again that this type is regarded as a marginal
case of CNNCsg, since it does not contain the numeral one proper. In any case, {N,SG}
can be regarded as an intermediate stage between {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,SG}.

Stage 3

{N,NUM} and {N,SG} (where SG is a proclitic) might have remained in use. At
this stage, the prefix n- has appeared in order to denote the singularity of nouns.

According to grammaticalization theory, an affix is often argued to develop from a clitic

(e.g. Givon 2001: 55). Considering the similarity of form and meaning, it is possible to

conjecture that the prefix n- might have developed from the proclitic na-.

Stage 4

{N,NUM} and {N,SG} (where SG is a proclitic) might still have remained in
use. The prefix n- has been fused with the root and is no longer a prefix, e.g. n-0i? 'SG-

tooth' > n([i? 'tooth'-, n-tao 'SG-eye' > ntao 'eye'. The new words n<£i? 'tooth' and ntao

'eye' illustrate the dead prefix n- which has been fused into the nouns. The prefix+noun
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construction has been fully lexicalized, as evidenced by the fact that the lexicalized form

requires the proclitic na- or the numeral nada 'one' when the singularity is emphasized,

e.g. na-n<fi° 'SG-tooth'; nada ntao 'one eye'. The process whereby the prefix has been
fused with the noun corresponds to lexicalization (cf. §3.2.2.2). In fact, when the prefix
is reanalysed as a part of the word, the structural pattern such as nada ntao 'one eye'
should be regarded as {N,NUM}. However, it is more useful here to label this
construction as {N,NUM,SG}, since it may help understand how the unmotivated

construction (in other languages) came about.

In relation to the motivation for the change, it is not clear from the source what
the motivation is for the emergence of {N,SG} as an alternative form. However, the
reason might not be different from the case of Burushaski. That is, via the

grammaticalizaton process, the numeral one also became used a singulative marker for

the collective nouns. We may need to check whether the nouns attached by the prefix or

proclitic are nouns that are often found in the plural form, such as those meaning eyes or

teeth. If this is the case, the motivation clearly involves quantification.

In sum, with the current structural patterns of CNNCsg, it is conjectured that the
Pame {N,NUM,SG} has developed from {N,SG} which in turn has developed from

{N,NUM} via the grammaticalization process.

8.2.2 fN,NUM,SGJ < {N,SG} < N+third person singular pronoun

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM,SG} may develop from {N,SG}. An

example is taken from Lunda (Niger-Congo; Democratic Republic of Congo. In Lunda

(Kawasha 2003), the CNNCSG is {N,NUM,SG} as shown in (8.7).

(8.7) Lunda (Kawasha 2003: 124)

mu-ntu wu-mu

I-person I-one

'one person'
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Within the grammaticalization framework, it is hypothesized that the structural

pattern of {N,NUM,SG} has developed from {N,SG} which in turn has developed from

N+classifier. The hypothesis is also based on the tendency examined in Burushaski

(cf. §8.2.1.1) and Pame (cf. 8.2.1.2). The process of change is depicted as in Figure 8.3
below.

Stage 1 N+Classifier

i
Stage 2 {N,SG}

Stage 3 {N,NUM,SG} {N,SG}

Fig. 8.3 Process of change in CNNCSg in Lunda

Stage 1
It is speculated that the singular marker might have been required because nouns

were vague in number and because the numeral 'one' was not available. Considering the

case of plural number in African languages, it is possible that the singular marker might
have been derived from the third person pronoun as well.

In many African languages, 3rd person plural pronouns have been added
to nouns and have developed into nominal plural markers [...] In
accordance with this strategy, the personal pronoun follows the specified
unit. (Heine and Reh 1984: 234)

Niger-Congo semantic classification involves multilateral oppositions:
humans, animals, plants, paired body parts, mass nouns and liquids,
abstracts, and others [...] The affixes which mark these oppositions
appear throughout Niger-Congo; apart from those for singular and plural
person classes, which often resemble the third person pronouns, they
have no discernible etymology (Williamson and Blench 2000: 13)

If this is the case, it is speculated that the fusion of noun and singular marker

might have happened before the use of the numeral 'one'. For the process of the
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development of noun class (expressed along with number) from the third person

pronoun, refer to §7.4. Even though Section 7.4 concentrates on the plural number, the

singular number might undergo the same process. That is, the grammaticalization might

begin with a noun combined with an anaphoric pronoun, and then the anaphoric pronoun

might grammaticalize into the number/gender marker. Finally, the marker would be
fused

Stage 2
Like Pame, the noun class/singular marker is fused with the noun as an

obligatory part of the noun via the process of lexicalization. So, the root cannot be used

independently but must be bound with a noun class prefix via this process. For example,
in mu-ntu (I-person) 'person', the speakers cannot say *ntu only. However, we do not

know exactly where the mu- is derived from.

Stage 3
Once the numeral one was introduced into the language, the numeral was

combined with the nouns which have the singular marker obligatorily bound to the noun.

To sum up, it is conjectured that before the emergence of CNNCsg in Lunda (and

perhaps Niger-Congo languages in general), or at the time when numerals had not been
introduced into the language, there might have been a basic device to distinguish

singular and plural number of referents in pre-Lunda at least. At the first stage whereby
the numerals were combined with nouns to form CNNCsg in the language, it is more

likely that the nouns might have already been affixed with the noun class/number. In
other words, it should not be the case that the nouns were redundantly affixed by the
noun class/number after the CNNCsg had been established.
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8.3 {N,NUM,CLF}

{N,NUM,CLF} may develop from the patterns of {N,NUM} (§8.3.1) and {N,NUM,SG}

(§8.3.2). Note that the development of {N,NUM,CLF} to be demonstrated applies to

both CNNCSg and CNNCnsg.

8.3.1 {N,NUM,CLF} < (N,NUM)

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM,CLF} may develop from {N,NUM}. This

developmental pattern is illustrated by Chinese (the cover term we use here to refer to

various Sinitic languages), for example, Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese), Japanese

(isolate) and Khmer (Austro-Asiatic; Cambodia). Among classifier languages, Chinese
is the only language that illustrates the complete origin and development of a numeral
classifier system. Since it provides comprehensive data, the Chinese case deserves a

more detailed discussion. Japanese and Khmer are numeral classifier languages where
the pattern presumably developed due to language contact.

8.3.1.1 Chinese

The typical structural pattern of CNNCs in Chinese is {N,NUM,CLF}.

According to the evidence from the ancient written records of the Archaic period (14th -

2nd BC), the pattern of {N,NUM} is the basic pattern of CNNCs as shown in (8.8a-d)

(8.8a and 8.8c for CNNCsg; 8.8b and 8.8d for CNNCnsg)- The order of numerals with

respect to the noun they modify is flexible. In 8.8a-b the numeral precedes the noun,

whereas in 8.8c-d the noun precedes the numeral. However, the latter is the typical order

(Peyraube 2004: 988; Wang 1994: 90; Dobson 1962: 26).

(8.8) Chinese (Archaic)

(a) wu he ai yi niu

1SG why begrudge one ox

'why (should) I begrudge one ox?' (Peyraube 2004: 1001)
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(b) nai bu san gui

then divine three turtle

'Then (used) three turtles to divine.' (Wang 1994: 90)

(c) shing niou

red ox one

'one red ox' (Dobson 1962: 26)

(d) niou ell

ox two

'two oxen' (Dobson 1962: 26)

There exists, however, a syntactic construction which is similar to

{N,NUM,CLF}. This construction is composed of a noun, a numeral, and a measure

word (MW). The structural pattern can be represented as N+Num+MW, where the noun

precedes the numeral and the numeral precedes the measure word as shown in (8.8 e-f)
below.

(e) ma er shi cheng
horse two ten MW (forfour horses)
80 horses (Wang 1996: 84)

(f) jeu-chanq ell yeou

sacrificial wine two flask
'two flasks ofsacrificial wine' (Dobson 1962: 29)

The measure words as shown in (8.8e) and (8.8f) are referred to by some Chinese

grammarians as liangci 'measure word' (Wang 1994: 78). The function of liangci is to

unitize a group of referents for counting as in (8.8e) and to unitize a mass referent for

measuring as in (8.8f). In (8.8e), the horses are grouped in four (i.e. cheng). What are
counted are groups of horses, not the horses. In (8.8f), wine is put into a unit of measure
with a flask so that it will be countable. So, what are counted are flasks, not wine.
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There are also a few measure words used with particular individual nouns, for

example, pi for horses, leang for chariots, ren for humans, bor for humans of higher
rank, and ge for various items (including humans) (Dobson 1962: 28; Wang 1996: 82).

Examples (8.8g)-(8.8h) are below.
(g) maa bae syh pi

horse hundred four MW

'one hundred andfour horses' (Dobson 1962: 28)

(h) che san shyr leang
chariot three ten MW

'thirty chariots ofwar' (Dobson 1962: 28)

This type of measure words are referred to as "individual measure" in Chao

(1968: 584). Due to the fact that the individual measures do not seem to classify nouns

in terms of inherent properties, such as animacy or shape, and some individual measures
are for nouns with different semantic categories, scholars do not regard them as numeral
classifiers. Wang (1996: 68), however, considers these individual measures as "plausible
classifiers" and the construction containing the individual measures as an embryonic

stage for {N,NUM,CLF} in the later periods.

Moreover, there exists the structure which makes use of the repetition of the
noun being counted after the numerals as illustrated by the examples (8.8i-j). This
structure may be referred to as a "repeater construction" and the noun repeated in this

22construction is called a "repeater" or "echo-classifier" (Aikhenvald 2000: 103)" . The
words ren and niou in (8.8i-j) are examples of a repeater. There are other nouns of this

kind, such as tian 'field', yang 'sheep', ren 'person', niou 'ox', tuo 'bamboo', and gwo

'scalp'. This pattern can be observed even in the early Archaic period (Dobson 1962: 28-
9; Wang 1996: 71) as shown in the examples (8.8 i-j).

22
Regarding the use of echo-classifiers, Jones (1970: 2) points out that the repeaters are required at the

early stage of numeral classifier systems due to "an inadequate supply of classifiers."
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(i) niou san bae wuu shyr wuu niou

ox three hundredfive ten five ox

'three hundred andfifty five oxen' (Dobson 1962: 28)23

(j) fu
catch person

ren shi you liu ren

ten and six person

'caught sixteen people' (Wang 1996: 69)

Scholars agree that although some patterns are similar to the pattern of

{N,NUM,CLF}, the true numeral classifiers which are obligatorily used in the pattern of

{N,NUM,CLF} had not yet developed until around the Flan period (1st century BC)

(Norman 1988: 115; Wang 1996: 78; Peyraube 2004).
In the Ilan period, the (potential) numeral classifiers are more widely observed

and show a remarkable increase from 15 in the late Archaic period to approximately 50
in the Han. Since then, the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} has evidently developed. The use

of numeral classifiers became more systematic and consistent; and the widespread use of
the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} gradually replaced the pattern of {N,NUM}. The

development of numeral classifier system was completed around the 6th century AD

(Wang 1996: 85; Peyraube 2004: 1010). Because the general tendency of Chinese is to

put the modifier after the nouns modified, the classifier has moved into prenominal

position (i.e. before quantified nouns): N+Num+CLF > Num+CLF+N. This also applies
to the construction with the measure words N+Num+MW > Num+MW+N (Peyraube
2004: 1010). In present-day Chinese, the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} is regarded as a

standard pattern of CNNCs, but the pattern of {N,NUM} can also be observed in certain
contexts as in (8.9) (cf. §8.1.2).

23 One may question whether or not the construction containing repeaters such as in (i-j) is applied only to
the complex numerals, like 'ox three-hundred plus five-ten-five ox'; that is, where there are two numeral
phrases combined. If this is the case, the 'ox' should not be interpreted as a repeater. However, an example
from Jinwen bronze script, tian qi tian, ren wu ren [field-seven-field, person-five-person] 'seven fields,
five people' (Wang 1996: 71), confirms that the repeaters exist.
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(8.9) Chinese (Modern)

yi huo-ji tui men jin lai
one employee push door enter come

'An employee opened the door and came in(Tao 2005: 16)

From the history of Chinese {N,NUM,CLF} just described, the immediate

question that arises is: 'How and why did Chinese develop the complex pattern of
CNNCs as {N,NUM,CLF} instead of using the simpler one like {N,NUM} which had
been already employed?'

Previous studies focus on the chronological development of {N,NUM,CLF}, but

pay less attention to the motivations for the change. However, the historical facts about

the CNNCs in Chinese as just reviewed above are useful for speculating about the
motivations. Based on the history of {N,NUM,CLF}, the potential numeral classifiers

(e.g. pi for horses) are initially used to individualize some referents which are culturally
collectives. These referents are discrete spatial objects but are culturally perceived as a

group (e.g. shells and jades) (Wang 1996). Therefore, they are not able to be put directly
with numerals. They are rather needed to make things countable or enumerable (cf.

§5.2.4). To sum up, the emergence of numeral classifiers in Chinese is attributed to

individualization of some collective nouns.

The question remains: how did the use of numeral classifiers spread to individual
nouns with a discrete boundary in later periods. It is conjectured here that syntactic

analogy plays an important role in making other nouns require numeral classifiers as

well. For example, the noun 'ox', which according to the evidence, is regarded as a

discrete object, such as 'one ox' below:

(8.10) Chinese (Archaic)

shing niou i
red ox one

'one red ox' (Dobson 1962: 26)
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However, it is probably because of the structural syntactic analogy of the existing

pattern of N+Num+MW, and therefore the pattern of {N,NUM} like 'one ox' turns to

N+Num+MW (so like 'ox one ox'; see the example (8.8i)). The question is why the

analogy happens. This is perhaps because there are some nouns representing discrete

spatial entities (such as horse, shell, jade) which require measure words when
enumerated.

The next question is how such a small group of nouns can change the whole

system, or in fact the type of language (i.e. from a non-classifier language to a classifier

language). In response to this question, the regularization is possible because the word
order of Chinese {N,NUM} is flexible, that is, the word order can be either NUM+N or

N+NUM (the latter being regarded as a subsidiary pattern, though). The word order of
N+NUM when used might have been regularized to have MW by analogy with the

existing structure N+NUM+MW, such as horse-two-MW. Once the speaker wished to

say 'one ox', some would say one- ox but others who used ox-one would say ox-one-

MW. In other words, the change takes place in the pattern of N+NUM (not NUM+N).
The change may be represented as N+NUM > N+NUM+MW/CLF.

The change happened gradually as evidenced by the variation in the structural

patterns of CNNCs in the Archaic period. For some nouns which did not yet have their
own classifier, measure words would be used as a numeral classifier. In many cases, the
nouns themselves were used to create their own classifier (i.e. repeaters) as can be seen

in numeral classifier languages even nowadays, when numeral classifiers are available
for new nouns.

Another observation about the change is that the use of numeral classifiers in the

early stage is inconsistent and not based on semantic categorization as a numeral

classifier system is supposed to be. This is because the nouns in Archaic Chinese do not

generally need individualization (i.e. they can be directly accompanied by numerals) and
thus the noun classification was not necessary. A numeral classifier was needed just
because the pattern of N+NUM+MW forced those nouns to have MW. Therefore, at the
initial stage, the nouns could have more than one classifier and vice versa.
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In sum, the motivations for the rise of {N,NUM,CLF} are attributable to the use

of MW with inherently discrete but perceptually collective nouns, such as horse and

shell, for counting. The structure turns complex because of the general tendency that
collective nouns or mass nouns need measure words for counting24. The variable word
order of the N+NUM construction leads to structural analogy. That is, there exists the

pattern of N+NUM+MW. Once some nouns using N+NUM(e.g. horses) turn to use

N+NUM+MW, then other nouns using the previous pattern of N+NUM follow the same

new pattern.

8.3.1.2 Japanese

The basic pattern of CNNCs in Japanese is {N,NUM,CLF}. However, according
to the earliest texts of Japanese dating back around the 8th century, the patterns of

{N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} co-exist as exemplified in (8.11a) and (8.11b)

respectively. We note that {N,NUM} as in (8.11a) has changed into {N,NUM,CLF} in

present-day Japanese as shown in (8.12), whereas {N,NUM,CLF} as in (8.11b) has
remained in use in the language (Downing 1996).

(8.11) Japanese (8th century)
(a) momo-tori-no koe

hundred-bird-GEN voice

'the voices ofhundred birds'(Downing 1996: 36)

(b) hito-tsu-matsu

one-CLF-pine

'onepine' (Downing 1996: 43)

24 One might argue that if the factors are as described, English, which has several collective nouns such as
cattle, scissors, and shoes, may become a numeral classifier language in the future. English may not be as
likely to change in the same way as Chinese has done, however. This is because the nouns in English are
marked for plural, so the number of the bare noun is clearly singular. Unlike Chinese bare nouns, the
English bare nouns then resist becoming collective nouns and so measure words or classifier-like items,
such as the word 'head' in one head of cattle are not necessary. In Chinese, bare nouns are transnumeral
by nature (i.e. vague in number) (Tao 2005: 306) and that is why it is easy for them to change to
collective-like nouns.
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(8.12) Japanese (Modem) (Kyoko Otsuki, personal communication)

(a) hyaku wa no tori no koe

hundred CLF (lit. 'wing') ATTR bird GEN voice

'the voice ofhundred birds.'

(b) ippon25 no matsu

one.CLF ATTR pine

'one pine'

The origin of the classifier system in Japanese remains problematic. This is
because the numerical system has been present in Japanese since the earliest texts. The
written records suggest that the nouns are classified on the basis of shape. This implies
that the numeral classifier system is likely to be fully developed. So we cannot trace

back how the system had been formed and developed prior to its presence in the 8th
century. Two speculations have been proposed. One is that the system is borrowed from
Chinese. The other is that the system is native to Japanese and became dramatically

widespread upon the adoption of Chinese. As for the former speculation, the supporting
evidence is that the majority of numeral classifiers used in modern Japanese are often
combined with the Sino-Japanese numerals, but are very rare with native Japanese
numerals (Downing 1996: 44, 46-47).26 One of the borrowed features from Chinese is
numerals which are described as Sino-Japanese numerals (e.g. ichi 'one')- The Sino-

Japanese classifiers which are usually used with the Sino-Japanese numerals form the

majority group of numeral classifiers in Japanese (Downing 1996: 35-51). This suggests

that the development of classifiers may be attributed to the borrowing of numerals. As
for the latter argument, the supporting evidence is the use of a bound form of a numeral
classifier for human nouns such as hito-ri 'one person'. Considering the use of a numeral
classifier-like form in combination with numerals as pronominalized numerals (as in
Tamil and Irish), we may see that Japanese hito-ri probably represents the same

situation.

25 The Ippon is derived from ichi 'one' + hon 'classifier for long and slender objects' through the
assimilation process (Downing 1996: 48).
26 Note that Japanese has two systems of numerals, namely native numerals and Sino-Japanese numerals.
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Unfortunately, Japanese is a language isolate; its sister languages are dead, so we

cannot use the comparative method for reconstruction in this case. Although due to

insufficient evidence we may not be able to claim that {N,NUM,CLF} in Japanese

changes from {N,NUM}, the presence of the CNNCs without numeral classifiers as

shown earlier leads us to think that the structural change from {N,NUM} to

{N,NUM,CLF} is possible.

8.3.1.3 Khmer

Khmer (Cambodia; Austro-Asiatic) is a language classified as mixed with regard
to CNNCs. Modern Khmer has two alternating patterns of CNNCs with neither primary,

namely {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF}, as shown in (8.13). In (8.13) the numeral

classifier nedk (lit. 'person') is optional (hence in parentheses). The pattern of {N,NUM}
is generally used in spoken Khmer, whereas the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} is normally
used in written Khmer or in careful speech (Jacob 1965).

(8.13) Khmer (Ancient and Contemporary) (Jacob 1965: 145)
ko:n pi: (neak)
child two (CLF)

'two children'

According to the earliest Khmer inscriptions (7th-12th centuries), the two patterns

of CNNCs were already recorded as shown in (8.14 a-b).

(8.14) Khmer ((Pre-Angkor inscription, 7,h-12'h centuries) (Jacob 1965: 152)

(a) kon 227
child two

'two children'

(b) ton mvay tem

coconut one CLF (lit. 'tree')

'one coconut tree'

27 In the pre-Angkor inscription, numerals are usually written in figures (Jacob 1965: 152).
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Previous studies (Jones 1970; Huffman 1973; Adams 1991) suggest that the

pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} is not native to Khmer and other Austro-Asiatic languages.
The development of the numeral classifier systems in the family have been attributed to

long contact with numeral classifier languages in the area, typically Tai-Kadai and Sino-
Tibetan languages (where numeral classifiers are obligatory). This is supported by the
fact that numeral classifier systems in many Austro-Asiatic languages including Khmer
are optional; certain languages in the family do not even possess a numeral classifier

system.

The inconsistency and absence of numeral classifier systems in Austro-Asiatic as

mentioned above are confirmed by Gil's (2005) sampling. Among 14 Austro-Asiatic

languages investigated, only 6 show obligatory systems of numeral classifiers, which in
the remaining languages are either optional or absent, especially in the far-flung genera

like Munda, mainly spoken in central and eastern India. Munda represents the primary

split of Austro-Asiatic before the Austro-Asiatic speakers spread to Southeast-Asia

(Anderson 2006: 598). As it is hypothesised that numeral classifiers in Austro-Asiatic
are attributed to the close relationship with Southeast Asian languages, therefore special
attention regarding numeral classifiers should be paid to the Munda languages.

According to the specimens taken from the same folk tale by Grierson (1904) in
15 Munda languages28 where CNNCs are available, only Korwa shows the use of
numeral classifiers, and their use is optional. Some of these other languages may possess

numeral classifier systems but the systems were not recorded in the specimens (e.g.
Santali and Kharia; Gil 2005). Also it is possible that numeral classifiers may not be

employed with lower numerals which are mostly indigenous numerals; rather they may

be used with the loan Indo-Aryan numerals which are not present in the specimens.
Below are examples expressing 'one goat' from some of the specimens.

28
They include Kherwari, Santali, Mundari, Bhumij, Birhar, Koda, Ho, Turi, Asuri, Korwa, Korku,

Kharia, Juang, Savara and Gadaba.



Birha: mia bhedi (one-goat) (p. 105)

Korwa mi(t')-got pathru (one-piece goat) (p.152)

Korku mia shiri (one-goat) (p.175)

Kharia mo i merom (one-goat) (p.202)

Juang mm mera (one-goat) (p.214)

It should be noted that the numeral classifier systems in Munda languages might
have been influenced mainly by Indo-Aryan languages due to the fact that the numeral
classifiers are used only with the Indo-Aryan numerals, especially the higher numerals

(Grierson 1904; Emeneau 1956: 14). Therefore, with the comparative method for
reconstruction (assuming that the inherited characteristics from the protolanguage are

expected to be present in most descendant languages) and the distribution of numeral
classifier languages in the family, it seems likely that {N,NUM,CLF} did not exist in
Proto-Austro-Asiatic. The statement made in the prior research is tentative, however, so
there is no concrete evidence yet suggesting the existence of classifier systems in Proto-

Austro-Asiatic.

Although it is not stated explicitly in the prior research what the original state of
CNNCs in Khmer (or in Austro-Asiatic languages) was like, due to the optionality of the

presence of classifiers in CNNCs in most genera, the pattern of {N,NUM} is conjectured
to be the native pattern of Austro-Asiatic including Khmer. This may be accounted for

by the fact that in addition to {N,NUM,CLF}, the pattern of {N,NUM} is another

pattern of CNNCs used in Khmer since the earliest inscriptions, for example, kon 2 'two

children', krapi 4 'four buffaloes' (Jacob 1965: 152). It seems likely that that the pattern

of {N,NUM} is the pattern potentially present in most genera in the Austro-Asiatic

family, at least as an alternating pattern if not the primary one. The pattern can be
observed more frequently, particularly in Austro-Asiatic languages spoken in India,
where the patterns of {N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM,NSG} are predominant.
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However, it is not yet clear how and why Khmer developed the pattern of

{N,NUM,CLF} if it already had the simple {N,NUM}. Considering the phenomenon
that numeral classifiers spread from one language to another via the borrowing of
numerals (cf. Japanese in §8.3.1.2), Khmer or the pre-Khmer language might be
understood accordingly. It is noted in Haarmann (1990: 84) that the Khmer numerals 30-
100 are borrowed from Thai. It is possible that this is the reason the numeral classifiers

spread from Thai to Khmer along with the numerals.

8.3.2 N,NUM,CLF} < {N,NUM,CLF,SGJ

Kana (Niger-Congo; Nigeria), a Cross River language, has {N,NUM,CLF} as a

dominant mode of CNNCs. For example,
(8.15) Kana (Ikoro 1994: 17)

zii ka wa

one CLF wife
'one wife'

According to Ikoro (1994), Proto-Cross River presumably had noun classes. This
is because most languages in the genus show traces of noun classes which are fused with
number in one morpheme (albeit the noun class in many cases may serve no more

function). Efik, another Cross-River language, still shows some of the few

singular/plural alternations as shown in the examples below. Accordingly, pre-Kana
must therefore have had {N,NUM,SG} and {N,NUM,NSG} for CNNCsc and CNNCnsg

respectively.
Singular Plural

o-fin i-fin 'slave'

o-boij n-bor) 'king'

e-deh /- dm 'male' (Cook 1969a in Ikoro 1994: 9)

Since it seems unlikely that {N,NUM,CLF} changed directly from

{N,NUM,SG}, however, {N,NUM,CLF} may rather have developed from an

intermediate construction, such as {N,NUM,CLF,SG}. This conjecture is supported by
the current patterns in Ejagham (for Ejagham, see §8.4 below) and the Southern Bantoid
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languages where {N,NUM,CLF,SG} and {N,NUM,SG} co-exist. The co-existence of
the two patterns may suggest the initial stage of the development of a numeral classifier

system in a language with noun classes. After the loss of the noun class system in the

language, the numeral classifier systems may then be fully developed. Ikoro (1994: 24)

conjectures that
The number of numeral classifiers in Ejagham is small when compared to
Kana. One may assume that this is due to the fact that there is also a
functioning noun class system.

In other words, the loss of the noun class system in Kana may account for the

expansion of the numeral classifier system in Kana. This idea is not implausible when

considering the complementary distribution of the systems of plural marking and
numeral classifiers. Kana has lost noun classes and it has consequently lost the number
distinction in nouns. The loss of number distinction makes the nouns in the language

vague in number. It seems likely that non-number marking languages may adopt
numeral classifiers more easily than number marking languages. This is because the
nouns in non-number marking languages may be easily treated as collective-like nouns

and then may require numeral classifiers. Kana may belong to such a case. On the

contrary, in Ejagham the noun class system is still functioning, and so is the grammatical
number. Therefore, most nouns are clearly singular and thus can be counted without unit
counters such as a numeral classifier. Even though there is a subsystem of numeral
classifiers in Ejagham, the number system hidden in the noun class system may block
the growth of numeral classifiers.

In any case, the motivations for the rise of {N,NUM,CLF} in Kana (and its sister

languages) remain obscure. Ikoro hypothesises that {N,NUM,CLF} might have been
inherited from Proto-Kegboid, the immediate parent language of Kana. This is because
some other Kegboid languages such as Baan and Gokana spoken in Nigeria also have
numeral classifier systems (Ikoro 1994: 24)

Then the question becomes how the Proto-Kegboid developed the numeral
classifier system. Ikoro (1994: 24-25) claims that the numeral classifier system in Proto-

Kegboid might have been influenced by the numeral classifier system in Ejagham
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because the Ejagham area might have been the homeland of the Proto-Kegboid

language. However, Ikoro touches on this issue very briefly and there is no concrete

evidence supporting his claim. If indeed Kana borrowed the system of numeral
classifiers from Ejagham via language contact, the remaining question would be how the

system spread. Would it spread via numerals? Since there is no evidence available, the

development of the numeral classifier system in Kana through language contact will be
left open at this stage.

Considering the development of the numeral classifier systems in Chinese and

Ejagham (cf. §8.4), we may conjecture that the system starts with some discrete spatial
nouns (which are culturally perceived as uncountable or can be counted in various

ways), and later that it has spread to other nouns in the language. Kana might have taken
the same route; however, there is no evidence for this argument.

Another possibility worth mentioning is that Kana might have developed the
numeral classifiers from noun classifiers (cf. §5.2.3.2) or noun class markers

(cf. §5.2.3.3). This idea comes from the observation given in Ikoro (1994) that numeral
classifiers in Kana form a morphological unit with the nouns rather than with numerals.
For example, the pro-clitic /!/ for the diminutive (i.e. a morpheme denoting small size) is

normally attached to the noun, but when the diminutive is used in CNNCs, it is attached
to the numeral classifier instead, as shown in the example (8.16) below.

(8.16) Kana (Ikoro 1994: 21)

Zil 1 kd nuu

one DIM CLF rat

'one small rat'

This suggests that numeral classifier and the noun form a morphological unit,
and hence that the other element is not allowed to be inserted between them. Another

piece of evidence is that an adjective is allowed to be inserted between a numeral and a

numeral classifier which appears next to the noun, as illustrated in the example (8.17)
below.
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(8.17) Kanaflkoro 1994: 22)

Zl! pia ka pee

one bad CLF goat

'one bad goat'

Therefore, considering the fact that noun classifiers or noun class markers are

attached to nouns and that they are in fact subtypes of the nominal categorization

systems (Grinevald 2002a), the idea that the origins of numeral classifier systems in
Kana may be associated with noun classifiers or noun class markers is plausible.
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8.4 {N,NUM,CLF,SG}

{N,NUM,CLF,SG} < {N,NUM,SG}

This developmental pattern indicates that {N,NUM,CLF,SG} may develop from

{N,NUM,SG}. This is illustrated by Ejagham (Niger-Congo; Cameroon, Nigeria). It
would be interesting to know how the numeral classifier system in Ejagham arose

among the languages with well-preserved noun class. There are two current patterns

employed in Ejagham at least, namely {N,NUM,SG} and {N,NUM,CLF,SG}.

(8.18) Ejagham (Walters 1981: 469)

a. (N,NUM,SGj

N-dlg ma-d

CL-rope CL-one

'one rope' (CL N- = singular number)

b. (N,NUM,CLF,SGj

i-rain ' 1-cdkud ja-d

CL-CLF GEN29 CL-orange CL-one

'one orange' (CL £- = singular number)

There is no historical evidence showing a change from {N,NUM,SG} to

{N,NUM,CLF,SG}. However, two observations about numeral classifiers in this

language suggest that the numeral classifier constructions are not fully developed.

Therefore, we may conclude that {N,NUM,CLF,SG} is relatively innovative, compared
to {N,NUM,SG}. The first observation is that, generally, in a numeral classifier

language, most nouns are assigned numeral classifiers. In Ejagham, however, the
numeral classifiers have not yet spread to other nouns, rather being mostly limited to

nouns denoting plants or trees, as noted in Watters (1981: 313).

29 Aikhenvald (2000: 99) calls this kind of tone as a 'genitive linker'.
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Most nouns do not use a classifier when being enumerated, but for the
various types of nouns [...], e.g. seeds, grains, kernels, nuts, long fruits,
and roots, round fruits and roots, plants, trees, and vegetables, a classifier
is generally required.

These nouns can be counted in various ways. For example, the noun 'orange' can
be counted in terms of tree or fruit. Therefore, numeral classifiers are required to help

clarify what exactly is being counted.
The second observation is that numeral classifiers in a numeral classifier

language have the status of a lexico-grammatical morpheme (Grinevald 2002a: 260).
But in this language, its status is similar to that of lexical nouns rather than that of

grammatical elements. This can be seen from the fact that the numeral classifiers can be
marked for noun class and number and can even govern the other elements in the noun

phrase construction. In other words, they can be treated as the head of the noun phrase
construction. It can be seen from the example that the head precedes the modifier. This

may trigger the two-head construction, i.e. a noun phrase construction with two head
nouns (cf. Simpson 2005). In this case, one is the numeral classifier and the other is the
noun. And between the two heads, the numeral classifier which is semantically more

generic becomes the left most head as shown below.
(8.19) Ejagham (Watters 1981: 469)

i-rdin ' l-cokud ja-d

CL-CLF GEN CL-orange CL-one
Head Is' Head 2nd Modifier
'one orange'

The numeral classifier rom is used to denote any fruit (which is round) (Watters

1981: 311). So the numeral classifier is more generic than a specific noun like l-cokud

'orange' (cf. orange tree in English where the head is tree and the modifier is orange).
Since the noun orange behaves like a modifier for the noun 'tree' and the word order in

Ejagham places the head before the modifier, the numeral classifier rain 'round fruits'

precedes the noun l-cdkud 'orange'. Then both the numeral classifier and the noun in

turn precede the numeral p-d 'one'.
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In sum, the motivation for change is similar to Chinese. That is to say, some

discrete spatial nouns in the language can be counted in various ways, and so the

language requires lexical nouns for clarity as far as counting is concerned. The functions
of these nouns are not different from numeral classifiers. The difference is that they
remain more lexical.
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9 Historical Origins of CNNCnsg

This chapter explores the historical development of the various structural patterns of
current CNNCnsg as illustrated in Chapter 6. The types which will be explored are

{N,NUM} (§9.1), {N,NUM,NSG} (§9.2), {N,NUM,CLF} (§9.3), {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}

(§9.4), {N,NUM,OBL,SG} (§9.5), and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} (§9.6).

9.1 {N,NUM}

The {N,NUM} pattern is the simplest pattern of CNNCnsg, ignoring the pattern of

{N,NSG} (referring to {N,DU} or {N,TRI}) where the non-singular marker is not a

cardinal numeral proper). There are a couple of sources for the pattern of {N,NUM},

namely {N+ 'two-ness'} (§9.1.1), {N,NUM,NSG} (§9.1.2), and {N,NUM,CLF}

(§9.1.3).

9.1.1 fN,NUM} <N+ 'two-ness'

This historical pattern suggests that the pattern of {N,NUM} (where Num refers
to the numeral 'two' only) may develop from a syntactic construction in which the noun

became modified by the words meaning 'two-ness', such as 'company' and the like,

through the process of numeralization (cf. §4.4). This historical pattern is supported by
diachronic and synchronic evidence. For example, the words meaning 'wings' or 'eyes'

(or things that come in twos) may be used to denote the number 'two' (Menninger 1969:

119). For example, in Kwaza (Kwaza; Brazil), the word aky means 'to be two' and

'company' (Voort 2004: 214). According to the general tendency of numeralization, it
seems likely that the word aky originally had the meaning 'company', and has later
come to be also used as the numeral 'two', rather than the other way round. In Eskimo-

Aleut, the numeral 'two' has the stem meaning 'one that follows' or 'wave' (Bonnerjea
1978: 53). In Wari' (Chapacura-Wanhan; Brazil), native numerals are not available, but
the verb tucu caracan 'to face each other' denoting the number 'two' can be used

(although nowadays it is actually rarely used) (Everett and Kern 1997: 347-348). The
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issue of words with a numerical interpretation has already been mentioned in § 4.4, so it
will not be repeated here. The stage of N+ 'two-ness' can be regarded as an embryonic

stage before the rise of {N,NUM}.

As in the case of CNNCsg, this change is perhaps attributed to the user's need to

express the exact number (i.e. two). That is, the change involves the principle of

expressivity and economy (cf. §8.1.1). However, the principle of economy also plays a

role in this matter. Instead of creating a new linguistic symbol, humans may prefer to
make use of internal sources to refer to the similar concept. Metaphorical extension such
as this is a frequently observed phenomenon, giving rise to the polysemy of words. In

sum, the overall change deals with semantico-syntactic change (i.e. a change involving
both semantic and syntactic aspects), as the semantic change makes syntactic
constructions like N+ 'two-ness' turn into {N,NUM}.

9.1.2 {N,NUM} < {N,NUM,NSG}

The historical pattern of {N,NUM} < {N,NUM,NSG} suggests that {N,NUM }

may arise from {N,NUM,NSG}. This pattern is evidenced by Celtic languages (Irish and

Welsh), Creoles, and Arabana-Wangkangurru (Pama-Nyungan; South Australia). These
three examples illustrate different contributory change factors.

9.1.2.1 Celtic (Irish and Welsh)

In Old Irish (8th-9th centuries), nouns with numerals from three to ten stand in the

plural (two required the dual form), as shown in (9.1) (McCone 2005: 62). However, in
Modern Irish (13th century- present), the numerals from three to ten are followed by
either a singular or a plural, as shown in (9.2) (O Dochartaigh 1992: 55).

(9.1) Old Irish (William Gillies, personal communication.)
trt caitt

three cat.PL

'three cats'
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(9.2) Modern Irish (William Gillies,personal communication.)

a. tr( cait

three cat.PL

'three cats'

b. tri chat

three cat

'three cats'

The structural change in this case is caused by a change of the phonological

system of the language, namely, the phonetic erosion of final unaccented syllables. This
leads to the loss of some case and number marking, leaving the plural forms formally

indistinguishable from their singulais. To clarify nominal number, the language

developed new number markers. However, in the Irish dialects, the number markers
were not introduced in CNNCnsg with numerals greater than 2 where the number of
entities is made clear by the numeral, and so the qualified nouns can stand in the singular

(Acquaviva 2006: 1866).
The situation in Welsh is quite similar to Irish. In Welsh, the loss of number in

quantificational expressions is perhaps owing to drastic sound changes such as happened
in the Irish language. It is generally thought that heavy stress in Late British (middle of
the fifth century until the earlier half of the sixth century) resulted in the loss of final

syllables, where grammatical number and case markers are supposed to have been

present. This change also gave rise to Neo-British, namely Welsh, Cornish, and Breton.
This process was completed around the middle of the sixth century (Jackson 1953: 5,

618; Watkins 1993: 289).

9.1.2.2 Creoles and Pidgins

Generally speaking, pidgins are simplified languages which are developed as a

medium of communication between groups of people who need a common language.
Such a group of languages evolved through trade or other contacts between the native
inhabitants (typically the inhabitants of countries in the Pacific and the Atlantic) and
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Europeans during the European colonization between the 17,h and the 19th centuries.

Pidgins are a combination of the vocabulary of the superstrates or base languages (i.e.
the languages of the new settlers who have more power, typically Europeans such as the

English, French or Portuguese) and the grammatical structures of the substrates (i.e. the

languages of the native inhabitants). The striking feature of pidgins is their simplified

grammatical structures. For example, the morphological inflections typical of European

languages (such as number and gender markers) are removed. In other words, most of

the pidgins are simplified versions of one of the European languages. A pidgin is like a

language created ad hoc and so it does not have native speakers and the range of its use

is limited. Later when a pidgin is increasingly learned and spoken natively by

generations in a whole community and its grammatical structure and vocabulary are

elaborated, the pidgin may become a Creole. So a Creole is, in other words, a nativized

pidgin of the speech community. It is used for all purposes of the speech community.

Angolar, spoken in Sao Tome Island, western Africa is an example. It is a Portuguese-
based Creole with a substrate of Angolan Bantu languages, spoken by native African
labourers and slaves from Angola (Matthews 1997: 81-82; Holm 2000: 5-6; Romaine
2006: 600-601; Anderson et al. 2006: 751-752).

This section suggests an evolutionary path for CNNCnsg in Creoles and Pidgins

(CP) based on a sample of 10 languages representing 5 different macro areas. The

evolutionary path in CP is different from those of other languages or language groups.

That is to say, in CP, the evolutionary path starts from the current CNNCnsg of the

superstrates, i.e. European and Arabic languages, which use the pattern of

{N,NUM,NSG} for their CNNCnsg- Therefore, the evolutionary paths of CNNCnsg in
CP refer to the structural change from the superstrates to the CP; not within the creole or

pidgin language itself.
There are 2 structural types found in CP, namely {N,NUM,NSG} and

{N,NUM}. Almost all the CP in my sample show a historical development from

{N,NUM.NSG} to {N,NUM}. This is because of the tendency of CP to simplify the

superstate (which may be rich in grammatical categories especially in the case of
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European languages) by avoiding redundant complications such as inflections including

grammatical number markers.
The prominent characteristic of the historical development of CNNCnsg in CP is

that almost all CP languages take the same route, even though they are not genetically or

geographically related. The immediate question then arises: why is there such a

similarity among CP languages?

According to Holm (2000: 28), there are currently two schools of thought on the

origin of Creoles. One is the universalist and the other is the substratist. In the
universalist theory, led by Adolpho Coelho, the nineteenth century Portuguese

philologist (Holm 2000: 27), the form of Creoles (e.g. simplification) should be
attributed to "certain universal tendencies in second language learning by adults rather
than to the influence of substrate languages" (Holm 2000: 27-28).

Regarding the substratist suggestion, proposed by Lucien Adam, the French

philologist (1883 in Holm 2000: 28), Creoles are influenced by the substrate, as

illustrated by an Atlantic Creole and various African languages, where the formation of
the plural with the third person plural pronoun and some phonological features can be
attributed to the substrate.

It may be the case that both theories are right to some extent, and it may also

depend on which aspects of grammar are under discussion. Regarding CNNCnsg, if the
extra elements are number markers, they seem to be always dropped despite the fact that
the CNNCnsg in the substrates is also {N,NUM,NSG}. So this phenomenon is very

consistent with a universalist view. However, there is evidence that if the extra elements

are numeral classifiers, they might be used in CNNCs. This is illustrated by Chinese

Pidgin English below. Thus the substratists are probably right for this case.

(9.3) Chinese Pidgin English (Holm 1988: 516)
tri pisi tebal
three CLF 'lit. piece' table
'three tables'
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So far when compared with other groups of languages, it can be noticed that the
CP group fits well with the general principles of language evolution, namely the

principles of economy and distinctness. Therefore, the pattern of {N,NUM} is suitable
for serving a communicative function. Also, CP reflect the unique development of

CNNCnsg- That is, regarding CNNCnsg, many languages are likely to develop towards

complexity rather than simplicity. On the contrary, for Creoles, the CNNCnsg develops
towards simplicity.

9.1.3 {N,NUM} < {N,NUM,CLF}

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM.CLF} or {N,NUM}, as illustrated in (9.4), is

derived from {N,NUM,CLF}.

(9.4) Nivkh (Gruzdeva 1998: 62)

n 'ivyq menrf

man two.CLF

'two men'

As already mentioned (§8.1.2), {N,NUM.CLF} is a simplex construction where
the concepts and forms of a numeral and a numeral classifier are fused into one

morpheme. {N,NUM}, which arises from {N,NUM,CLF}, has already been described in

§8.1.2, but in that section the focus was on CNNCsg and attention was concentrated on

only one language, namely Beijing Mandarin. In this section, we will look at CNNCnsg-
Once again, Beijing Mandarin provides evidence of this historical pattern. According to

Chirkova (2004: 1), the fusing of the numeral one with the numeral classifier ge51 has
also spread to the numerals two to ten in spoken Beijing Mandarin, particularly in the
case of the numerals Hang 'two' and san 'three', which become lid and sa respectively.
Both of these forms can be used attributively and nominally. They are regarded as fully

lexicalized; that is, the two new forms lid and sa express two new meanings, namely
'two items of' and 'three items of' respectively. Both lid and sa have their own character

transcriptions and have also been included in most standard dictionaries. Although the
numerals four to ten have also been fused with ge51, they are rarely used and are not yet
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Iexicalized, so they do not have character transcriptions and are accordingly not included
in dictionaries.

Unfortunately, the process of change is not mentioned at all in Chirkova (2004).
Since there is no available historical evidence which shows the process of change from

{N,NUM,CLF} to {N,NUM} within a language, we may need to view this

developmental pattern across languages, based on the assumption that the diversity of
structural patterns mirrors the (hypothetical) evolutionary ladder. Four languages are

selected to represent the process of change, namely Semelai (Austro-Asiatic; Malaysia),
Taba (Austronesian; Indonesia), Warekena (Arawakan; Brazil and neighbours), and
Nivkh (isolate; Siberia, Russia). These languages display a typological continuum and a

diachronic pattern of language change from {N,NUM,CLF} to {N,NUM} (where the
numeral classifier is fused with the numeral), as illustrated in Figure 9.1 below.

NUM+CLF NUM-CLF(clitic/prefix) NUM-CLF (affix/fusion) NUM.CLF

Semelai Taba Warekena Nivkh

least compact^ I I | I ^ most compact

analytical synthetic lexicalized

Fig. 9.1 Continuum of compactness of numeral plus numeral classifier

Figure 9.1 illustrates various degrees of compactness in the combination of
numerals and numeral classifiers from language to language. The least compact

language in terms of numeral and numeral classifier is found on the analytical end

(Semelai, exemplified in (9.5) below), where both numerals and numeral classifiers are

free forms.

(9.5) Semelai (Kruspe 2004: 204)

tmpoh bjeP ch op
seven CLF hill

'seven hills'
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9.2 {N,NUM,NSG}

{N,NUM,NSG} is one of the most interesting cases. Here the non-singular marker is

seemingly redundant when used in CNNCs. The immediate question thus arises: why is
the non-singular marker required in the construction? There are a few historical routes

which may have led to the current pattern of {N,NUM,NSG}.

9.2.1 {N,NUM,NSG} < {N,NSG} where NSG is plural

One possible route is for {N,NUM,NSG} to have developed from {N,NSG}. The

non-singular markers here refer to plural markers only (for dual marker, see §9.2.2

below). As there is no direct evidence for this developmental pattern, the argument is
based mainly on grammaticalization theory. The pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} consists of
three constituents, namely N, Num, and NSG. It is reasonable to assume that the three

constituents were not originally combined together simultaneously. So, there are 3

logically possible combinations regarding the emergence of {N,NUM,NSG}.

1) The construction of {N,NUM} emerged first and then the non-singular was

combined with it later. This possibility is represented by the notation:

[[N,NUM]+NSG]].

2) The construction of {NSG,NUM} emerged first and then the noun was combined

later, represented by the notation: [[NSG,NUM]+N]].

3) The construction of {N,NSG} emerged first and then the numeral was combined

later, represented by the notation: [[N,NSG]+NUM]].

It is proposed that the third possibility is the most plausible, whereas the other
two seem less likely. For the first possibility, it would appear to be quite difficult to find
the speaker's motivation for adding the non-singular marker to {N,NUM} if the pattern

of {N,NUM} being used is already sufficient in terms of practicalities. No languages in
the current sample show this route (except the Creoles, see §9.2.3). Regarding the second

logical possibility, the combination of numeral and number does not make sense at all. It
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may also be noticed that languages in which a plural marker is attached to a numeral are

extremely rare. Wolof (Niger-Congo; Gambia and Senegal) is the only language in the
current sample illustrating this, as shown below:

(9.8) Wolof (Ngom 2003: 48)
naar-i xarit

two-PL friend
'two friends'

One possible explanation is that Wolof is a language where number distinction is

expressed through postnominal determiners (cf. Ngom 2003: 19-33) as shown below:
(9.9) Wolof (Ngom 2003: 19)

xale bi/yi
child DEF.SG/DEF.PL

'the child/children'

It is possible that numerals may be treated in the same way as determiners. It is
not surprising that number distinctions can be made on some other elements such as

verbs (i.e. verbal number) or determiners. However, although this is sensible for all

determiners, it is not for the case of numerals, because the number of the referent is clear

from the numerals. So it may be the case that Wolof, a language with noun classes, may
lack or might have lost class-number agreement attached to nouns but the class-number

system remains and appears on the modifiers. Then the class-number agreement

becomes attached to modifiers (including numerals) (cf. Ngom 2003: 19).
The third possibility is, however, the most likely because it can be explained in

terms of grammaticalization. Since a discussion of the third possibility overlaps with the

typological continuum of obligatoriness of plural marking which was dealt with in

§5.1.3 and also reflects the diachronic pathway of the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG}, this

topic will not be repeated here.
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9.2.2 fN,NUM,NSG} < {N,NSG} where NSG is dual

This pattern indicates that {N,NSG} in a language can develop into

{N,NUM,NSG}. Due to the fact that the NSG in {N,NSG} to be discussed here is the

dual marker only, the notation will be changed to {N,DU}. Also the NSG in

{N,NUM,NSG} deals with the plural only, so the notation will be changed to

{N,NUM,PL} when mentioned. Arabic (Afro-Asiatic) and Futuna-Aniwa (Austronesian;

Vanuatu) provide helpful evidence for this developmental pattern.

9.2.2.1 Arabic

Based on the diachronic discussion of the split of the old dual morpheme from
Classical Arabic to the Arabic dialects provided by Blanc (1970), we may summarize
the change in patterns of CNNCs in Arabic as follows.

In Classical Arabic (8th-10th centuries), the pattern of {N,DU} was used to

convey the two-ness of the referents. At that time, the dual marker functioned as a

grammatical concord category. For example, the sentence 'inna hadayni Iwaladayni

kana sadiqayni hamlmayn 'these two boys were close friends' "or rendering dual forms

by a subscript 2, 'these2 boy2 were2 close2 friend2"' (Blanc 1970: 43). It can be seen that
the dual is not suffixed only to the noun, but also to the other elements in the sentence.

So the pattern with two referents can be represented as {N,DU} as in (9.10) below.

(9.10) Classical Arabic (Blanc 1970: 43)

Iwaladayni

boy.DU

'two boys'

Later, in the Arabic dialects (which have developed from Classical Arabic), the
dual is no longer a grammatical concord category. Instead, basically only nouns are

marked for the dual, while other elements are not. Since the dual is used only with

nouns, its function is not much different to that of the numeral two. That is, the dual only
indicates the number of the referents; it is not an agreement marker. Accordingly, when
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it is clear from the context that the referents are two, then the dual is not necessary. In
the Arabic dialects some nouns do not have the dual form, but use the numeral two

instead, and the plural form of the noun can be used to indicate the number 'more than
one' including 'two'. So at this stage, the pattern of {N,NUM,PL} can be used instead of

{N,DU} as in (9.11).

(9.11) An Arabic dialect (Blanc 1970: 44)

itnen 'asakir

two policeman.PL

'two policemen'

According to Blanc, in many Arabic dialects, the use of the dual is restricted to

only a small set of nouns, or it is used with special meanings. For example, instead of

indicating the exact number 'two', it can refer to a small quantity, as in 'irsen 'two or a

couple of piastres'. However, in some dialects the dual remains productive, such as in
those dialects of the Syro-Mesopotamian area. Generally speaking, it is possible to see

the use of {N,NUM,PL} and {N,DU} as alternating constructions. However, it is worth

mentioning that there is also the pattern of {N,NUM,DU}, i.e. where the dual suffix is
added even if the numeral 'two' is present. This pattern indicates the special sense of

'just two', for example, flh ihlimalen itnen 'there are (just) two possibilities.' (Blanc
1970: 44).

In sum, the historical change in the use of dual constructions suggests that the

{N,DU} pattern may have split into three current patterns, namely {N,DU},

{N,NUM,DU} and {N,NUM,PL}.
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9.2.2.2 Futuna-Aniwa

In Futuna-Aniwa (Austronesian; Vanuatu), there are two patterns for expressing
the two-ness of things—namely {N,DU} and {N,NUM,DU}, as exemplified in (9.12a-

b).

(9.12) Futuna-Aniwa (Dougherty 1983 in Dryer 1989b: 869)

a. fN.DU)

ru fare
DU house

'two houses'

b. (N,NUM,DU)

ru tagata e rua

DU man two

'two men' (NB: e = not glossed, but probably NUMPCL)

The examples in (9.12a-b) illustrate two patterns of CNNCNSg (Dual only). One
is the use of the dual marker alone, which Dryer (1989b: 869) refers to as the dual word,
and the other is the use of the dual marker along with the numeral 'two'. According to

Dryer (1989b: 869), this dual marker is cognate with the numeral 'two'. However, the
dual marker 'ru' also has the grammatical function of an article because it is present in
the article paradigm. Following a general tendency in many languages, it is possible that
the dual marker has been grammaticalized from the numeral 'two'. This is because it
shows grammatical meaning (the fact that it is used as an article) and also because it
shows phonetic erosion (the loss of the final vowel). Once it assumed the function of an

article, the meaning of the numeral 'two' was bleached and almost lost. That is the
reason why the numeral 'two' was required again when the speakers wanted to express

the two-ness of referents. So the development can be assumed to have started from

{N,NUM} and then changed to {N,DU} and then {N,NUM,DU} via the

grammaticalization process.
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9.2.3 fN,NUM,NSG} < {N,NUM}

This developmental pattern indicates that {N,NUM} develops from

{N,NUM,NSG}, as illustrated by Creoles and Pidgins (CP). Looking at data from

Pidgins and Creoles, there are 4 out of 12 languages in the sample which adopt the

{N,NUM,NSG} pattern (although somewhat incompletely) from the superstrate

languages, in which the CNNCnsg requires a non-singular marker. This situation may be
the consequence of decreolization, the historical process by which a Creole develops
towards the standard or prestige languages from which it derived. Decreolization is
motivated by social reasons; that is, the speakers of the creole wish to standardize their

language by adopting grammatical features of the superstrate language (which is

regarded as more prestigious), and by dropping non-standard grammatical features

(Holm 2000: 50).

As shown in the types and distribution of CNNCnsg in CP, there is some degree

of variation in CNNCnsg- In some languages, {N,NUM,NSG} used along side

{N,NUM} as an exceptional case (e.g. Berbice Dutch Creole), an alternative mode (e.g.

Belizean, Nigerian Pidgin, Nubi) and a primary mode (Hawaiian Creole). This suggests

varying degrees of decreolization.

The change from {N,NUM} to {N,NUM,NSG} is rare, and evidenced only by

Creoles and pidgins. This is interesting because it suggests that in languages with

{N,NUM,NSG}, the starting point is not likely to be {N,NUM}, but rather {N,NSG}.
Cases where {N,NUM} have turned into {N,NUM,NSG} can be attributed to

decreolization only. Decreolization also implies that conscious choice of the speakers is
involved in the change. That is, when the speakers realize that the use of non-singular
marker in CNNCNSG sounds standard, then the speakers try to change it. This suggests

a unique kind of change which contradicts the principle of economy.
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9.2.4 fN,NUM,NSG} < {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}

This pattern indicates that {N,NUM,NSG} may develop from

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG}. It is illustrated by the history of English and Arabic. Although
both represent the same developmental pathway, the factors of the change are different.

9.2.4.1 English

In Old English (mid-5th - 11th centuries), numerals can be used both adjectivally

(alias attributively) and nominally. The numerals which can be used adjectivally are the
numerals up to 19, and these behave just like most present-day English numerals; that is,

they modify nouns and are placed directly before such nouns. The numerals which can

be used nominally are high round numerals, typically multiples of ten such as 20 and 30.
These behave like nouns, requiring the quantified nouns to be in the genitive plural (cf.

§5.3.4). The numerals 100 and 1000 are both regularly followed by a noun in the

genitive plural (Mustanoja 1960: 291; Marsden 2004: 380).
Based on several Old English grammars, two structural types of CNNCnsg are

observed, paralleled with the syntactic behaviours of numerals. One is {N,NUM,NSG},
where the numerals are used attributively and where nouns are basically in the
nominative plural (when the noun phrase is in a nominative case position, i.e. normally

unmarked) as in (9.13a-b). The other is {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} where the nouns are in the

genitive plural, as in (9.13c). The latter type is probably more common, especially with

high round numerals. As the inflectional endings began to disappear, the adjectival use
of numerals (i.e.{N,NUM,NSG} became more widely used, as seen in Middle English

(1066 AD-1500 AD), shown in (9.14a), although some instances of

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} survived, as shown in (9.14b-c) (notice the use of o/-periphrasis
instead of genitive case in (9.14c)) (Mustanoja 1960: 291; Marsden 2004: 380; Mosse
1979: 52).

(9.13) Old English
a. twegen scea Pan

two criminal.PL

'two criminals' (Marsden 2004: 380)
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b. fif menn

five man.PL

'five men' (Quirk 1957: 37)

c. feower hund wintra

four hundred winter.GEN.PL (lit. 'ofwinters')

four hundred winters' (Marsden 2004: 380)

(9.14) Middle English (Mustanoja 1960: 291)
a. an hundred knyghtes

one hundred knight.PL
'one hundred knights'

b. fele hundred wintre

many hundred winter.GEN.PL

'many hundred winters'

c. of ladies foure and twenty

of ladies four and twenty

'twenty four ladies'

The change in the grammatical behaviour of the high round numerals affects the
CNNCs. In Old English they are used in {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} (i.e. genitive plural and
later with o/-periphrasis), and then in Modern English they are normally used in

{N,NUM,NSG}. Hence in Modern English the expression *thirty of years is

ungrammatical. It may be concluded that the CNNCnsg in English has become simpler
because of the change in grammatical behaviour of numerals (i.e. from noun-like to

adjective-like). The numerals tend to behave in the same way, namely they are used

adjectivally. This kind of change in the grammatical behaviour of high-valued numerals
such as took place in the history of English may be a tendency found in European

languages in general. In Old Irish, high-valued numerals, such as cet 'hundred' and mile

'thousand', required the nouns to be in the genitive plural (Thurneysen 1975: 244), but
in Scottish Gaelic and Modern Irish (the descendants of Old Irish), these numerals are
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followed by the singular instead (Gillies 1993: 181). Another example is Norwegian

(Indo-European, Germanic), a language which developed from Old Norse. In Old Norse,
the high-valued numerals are nouns and they are followed by nouns in genitive plural,
for example, fimm hundrud manna [five hundreds of men] 'five hundred men'. But in
the Norwegian spoken today, the genitive case is dropped, giving rise to fem hundre
menn [five hundreds men] (NB: hundred in plural) 'five hundred men' (Kinn 2004: 1).

In summary, this phenomenon is compatible with the universal proposed in
Corbett (1978: 61), that "if numerals vary in behaviour then the higher will be nounier,"
and so constructions which consist of high numerals require genitive insertion only to

avoid double nominatives (cf. §5.3.4). The fact that [N,NUM,OBL,NSG] occurs for

higher numbers in many other Indo-European languages, both contemporary and even

older languages such as Latin (Clackson 2004: 805), suggests that the value of cardinal
numerals in Indo-European varies in syntactic behaviour. The situation as such might
have existed since Proto-Indo-European. The difference in grammatical behaviour
between the high and low numerals suggests that the two numerals came into being at

different times (see Hurford (1987 and 2001) for the grammatical idiosyncrasies of the
low numerals). Over time, the high valued numbers have a general tendency to become
more adjective-like, giving rise to the replacement of [N,NUM,OBL,NSG] with

[N,NUM,NSG] as in English and Norwegian.

9.2.4.2 Arabic

In Old Arabic (i.e. Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic or MSA30)
[N,NUM,OBL,NSG] for high numerals is employed as a means of forming CNNCnsg.
as shown in (9.15a-b). On the other hand, in New Arabic (New Arabic dialects), which

has developed from Old Arabic, [N,NUM,NSG] is used, as shown in (9.16).

30 It is noted in Prochazka, (2006: 424) that MSA is practically identical in phonology, morphology, and
syntax to CA, but it exhibits major differences from it in lexicon, phraseology, and style [...] The various
dialects belong to a language type called 'New Arabic,' whereas both CA and (in spite of its label
'modern') present-day MSA are 'Old Arabic.'
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(9.15) Old Arabic

a. MSA (Holes 1995: 173)

Parbaat-u ?awla:d-in

four.F-NOM boy.PL-GEN

'four boys'

b. Classical Arabic (Benmamoun, 2003: 761)

xamsat-u kutub-in

five-NOM book.PL-GEN

'five books'

(9.16) New Arabic

Maltese (Borg 1997: 268)
tliet bajdiet

three egg.PL

'three eggs'

Therefore we can see that {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} has changed into

{N,NUM,NSG}. The change obviously involves the loss of oblique case (here genitive

case). It is generally recognised that the loss of cases and mood endings in New Arabic
is a major characteristic which differentiates it from Old Arabic. According to the
evidence of old inscriptions, the loss of case endings might have taken place as early as

the 1st century C.E. (Prochazka 2006: 424). So Arabic is another case showing that the

change in CNNCs is affected by another area of grammar.
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9.3 {N,NUM,CLF}

The pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} can be derived from {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG}. As

the developmental pattern {N,NUM,CLF} < {N,NUM} has already been described in

CNNCsg in §8.3.1, it will not be repeated here.

{N,NUM,CLF} < {N,NUM,NSG}

This developmental pattern indicates that {N,NUM,CLF} can arise from

{N,NUM,NSG}. This can be illustrated by Bengali (alias Bangla), an Indo-Iranian

language spoken in eastern India. According to Dasgupta (2003), contemporary Bengali

possesses {N,NUM,CLF}, as shown in (9.17) below.
(9.17) Bengali (DaSGupta 2003:380)

duto boi

two.CLF book

'two books'

This language developed from the Sanskrit language, an ancient Indian language.

Following the traditional view for Indo-European, Sanskrit does not possess numeral

classifiers, but rather uses the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} instead. So it is reasonable to

conclude that {N,NUM,CLF} is a new pattern in Bengali, and this is true at least when

considering the line from Sanskrit or pre-Bengali to modern Bengali.

Chatterji (1926: 777-781) surveys some numeral classifiers in Bengali by

comparing the forms with its sister languages and comes to the conclusion that the
numeral classifier system originated in pre-Bengali and other sister languages such as

Oriya, Assamese, and Maithili, no later than the New Indo-Aryan period or at least
before 1000 AD.

Regarding the motivation for the emergence of the numeral classifier system in

Bengali or other Indian languages, most scholars, among them, Emeneau (1956: 16),

speculates that the numeral classifier systems spread from Southeast Asia to India. The

evidence, however, remains inconclusive.
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9.4 {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}

The pattern of {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} (which is a complex construction) may have

developed from the patterns of {N,NUM,NSG} and {N,NUM}. The former is illustrated

by Malto (Dravidian; India) (§9.4.1), and the latter by Chantyal (Sino-Tibetan; Nepal)

(§9.4.2).

9.4.1 {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} < fN,NUM,NSG}

In Malto, there are two patterns of CNNCnsg, namely {N,NUM,CLF} for non-
human nouns31 and {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} for human nouns. These two patterns are

shown in (9.18a) and (9.18b) respectively, but only the latter concerns us in this section.

(9.18) Malto (Steever 1998: 372)

a. tlni maq oydu
three CLF cow

'three cows'

b. tlni jen male-r
three CLF man-PL

'three men'

It is conjectured that the numeral classifier systems are presumably not

indigenous in the Dravidian languages, which include Malto. In the oldest Dravidian

texts, which are written in Classical Tamil (150 BC- pre-fifth/sixth centuries AD)

(Ronald Asher, personal communication; Rajam 1992), no numeral classifiers are

observed. Rather, the patterns of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG} are already employed

(Thomas Lehmann, personal communication). This is shown below.

31
Following the general tendency of the animacy hierarchy (cf. Haspelmath 2005: 142), in Malto, non-

human nouns are not marked for number, whereas the human nouns are (Steever 1998: 362).
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(9.19) Classical Tamil

a. munnuru ur

three.hundred town

'three hundred towns' (Rajam 1992: 277)

b. antaNar iruvar

brahmin.PL two.3PL3'

'two brahmins' (Thomas Lehmann, personal communication)

In the Classical Tamil grammar written by Rajam (1992) (which is perhaps the
most comprehensive among the Classical Tamil grammars (Ronald Asher, personal

communication)), numeral classifiers are not mentioned at all. So the numeral classifiers

might have been developed individually later. In addition, according to the distribution
of numeral classifier systems in Dravidian languages, it is noticeable that numeral

classifiers are not found in Southern Dravidian, for example Modem Tamil (Southern

Dravidian, India, Sri Lanka) (see (9.20)). Rather they are observed in some languages of
Central Dravidian, for example Kolami (Central Dravidian; Andhra Pradesh and

adjacent areas) as in (9.21), and Northern Dravidian, for example Malto, as in (9.18)
above—that is, the areas where the languages are in contact with Indo-Aryan languages.

(9.20) Tamil (Lehmann 1989: 111)

aintu nalla cattail-kal

five nice shirt-PL

'five nice shirts'

(9.21) Kolami (Subrahmanyam 1998: 306).
a. (N,NUM,CLF,NSG/ for Indo-Aryan numerals

paj jen mds-ur

five CLF man-PL

five men'

32 Iruvar = a pronominal numeralized (cf. §8.1.2)
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b. {N,NUM,NSG/ for native numerals

ayd mas-ur

five man-PL

five men'

So, viewing the change in CNNCs at the level of whole language family (i.e.
from Proto-Dravidian or pre-Malto to modern Malto), we can see that

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} is relatively innovative, compared to {N,NUM} or

{N,NUM,NSG}. Since there is evidence that the numeral classifier is used with Indo-

Aryan numerals, but not native numerals, we may conclude that the emergence of

{N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} is attributable to language contact with Indo-

Aryan languages. This observation is also made by Emeneau (1956: 14), as follows:

[...] Indo-Aryan classifier morphemes are used only with Indo-Aryan
numerals in some of the non-Indo-Aryan languages [...] It spread thence
to the other languages as a total construction consisting of
numeral+classifier, and then was elaborated in some of the languages
with native material, the native numerals, native morphemes as additional
classifiers, etc.

9.4.2 fN,NUM,CLF,NSG} < {N,NUM}

Chantyal (Sino-Tibetan; Nepal) is categorized as mixed with respect to

CNNCnsg- There are four structural patterns used, namely {N,NUM}, {N,NUM,NSG},

{N,NUM,CLF}, and (N,NUM,NSG,CLF}. Only the last structural pattern concerns us

in this section. This pattern, {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}, is only restrictively used:

specifically, the numeral classifier is used with the numerals 1-3, and the non-singular
marker is not obligatory. For example,

(9.22) Chantyal (Noonan 2003: 318)

tin-ta j3mm ay naku-ma

three-CLF all dog-PL
'all three dogs'
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However, the question is what the original pattern in Chantyal or pre-Chantyal
would have been, before the emergence of {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}. Old written records of

Chantyal which might have shown the original CNNCnsg pattern of the language are not

available, but it is possible to make a deduction from (1) the patterns of CNNCnsg in the
Pre-Classical or Classical Tibetan texts (which are presumed to be the oldest texts in the

Bodic languages, the genus to which Chantyal belongs) and (2) the patterns of

CNNCnsg in the Bodic languages themselves.

According to the two kinds of evidence, it is highly possible that {N,NUM}
should be the pattern of proto-Bodic languages, and if this is proved true, it would

suggest that other patterns are innovative. In Pre-Classical Tibetan and in Classical

Tibetan, only one instance of {N,NUM} is found, as shown below, and the other

patterns are not recorded at all.

(9.23) Pre-Classical Tibetan (late 8'1' Century)
deltar mchodrten bzhiyang brtsigslagsna
thus stupa four.TOP built.AUX.SUB
'Thus when the four stupas had been built...' (Denwood 1999: 269)

The five languages of the Bodic genus are listed below:

Camling

Chantyal

Tamang
Tibetan

Nar-Phu

{N.NUM,CLF), {N.NUM,CLF.NSGI

/N.NUM), (N,NUM,NSGj,[N.NUM, CLF.NSGj

/N.NUMJ

(N,NUM)

{N,NUMj

It is noticeable that among the 5 languages, {N,NUM} is the most common.

Although it would be quite risky to draw from this small sample the firm conclusion that

{N,NUM} is the basic type of the proto-Bodic languages, it is nevertheless striking at

least that {N,NUM} is found in 4 out of the 5 sampled languages. The most that can be
said at this stage is that {N,NUM} seems to be the most likely candidate for the potential
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basic type of Proto-Bodic, although further research would be required to confirm this

hypothesis.
As generally recognized, {N,NUM,CLF} is commonly found in Sino-Tibetan

languages. However, some scholars (see LaPollar 2003: 7, and references therein) argue
that numeral classifiers do not exist in Proto-Sino-Tibetan (PST). There are two

considerations which may make this view plausible. Firstly, geographically, the

frequency of numeral classifiers is strikingly lower in the western part of this area,

whereas in the eastern part almost all the languages have an obligatory classifier system.
This is shown below in the map generated with WALS (Gil 2005).
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Map 9.1 Geographical Distribution of numeral classifiers in Sino-Tibetan (Gil 2005)

According to the survey of numeral classifiers conducted by Gil (2005), among
the 19 Sino-Tibetan languages, numeral classifiers in 13 languages are obligatory and in
4 languages are absent (all 4 are affiliated to the Bodic genus) and in 2 are optional. This

suggests two possibilities. One is that the classifiers inherited from Proto-Sino-Tibetan
are being lost in the western part of the family. Another is that numeral classifiers did
not exist in Proto-Sino-Tibetan, but developed later in some individual languages (La
Pollar 2003b: 27), especially the Sinitic languages. It is this second possibility which
seems more plausible. This is because there is no remnant or trace of numeral classifiers
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to be found in the non-numeral classifier languages in this family (cf. the remnant noun

classes in Niger-Congo languages), so the suggestion that this system used to exist in the
Proto-Bodic is not compelling. Also, the use of numeral classifiers in some Tibetan

languages is not productive compared to the Sinitic languages. An example is Chantyal
where the numeral classifiers are used with Nepali numerals. As pointed out in Noonan

(2003), it seems evident that the numeral classifier system is not native to Chantyal, but
it is borrowed imperfectly from its influential neighbouring language, Nepali (an Indo-

Aryan language, spoken in Nepal), via the borrowing of the Nepali numerals. This claim
is evidenced by the examples below. There are only two classifiers suffixed to the
numerals 1-3; namely -jana for human nouns and -ta for non-human nouns.

Nepali Chantyal

dui-ta'two-CLF' (Turnbull 1923: 51) duy-ta 'two-CLF'

tin-duta 'three-CLF' (Riccardi 2003: 559) tin-ta 'three-CLF' (Noonan 2003:321)

Regarding the use of plural markers, Chantyal is not obligatorily marked for
number (Noonan 2003: 318). Because the Chantyal language is under the influence of

Nepali, it is quite possible that {N,NUM,NSG} might have developed due to contact

with some Indie languages, such as Nepali which possesses the non-singular marker

(Michael Noonan, personal communication). However, how the non-singular marker
was borrowed is far from clear.

To summarise, like Malto, Chantyal exemplifies the spread of the numeral
classifier systems via the borrowing of numeral systems (cf. Japanese in §8.3.1.2).
Numeral borrowing seems to be a common factor which leads to the adoption of
numeral classifier systems. As for cases like Chantyal, the adoption of a numeral
classifier system is more easily conceivable (than in Maito/Japanese) because the
numeral classifiers are bound to the numerals as a single word.
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9.5 {N,NUM,OBL,SG}

The pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} is another complex CNNCnsg pattern. There are a

couple of sources for the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG}, namely {N,NUM,NSG}

(§9.5.1) and {N,NUM} (§9.5.2).

9.5.1 {N,NUM,OBL,SG} < {N,NUM,NSG}

One possible explanation for the appearance of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} in a

language is that it may have developed from {N,NUM,NSG}. Russian provides helpful
evidence for this pattern. In Russian, {N,NUM,OBL,SG} (where the Obi is a genitive

case) is used when the numerals are 2-4. Below is an example of this use with the
numeral two.

(9.24) Modern Russian (Neidle 1988: 95)

dva dnja
two day. GEN.SG

'two days'

This pattern had developed from {N,NUM,NSG} in Old Russian (1100-1500

AD). According to Matthews (1960: 197-8) and Vlasto (1986: 232), the change occurred
with the numeral two first and then extended to the numerals three and four.

In Old Russian, there were three grammatical numbers, namely singular, dual,
and plural. The dual had been used in conjunction with the numeral two, as in (9.25a).
At the beginning of the 13th century, the dual form, except in the nominative and

accusative, was gradually lost and replaced by the plural, as shown in (9.25b). The
nouns in the dual nominative and accusative forms were identical in general with the

genitive singular form and hence the dual was reinterpreted as genitive singular (as in

(9.25c)), although the nominative/accusative and genitive singular forms show different
stress placement. Later, since the Muscovite period (14th-17th century), this process

gradually extended to the numeral 'three' and the numeral 'four' which were previously
followed by the plural.
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(9.25) Old Russian (Matthews 1960)

a. za mex" dve iogate

for fur two.DU pence.DU
'two pence for the fur' (p.197)

h. moi dva zereb'ja
1SG.POSS two colt.PL

'my two colts' (p. 198)

c. dve zeny

two woman.GEN. SG

'two women' (p. 198)

9.5.2 {N,NUM, OBL,SG} < fN,NUM}

This pattern of development indicates that {N,NUM,OBL,SG} may arise from

{N,NUM}. This pathway is observed in Finnish, a Uralic language. Finnish uses the

pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} (where OBL is a partitive case) for CNNCnsg as shown
below.

(9.26) Finnish (Nelson 1998:46)

yhdeksan omena-a

nine apple-PRTV
'nine apples'

The key question is what the pattern prior to {N,NUM,OBL,SG} was. Due to the
shallow time depth of written documents in Finnish, there is no written evidence

indicating the previous pattern of CNNCnsg in the language. It is possible that the

pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} has existed since Proto-Finnic,33 but due to the lack of
written records we are not able to indicate the previous pattern of CNNCnsg at the level
of the language or even genus. So we may have to look at the level of the family.

33The pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} might have also been present in sister languages to Modern Finnish
like Estonian (Virve-Anneli Vihman, personal communication).
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Finnish is affiliated to the Uralic family. The existence of the Proto-Uralic family
and the relationships among its main sub-branches are a matter of discussion (see
Marcantonio 2002 and Bakro-Nagy 2005, for instance). However, the discussion in this
section assumes that the Proto-Uralic family exists, and that Finnish is affiliated to the
Uralic family. According to Koptjevskaja-Tamm and Walchli (2001: 699-670), the

original pattern of CNNCnsg in Proto-Uralic has been under debate. This is because

{N,NUM} is always present in languages which have had contact with Turkic

languages, where {N,NUM} is dominant. Also, in some Uralic languages like Mordvin,

spoken in Mordovia, Russia, nouns may be marked for plural after the numerals 2-10

(albeit infrequently). However, on the basis of data in a reference work The Uralic

Languages (Abondolo 1998),34 it seems that the Uralic languages often employ

{N,NUM} as the primary means of forming CNNCnsg- This is illustrated by Selkup,
which belongs to the Samoyedic genus, spoken in Russia, and Hungarian, which belongs
to the Ugric genus. Below are examples from the two languages.

(9.27) Selkup (Helimski 1998 575)
s'itti qum

two person

'two persons'

(9.28) Hungarian (Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi 1998: 229)
harom fiu

three boy
'three boys'

The other two patterns, namely {N,NUM,OBL,SG} and {N,NUM,NSG}, are not

productive. {N,NUM,OBL,SG} is limited to the languages around the Baltic sea.

{N,NUM,NSG} is mentioned only in Nganasan (Samoyedic; Russia), but the use of the

plural marker seems optional (Abondolo 1998).

34 This reference describes the grammars of 18 languages representing various branches.
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Therefore, in terms of productivity, the pattern of {N,NUM} in modern Uralic

languages is the most likely the original pattern in Proto-Uralic because it is the pattern

normally present in the family. However, further comparative research on the pattern of

CNNCnsg in all Uralic languages is required to confirm this hypothesis.
As for {N,NUM,OBL,SG}, which is used in Finnish and Estonian, this pattern is

unlikely to be inherited from Proto-Uralic because the pattern is found only around the
Baltic sea where the use of genitive case in CNNCs is commonly found, as is typical in
Slavic & Baltic languages. Koptjevskaja-Tamm and Walchli (2001: 698-701) believe
that the use of partitive case in CNNCnsg in Finnish can be attributed to contact with
Baltic languages (e.g. Lithuanian) and Slavic languages (e.g. Russian). Koptjevskaja-
Tamm and Walchli also point out that the use of the partitive case in CNNCnsg is
similar to the so-called genitive case of Russian. That is, Slavic and Finnic numerals

greater than one behave nominally in positions which require nominative or accusative
case (i.e. the numeral is marked for the nominative or accusative case in the same way as

nouns are, see example (9.29a)) and adjectivally in other positions (i.e. the case of the
numeral agrees with nouns in the same way as adjectives do, see example (9.29b)).

(9.29) Russian (Koptjevskaja-Tamm and Walchli 2001: 698).
a. ja vizu [pjat' stakan-ov]

1SG.NOM see.PRES.lSG five.NOM/ACC glass-GEN.PL
7 see five glasses.'

b. ja prisla s [pjat'-ju stakan-ami]
1SG.NOM come.PST.F.SG with five-INS glass-INS.PL
7 come with five glasses.'

This similarity suggests that the use of partitive case in Finnic is influenced by
Slavic although it is not clear how the system is influenced. However, Larsson (2001:

244-247) argues on the basis of loanwords and certain syntactic similarities that the
Finnic languages are in fact heavily influenced by Baltic languages, especially

Lithuanian, since perhaps 3000-4000 years ago. The correspondence between genitive
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case in Baltic and partitive case in Finnic is quite visible. This is evidenced by the

examples from Finnish and Lithuanian below.

(9.30) Finnish (Larsson 2001: 245)

juon vetta

drink. 1SG.PRES water.PRTV.SG

7 drink water.'

(9.31) Lithuanian (Larsson 2001: 245)

geriu vandens
drink.lSG.PRES water.GEN.SG

7 drink water.'

Turning to CNNCnsg, the use of genitive case in Lithuanian corresponds to the
use of partitive case in Finnish. The noun after numerals above one is assigned genitive

(plural) case in Lithuanian and partitive (singular) case in Finnish as shown below.

(9.32) Lithuanian (Ambrazas 1997: 587)

vienuolika vaikit

eleven child.GEN.PL

'eleven children'

(9.33) Finnish (Nelson 1998:46)

yhdeksan omena-a

nine apple-PRTV.SG
'nine apples'

If we believe that the CNNCnsg in Finnic (here Finnish) is influenced by the

Baltic languages, a question may arise why the nouns in Finnish appear in the singular,
unlike Lithuanian where they appear in the plural. There is no clear answer to this

question. However, this might be because it is a remnant of the feature of Proto-Uralic
which assigns the singular to nouns after numerals.
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9.6 {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}

This pattern consists of four constituents—namely, a noun, a numeral, an oblique
case (including prepositions such as of), and a non-singular marker. There are two

patterns of development for this complex construction. One is {N,NSG} and the other is

{N,NUM}. The former is illustrated by Modern Standard Arabic (Afro-Asiatic; Middle
East and North Africa) (§9.6.1), the latter by Welsh (Indo-European; Wales), discussed
in §9.6.2.

9.6.1 fN,NUM,OBL,NSG} < {N,NSG}

This pattern of development denotes that {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} develops from

{N,NSG} (where NSG is a plural marker). We provide examples here from Modern
Standard Arabic in this regard." Of the several CNNCnsg patterns in this language

(namely {N,DU}, {N,NUM,NSG}, {N,NUM,OBL,SG}, and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}), the
one which concerns us here is the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL.NSG} (where the oblique is
the genitive case), as shown in the example below.

(9.34) Modern Standard Arabic (Holes 1995)

?arbciat-u ?awla:d-in

four.F-NOM boy.PL-GEN

'four boys' (p.173)

It is argued that {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} does not in fact develop from any already

existing CNNCnsg- Based on the universal tendency for oblique case to be used for high

numerals, proposed in Corbett (1978) (cf. §5.3.4), it is conjectured that the source for
this pattern is {N,NSG}. That is to say, the noun was first obligatorily accompanied by
the non-singular (cf.§5.13, 4th degree), and then once the new high numerals emerged in
the language, these numerals were therefore used with the {N,NSG} construction. The

oblique case is required because these high numerals are treated as nouns (not as

adjectives like low numerals), and the language does not allow double nominatives.
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Therefore, {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} does not derive from any structural types of CNNCs

(except in the case of Welsh, discussed below).
In Modern Standard Arabic, numerals vary in word classes and in their syntactic

behaviour. The numerals 1 and 2 behave adjectivally, as they are placed in the same

syntactic slot as the modifier. That is to say, the modifier follows the head noun. See the

examples (9.35) and (9.36). The example (9.35a-b) illustrates that the word new is an

adjectival modifier and precedes the noun only.

(9.35) Modern Standard Arabic (Shlonsky 2004: 1470)
a Volvo xadas-a

Volvo new-F

'a new Volvo'

b *xadas-a Volvo

new-F Volvo

'a new Volvo'

(9.36) Modern Standard Arabic (Holes 1995: 173)

a. kita:b wa:hid

book one

'one book'

b. kita:b-a:ni tnatni

book-DU two.M

'two books'

The other numerals (i.e. those greater than 2) behave nominally; they are treated
as the head of the noun phrase—that is, they precede the modifier. Consider the example

(9.34) in conjunction with (9.35) above.

Another piece of evidence which suggests that numerals greater than 2 behave

nominally in Modern Standard Arabic is that they can receive case (such as nominative
case in the subject position), whereas the numerals 1 and 2, being adjectival, are not

marked for case.
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The use of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} for numerals greater than 2 also existed in
Classical Arabic (8th-10th centuries) as shown below. It can also be noted that non-

numeral quantifiers require quantified nouns in the genitive, as shown in (9.37a-b).

(9.37) Classical Arabic (Benmamoun, 2003: 761)

a. xamsat-u kutub-in

five-NOM book.PL-GEN

'five books'

b. kull-u t-tullaab-i

all-NOM DEF-student. PL-GEN

'All the students'

Overall, we can see that numerals vary in their syntactic behaviour. Following
the universal tendency proposed in Corbett (1978), when numerals greater than 2 are

combined with quantified nouns, the genitive case is then required to avoid double
nominatives. The interesting issue is why the numerals from 3 onwards are in the head

position, whereas the numerals 1 and 2 are in the modifier position. As the two groups of
numerals both function as quantifiers, they should be expected to be in the same

syntactic slot. The fact that they occur in different positions suggests that they might
have existed at different times; otherwise the numerals 2 and 3, which are not so

different from each other, would be in the same slot. It is perhaps coincidental that in

Sumerian, an extinct language of the ancient Middle East (4000 BC), the numeral 3 and
the plural marker share the same form: the forms for the numeral 3 are es and pes and
the plural marker is es (Schmandt-Besserat 1996: 113). Sumerian numeration is also
based on a ternary system (i.e. a three-count system), for example, pesbala [three-

passed] 'four'. This suggests that the most basic numerals are 1 and 2 in the language,
whereas the numerals 3 and beyond are treated as 'lots' or 'beyond counting'.
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9.6.2 {N,NUM,OBL,NSGJ < {N,NUM}

This pattern of development denotes that {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} derives from

{N,NUM}. Welsh is an example illustrating this pattern. In Welsh, there are two

CNNCnsg constructions, namely {N,NUM}, as in (9.38a) and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, as

in (9.38b). Generally, the former is used with low numbers and the latter is used with

higher numbers. It is hard to draw the dividing line between the two constructions

though. The number 10 is sometimes suggested. However, at present, the construction

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} is also used even with low numbers like 2 or 3 (King 1993:111).

(9.38) Welsh

a. tri dyn

three man

'three men' (King 1993:111)

b. tri o ddynion

three of man.PL

'three men' (Watkins 2003: 332)

Following the universal tendency that languages where cardinal numerals vary in

syntactic behaviour (i.e. some numerals are adjectives and some are nouns), the pattern

of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} tends to be used with high numbers, not low numbers.

Accordingly, the use of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} with low number in Welsh is presumably
innovative. It is noted in Hurford (2003: 12) that:

What makes Welsh unusual is the extension of this kind of structure

[{N,NUM,OBL,NSG}] to indefinites and to low-valued numerals. Such
constructions with numerals, prepositions and indefinite nouns,
semantically equivalent to ordinary attributive numeral-noun structures,
are relatively rare, in Europe at least. Where such prepositional
constructions do occur, it tends to be with the most high-valued, nounier
numerals.
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The motivation for the extension of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} to low-valued

numerals is not clear. This phenomenon can perhaps be seen as a matter of free
variation. Even the same speaker may tend to use the two constructions alternately. For

example, as noted in King (1993: 111), for 'two children' they may prefer to say dau o

blant [two-of/from-child.PL] rather than dau blentyn [two-child]. In any case, the

extension may involve syntactic analogy. By analogy with high-valued numerals, the
structure of {N,NUM,OBL,PL} may be extended to the low-valued numerals. The

preference for the structure plays an important role in driving this syntactic analogy.
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10 Evolutionary Trajectories of CNNCs

In Chapter 6 (CNNCs Across Languages), we observed a variety of structural patterns of
CNNCs in the world's languages. Then, in Chapter 8 (Historical Origins of CNNCsg)
and Chapter 9 (Historical Origins of CNNCnsg), these structural patterns were further

investigated in order to examine the structural patterns immediately preceding these

contemporary patterns. According to the cross-linguistic comparative approach

integrated with language history and theoretical diachronic frameworks, in this chapter,
the various historical pathways of CNNCs are combined together to postulate larger

subsystems in several layers. We then end up with possible general evolutionary

trajectories of CNNCsg and CNNCnsg, as presented in §10.1 and §10.2 respectively.
The synthesis and integration of the findings are based on the assumption that a variety
of the patterns of CNNCs in the world's modern languages can reveal various stages of

evolutionary development of CNNCs from the initial stages to more recent ones. To

emphasize, the reconstruction of the evolutionary scenarios of CNNCs proposed here is

just one possibility and is hypothetical to some extent. The evolutionary trajectories of
CNNCs are followed by a discussion of the contributing factors that influence the

complexity and diversity of CNNCs (§10.3). Finally, the nature of the evolution of
CNNCs is discussed (§10.4). Note that since this chapter is treated as giving an overall

picture of preceding chapters, some issues and examples already mentioned in those

chapters may be repeated here for convenience.
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10.1 Evolutionary trajectory of CNNCsg

This section proposes a possible evolutionary scenario of CNNCsg derived from the

findings on historical paths of each structural type of CNNCsg from Chapter 8. The

evolutionary scenario of CNNCsg can be summarized as in Figure 10.1 below. The

languages representing the historical paths are shown in square brackets.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

N+ 'one-ness' [Wari']

[Indo-E i

[N,NUIv'
[Burushaskij

{N,SG}

[Bui ushaski]

{N,NUM,SG}

[Ejaghan

{N,NUM,CLF}

[Chin sse (Beijing Mandarin)]

[NNUM]

Stage 5

Stage 6

[N,NUM,CLF,SG]

[Ka ta]

(N,NUM,CLF]

Fig. 10.1 A Possible Evolutionary Trajectory of CNNCsg

The schema presented in Fig. 10.1 describes a possible evolutionary scenario of

CNNCsg- At the first stage, before the emergence of the numeral 1 proper (i.e. before
the rise of the CNNCsg), the words denoting 'one-ness' such as 'alone' and the like, as

in Wari' (Everett and Kern 1997: 347-348), might have been used to express the one¬

ness of things. This includes the use of the body-part counting system which is common

in Papua New Guinea. This stage where the numeral 1 proper was not yet present may

be referred to as the embryonic stage of CNNCsg- Languages which do not develop

beyond this stage do exist but are extremely rare. These languages provide very helpful
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evidence for the first stage. From this stage onwards, the CNNCsg has split into several

types over time.

From Stage 1 to Stage 2, the use of the words conveying the sense of 'one-ness'
was extended to designate the numeral 1 through a process of semantic extension. Since

then, {N,NUM} which is the most basic pattern of CNNCsg became apparent in

languages. The transition as such is attested in the histories of living languages. For

example, in the Indo-European languages, the root of the reconstructed form of the
numeral 1 (oi-) etymologically means 'alone' (Burrow 2001: 258). In the Papua New
Guinean languages, such as Haruai, the numeral aglp 'one' is apparently cognate with
the word meaning 'little finger' (Comrie 1999: 91). It is possible that the pattern of

{N,NUM} in a number of languages might have arisen in the same way as happened in
the Indo-European languages and Haruai35. That is, the numeral 1 was derived from the
lexical word meaning 'one-ness' or from a body-part term, typically a word meaning

'finger'. From the fact that the pattern of {N,NUM} is the most common type in the
world's languages (cf. §6.1), it is reasonable to infer from this fact that the development
of CNNCsg in most languages stops at the second stage. However, note that some

instances of the pattern of {N,NUM} may have developed from other patterns. For

example, in Beijing Mandarin Chinese, the pattern of {N,NUM} developed from

{N,NUM,CLF}. This will be further discussed in the fourth stage.

From Stage 2 to Stage 3, in some languages, {N,NUM} keeps developing
towards two different constructions, namely {N,SG} and {N,NUM,CLF}. The former

pathway is attested in Burushaski (isolate; Pakistan) and the latter in Beijing Mandarin
Chinese. In Burushaski, the pattern of {N,NUM} may develop into {N,SG} via the

process of grammaticalization when the numeral 1 is used as a singulative marker

instead. For example, Burushaski gdrk 'peas' becomes gdrksn 'a pea'. The singulative

suffix'-£«' is derived from the numeral hAn 'one' (Lorimer 1935: 191). Thus, the

35 It is noted in Comrie (1999: 81) that the system might have been borrowed from Kobon, a neighbouring
New Guinean language from which a sizeable vocabulary in Haruai is evidently borrowed. Although
Haruai borrowed the body-part system from Kobon, however, this does not affect our conclusion. The
crucial point of interest is that the body-part system reflects the pre-stage of CNNCS0, no matter in what
language the system was originally used.
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singulative marker functions as an individualizer. That is, the singulative marker is used
to individualize the collective noun 'peas'. This phenomenon can happen in other

languages where some nouns in the language behave as collective nouns. This

quantifying function of the singulative marker leads to the rise of the {N,SG}
construction in the language.

Turning to Beijing Mandarin, the development of {N,NUM,CLF} from

{N,NUM} took place when the nouns denoting a discrete spatial entity (for example, the
noun meaning 'ox') were reinterpreted in the same way as the nouns denoting a group of
entities, for example, the nouns meaning 'shells' and 'jades' which were culturally

perceived as a group and a pair, respectively. These kinds of nouns are generally
referred to as collective nouns, like English cattle. When the nouns denoting a group of
entities are quantified—that is, in combination with a numeral or a quantifier, the
numeral classifier is then required to make those nouns enumerable.

In addition, language contact may lead to the rise of {N,NUM,CLF} in some

languages. The typical situation is when a language borrows numerals from another

language. This can be illustrated with Japanese. In Japanese, although it is not clear
whether this language had its own numeral classifier system, the Japanese numeral
classifier system developed evidently when the Chinese numerals were borrowed into
the language. This can be seen by the fact that numeral classifiers are often used with the

Sino-Japanese numerals and are hardly used with the traditional Japanese numerals

(Downing 1996: 35-51).

Later, from Stage 3 to Stage 4, at the side of the diagram (Fig. 10.1) with (N,

SG} when the numeral 1 has changed its function to a singulative marker, it is then no

longer the numeral 1. When the speaker wants to apply the number 'one' to the referent,
the numeral hAn 'one' must be used. This is why the numeral 1 co-occurs with the

singulative marker despite the fact that the forms of the numeral 1 and the singulative
marker are not so different. Once again, this pathway is illustrated by Burushaski.

Turning to {N,NUM,CLF}, {N,NUM,CLF} may develop into {N,NUM}. This

pattern is attested in Beijing Mandarin. In this language, the numeral classifiers may be
fused with numerals via the integral process of grammaticalization and lexicalization,
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giving rise to the revival of the pattern of {N,NUM}. This phenomenon can happen
when the numeral and the numeral classifier have a high frequency in terms of their co¬
existence. When the whole system of numeral classifiers is fused with the numerals, the

numeral classifiers as free morphemes will no longer exist in the language. Therefore,
the pattern of {N,NUM} as observed in the languages of today is not necessarily the

original pattern, rather the pattern may be a new one resulting from a recent

development.

From Stage 4 to Stage 5, the pattern of {N,NUM,SG} may develop towards

{N,NUM,CLF,SG}. This pathway is attested in Ejagham. In Ejagham, when there are

some nouns relevant to trees or plants which can be counted in various ways, numeral
classifiers will be required. Since the noun class/number markers still function, however,
this leads to the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF,SG}.

Finally, from Stage 5 to Stage 6, the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF,SG} can develop
further to {N,NUM,CLF} by dropping the noun classes which include number markers,
as happened in Kana.
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10.2 Evolutionary trajectories of CNNCnsg

This section proposes a possible evolutionary scenario of CNNCnsg derived from the

findings on historical paths of each structural type of CNNCnsg from Chapter 9. The

evolutionary scenario of CNNCnsg can be summarized as in Figure 10.2 below. The

languages representing the historical paths are shown in square brackets.

Stage 1 N+ 'two-ness' [Wari']

[Kw; za]

Stage 2 {N.NUM}

N+ 'many'

[Gaagud "1

{N.NSG}

Stage 5 {n.num.nsg}

[Chinese]

[Kayartttld] Tf^iiinish]
m.clf] {n.nsg} {n>ium,obl,sg) (n,num,obl,nsg) {n.num.nsg]

[NiyTdi] [ Futuna-Aniwa]

Stage 4.

(N.NUM) {N.NUM.NSG} [N.NUM.NSG} (N.NUM,OBL.SG) {N.NUM,CLF.NSG) {N.NUM )(N,NUM,CLF)

Fig. 10.2 A Possible Evolutionary Trajectory of CNNCNSg

The diagram shows that at the initial stage, before the emergence of numerals

greater than 1, the word denoting 'two-ness', such as Wari (Chapacura-Wanhan; Brazil)
tucu caracan 'face each other' might have been used to express the two-ness of things.
This stage where the word with a numerical interpretation is used to express a non-

singular concept may be referred to as the embryonic stage of CNNCnsg because the

stage is treated as a foundation for the next stage, namely {N,NUM}. Consider the right
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trajectory; the words denoting non-singularity may be used, for example, 'many', 'all',
and 'they'.

From Stage 1 to Stage 2, the words denoting 'two-ness' can develop into the
numeral 2. The phenomenon whereby the numeral 2 develops from the lexical word

denoting 'two-ness' is evidenced by the etymological study of numerals. For example, in
the Eskimo-Aleut languages, etymologically, the numeral 2 (e.g. Alaska malruk 'two')

presumably developed from the word meaning 'follow' (Bonnerjea 1978: 53). In Kwaza

(Kwaza; Brazil; Voort 2004: 214), the word meaning 'two' share the same form of the
word meaning 'company'. Once the lexical word denoting 'two-ness' develops into the
numeral 'two' proper and is used with the quantified noun, then the pattern of {N,NUM}
comes into being in the language. It is possible that {N,NUM} in most languages may

arise in the same way as happened in Wari' or Kwaza. In some languages, the CNNCnsg

does not develop beyond Stage 2 (i.e. {N,NUM}), whereas in other languages the

development continues as illustrated below.

Regarding other numerals, according to etymological evidence, they arose

through two processes. The first process is numercilization. The meaning of the numeral

3, for example, in Indo-European languages (e.g. English 'three', French 'trois') is
extended from the word *ter meaning 'beyond' (Lujan Martinez 1999: 207). The second

process is a combination of the already existing numerals, i.e. one plus two-, and the

higher numerals are built on earlier numerals, for example, Baruya (Trans-New Guinea;

Papua New Guinea) dawaai-da [one-two] 'three' (Phythian 2007: 3).
At the right-hand trajectory, the words denoting plurality, such as 'many', 'all'

and 'they' developed into plural markers through the process of grammaticalization.
When the grammatical number is obligatorily attached to the nouns in the context of

plurality, it can be said that the pattern of [N,NSG] (e.g. English dog-s) has arisen.

However, as already mentioned in §4.3, there might have been other means of number

distinction, such as changes within the noun stem, plural tone, plural words, and

reduplication (Dryer 2005a). For example, in Gaagudju (Australian, Northern Territory),
the morpheme mana, which is the masculine unit augmented clitic (MUA), is used to

express plurality, e.g. anmarrabaalbu=mana [oldman=MUA] 'old men' (Harvey 2002).
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In some languages, these means of number distinction may become obligatory in the

non-singular context over time. Overall, the stage of {N,NSG} is the embryonic stage of
the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} in later periods.

From Stage 2 to Stage 3, {N,NUM} and {N,NSG} may evolve in various
directions. As for {N,NUM}, the first direction is that {N,NUM} develops towards

{N,NUM,CLF} as happened in Chinese. The process of change has already been
described in CNNCsg- The reader is referred back to §10.1, Stage 3-Stage 4, in this

regard. The second direction is the development towards {N,NSG} (NSG here is a dual
marker or a trial marker; but not a plural marker), when the numerals 2 and 3 are

grammaticalized into the dual and trial markers respectively. This pathway can be
observed in the Australian and Oceanic languages. For example, in Kayardild

(Australian, Queensland), the dual marker jiyarrng is grammaticalized from the numeral

kiyarrng 'two' (Evans 1995: 184). The third direction is the development towards

{N,NUM,OBL,SG}. This pathway can be found in the Finnic languages, such as

Finnish. The development can be regarded as a language-specific idiosyncrasy. In this

case, the pattern arises because the language had been in contact with the languages
where the oblique marker is used in CNNCnsg-

At the right-hand trajectory, the pattern of {N,NSG} (where NSG is a plural
marker only) developed into the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} after the numerals proper

were introduced in the language. This pathway is hypothetical to some extent.

Speculating somewhat (due to the lack of concrete evidence), we can conjecture that the

non-singular marker might have been obligatorily attached to the noun in the context of

non-singularity. In English, the plural marker '-s' is always required in the context of

non-singularity even though the numerals are not present. This reflects the possibility
that the plural nouns (the nouns in plural forms) or {N,NSG} might have existed before
the arrival of numerals.

Turning to the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, this pattern emerged when the

high numerals, especially high round numerals were introduced in a language where the

higher numerals tended to be nouns and the two nouns were not allowed to occur next to

each other. This phenomenon can be observed in Arabic and some Indo-European
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languages, for instance, where the high round numerals require an oblique marker when

combined with nouns.

From Stage 3 to Stage 4, the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} does not develop any

further. However, some structural patterns still keep developing into other patterns. The

pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} may develop into {N,NUM}(or exactly {N,NUM.CLF}),
when the numeral classifiers are completely fused with the numerals in the language.
This structural type is illustrated by Nivkh (isolate; Siberia, Russia Gruzdeva 1998: 24)
where numerals are totally fused with numeral classifiers, giving rise to several sets of

numerals, for example, the numeral men 'two' (for counting people) and the numeral
mor 'two' (for counting animals). The phoneme /m/ seems likely to be the root of the
numeral 2.

The pattern of {N,NSG} where the NSG is a dual marker or trial marker

developed into {N,NUM,NSG} when the dual or trial markers assumed some other

grammatical functions (e.g. as an article) and the meaning concerning the quantifying
function (i.e. expressing the number two or three) was bleached. So, the numerals 2 and
3 would have come into use again. Futuna-Aniwa (Austronesian; Vanuatu) is an

example of such a language, where the numeral 2 has become re-used once the dual
marker became grammaticalized into the dual article (Dryer 1989: 869).

At the right-hand trajectory, {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} developed into

{N,NUM,NSG} when the high round numerals came to be treated more adjectivally,
and hence the oblique was no longer required. This is attested in at least some Indo-

European languages, such as English. Regarding the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} which

developed from {N,NSG}, it developed into various patterns. Firstly, it developed into

{N,NUM,OBL,SG}. This pathway is attested only in Russian. The change happened
first after the dual form was reinterpreted as the genitive singular. Later, the pattern of

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} extended its use from the numeral 2 to the numerals 3 and 4

(Matthews 1960: 197-8 and Vlasto 1986: 232). This is another pattern of development

regarded as a language-specific idiosyncrasy.
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The pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} can develop into {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}. This

pathway is illustrated by Malto, a Dravidian language (cf. Steever 1998: 372). The

pattern of {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} developed in the language after the language adopted
the Indo-Aryan numeral classifiers accompanying the Indo-Aryan numerals.

The pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} can also develop into {N,NUM} after the non-

singular marker was dropped. This is attested in Irish when the case marker which

simultaneously denoted grammatical number was dropped for phonological reasons.

Finally, the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} may develop into {N,NUM,CLF}. This path is
evidenced in Bengali (Indo-European; India), a language descended from Sanskrit which
has the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG}.

Finally, at the fifth stage, {N,NUM} may develop further into {N,NUM,NSG}
as observed in pidgins and Creoles, perhaps, for a reason of standardization. The pattern

of {N,NUM} also develops into {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, perhaps by syntactic analogy, as
evidenced in Welsh. The latter path is rather unusual, since it is found nowhere else.
Both developmental paths reflect the most recent change in CNNCnsg-
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10.3 Motivations for the origins of CNNCs

The preceding sections describe how CNNCs evolved. In this section, to answer the

question of why CNNCs developed in some ways, the motivations for the rise of various
structural patterns of CNNCs are discussed. The changes caused by these factors can be
divided into three categories, namely quantifying function-motivated change (§10.3.1);

non-quantifying function-motivated change (§10.3.2); and a mixture of both (§10.3.3).

10.3.1 Quantifyingfunction-motivated change

Under this heading, the changes which might plausibly be attributed to pressures

to express quantification or numerical meanings successfully are considered. They
include the rise of numerals and the growth of collective nouns and general nouns. This
kind of change is referred to as quantifying function-motivated change.

10.3.1.1 Rise of numerals

The rise of numerals in a language, either derived from the existing words in the

language through numeralization or borrowing from another language, can lead to the

emergence and development of CNNCs. Since the rise of numerals is relevant to

quantification, it is regarded as a factor contributing to a quantifying function-motivated

change. The following are the structural patterns motivated by the rise of numerals.

(a) {N,NUM}

This pattern is derived from the noun phrase construction consisting of a noun

and a word with a numerical meaning. When these words were numeralized via
semantic extension, the numerals then arose in the language. Consequently, the pattern

of {N,NUM} emerged. Therefore, the emergence of this pattern is attributable to the rise
of numerals.

(b) {N,NUM,NSG}

This pattern presumably developed from the construction consisting of a noun

and a non-singular marker (i.e. the pattern of {N,NSG}, such as English dogs). The

pattern of {N,NSG} did not convey a clearly exact number. In other words, the
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construction of {N,NSG} emerged first when the language did not have numerals proper

at all. Then, once the numerals arose in the language, they were combined with

{N,NSG} later to fulfil a functional need for exact quantification. So, the pattern of

{N,NUM,NSG} is another pattern which emerges in a language when numerals appear.

It is therefore regarded as an instance of the quantifying function-motivated change.

(c) {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}

The pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} where the oblique case is a

genitive/partitive case/preposition (e.g. Old Norse fimm hundrud manna [five-

hundred.NSG-man.GEN.NSG] 'five hundred men') is presumably derived from the
construction consisting of a noun and a non-singular number (i.e. the pattern of

{N,NSG} here is manna 'man.PL'). In this case, the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}
arises when the high round numerals, such as ten or a hundred, are introduced in the

language and these high round numerals are treated as nouns. Therefore, the rise of

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} is attributed to the rise of high round numerals.

(d) {N,NUM,CLF}

The pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} arose in some languages when those languages
borrowed numerals from other languages. The numeral classifiers may come along with
these numerals, as has happened in the Japanese and Munda languages. In these two

languages, the numeral classifiers are always used with the borrowed numerals. Hence,
in this case, the rise of the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} is due to borrowing of numerals
and the change can be regarded as a quantifying function-motivated change because the

change deals with the rise of (new) numerals in the languages.

(e) {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}

This pattern is derived from the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG}. The change is
attested in Chantyal (Sino-Tibetan; Nepal) where the numeral classifiers have come into
use in the language because the numeral classifiers are attached with the borrowed

numerals. This results in the structure of {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}, for example, tin-ta
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'three-CLF' (Noonan 2003:321). The numeral plus classifier tin-ta is borrowed from

Nepali tin-duta 'three-CLF' (Riccardi 2003: 559). Therefore, the rise of the pattern of

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} is also due to borrowing of numerals. Like {N,NUM,CLF}, the
rise of the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} is attributed to the arrival of new numerals in
the languages and so the change can be regarded as a quantifying function-motivated

change.

10.3.1.2 Presence of collective nouns and general nouns
In the languages where collective and general nouns are found, the linguistic

items functioning as what are generally referred to as unitizers or individualizers are

always present as well. The unitizers may be a singular or singulative marker

grammaticalized from the numeral 1. The unitizers can be a numeral classifier

grammaticalized from a noun. In any case, the growth of collective nouns or general
nouns in languages leads to the rise of new types of CNNCs. This factor is regarded as

involving quantification, as the singularizer behaves as a unitizer, making the noun

enumerable. The structural patterns motivated by this factor are:

(a) {N,NUM,SG}

This pattern developed from {N,SG}, which in turn developed from {N,NUM},
where Num is the numeral 1. For example, Burushaski huyes 'goat,sheep' can be

singularized by the suffix -An (which is grammaticalized from the numeral hAn 'one',

becoming huyssAn 'a goat, sheep'). Then the word is combined with the numeral 1,

becoming hAn huyesAn [one-goat, sheep.SG] -'one goat, sheep' (Lorimer 1935:48). The

emergence of the pattern of {N,NUM,SG} is regarded as a result of a quantifying
function-motivated change. This is because there is a need to count things in groups, so

the singularizer is needed to make the enumeration possible.
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(b) {N,NUM,CLF}

This pattern developed from the pattern of {N,NUM} as in Chinese. In Chinese,
when the discrete nouns (i.e. nouns denoting referents with a discrete boundary) were

changed to the collective-like nouns, then the numeral classifier became required to

individualize nouns when the nouns were quantified. This is a possible origin of numeral
classifiers or {N,NUM,CLF}. Hence, it can be said that the rise of {N,NUM,CLFJ
results from a quantifying function-motivated change.

10.3.1.3 Presence of nouns counted in more than one way

There is a group of nouns in languages which can be counted in more than one

way. These nouns mostly denote plants. They can be counted as fruits or trees, for
instance. For example, in Ejagham, the stem -cokud 'orange' can be counted as a tree or

as a fruit. For this reason, these nouns require a numeral classifier functioning as a

unitizer. The presence of this kind of noun in languages can account for the existence of
numeral classifiers or {N,NUM,CLF} in some languages. The only pattern motivated by
this is the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF} which is derived from the pattern of

{N,NUM,NSG}, as happened in Ejagham. The phenomenon is attributed to a

quantifying function-motivated change because it involves counting.

10.3.1.4 Special meaning
In a language where the patterns of {N,DU} and {N,NUM} (where the numeral

is 'two'; see the examples (10.1 a-b) below) are both used to convey the meaning of 'two

entities', the meaning of the two patterns may be slightly different. In Ngiyambaa

(Pama-Nyungan; New South Wales), {N,DU} conveys the meaning of a set of two (or a

pair), whereas the pattern of {N,NUM} conveys the meaning of 'two entities' only

(Donaldson 1980: 102).
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(10.1) Ngiyambaa (Donaldson 1980: 102)

a. (N,NUMf

bulagar miri
two dog
'two dogs'

b. (N.DUf

miri-bula:

dog-DU
'a pair ofdogs'

10.3.2 Non-quantifying function-motivated change

The non-quantifying function-motivated change refers to a change dealing in no

way with counting, but purely with grammatical issues. The changes in CNNCs to be
described as follows are hard to ascribe to quantifying function-motivated changes.
Below is a list of language changes contributing to the change in CNNCs and the
structural patterns of CNNCs motivated by these language changes.

10.3.2.1 Loss of cases and number

The loss of cases may trigger change in CNNCs. This is illustrated by the
Goidelic languages (e.g. Irish and Scottish Gaelic). The Goidelic languages, following
the traditional Indo-European pattern, presumably had the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG}.

However, some cases originally marked on the unaccented final syllable were dropped
and hence, the number marking was dropped accordingly (Acquaviva 2006:1866). The
loss of cases represents change unrelated to counting.

Besides, in pidgins and Creoles, the non-singular markers are mostly absent from
CNNCs. This is because the inflections such as gender, tense and number of those Indo-

European languages which are their parent languages are optional or are dropped. For
that reason, the grammatical number may disappear not only in the context of CNNCs
but also when used with the nouns mentioned in general as in (10.2 a-b).
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(10.2) Jamaican Creole

(a) di

DEF.ART two book

tu book

'the two books' (Bailey 1966: 30)

(b) manggo swiit

mango sweet

'mangoes are sweet' (Bailey 1966: 27)

In sum, the absence of the non-singular marker in the numeral context cannot be
attributed to a quantifying function-related change, but to a simplified grammar which is
a characteristic of pidgins and Creoles.

10.3.2.2 Fusion of numeral classifier and numeral

A fusion of the numeral classifier and numeral may trigger the change in
CNNCs. This can be illustrated by Beijing Mandarin. Beijing Mandarin has the pattern

of {N,NUM,CLF}. However, due to the fusion of a numeral classifier and certain

numerals, the numeral classifier is fused with the numeral, resulting in the pattern of

(N,NUM). The fusion of a numeral classifier and a numeral represents a factor of

change in CNNCs which does not involve quantification, but rather represents sound

change (i.e. assimilation). The only structural pattern motivated by this factor is

{N,NUM} which derives from the pattern of {N,NUM,CLF}.

10.3.2.3 Change in grammatical categories of numerals
The pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Modem English four hundred winters) is

derived from the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} (e.g. Old English four hundred of

winters). The change is illustrated using Old English. In Old English, the high round
numerals such as 'hundred' are treated as nouns, but in Modem English, these numerals
are treated as adjectives. So, the oblique case (genitive case here) is no longer required.
The change in grammatical categories of the numerals is regarded as a non-quantifying
function-related change because the grammatical category of high round number is
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changed from a noun to an adjective. This factor is not regarded as dealing with

quantifying function but rather with a grammatical matter.

10.3.2.4 Reanalysis of grammatical elements
The change in CNNCs may be attributable to a historical accident such as took

place in Old Russian when some nouns in the dual nominative and accusative forms
were reinterpreted as genitive singular. The phenomenon occurred because the dual
forms looked identical in general to the genitive singular form. Obviously, no

quantifying function-motivated change is involved in this change.

10.3.3 Quantifying function-motivated change plus non-quantifying

function- motivated change

The quantifying function-motivated change plus non-quantifying function-
motivated change refers to a change concerning counting together with grammatical
matter. Below is a list of factors of this kind and the structural patterns of CNNCs
motivated by these factors.

10.3.3.1 Loss of agreement

The loss of the agreement or concordial system may trigger the change in

CNNCnsg as evidenced in Arabic. In Classical Arabic, the dual marker functions as a

grammatical agreement category. Later, the concord was lost in the Arabic dialects. The
dual was then marked on nouns only, not on other elements in the construction, making
the dual at this stage indistinguishable from the numeral 'two'. When the numeral 'two'
was present, the dual became redundant and was omitted. The use of a plural marker

which, in its basic form, was used to mark plural nouns (more than 'two') became
extended to the context with the numeral 'two'. The process resulted in the pattern of

{N,NUM,NSG} (where the non-singular marker is a plural marker only, not trial or

dual). This case involves a quantifying function-motivated change—-that is, the dual is

dropped in the context of the numeral 2. Also, the change involves a grammatical issue,

namely the loss of concord or agreement in the language. The only structural pattern
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motivated by these two factors together is {N,NUM,NSG} which developed from the

pattern of {N,NSG} (where NSG is the dual marker).

10.3.3.2 Grammatical change in the number marker
When the number marker is changed by way of its function, this may trigger a

change in some structural types of CNNCnsg where the number marker is present. For

example, in Futuna-Aniwa (Austronesian; Vanuatu), the dual marker was used instead of
the numeral 'two'. However, when the dual marker assumed the function of an article,

the numeral 2 was required again. This is another case showing change involving both

quantifying function-related change (i.e. when the numeral is re-used to clarify the
number of the referent) and non-quantifying function-motivated change (i.e. when the
number marker assumes the function of an article). The only structural pattern motivated

by this factor is {N,NUM,NSG} which developed from the pattern of {N,NSG}.

10.3.4 Summary

In sum, we have observed that change in CNNCs involves counting and non-

counting matters, and sometimes both together. In any case, it can be noticed that the

change in CNNCs is motivated by most areas of grammar; these include phonetics (e.g.
the fusion of numeral and numeral classifier), phonology (e.g. the loss of case in Irish),

morphology (e.g. the loss of inflections in Creoles and pidgins), syntax (e.g. loss of

agreement in Arabic) and semantics (e.g. the special meaning of the dual marker in

Ngiyambaa; or the emergence of the numeral classifiers in Chinese and Ejagnam).
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10.4 How did CNNCs evolve?

Viewing the evolutionary development of CNNCs globally, we can observe that both

CNNCsg and CNNCnsg show two characteristics of an evolutionary nature. The first is
that the evolution can be regarded as bi-directional or reversible in terms of structural

complexity. At the initial stage, the constructions are simple (i.e. consisting of just two
core constituents), and then the constructions show a progressive change towards

complexity (i.e. consisting of more than two constituents). For example, {N,NUM} turns
to {N,NUM,CLF}; and {N,NSG} turns to {N,NUM,SG} or {N,NUM,NSG}. However,

some constructions have then changed back to simple forms again. For example,

{N,NUM,CLF} may turn to {N,NUM}; and {N,NUM,NSG} may turn to {N,NUM}.

So, the patterns are subject to change to more complex forms and to more simple forms.
Another major characteristic of CNNCs is that some patterns are predictable and

regular (i.e. several languages regardless of relatedness may take the same pathway) but
others are unpredictable or idiosyncratic. Based on the analysis carried out in §10.1 and

§10.2, some patterns of change may be predictable and can be established as general
tendencies. The predictable and regular cases have to do with grammaticalization and

lexicalization, for example, N+ 'one-ness' or 'two-ness' will develop into {N,NUM}
over time when there is a pressure to express the exact numbers. In addition, the pattern

of {N,NUM} where numerals are small numbers may turn to {N,NSG} through the

process of grammaticalization. In addition, {N,NUM,CLF} can develop into {N,NUM}
when the numeral classifier is fused with the numeral. This phenomenon is not unusual
in the numeral classifier languages. Besides, some cases do not involve

grammaticalization and lexicalization. For example, the patterns of {N,NUM} and

{N,NUM,NSG} may change to {N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM,CLF,NSG} respectively
when the languages of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG} are in contact with numeral
classifier languages.

However, many patterns of change take place in only one language or one group

of languages for a particular reason. For example, the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG}
took place in Russian because the dual marker was reinterpreted as genitive singular. As
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far as the current data are concerned, such a reinterpretation has not been found to

happen in other languages in which the dual marker and genitive case marker are found.
The pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,SG} where the oblique is in the partitive case took place
in Finnic languages when Finnic languages came into contact with the languages with

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, where the oblique is in the genitive case. Such a developmental

pattern is unusual. Besides, some of the changes in CNNCs are unpredicatable because
the changes in CNNCs depend on some other unpredictable changes, such as the decline
of grammatical features, such as the loss of case/number in Goidelic languages, noun
class in Kana, and agreement in Arabic dialects.
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10.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has illustrated the evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs along
with the motivations for their historical development. With the comparative method and
diachronic approaches, we can observe the evolutionary stages of CNNCs. It is

conjectured that the construction consisting of a noun plus a word with a numerical

interpretation (such as the words meaning 'alone' or 'company') may represent a

possible initial stage of CNNCs. From that stage onwards, CNNCs have split into
several types over time. The development is reversible in terms of structural complexity,
and idiosyncratic in some cases. Besides, the contributory factors in the development of
CNNCs involve a quantifying function, a non-quantifying function, and a mixture of
both. These motivations for the evolution of CNNCs can be attributed to most areas of

grammar. Also, some historical developments are regarded as contact-induced change.
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11 The True Nature of Language: A

Perspective from the Evolution of
CNNCs

[T]he fundamental problem for linguistic theory is to understand (explain
and predict) how linguistic structures evolve—come into being and
change into new (sub) systems—and thereby to learn what the true nature
of language is (Bailey 1982: 25).

So far, we have seen how CNNCs have come into being and have changed into
new structural patterns. The final step, which is the ultimate goal of this current research,
is to answer the question of what we have learned about the true nature of language
from the study of the evolution of CNNCs.

Scientists understand the nature of life on Earth through evolutionary biology.

Although language is not a biological organism, not even a concrete entity actually, it
shares the essence or fundamental property with organisms. That is, it can be transmitted
with alterations. Due to this fundamental property, things evolve. Therefore, both living

things and language are instances of the same evolutionary paradigm which cover both
the biological domain and the cultural domain (including language). The concept of a

generalized evolutionary paradigm has been present in several places (e.g. Stevick 1963;
Dawkins 1976; Lass 1990: 96; Croft 2000: 11-12). On analogy with genes, Dawkins

(1976: 192) describes the cultural units which can be replicated or copied as "memes";
and linguistic units are accordingly referred to as "linguemes" by Croft (2000: 28).

Evolutionary biology as a longer established science is therefore often employed as an

analogy to understand and explain linguistics, especially in the field of language change
since it provides a handy set of evolutionary explanations.

Frequently, an analogy is used in reasoning when we want to understand

unexplained things. However, it has long been recognized that the application of
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biological analogy to language is somewhat problematic. This is because biological

organisms and language are not exactly structurally parallel. Despite this, it is generally

accepted that the biological analogy to language change is indeed possible if we know
how to use the biological concepts properly and cautiously (McMahon 1999: 314).

In this current chapter, this possibility will be examined by comparing the two

evolutionary systems to see their similarities and differences. Linguistic data taken

mainly from the investigation of CNNCs are used as evidence for our arguments. The

comparison is expected to show that evolutionary biology provides a convenient

unifying approach to help understand some parts of the nature of human language. The
mismatches between the two evolutionary systems are believed to reveal the distinctive
nature of human language.

This chapter is divided into three sections. First, the thesis provides a brief
introduction to analogy (§11.1). Next, the misuses and sensible uses of evolutionary

biology to language are reviewed (§ 11.2). Finally, a set of analogies between the two

evolutionary systems are drawn and the mismatches are discussed (§ 11.3).
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11.1 Analogy: What and Why?

Analogy is generally defined as a cognitive process of inferring an unexplained situation

by relating it to a similar situation which is more familiar or better understood. An

analogy is thus composed of two domains: one is the unexplained situation and the other
is the familiar situation. The unexplained situation is known as the target because it is a

situation or problem that we aim to understand, solve or explain to others. The more

familiar or better understood situation is known as the source because it is a situation

that is used as the basis for understanding or solving the problematic situation as well as

explaining it to others. The two situations being compared must be similar in terms of a
relational structure, i.e. the relationship that holds between the objects in each domain

(Gentner 1983; Holyoak and Thagard 1997). Consider the simple arithmetic analogy
taken from Gentner (1983: 156), 3:6 :: 2:4. The similarity between the first domain (i.e.

3:6) and the second domain (i.e. 2:4) is the relationship that holds between the numbers
in each domain; that is, "twice as great as". To put it simply, when one is thinking

analogically, it means that s/he is applying the relational structure in the source to the
relational structure in the target.

According to Day and Gentner (2007: 39), the complexity of analogical thinking
is due to two major cognitive processes: categorization and schema activation. One
classic example is an analogy between the system of the atom and the solar system

(Gentner 1983). With this example, we may analyse the processes of analogical thinking
as follows.

Suppose that a person encountered an entity never experienced before i.e. the
atom. Reacting to this unfamiliar entity (the target), (s)he categorizes the atom in
relation to the previous similar entity that (s)he was familiar with (the source), that is,
the solar system. This categorization leads him/her to activate the schema for the whole
relational structure of the solar system and (s)he then applies the relational structure to

the atom as schematized below:
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The solar system (is mapped onto) The atom

Fig. 11.1 Schema of analogy between the solar system and the atom

The atom (the target) is categorized in relation to the solar system (the source)
because the atom is analogous to the solar system in terms of being a central force

system. The cognitive process in the analogical mind at this stage is referred to as

categorization. The process of categorization then activates the schema for the objects
involved and the relationship between them; that is, the sun attracts the planets, causing
the planets to revolve around the sun. The concept in the source domain is then
transferred to the target domain. That is to say, the objects in the source and the target

are arranged into a one-to-one correspondence. The transferral from the source to the

target is represented by the thin arrows as shown in Figure 11.1. In the target domain,
the objects involved are represented by dotted circles because they are not real yet, but
the things to be realized. After mapping the sun onto the nucleus, and the planets onto

the electrons, it is then inferred further that the nucleus attracts the electrons just as the
sun attracts the planets; the electrons revolve around the nucleus just as the planets
revolve around the sun (Gentner 1983: 159).

Immediate questions may arise: why is the sun mapped onto the nucleus, not the

electrons; and why are the planets mapped onto the electrons, not the nucleus? This is
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because the sun and the planets have an abstract (or generalized) property in common

with the nucleus and electrons respectively. That is, the sun and nucleus are the central

objects; and the planets and the electrons are the peripheral objects. The complete

processes just described above illustrate what is generally called analogical thinking.

Since analogy involves transferring concepts across different domains,
scientists have greatly benefited from it. Scientists use analogy to solve problems,

explain new topics to others and make new scientific discoveries. For example, Ernest
Rutherford discovered the central force system in the atom by using the analogy with the
solar system (Dunbar 1999: 87); Johannes Kepler, by using an analogy with light,

hypothesised that there was an invisible force from the sun causing the planets to

revolve around it (Gentner 1999:17). So, analogy plays an important role in scientific

reasoning.

However, one interesting point on the use of analogy is that an analogy need not

require that the source and target domains be perfectly structurally parallel. Gentner and
Kurtz (2006: 1) point out that:

Despite theoretical agreement on the importance of relational match, the
empirical evidence is neither systematic nor definitive...Results show a
consistent focus on relational matches as the main determinant of

analogical acceptance. In addition, analogy does not require strict overall
identity of relational concepts.

This point is noteworthy for the reason that the biological analogies to language
indeed are rather imperfect. The comparisons are not as neat as the solar system analogy
to the atom as just illustrated above.
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11.2 Misuses and sensible uses of biological analogies

There have been numerous attempts to apply the concepts of evolutionary

biology to language change since the nineteenth century. Some biological analogies and

metaphors, especially those introduced into comparative and historical linguistics in the

early period have come under heavy criticism. Recently, however, the parallels between

biological and linguistic evolution which are mostly based on (post-) Darwinian theories
seem to be more widely acceptable and regarded as fruitful. In this section, two

frequently cited problematic biological analogies will be reviewed: languages as

organisms with life-cycles and languages as species to illustrate the misuses of

biological analogies (§10.3.1). Then, research works employing the (post-) Darwinian

evolutionary concepts of adaptation, natural selection and exaptation will be reviewed
to illustrate the recent acceptable uses of biological analogies (§10.3.2).

11.2.1 Misuses ofbiological analogies

11.2.1.1 Languages as organisms with life-cycles
A biological analogy which has been repeatedly attacked is the view that

languages are looked upon as organisms having life-cycles—that is, they are born, grow

up, become old and die out as evidenced by the quotation below.

Languages must be taken as organic natural bodies which form
themselves according to definite laws, develop carrying in themselves an
internal life principle, and gradually die, since they do not understand
themselves any longer and shed or mutilate or misuse... (Bopp 1836: 1,
translated by Morpurgo Davies 1987:84).

The fact that languages begin with their emergence, persist for a certain period of

history and are no longer spoken may lead one to conceive of languages as organisms

having life-cycles. For example, Sanskrit must have emerged at some point in India in
the past. Then, it was used for some length of time and finally is no longer used

nowadays. The claim that languages can be treated like an individual's life is
understandable.
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However, the analogy is true only in the sense of language form (e.g. English is a

language form which is different from Old English) but not in the sense of
communicative efficiency. Organisms undergo change over time not only in their forms,
but also in their efficiency for survival. Therefore, for organisms, we can indicate the

stages of life objectively through their physiology. For example, the reproductive ability

suggests a stage of adulthood; the defects of organs such as worsening eye-sight are

signs for a stage of ageing. The change in organisms at the stage of ageing can be

absolutely regarded as negative. Whereas, for languages, there is general agreement that
their communicative efficiency at any stage cannot be evaluated as better or worse than
at the other stages. Because communicative efficiency never changes, it is impossible to

indicate at what stage the language is.36
According to McMahon (1999: 320-322), those who proposed that languages are

like organisms undergoing change retrogressively such as August Schleicher (1821-

1868) would claim that the old languages such as Sanskrit, Latin, and Ancient Greek

represent the stage of fully developed languages and the modern languages descended
from these three languages represent the stage of decay. Their proposal is based on the

assumption that the morphological complexity of a language is an indicator of growth
and decay. However, the loss of morphological complexity does not mean that the

language loses communicative efficiency, and thus it cannot be used to indicate

language decay. In some modern Indo-European languages where grammatical cases

have been lost, a fixed word order may arise as a compensatory mechanism (Gil 2006:

93). There is no good reason to claim that the use of cases is better than the use of fixed
word order, for instance.

One may also argue that, like organisms, languages finally will end with death as

evidenced by the number of dead and dying languages all over the world. However, in
this case, the death of languages involves the socio-political value, not because of their
"inherent defects" (McMahon 1999: 322), such as lacking expressivity. A language may

die because the speakers in that speech community use more prestigious languages. The

36 The only sign that a language is near death is a small number of speakers. However, this is a matter of
language form, not a matter of efficiency of communication.
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Aboriginal people of Australia have adopted English in place of their native languages
since English has become more beneficial to them for the new European way of life,
such as shopping in supermarkets, studying in schools or other opportunities of
advancement.

Apart from the view that languages evolve in a retrogressive direction, some

scholars propose that languages are in fact moving in a progressive direction. Jespersen

(1922: 324), for instance, argues that
That language ranks highest which goes farthest in the art of
accomplishing much with little means...my formula contains two
requirements: it demands a maximum of efficiency and a minimum of
effort [...]

So, taking Jespersen's view, we can say that the modern Indo-European

languages which have fewer grammatical categories (e.g. tenses and genders) than their

parent languages should be regarded as better than their parent languages. These

grammatical categories are semantically redundant and require the speaker to use more

energy to learn as well as to communicate. So, the modern languages are better because

they consume less energy in communication.

Although Jespersen's criterion to evaluate language is focused on communicative

efficiency which can be compared with survival efficiency, it is not quite right to

conclude that the modern languages are more efficient. Again, the fact is that languages
at any stage are supposed to be equal in terms of efficiency. The speakers of some
modern languages may not need to memorise complex case systems, instead they need
to be aware of word order. The speakers of Latin might have needed to memorise cases

but they might not have needed to be so aware of word order. Also, in fact, there are a

great number of instances where languages evolve toward complexity and may seem

difficult to learn. For example, the rise of numeral classifiers in Chinese results from a

change in the conceptual meaning of nouns, rather than from communicative
advancement.

In sum, in organisms, the survival efficiency will become worse when the

organisms are becoming older, so the change can be evaluated as retrogressive. In
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languages, the communicative efficiency remains unchanged over time, so the change
cannot be evaluated in this way. The difference makes the biological analogy just
mentioned above unsuccessful in this respect.

11.2.1.2 Languages as species
The idea of viewing languages as biological species is present in the language-

family-tree model pioneered by August Schleicher in mid 19th century (McMahon 1999:

319). The family tree model is a diagram illustrating a group of languages sharing a

common ancestor.

The fundamental idea is that languages gradually change over time, and once

two speech communities have been separated for some length of time, these languages
will split up into new languages. The divergence of language corresponds to the

speciation of biological species (i.e. the splitting of a species into new species).
The family tree model has been widely used in historical linguistics, right up to

the present day. Nevertheless, this model has been considered problematic (e.g.
Lehmann 1962: 139-142; Dixon 1997: 29). The major problem is that biological species
cannot normally interbreed with each other (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2003:9) but

languages can be mixed due to contact with other languages no matter how genetically
distant they are. So, some modem languages are in fact products of language contacts;

not direct descendants from parent languages. For example, English is affiliated to the
Germanic branch and is accordingly genetically related to modem German. English is
thus supposed to be similar to German. In reality, however, English has been influenced

by some other languages in its history, especially French (as evidenced by the sizeable
French vocabulary found in English, as well as by some aspects of grammar and

phonology), which is affiliated to the Italic branch. So, English is in fact a product of
Germanic and Italic languages at least (Dixon 1997: 52) as illustrated in the diagram
below.
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English French
Areal influence

Fig. 11.2 Phylogenetic schema: German, English and French (Dixon 1997: 52)

However, the language-family-tree model cannot show this fact because the
model is based on the assumption of genetic relationship only; and it does not deal with

language contact at all. For this reason, the family tree model therefore cannot be

applied to the mixed languages like pidgins and Creoles in which the modern language

systems are the result of the mixture of superstratum and substratum languages (cf.
Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 1-3). As previously mentioned, interbreeding is not

normally found between different biological species, but a process perhaps equivalent to
37

interbreeding may be found in language contact.

To conclude, according to the differences in certain features between biological

organisms/species and language just described, the application of a biological analogy to

linguistics has been strongly rejected by some in the linguistic community, among them,
Ferdinand De Saussure (McMahon 1999: 314) and Edward Sapir (Stevick 1963: 159).

Rather, they argue that language has its own nature and should be studied in its own

right, as seen from the quotation below.
We now view language as a set of social conventions so complex that a
simple biological or geometrical model is totally inadequate. Rather than
force one on language, we attempt to understand it in its complexity
(Lehmann 1962: 142).

37 Due to the problem of the family tree model, Johannes Schmidt (1872 in Lehmann 1962: 140-141)
proposed the wave theory where contact-induced change can be shown in the model. However, the model
fails to depict the historical development of a group of languages (see Lehmann 1962: 140-142, for more
detail).
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11.2.2 Sensible uses ofbiological analogies

In this section, a few previous works applying evolutionary biological analogies
to language are mentioned. These analogies are all based on (post-) Darwinian

evolutionary ideas.
Darwinian evolutionary theory refers to the biological evolutionary theory

introduced by Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882) who is the founder of the theory of
evolution by natural selection. The central idea of the theory is that all living things on

Earth share a common ancestor. The variation of living forms is a result of their

adaptation to their environment. Those who fit or are able to adapt to the environment
will survive and reproduce offspring. Evolutionary ideas developed from Darwin's

theory at a later time are known as post-Darwinian or Neo-Darwinian theories.
Several Darwinian evolutionary ideas have been transferred into linguistics to

explain diachronic change in language. Two closely related key ideas in the Darwinian

evolutionary framework (which are mentioned very often in evolutionary biology and

linguistics) are adaptation and natural selection. The term "adaptation" is generally
defined as a useful characteristic that organisms have. These useful characteristics help
the organisms to survive and reproduce in their environment. Those organisms which
cannot adapt to their environment will die out while those which can will survive and

have reproductive success. This means that they are (naturally) selected and so the

process is referred to as natural selection. The two concepts have been metaphorically

employed to explain the underlying mechanisms of language change. To illustrate, a

well-known issue such as the universals of colour terms (Berlin and Kay 1969) will be

re-explained in terms of adaptation and natural selection.
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11.2.2.1 Darwinian ideas: adaptation and natural selection
Berlin and Kay (1969) propose the implicational hierarchy of basic colour

terms38 as shown below.

fblaclf

white

< [red] < green

yellow

< [blue] < [brown] < purple '

pink

orange

grey

Fig. 11.3 Implicational hierarchy of basic colour terms (Berlin and Kay 1969: 4)

The hierarchical diagram shown above is supposed to be exemplified in all or
almost all of the world's languages. It means that if a language has the colour terms on

any position to the right, it will also have all the colour terms to the left. For example, if
a language has the colour terms for green or yellow, it will also have the colour terms for

black, white and red; the language may or may not have other colour terms to the right

(e.g. blue or brown). In this case, it can be observed that the colour terms for black and
white are ranked the highest in terms of the possibility of being found, whereas the other
colour terms are ranked lower and lower respectively through the hierarchy from left to

right.
Dik (1997: 30-33) observes that Berlin and Kay's universal implications also

suggest that the frequency of occurrence of colour terms will decrease through the

hierarchy from left to right. The idea is applied either to the same language or cross-

linguistically. For example, the colour term for red is supposed to be used more

frequently compared to other colour terms to the right (e.g. green, yellow) within the

38 Berlin and Kay (1969: 5-6) have given several criteria for defining basic colour terms. For example, the
basic colour terms refer to the colour terms that are generally known in the speech community. Also, they
are not built up from the lexemes already in the language, so their meanings cannot be predicted from their
components (e.g. lemon-coloured is not a basic colour term because we can predict the colour from the
word lemon). Besides, the basic colour terms are usually used for naming the colours that are regarded as
psychologically salient in the mind of the users of the language (i.e. the colour terms that the speaker
would think of firstly when asked to list some).
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same language. When viewed across languages, the colour term for red is supposed to be
found in more languages than that for green. Dik (1997: 33) further suggests that the

frequency of occurrence of the basic colour terms either in one and the same language or

across languages can be explained with reference to functional pressures in language
use. This is because some colours are needed for use very often, and they therefore have
more chance to be assigned a particular name—they are functional in this sense.

Haspelmath (1999: 6, 15-16) points out that the basic colour term hierarchy can

be viewed with reference to adaptation. The central idea of the notion adaptation given

by Haspelmath is that "Grammatical structures are adapted to the needs of language
users".39 The adaptive explanation in Haspelmath's sense includes the notions of

adaptation as well as natural selection. That is to say, the basic colour terms that already
exist in the language are less likely to be lost from the language. This is because they
have been used to refer to the colours so frequently that the terms have been established
in the cognition of the users. The fact that the basic colour terms are frequently used

suggests that they must be useful or must respond to the needs40 of the users. In other

words, they have a certain adaptive characteristic for the users. Such an adaptive
characteristic can be compared to an adaptation in the biological domain, assuming that
the basic colour terms are compared to living organisms, and the users are mapped to the
environment which the living organisms inhabit. Like organisms which can adapt well to
the environment, those basic colour terms will be selected to be established firmly in the
user's lexicon and are less likely to be lost from the language. This clearly corresponds
to the survival of organisms; and the process is comparable to natural selection in the

biological domain. Therefore, it can be claimed that the universal hierarchy of colour
terms as present in the world's languages evolves to fit communicative needs.

There is another interesting point mentioned in Dik (1997: 32) which should be

highlighted with respect to adaptation as well. Dik predicts that if the colour term system

39 Of course, adaptive explanation is not the only approach to explaining the diachronic development of
grammatical structures. See Comrie and Kuteva (2005: 185-207) for a non-adaptive explanation as an
alternative approach to the historical origins of synchronic grammatical structures.
40 The colour terms are needed in the sense that they help to refer to the colours that are salient
psychologically in the users' minds. The colours vary in degrees of cognitive salience. For example, the
black/white colours are more salient than the red colour.
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of a language decays, the colour terms to the right of the hierarchy tend to get lost earlier
than those to the left. For example, the colour term for blue is likely to get lost before
that for red. Such a constraint on diachronic change can be explained in terms of

adaptation and natural selection as described in the preceding paragraph. In the

biological world, the organisms that can be adapted most will be selected and

consequently, they will be the last ones to die out or become extinct. In linguistics, we
can predict that the grammatical feature which is the most important or useful to users >

will be ranked highest in the hierarchy and will then be selected (as evidenced by most

frequent use). The most important (frequent) grammatical feature will be the last one to
i

undergo change or disappear. Retrospectively, in the biological world, the organisms
which do not adapt well to their environment will die out or become extinct first. In

linguistics, it can also be predicted accordingly that the grammatical features which do
not adapt well or are the least beneficial will be lost from the language system first. For

example, based on the hierarchy of colour terms, the colour terms for pink, purple and

grey, which are ranked the lowest, would be supposed to be lost from the system earlier
than the colour term for blue.

The principle just described above (i.e. on the correlation between frequency of
occurrence and the rise/decay of grammatical features) may also be applied to other

grammatical hierarchies, such as the numbers (e.g. singular > plural > dual > trial;

Greenberg, Corbett 2000: 3841), the vowel systems (/i, a, u/ > /i, e/>, /o/ etc; Crothers

1978:13642); or lexicon (e.g. the basic terms43). With the principle based on the

evolutionary ideas of adaptation and natural selection, we can make a reasonable

hypothesis about the chronological order of the rise and decay of grammatical features in

language, using the hierarchy of occurrence as an evolutionary ladder.

41 See Corbett (2000: 38-50) for more detail.
42 See de Boer (2001) for an evolutionary perspective on the origins of vowel systems.
43 The basic terms refer to the terms which are significant and frequently used in the everyday life of the
speakers in the speech community, for example, the terms denoting numbers (e.g. one, two), pronouns,
and kinship terms (see Holmes 2007: 1-2 for research works supporting the adaptive explanation).
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11.2.2.2 Post-Darwinian idea: exaptation
Not only original Darwinian concepts have been borrowed into linguistics. Neo-

Darwinian or Post-Darwinian concepts have also been taken. One of these is the concept

of exaptation. We have learned earlier that the term adaptation refers to the organism's

adaptive characteristics that help it to survive. Currently, biologists have pointed out that
the term adaptation should be viewed more narrowly as "any feature that promotes

fitness and was built by natural selection for its current role" only (Gould and Vrba

1982: 6, emphasis mine) So, if the historical origin of the features are not for its current

role or do not evolve by natural selection, they will not be referred to as adaptation.
Gould and Vrba (1982:6-7) refer to the features which evolve as a side-effect like this as

exaptation. For example, bird feathers originally evolved for temperature regulation but
were later applied for flight.

It is noted in Gould and Vrba (1982: 6) that the term exaptation is needed in

evolutionary biology. That is, it would help the evolutionists not to assume mistakenly
that every current feature evolves for its current role, as evidenced in a note in Bock's
definition (1967: 63 cited in Gould and Vrba 1982: 6) below.

On theoretical backgrounds, all existing features of animals are adaptive.
If they were not adaptive, then they would be eliminated by selection and
would disappear, (italics mine)

Like evolutionary biology, the concept of exaptation is useful for historical

linguistics in terms of the origins of grammatical features. A number of grammatical
features originally evolve for a certain function, but due to some historical reason, they
are later used for some other functions. The grammatical change in this way corresponds
to the concept of exaptation in evolutionary biology. Lass (1990) gives several examples
of exaptations used in historical linguistics. For instance, in Modern English, the subject

normally precedes the verb, and the pronoun is obligatory, so we can know which

argument is the subject of the verb. In the past, English had a much freer-word order
than in the present and subject pronouns were not obligatory. In a situation like this,

ambiguity was avoided through cases and the argument inflections. For example, the -5

ending was suffixed to the verb to indicate that the subject of the verb was the third
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person singular, and that the action was in the present tense form (Lass 1990: 99). This
is actually another example of adaptation in language. However, the -s ending in some

dialects (e.g. Reading English) is used in all person number forms as an indexical
marker of vernacularity. It has therefore changed (or exapted) for sociolinguistic

purposes. For example, / starts Monday, so shut your face.; They calls me all the names

under the sun, don't they? (Lass 1990: 99; Cheshire 1982: 31).

To conclude, it can be observed in Section 10.3 that the use of biological analogy
in the past was not quite successful because of the different nature of organisms and

language in terms of efficiency and interbreeding. However, recently, linguists have
turned to biological analogy again by looking at evolutionary mechanisms in (post-)
Darwinian theories. The careful application of biological concepts in this way has
become fairly widely accepted and regarded as useful (McMahon 1999: 315). In the next

section, we will examine to what extent biological analogies can be applied in

linguistics.
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11.3 Analogies between organisms and linguistic units

In historical linguistics, there are a number of factors involved in language change. In
most cases, changes in language are difficult to predict as evidenced by the study of
CNNCs. Still, there should be some causal mechanisms and predictable outcomes that
can be observed and generalized in language change. We may refer to the generalized

patterns of change as the nature of change. The so-called nature in language change can

be understood by analogy with (post-) Darwinian evolutionary concepts. The analogy,

nonetheless, may be most practical when the application is not too restricted in terms of
the mapped features between the two domains. Since linguistic units are psychological
and socio-cultural artefacts which must be different from biological organisms, perfect

mapping is obviously impossible. Instead of forcing the linguistic domain onto the

biological domain and ignoring the mismatches, these mismatches should also be taken
into account. This is because these mismatches in fact make human language distinctive
in evolutionary systems, revealing the true nature of language. This will be illustrated in
the analogies, as follows.

11.3.1 Evolution: descent with modification

Biological organisms are replicable units. That is, they can be copied and

propagated. A historical process involving descent through genetic inheritance is a

general definition of the term (biological) evolution. The descent, nevertheless, normally
involves certain modifications and this gives rise to diversity, even though all organisms
on Earth are presumed to descend from a common ancestor (Caldwell et al. 2006).

Linguistic units44 are analogous to biological organisms in that they are

replicable units. When they are learned and used by others or in later generations, we
can say that they are replicated (Croft 2000: 3). Like organisms, when the linguistic
units are replicated, they may be replicated with some change. Again, like organisms,

44 The term "linguistic units" here refers to linguistic elements at any level. For example, Is/ is a linguistic
unit at the phonemic level; CNNCs are linguistic units at the syntactic level.
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the change over generations can lead to linguistic diversity and this means that language
evolves.

In sum, the essence of the analogy between biological organisms and linguistic
units is "the altered replication" (Croft 2000: 3) which corresponds to Charles Darwin's
"descent with modification" (Darwin 1859). Since linguistic units share this fundamental

property with biological organisms, it is worth further exploring the mechanisms in

biological evolution and seeing to what extent these mechanisms can be mapped onto

those of language.

11.3.2 Origins

Biological organisms and language are quite similar though with a slight
difference in this respect. Both biological organisms and linguistic constructions like
CNNCs did not emerge simultaneously without foundation, rather they developed from

pre-existing forms or an embryonic stage.

In biology, life on Earth developed from a stage where certain inorganic
elements were composed; that is, a composition of chemical elements (not biological

organic elements). We may refer to this stage as an embryonic stage. CNNCs are similar
to biological organisms in this respect. Before the rise of CNNCs (i.e. before humans
used numerals proper), there existed some lexical words which had the potential to

develop into numerals. Examples are words meaning 'alone', 'small', and 'face each
other'. Since there was no category of numerals as such in language of that time, this

stage should not be regarded as a cardinal numeral-noun constructional stage.
In biology, after certain chemical reactions, the chemical composition then

changed into organisms consisting of only one cell (or single-celled organisms). The

single-cell organisms represent the earliest and simplest forms of life. Some of these

simplest organic forms turned into more complex organisms consisting of more than one

cell (or multicellular organisms). Slightly different from biological evolution, the

embryonic CNNCs have been shown either to evolve into the simple form (i.e. a noun

plus a numeral) which are CNNCs proper, or the simplex form (i.e. a noun plus a non-

singular marker; e.g. boy-s). The simplex form at this stage is not a cardinal numeral-
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noun construction as such because it does not contain a numeral. This means that when

the CNNCs were actually established, it would have been possible for the first form of
CNNCs proper to be a complex form, as opposed to the simple beginnings which tend to

be characteristic of biology. This can be illustrated by the case of {N,NUM,NSG} where
NSG was grammaticalized from the words conveying plurality (i.e. Noun plus many >

Noun plus NSG > {N,NUM,NSG}; illustrated by this artificial version of English as

dog-many> dog-s > two-dogs).
In sum, the origins of CNNCs are more varied than those of biological

organisms. The thesis does not argue that the origins of CNNCs illustrated above
definitely represent a scenario for language origins. However, it suggests that the origins
of linguistic systems are a relatively complicated matter compared to the origin of living

things.

11.3.3 Evolutionary trend

Evolutionary trend refers to a directional change that continues for some length
of time so that the change can be predicted. If the evolutionary change is random or

fluctuating, that course of change will not be referred to as evolutionary trend, rather it
will be referred to as drift (Caldwell et al. 2006).

For biological organisms, at the earliest stages, the evolutionary trend exhibits
direction toward complexity. All organisms presumably began with only one cell. Later,
some of these organisms changed into more complex forms, consisting of more than one

cell. After the earliest stages of life, the overall evolutionary trend is hard to see. This is
because 90% of the biological organisms today are single-cell organisms, typically
bacteria. Besides, some parts of the organs of living things have reduced or gotten lost,
but other parts may become increasingly complex. For example, humans have lost their
tail, but their brain has become increasingly more complex; and the hind wings of flies
have evolved into halteres (i.e. complex organs for flight control). Moreover, there are

several other pieces of evidence showing the trend toward simplicity. Insects evolved
from arthropods with more than six legs. Birds and snakes have lost parts. Some stick
insect lineages no longer have their wings. Wild oat flowers have been simplified. So,
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the issue of the overall trend of evolution is not straightforward (Caldwell et al. 2006).

Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1999: 15) have given a well thought-out conclusion on

the evolutionary trend in organisms as:

The theory of evolution by natural selection does not predict that
organisms will get more complex. It only predicts that they will get better
at producing and reproducing in the current environment, or at least that
they will not get worse.

As for CNNCs, after the constructions have become established in human

language, they may become complex in terms of the number of extra elements. For

example, {N,NUM} may turn into {N,NUM,CLF} or {N,NUM,OBL,SG}. The complex
constructions may in turn become more complex. For example, {N,NUM,NSG} may

become {N,NUM,NSG,CLF}. Flowever, some complex constructions may become

simpler. For example, {N,NUM,CLF} may become {N,NUM}. We can see that the

evolutionary direction of CNNCs (and perhaps of some other linguistic structures) is
somewhat random. So, in this case, the evolutionary direction of language may not be so

different from the evolutionary direction of biological organisms.
In sum, the quotation given by Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1999: 15) just

mentioned above is also true of language. If indeed we can define the complexity and

simplicity in language, it is still impossible to predict that languages will evolve towards

complexity or simplicity. This is because there would be a number of cases showing the
reverse directions. Even in the same language, in different areas of grammar, the
directional change can be different (McMahon 1999: 323). Thus, all that can be said is
that human language will evolve to maintain the efficiency of communication. The

changes can occur at all times due to several kinds of factors, a change in a certain area

of grammar can affect the other areas, leading to lesser effectiveness or efficiency of
communication. That is why language evolves to adapt itself infinitely.
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11.3.4 Gradual change and sudden change

Language is similar to biological organisms in that it may illustrate gradual

change as well as sudden change. For biological organisms, gradual change may show
transitional forms (i.e. intermediate states between the ancestors and their descendants)
or co-existence of two split forms over a period of time. For example, it is known from
the fossil records that whales are a species which have gradually developed from
terrestrial mammal ancestors. There are several modifications during the transitional

periods. An example of a modification is found in the breathing apparatus. See the
nostrils in Fig. 2 below. From the whale's ancestor (the left picture), the nostrils are at

the front of the skull like most land mammals. Later, the nostrils are at the middle of the

skull as shown in the centre picture. For the whales today (the right picture), the nostrils
are at the top of the skull. The centre picture illustrates the transitional form. This change
resulted from the adaptation made from the terrestrial environment to the marine
environment.

Nostrils at front of skull Nostrils at middle of skull Nostrils at top of skull

Pakicetus Aetiocetus Beluga Whale
50 million years ago 25 million years ago Today

Fig. 11.4 The skulls of the Beluga Whale and its ancestors in different periods
From http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evosite/lines/IAtransitional.shtml © 2008 The University of
California Museum of Palaeontology, Berkeley, and the Regents of the University of California
(Used with permission)

Biological organisms can also show a sudden change. This idea is known as

punctuated equilibrium. This theory is first proposed by Eldredge and Gould (1972 in
Levinton 2001: 311). The central idea is that a change in species happens rapidly, say

within thousands of years, as a result of catastrophic changes occurring periodically in
the environment, such as floods or droughts (punctuation). Species need to adapt

abruptly to a new environment, giving rise to speciation (i.e. a split of new species).
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After the bursts of new species, there will be a very long period of stability or stasis

0equilibrium). During the stasis, species remain unchanged or minimally changed until
the occurrence of the rapid evolutionary change again. This theory does not sound

implausible but the main problem is that the theory is hard to prove with concrete

evidence. The lack of fossil evidence for transitional periods does not necessarily mean

the transitional periods do not exist.
Like organisms, language often changes gradually. There is a good deal of

evidence of transitional forms as well as the co-existence of types. However, language
sometimes suddenly changes in a relatively short period of time due to some punctuated
event.45 Both the gradual changes and sudden changes can be found in CNNCs.

In Chinese, the evidence from historical documents suggests that numeral
classifiers gradually developed from {N,NUM} and it took more than 3,000 years to

complete the process (Wang 1996). The gradual change is evidenced by the transitional
forms and the co-existence of forms. It seems likely that the transitional form between

{N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} is the use of repeaters (e.g. 'ox'2 in oxi-one-oxj), during
the time when there was no numeral classifier proper. Also, during the gradual change,
there are two constructions ({N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF}) present at the same time

although {N,NUM,CLF} at the beginning is not widespread.

However, during the time of gradual change, there was also a sudden change. In
the Han period, the numeral classifiers had increased remarkably from 15 in the late
Archaic period to approximately 50 in this period, and the increase of numeral classifiers

might have accelerated the spread of the {N,NUM,CLF} construction. Another example
of sudden change in language can be found in Pidgins and Creoles where CNNCs which

spread from the superstrates have been changed into {N,NUM}. In this case, the

punctuated event involves economic and political matters.

In sum, biological and linguistic forms have been known to change gradually. In
the biological world, sudden changes might have happened periodically at some point in

45 See Dixon (1997) for the application of the theory of punctuated equilibrium to the origin and evolution
of language.
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the long history of life. Unfortunately, due to the lack of evidence, this theory remains
controversial. However, in language, sudden change may happen due to changes in

politics or economics.

11.3.5 Speciation

Speciation is a term used in biology referring to a splitting-event of species in a

lineage, giving rise to new species. This can be illustrated by branching points in the

phylogeny (i.e. a tree diagram of life) below. In the phylogeny of the fruit fly below,

there are two speciation events at the branching point marked by the circles. For

example, at some point of time, due to genetic changes, the common ancestor of the fruit

fly Drosophila dentissima and Drosophila melanogaster split up into two separate

lineages.

A- „\# 4?
6® f /

UsJ ^ ^ trial ^
f f f

Fig. 11.5 Speciation events in the partial Drosophila phylogeny
From http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evosite/evo101/VBDefiningSpeciation.shtml © 2008 The
University of California Museum of Palaeontology, Berkeley, and the Regents of the University of
California (Used with permission)

How and why did the speciation take place? Scientists point out that a physical
barrier (e.g. mountains, rivers) is a common way of preventing different groups of the
same species from mating with one another. At this stage, speciation has not yet taken

place. Each population evolves differently over the course of many generations due to

different selective pressures such as ecological conditions. Geographic isolation may
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lead to the process of reproductive isolation at a later stage. That is, the two populations
evolve so differently that their genetics are different and they cannot interbreed to

produce viable offspring. At this stage, speciation has occurred.
Let us turn now to language. CNNCs also split up into many types mainly

because of reproductive isolation akin to biological speciation. For example, in Indo-

European languages, the CNNCs split up into several types as shown in the figure
below.

One reason is that several groups of the ancestors of the Indo-Europeans had

emigrated far from their homeland (presumably somewhere around central Asia), and as

they were separated they experienced different selective pressures. For example, in
Goidelic languages such as Irish and Scottish Gaelic which belong to the far-flung
Western branch of the IE family, the stmctural pattern of {N,NUM} (rather than

{N,NUM,NSG}) is widely used for CNNCnsg- This is because the languages

experienced the phonetic erosion of final unaccented syllables, giving rise to the loss of
number marking. At the Eastern branch of IE, in some Slavic languages, the dual was

reinterpreted as the genitive singular marker because the two forms were identical in
some nouns. The changes as happened in Goidelic are different from those in Slavic

languages because each has experienced different selective pressures or drift. The two

cases show reproductive isolation (in the sense that each has developed their own

CNNCs differently).

46 The diagram as shown above is drawn by analogy with the phylogenetic starburst in biology. The
phylogenetic starburst is used when the chronological order of speciation cannot be indicated due to rapid
speciation. Here, it means that (N,NUM) does not develop from {N,NUM,OBL,SG} and vice versa due
to rapid divergence.

N,NUM,NSG N,NUM N,NUM,OBL,SG

Fig. 11.6 Splitting event of a partial phyologeny of Indo-European CNNCnsg46
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Reproductive isolation in biology results in speciation (i.e. the two species which
used to share a common ancestor can no longer interbreed even if the physical barrier
breaks down). However, this is not the case for language. It seems likely that the Celtic
CNNCs and the Slavic CNNCs would influence each other to some extent if they

happened to be in contact over generations, like most cases where the speakers of
different languages (or even different families) have interacted closely over a long

period of time. For example, Finnish which presumably had {N,NUM} changed to have

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} when the language came into contact with the Baltic languages.

Nonetheless, there perhaps exist some constraints on the mutual influence between

languages with regard to CNNCs.

11.3.6 Mechanisms of evolution

The mechanisms of biological evolution explain the vast diversity in organisms.
These explanations can be borrowed to account for the change in language. The
mechanisms of evolution include mutation, gene flow, genetic drift and natural

selection.

11.3.6.1 Mutation

Mutation is a change in an organism's genes, accidentally caused by some errors

occurring during replication. Mutation produces new variant forms in the population.
For example, a mutant form of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster had a leg at its
head in place of its antenna (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2003: 6). Most mutations
have negative effects to the mutant. This is because the organ which has well adapted to

the environment over a long period of time is changed when the mutation occurs, and so

this is likely to be dangerous to the mutant. On the other hand, if the environment

changes, mutations may prove advantageous, increasing chances of survival and

reproduction, and may finally replace the non-mutant forms.
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In linguistics, the term "mutation" is used in a broad sense to refer to the process

in which a replicated form of a linguistic unit is altered by speakers.47 In this sense,

linguistic mutation corresponds to the traditional term variation as used in the news

headline "Language 'mutations' affect least-used words" (NewScientist.com 11 October

2007, Bob Holmes)

Holmes (2007) uses the term "mutation" to refer to an innovative variant form in

discussing the change in less frequently used words. In the news, Holmes reports two

studies, one by Mark Pagel and colleagues and the other by Erez Liberman and

colleagues. According to his report, the two studies reveal that "the most frequently used

words tend to remain unaltered, while rarer words are more likely to change." For

example, the word representing the concept of the number 'two' is unlikely to change

(here change means using a new word, not just a phonological change) as evidenced by
the fact that the Indo-European languages use the same cognate forms for number 'two'.
Another example lies in the history of English, where the verbs that are used very often
in everyday life resist regularization (here it means using the -ed suffix instead of

irregular forms). On the contrary, the verbs that are not used very often tend to be

regularised. So, in this sense, mutation may correspond to variation.

However, due to the fact that biological mutation involves erroneous replication

happening accidentally, it is argued that the variant forms which are functionally
motivated (the use of a linguistic form in a special context or for ease of learning) should
not be referred to as mutation. The regularization of the irregular verbs in English may

illustrate ease of learning; that is, the regularization helps the learners to acquire the

system with less difficulty. In this case, the alternation should be referred to as an

adaptation rather than a mutation because the system adapts itself to favour its users. The
term linguistic mutation will be reserved for an alternation caused by mistaken learning
or an alternation with no underlying functional explanation for its occurrence, such as

47 In a narrow sense, the term 'mutation' is used in phonology, referring to the process in which "In
common with the other Celtic languages, some of the initial consonants of Welsh words vary according to
their grammatical context, for example: cath 'cat'; ei gath 'his cat'; fv nshath ('my cat')" (Ball and Miiller
1992: 6). This is a different sense of 'mutation'.
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the minor change in a Standard Thai tone from falling tone to falling-high tone in the

young generation. This change cannot apparently be attributed to any functional

explanation.

Turning to CNNCs, it is hard to find evidence for mutation. This is perhaps
because most changes can be attributed to functional explanations or language contact

(which of course cannot be described as mutation). However, an instance is found in

Russian {N,NUM,OBL,SG} where some nouns in the dual forms were similar to the

genitive singular form and then the dual was reanalysed as the genitive singular forms.
This case is considered as an instance of erroneous replication; that is, the dual is

mistakenly changed to the genitive singular, making {N,NUM,DU} become

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} without any underlying functional explanation.

Regarding mutation, language and organisms may be similar in the way that both

possess mechanisms causing variant forms in the population. However, organisms and

language may be different in certain respects. First, for organisms, a mutation with

advantageous effect to the mutant is extremely rare, as most are negative (Houle and
Kondrashov 2003: 5-6), while in language, the variant forms tend to survive, and

perhaps end up replacing the non-mutants. Second, the mutation rate in organisms is

very low. For example, the mutation rate in mice is 46: (over) 1,000,000 (Russell and
Russell 1996 in Houle and Kondrashov 2003: 2) whereas in language, mutation is quite

common, especially in phonetics and semantics (e.g. using a word with incorrect

meaning). Mutation in organisms will be passed on from parents to offspring only if the
mutation occurs in reproductive cells (except asexually reproductive organisms like
bacteria where this principle is not applied). On the other hand, in language, a mutation
is easily passed onto the next generation and mostly affects the language system.

11.3.6.2 Gene flow

In biology, gene flow will occur when genes from one population are transferred
to another (normally in the same species). For example, westerners may move to the
eastern world and marry the local people and have children. The genetic material of the
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westerners will be transferred to those children, giving rise to genetic variation in the

receiving population.
In language, gene flow is comparable to the linguistic phenomenon known as

language contact. There are several interesting similarities and differences between gene

flow and language contact (cf. §3.2.2.2).
It can be observed that gene flow is similar to typical language contact; that is,

when different populations (speech communities or biological populations) are in

contact, a replicable unit (linguistic material or a gene) from one population is
transferred to and spread in the new population, leading to variation and some change in
the population. In biology, gene flow helps to reduce the genetic variations in species
because of the combination of two gene pools. This will reduce the chance of speciation

(i.e. the split of species). Similarly, in language, language contact acts against the birth
of a new language developed from a dialect by recombining the two features of the two

dialects. This is the opposite of the situation where a new language arises through

geographical isolation.

Although language contact and gene flow may be similar in general, they are

different in a few ways. First, in terms of constraints on the transmission of the

replicable units, gene flow can occur freely between the populations of the same species

only (or perhaps related species, in which case, the process is known as hybridization)-,
not of different species due to genetic barriers. On the contrary, language contact may

occur with far fewer restrictions. In language, linguistic borrowing is quite widespread,

typically in terms of lexical morphemes, regardless of genetic, typological, or areal

relationship. Grammatical borrowing is nevertheless not as common as lexical

borrowing. Also, grammatical borrowing is likely between the dialects of a single

language or languages with similar grammatical systems (Meillet 1921: 87 in Thomason
and Kaufman 1988:14-15; Thomason 2006: 341). Givon (1979: 26 in Thomason and

Kaufman 1988: 15) as a functional linguist, regarded the structural system as a non-

arbitrary system (i.e. functionally/ semantically motivated) and so believed that

borrowing foreign structural material would be unlikely. Bickerton (1981: 50) points out

that because language has systematic structure, borrowing incompatible structural
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features cannot happen. Although Givon's and Bickerton's argument might be slightly
too strong and there must be many counterexamples (see Thomason and Kaufman 1988:
13-34 for examples of structural borrowing), their argument is probably true in terms of
natural tendency. It is likely that the grammatical systems in a language have developed
or adapted systematically over a considerable period of time. The foreign structural
features which are incompatible with the well-developed grammatical systems are

unlikely to be borrowed. Hence, in terms of constraints on grammatical borrowing, we
can see that language contact is not so different from gene flow. That is, it is more likely
when the two languages or populations are genetically related.

In any event, the difference between biological organisms and language perhaps
lies in the degree of flexibility of receiving foreign features. Biological organisms are

more resistant, whereas language as a socio-cultural artefact is more flexible in receiving

foreign features. This characteristic of language is highlighted in Thomason and
Kaufman (1988: 15). As mentioned earlier in §3.2.2.4, they strongly claim that the

linguistic structural constraints can, in fact, be overcome by social factors such as

"relative population sizes, length of contact and degree of bilingualism" (Thomason and
Kaufman 1988: 65-66).

In terms of CNNCs, the pure structural loan such as the borrowing of

{N,NUM,NSG} into the languages with {N,NUM} is not found. It seems to me that
number borrowing is relatively rare compared to the spread of numeral classifiers. This
is because numeral classifiers spread through the numeral borrowing which is more

lexical-like, for example, the spread of {N,NUM,CLF} from Indo-Aryan languages to

some Dravidian languages (which presumably had {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG}). The

{N,NUM,CLF} construction is commonly found in the northern group and central group
of the Dravidian languages but is extremely rare in the southern group which might not
have been under heavy influence of the Indo-Aryan languages. So, in this case, the

grammatical structure in the Dravidian languages has changed because of lexical

borrowing, not structural borrowing.
The second difference between gene flow and language contact is that language

contact may give rise to the loss of linguistic material in the receiving language whereas
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there is nothing lost in gene flow. For example, Arabana-Wangkanguru has lost the trial
number due to the influence of English which is not marked for trial (Hercus 1994: 64).
In addition, in gene flow, the genetic material can be clearly observed, but in language

contact, the borrowed feature is not necessarily clearly seen. That is to say, a

grammatical structure of the receiving language may produce a new grammatical
structure which is not found in the source language (and was not previously in the

receiving language). The new structure comes about by combining the grammatical

structure of the source language and the receiving language. For example, in Finnish

(which presumably had {N,NUM}), the {N,NUM,OBF,SG} construction might have
arisen due to contact with Baltic languages where {N,NUM,OBF,NSG} is widely used.

The current structure of {N,NUM,OBF,NSG} is nonetheless not straightforwardly
borrowed into Finnish. Rather the internal characteristics of Finnish, that is, the use of

partitive case and the use of the singular form after numerals, contribute to the rise of

{N,NUM,OBF,SG}.

11.3.6.3 Genetic drift

In Biology, genetic drift refers to a mechanism of evolutionary change involving
a random chance of genetic transmission. According to Darwinian theory, the chances of
survival and reproduction among individuals in the population can be different due to

natural selection (cf. §11.3.6.4). However, if the chance of survival and reproduction is
not different among individuals in the population, the chance that different genes can be

transmitted to the next generations is accordingly equal. The evolutionary change in a

population therefore depends on the numbers of offspring of individuals in each

generation. Suppose in a population there are two variants of genes; that is, gene A and

gene B. In the 1st generation, the ratio between gene A (non-mutant gene) and gene B

(mutant gene) is 80: 20. However, it seems unlikely that the parental generation of gene
A and gene B will produce exactly the same numbers of offspring. Suppose further, the

parental generation of gene B produces more offspring than that of gene A. In the 2nd
generation, the ratio may change to 60: 40. If in the 3rd generation, the parental

generation of gene A produces more offspring than that of gene B, the ratio between
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gene A and gene B may change to 65: 35, for example. Over a number of generations,
the population may end up with the dominance of gene A over gene B, or the equal

frequency of the two genes, or the dominance of gene B over gene A. In the last case, we

could say that an evolutionary change apparently takes place in the population.

Normally, the chance that the mutant genes would replace the non-mutant gene would
be very slim. However, due to genetic drift, a chance like that can happen, especially in
the case in which the size of the population is very small.

We can see that genetic drift involves variation and fluctuating change. In

language, variation is a common phenomenon. Like biological variation, linguistic
variation is a sign of historical change. It is generally acknowledged that there are two

types of variation. One is free variation and the other is complementary distribution.
Free variation refers to a situation where more than one linguistic form is allowed to be
used alternately in the same context. For example, English what can be pronounced

o

[wq ] or [wat] without a change in meaning. Complementary distribution refers to a

situation where two different but related linguistic forms are used in different contexts.
For example, in Old English there are at least two forms of CNNCnsg- They are

{N,NUM,NSG} for small numerals and {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} for higher numerals. In

this case, the two constructions will not be in competition and can be present together in
the language because each has its own distribution. However, the two variants may

converge into one form as happened in the history of English when the higher numerals
became treated as adjectives instead of nouns. The change from {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} to

{N,NUM,NSG} was directional, that is, the use of {N,NUM,NSG} was extended to

higher numerals only and not the opposite way.

11.3.6.4 Natural selection

In biology, natural selection is another major evolutionary mechanism. It refers
to the natural process whereby some organisms having adaptive characteristics for their
environment will have more chance to survive and reproduce their offspring. In contrast,

those which do not have adaptive characteristics will have a smaller chance to survive
and will tend to become extinct subsequently. Over generations, the organisms with
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adaptive characteristics will spread over the population. Natural selection is an important
mechanism of evolutionary change when the members of the population vary in adaptive
characteristics. In a population, if all members have the same adaptive characteristics,
natural selection will play no role.

In language, if we regard linguistic units (e.g. structural types of CNNCs) as

organisms, language users as well as the linguistic systems as a whole48 can be regarded
as an environment in which those linguistic units are based49. That is, the stability of

linguistic forms depends on both. Linguistic forms which are favoured by language users

and linguistic systems of the time and place are supposed to be selected, and those which
are less adaptive will be vanishingly rare and will disappear. As with organisms, natural
selection will play an important role only when there is variation in language. A question

may arise: how can we say that a feature is adaptive? The adaptive linguistic form is the
feature which is beneficial to the language users in terms of communicative efficiency

(i.e. showing this adaptive feature: economy and expressivity) or learnability. At the
same time, the linguistic form must be compatible with other linguistic systems.

The choice of a linguistic form which does not involve communicative efficiency
should not be referred to as natural selection. For example, suppose that in English there
were two ways to say 'thank you' e.g. ta and thanks. Suppose further that the young

generation just happened to choose to say ta. Then ta would spread even though thanks
is a word with the same efficiency. In this case, we can see that ta does not show more

adaptive characteristics than 'thanks', so no natural selection is involved. In biology, this

may be referred to as neutral selection (cf. Kimura 1983), or drift. Another noteworthy

point is that some linguistic structures may show a tendency to be changed in the young

generation (e.g. a minor sound change), but due to the prescriptive grammar in schools,
other linguistic structures then remain unchanged. This is obviously unnatural and

accordingly should not be referred to as natural selection. This phenomenon

corresponds to biological artificial selection (i.e. the breeds are selected by humans).

48 The reader is referred to a classic quotation "un langue est un systeme ou tout se dent" [a language is a

system where everything holds everything else] (translated by Jim Hurford, personal communication).4
Comparable to a biological ecosystem in which the organisms of the same species are also regarded as a

part of the environment of that species.
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In terms of CNNCs, natural selection plays an important role both at the global
level and local level. At the global level, according to the frequency of structural

patterns of CNNCsg and CNNCnsg reported in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the {N,NUM}
construction is by far the most frequent type present in dominant and non-dominant

modes, outnumbering other types in both CNNCsg and CNNCnsg- This can possibly be

explained in terms of natural selection. The {N,NUM} construction favours
communicative efficiency; that is, the structure is expressive (i.e. giving all the required

information) and economical (i.e. there are only the necessary elements; no redundant

elements). At the local level, there are several cases where natural selection is a

prominent. For example, the numeral classifiers in some languages are getting lost,

perhaps because the speakers do not find them necessary. In pidgins and Creoles, the
number markers are mostly dropped except when the numerals are absent. These

phenomena reflect the situation that these elements are non-adaptive for speakers of
some languages.

In conclusion, the four mechanisms (i.e. mutation, gene flow, genetic drift and
natural selection) all play important roles in evolutionary change in biological organisms
and language in a combinatory way. It is difficult to determine which mechanism plays
the most important role in evolutionary change. In biology, scientists used to agree that
natural selection was the key evolutionary mechanism. However, currently some

scientists are convinced that neutral theory or genetic drift plays the most important role

(Kimura 1983; Caldwell et al. 2006)50. In language, it is hard to determine whether
natural selection is the major mechanism of language change since there are a number of

changes in language which cannot be attributed to natural selection. We have looked

into a number of changes that happened in the history of CNNCs, and it can be observed
that some changes happened as a series of changes although the first change may be
attributed to natural selection. For example, a change in the phonological system may

50 It is noted in Caldwell et al. (2006) that "It might seem like everywhere we look, we see evidence of
natural selection: organisms seem to be pretty well adapted to their environments. But the neutral theory
of molecular evolution suggests that most of the genetic variation in populations is the result of mutation
and genetic drift and not selection". For further details, see http://evolution.berkeley.
edu/evosite/evol01/IIIE5b Neutraltheory.shtml
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lead to a change in the morphological system as happened in Celtic languages; and the
loss of gender leads to the loss of number marking in some Niger-Congo languages. In

any event, we can see that although language is a cultural artefact, it looks more similar
to biological organisms rather than to other cultural artefacts. In other cultural artefacts,
natural selection may play a less important role. On the contrary, neutral selection as

well as artificial selection may play a more important role here (e.g. old-fashioned
clothes today will perhaps become popular in the future (see Bentley, Hahn and Shennan

(2004), for instance, for more discussion about random drift in cultural change).

11.3.7Adaptation, vestigial structures, maladaptation, and exaptation

As mentioned earlier, in biology, the term adaptation is generally referred to as

an organism's advantageous characteristic that helps the organism to survive and

reproduce in its natural habitat. For example, many lizards can change skin colour in

response to the environment to protect themselves from predators. The ability to change
skin colour is an adaptation. Yet, some present features of an organism are hard to see as

having evolved for adaptive purposes. These features were once probably adaptations
but later when their environment changed, these features become functionless. Such
features are referred to as vestigial structures. Some vestigial structures may be harmful
to the possessor. Such vestigial structures are known as maladaptations. Another
relevant term is exaptation. As already introduced in §11.2.2.2, this term refers to the
modification of the original function of a feature.

In this respect, language is not different from biological organisms. Those
italicised terms can be borrowed to explain the nature of language change as evidenced
in CNNCs. The CNNCs themselves are adaptations in reaction to the need for verbally

expressing the exact number of things when the society developed beyond a primitive
material stage. In addition, some adaptations can be observed from the grammatical
features relevant to quantification in general. An example is the use of reduplication to

distinguish number. The types of reduplication in some languages such as in Native
American languages may be used so often that they have developed into grammatical
markers (Mithun 1988). Another instance of adaptation with regard to number can be
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found in the use of plural tone in some languages such as Ngiti, a Nilo-Saharan language

(Dryer 2005a: 138).

However, most of the extra elements in CNNCs cannot be said to be adaptations,
but rather exaptations. These features were not originally used in relation to

quantification. For example, numeral classifiers were originally nouns representing

physical things. When the language requires a word to unitize collective-like reference

(analogous to English police, cattle), some nouns which have the potential to indicate
units of things are therefore employed. So, such a reanalysis of nouns is referred to as

grammaticalization in linguistics and corresponds to exaptation in biology. Another
instance of exaptation can be observed in the grammaticalization of plural markers.

However, not every instance of grammaticalization is an exaptation. For example, the

development of dual and trial markers in place of numerals is not an exaptation. This

process happens just because of sound erosion (due to frequent use). These items are

then reanalysed as grammatical numbers. In this case the grammaticalization process

should be referred to as an adaptation because the erosion of sound results from ease of
articulation—it is a kind of communicative efficiency.

The use of number markers as either adaptations or exaptations in the first place
is rather transparent, namely, the motivation for their use may have been instigated by
the first innovating speakers. However, when there was a change in the linguistic

system, namely the emergence of numerals, the number markers became redundant and

vestigial since number was indicated by numerals already. In many Niger-Congo

languages, the grammatical morphemes denoting person-gender-number (PGN) may

instantiate vestigial structures in language because they are functionless or marginally
functional. At the beginning the use was functional since the morpheme was used to

clarify the number and person. The loss of PGN agreement as happened in many Niger-

Congo languages reflects the situation that the PGN morphemes are maladaptive and so

the language system has tried to get rid of them. This is because it is a burden on

speakers to memorise them for no benefit at all.
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To sum up, the biological notions of adaptation, vestigial structure,

maladaptation and exaptation help to understand how and why biological features
evolve. These terms can be applied well to language so as to understand the various

origins of present characteristics of modern languages.

11.3.8 Convergent evolution

In biology, the term convergent evolution refers to the process in which different

species evolve similar characteristics because of similar selective pressures. Such
characteristics are referred to as analogous. For example, whales, which were terrestrial

animals, have evolved flippers for swimming in reaction to the marine environmental
condition. The flippers function like the fins of fish. However, the flippers and fins have
different origins.

Turning to language, convergent evolution happens normally in language. A

large number of features in genetically unrelated languages may become similar if they
encounter the similar linguistic conditions. Convergent evolution can often be found in
CNNCs. For example, the {N,NUM,CLF} construction found in Chinese, African

languages, and Native American languages does not obviously develop from a common

origin but rather these languages have encountered a similar selective pressure (i.e.
semantic clarification).

However, in language, analogous features do not necessarily involve a similar
selective pressure. For example, the {N,NUM} constructions in several languages have
different origins. In CNNCs, there are several cases instantiating convergent evolution.
For example, {N,NUM} in Creoles, Celtic languages, and some Uralic languages did not

develop from the same selective pressures.

In sum, the idea of convergent evolution is important in language change. That is
to say, it helps us not to jump mistakenly to conclusions about genetic relationship or

language contact when two features are similar (such as {N,NUM,CLF} in Asian
andNative American languages). Rather, the similarity of the features is possibly due to

similar selective pressures. In addition, similar forms can emerge by accident just like
the {N,NUM}, in which case the idea of convergent evolution is not applied.
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11.3. 9 Uniformitarianism

Uniformitarianism is an assumption employed in studying the past in historical
sciences. The concept was originally used in geology and was later adapted in

evolutionary biology and linguistics. In geology, the concept was first introduced by the

geologists James Hutton and was modified later by Charles Lyell around the early 19th
century, referring to the assumption that the geological laws and processes (including a

rate of change) in the past history of the earth were essentially uniform with the on¬

going processes in the present. For example, the formation of mountains and the uplift of
land caused in the past by volcanic action and earthquakes respectively can be seen in
the present day (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2003: 43). This assumption leads to the

analogical method of inferring or reconstructing past events from the laws or processes

observed in the present. The assumption also suggests that the earth has changed

gradually through cumulative action of natural processes over a long period of time
rather than abruptly by catastrophic events. The concept of uniformitarianism was later

adapted in Darwin's evolutionary theory. It is assumed in evolutionary biology that the

evolutionary processes take place slowly at all times at a steady rate; the uniformitarian

principle in this sense is known as gradualism (Bak and Paczuski 1996: 1). Fossilized
transitional forms and organic variation may support the facts of gradual change. In

addition, based on the steady rate of change, the long term trends can be inferred from
the facts or data observed over a short period in the present. However, the hypothesis
about uniformitarianism remains controversial, since some processes are somewhat

particular in explaining geological and biological phenomena (Caldwell et al. 2006).

Many scientists tend to believe that although uniformitarianism may dominate natural

change, catastrophic events such as violent earthquakes or huge asteroid impacts can

happen intermittently, having a global effect (Bak and Paczuski 1996: 2-6).
The uniformitarian principle came to be used in diachronic linguistics as well.

Basically, the principle assumes that the general nature of human languages of the past

was not so different from that of the present (cf. Newmeyer 2002: 359; Croft 2003: 233).
This principle can be best applied to the distant past of human language only as far back
as comparative reconstruction allows, say 5000-6000 years ago. In comparative
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reconstruction, the uniformitarian principle is used as a reconstruction method

constraining the hypotheses about the structure of the past language. That is, the
characteristics of the ancient language hypothesised must be uniform with those of

contemporary languages (Ringe, Warnow and Taylor 2002: 60-61). To illustrate,

according to diachronic typology, the same typological generalizations observed in
modern languages should apply to ancient languages (Croft 2003: 233). In the case just
mentioned above, the uniformitarian principle is interpreted as corresponding to

language universals—the uniformity of laws governing human language across time and

space.

However, in some places the uniformitarian assumption is interpreted as the

uniformity of state. In geology, the uniformity of state means that the state of the earth in
the present is not different from that of the past. The notion uniformitarianism in this
sense in geology is no longer accepted, though. In linguistics, the uniformitarian

assumption in this sense suggests that human language has not changed since the earlier

stages, say since fifty or one hundred thousand years ago. Yet, some scholars have

presented evidence that seems to suggest that the earliest human languages might have
looked different from the human languages spoken today, and therefore, the
uniformitarianism assumption does not seem to be totally correct. According to Gil

(2006: 92-93), some grammatical processes are argued to be unidirectional, such as

grammaticalization whereby lexical items, typically nouns and verbs, tend to develop
into grammatical items such as prepositions, rather than grammatical items developing
into lexical items (see more details in Heine and Kuteva 2002b, 2007). Another

unidirectional change is that languages are more likely to exhibit a typological shift from
OV (object precedes verb) to VO (verb precedes object) than vice versa (see more

details in Givon 1979, for instance). Newmeyer (2002) reviews some works to support

the idea that grammar depends on culture. Because culture in the past is different from
the present, it is possible that languages in the distant past might have been different
from the present to some extent. For example, in Perkins (1992 in Newmeyer 2002), the

grammatical items expressing deixis (e.g. English 'this' 'that') in a materially complex

society are likely to be fewer than in a materially primitive society. If indeed all of these
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hypotheses are correct, early language might have had very few grammatical items, OV
word order, and several grammatical forms for deixis, for instance.

Turning to CNNCs, the data support the conclusion above; that is, human

language shows uniformity of laws but not of state. With regard to the uniformity of

laws, the typological generalization that "languages with {N,NUM,NSG} tend to have

genders and vice versa" not only applies to contemporary languages but also to ancient

languages like Sanskrit or Latin. Nevertheless, the uniformity of laws in language with

regard to diachronic typology is subject to change. English, for instance, exhibits the
construction {N,NUM,NSG} but the genders of nouns have been lost. This suggests that
the uniformity of laws in language is not so rigid as in geology and biology.

As for the uniformity of state, CNNCs were obviously not found in early

language until the birth of numerals, some of which developed from existing lexical
items through the process referred to as numeralization. Also, the birth of numerals
exhibits unidirectional change; that is, from the small numerals towards the higher ones
over a historical period. No language is reported to have high numerals without small
numerals. The small numerals in turn developed into number markers, giving rise to

complex number categories in later languages. All of these are clearly not present in

early language. In addition, according to the diachronic development of CNNCnsg as

already illustrated in the previous chapters, it can be argued further that in early

language the proportion of set nouns was significantly higher than that of other types of

nouns, such as singular object nouns, and sort nouns. The CNNC in the initial

hypothetical stage is {N,NUM}. According to Rijkoff (2003), nouns in this construction
are set nouns. As for singular object nouns, it is hypothesised that this type of noun

emerged later, after the nouns had been used with plural markers so that the plural nouns
must be accompanied by plural markers. The process led to the emergence of singular

object nouns which are employed in the {N,NUM,NSG} construction. Regarding sort

nouns which are employed in the {N,NUM,CLF} construction, based on the diachronic

development in Chapter 10, they are likely to appear later than the set nouns and

singular object nouns.
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Finally, the current study also suggests that language may exhibit an unsteady
rate of change. For example, the grammatical categories linked to quantification (i.e.
number systems and classifier systems), if they had already existed in any form in early

language, might have flourished faster upon the arrival of numerals.
To sum up, it is concluded that with regard to uniformitarianism, biology and

language are quite similar in general. Biological change has held true to a uniformitarian
scenario with regard to the uniformity of laws. In this case, language evolution shows
the same scenario, but with less rigidity. Uniformitarianism of state seems to be
incorrect both in biology and language.
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11.4 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the application of an evolutionary biological approach to

language change by comparing the two evolutionary systems in regard to some major
issues. The comparison has shown that evolutionary biology can be used as a unifying

approach to understand the nature of human language as a unique cultural artefact.
The nature of language based on the discussion so far can be surmised as

follows. Language is an evolutionary system as it can be replicated with modification.
The origins of linguistic structures are not straightforward. Some may emerge as simple

forms, but others may emerge as complex forms. Language can develop either towards

simplicity or complexity, but the most important point is that it develops to maintain
communicative efficiency and effectiveness at a given time. Language generally changes

gradually, but a sudden change is expected to happen intermittently.
When the speech communities of a language are split up, over a period of time,

new dialects of the language may appear. The new dialects can change into different

languages due to geographic isolation. However, the different characteristics of the two

languages may be recombined again if the two languages come into contact. So,

theoretically, reproductive isolation will never happen in language.
The major mechanisms driving language evolution are functional motivation

(comparable to natural selection) and language contact (comparable to gene flow). Free
variation (comparable to random mutation as well as neutral selection) seems to be an

important mechanism as well, but it is not clear from the current research to what extent
it is involved in language change. It seems likely that drift or fluctuating change

(corresponding to genetic drift) in language may be quite insignificant. In any event,

these mechanisms work in a combinatory way.
Over the history of human language, grammatical features have developed.

Current grammatical features may have different origins. Some are adaptations and the
others exaptations. Once those features are no longer functional, language will turn them
into vestigial structures; or get rid of them if they are maladaptations. Some grammatical
features in genetically unrelated languages may be identical if the languages encounter
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the same selective pressures. This phenomenon can be seen as convergent evolution.
The final aspect is uniformitarianism. With respect to the uniformity of laws, the
uniformitarian principle is feasible. Uniformitarianism with respect to uniformity of state
is questionable.

Finally, the comparison suggests that language is strikingly similar to biological

organisms in general. A biological evolutionary analogy sounds workable for language

change. The differences or mismatches mentioned sporadically above involve a degree
of flexibility in some circumstances, such as gene flow/language contact and the

uniformity of laws. Despite some mismatches, it seems likely that language is perhaps
more similar to biological organisms than to other cultural artefacts with regard to

evolution. An account for the uniqueness of the nature of language is that language is a

combinatory product of biological, psychological and cultural phenomena.
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12 Conclusions

The previous chapters have shown that there are several structural patterns of cardinal

numeral-noun constructions (CNNCs) in the world's languages. This phenomenon is

interesting because it appears to violate the principles of economy and distinctness in

language—the principles that seem to be key selection pressures for language evolution.
In other words, change that happens in language systems should be explainable in the

light of these two principles. However, due to the diversity and complexity of most
structural types of CNNCs, the immediate question then arises as to how the diversity
and complexity happen, despite the fact that simple structures (i.e. {N,NUM} like

English three sheep seem very practical.

Historical studies are always required when we want to understand the present.

Responding to the question above, the thesis assumes that viewing CNNCs from a

diachronic perspective would aid our understanding of the complexity and diversity of
structural patterns of CNNCs existing in modern languages. Even though counting

expressions seem to be rather basic in human daily life, the whole evolutionary scenario
of CNNCs had yet to be drawn. Therefore, the thesis has set out an ultimate aim of

developing an evolutionary picture of CNNCs with the belief that it would contribute to

the understanding of the diversity and complexity of CNNCs and of human language in

general.
To achieve this goal, the thesis has explored the structural patterns of CNNCs of

some 240 languages across the globe through reference grammars. The historical origins
of these structural types were then investigated, using evidence from old written records

along with theoretical approaches. Finally, with cross-linguistic comparison integrated
with diachronic approaches, hypothesized evolutionary trajectories of CNNCs were

postulated. In this chapter, the findings of the present study are summarized along with
some explanations. The chapter ends with certain concluding remarks.
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12.1 Summary of findings

12.1.1 Typological issues ofCNNCs

Regarding the possible structural types of CNNCs attested in living languages,

the findings as described in Chapter 6 illustrate that there is a great diversity of structural

types of both CNNCsg and CNNCnsg- As for CNNCsg, in addition to the structural

types of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} which are very common, there are other
structural types which are relatively rare, namely, {N,NUM,SG} (e.g. Persian),

{N,CLF} (e.g. Vietnamese), {N,Unit} (e.g. Somali), {NUM,CLF} (e.g. Nepali),

{N,NUM,CLF,SG} (e.g. Ejagham), {N,NUM,NP1} (e.g. Imonda), {N,SG} (e.g.

Mohawk), and {N,NUM,OBL,SG} (e.g. Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas)). The

atypical type is {N,NUM,1NV}, where a noun must have inherent number as in Jemez.

There are two languages, namely Piraha or Wari1, reported as lacking a numeral one

proper and hence completely lacking CNNCsg; these languages use a word with a

numerical interpretation meaning 'small' and 'alone' respectively.
As for CNNCnsg, in addition to {N,NUM},{N,NUM,NSG},{N,NUM,CLF}

, {N,NUM,CLF,NSG}, {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, and {N,NUM,OBL,SG} which have

already been mentioned in earlier research, there are some other structural types found,

though they are rather rare. These include {N,NUM,RMS} (e.g. Somali),

{N,NUM,ACC,SG} (e.g. Arabic), {NUM,CLF} (e.g. Kuna), {N,NUM,DPM} (e.g.

Degema), (N,NUM,SG) (e.g. Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas)),

{N,NUM,NUMPCL} (e.g. Maori) {N,NUM,PNUM,NSG} (e.g. Tuvaluan),

{N,NUM,NPL} (e.g. Imonda). Like CNNCsg, there exist languages with no numeral
and hence no CNNCnsg at all (e.g. Piraha).

Before moving on to the historical origins of these structural types, the thesis

performs two typological tasks. The first is typological classification—that is, languages
are classified into single types. This task not only illustrates the classification,

frequencies and distribution of CNNCs, but the findings are also a requirement for the
second typological task. The second task has to do with (implicational) universals which
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are typological generalizations. Making typological generalizations requires knowing

language types, their frequencies, and distribution.

According to the findings of the typological classification, the languages may be
classified into 6 types for CNNCsg and 11 types for CNNCnsg based on the primary
structural types used in the language.

With respect to CNNCsg, the world's languages are roughly divided into 2 main

types, namely, {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} with very few other possibilities.

{N,NUM} is by far the most common, greatly outnumbering all other types combined.
This simply suggests that the structural pattern of {N,NUM} is unmarked in most

languages of the world. The other major type is {N,NUM,CLF}, consistent with earlier

research, and this type is fairly common in a few particular areas, notably the Pacific
Rim and eastern India. However, some languages, although relatively rare, do not fall
into the two groups mentioned above. For example, several instances in Niger-Congo

languages use {N,NUM,SG} as a primary method. A few languages show the co¬

existence of types with none primary. Several languages in contact with numeral
classifier languages show a mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,CLF} as in Persian. The
last type is represented by the languages where the (native) numeral one proper is
absent. This finding implies that humans prefer to use simple structures to express

CNNCsg.

Regarding CNNCnsg, the languages of the world can be basically classified into
4 major types, namely {N,NUM}, {N,NUM,NSG}, {N,NUM,CLF} and a mixture of

{N,NUM}+{N,NUM,NSG} with some other possibilities. {N,NUM} is the most

common. This type spreads throughout most major regions of the world except Western

Europe, Southeast and (parts of) East Asia. The second most common is

{N,NUM,NSG}. This type is fairly common in several major regions of the world but
absent in Southeast Asia. The third most common is {N,NUM,CLF}. The distribution of

this type is not different from what is already described in CNNCsg- In addition to the 4

major types, there are other possibilities used as primary or non-primary observed in a

few instances, for example, {N,NUM,OBL,NSG}, found mostly in Europe and
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{N,NSG} (where NSG = DU and TRI), observed in a few languages of Australia where
numerals are limited to low-valued numbers. Finally, many languages show a mixture of

types; notable is a mixture of {N,NUM} and {N,NUM,NSG} with neither primary. The
mixture may suggest a change happening in the languages.

12.1.2 Historical origins ofCNNCs

The next step is to investigate the historical origins of structural types of CNNCs,

using old written records together with theoretical considerations. The findings as shown
in Chapters 7 and 8 can be summarized as below. Some patterns of diachronic change

proposed below may be common, while others probably are not.

CNNCsr,

{N,NUM} <

{N,NUM} <

{N,NUM,SG} <

{N,NUM,SG} <

{N,NUM,CLF}<

{N,NUM,CLF}<

{N,SG} <

N+ word with a numerical interpretation (e.g. Sanskrit)

{N,NUM,CLF} (e.g. Chinese)

{N,NUM} (e.g. Pame)

{N,SG} (e.g. Lunda)

{N,NUM} (e.g. Chinese)

{N,NUM,SG} (e.g. Kana)

(N,NUM1 (e.g. Burushaski)

CNNCnso

{N,NUM} <

{N,NUM} <

{N,NUM} <

{N,NUM,NSG}<

(N,NUM,NSG}<

{N,NUM,CLF}<

N+wora with a numerical interpretation} (e.g. Wari )

{N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Irish)

{N,NUM,CLF} (e.g. Nivkh)

{N,NUM} (e.g. Hawaiian Creole)

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} (e.g. Norwegian)

{N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Bengali)

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG} <{N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Malto)

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} <{N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Russian)

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} < {N,NUM} (e.g. Finnish)
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{N,NUM,OBL,NSG} <{N,NUM} (e.g. Welsh)

{N,NSG} < {N, word with a numerical interpretation}

{N,NSG}< {N,3PL} (e.g. Gaagudju)

{N,NSG}(NSG=DU,TRI) < {N,NUM} (e.g. Kayardild)

12.1.3 Evolutionary scenario for CNNCs: a possibility

As presented in Chapter 9, based on the assumption that the various structural

patterns of CNNCs discovered can be considered in the light of a hypothetical

evolutionary ladder, these historical pathways just described above are combined

together to postulate larger subsystems in several layers, even though most of them are

not genetically related. We then end up with a possible general evolutionary trajectory of

CNNCsg and CNNCnsg as represented in Figures 12.1 and 12.2 respectively.

Stage 1 N+ 'one-ness' [Wari']

Stage 2

[Indo-E tropean]

{N,NUM}

Stage 3 {N,SG}

[Buiushask

[Chin tse (Beijing Mandarin)]

{N$JUM}

Stage 5

[Kaha]

Stage 6 [N,NUM,CLF)

Fig. 12.1 A Possible Evolutionary Trajectory of CNNCSg
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Stage 1 N+ 'two-ness' [Wari'] N+ 'many'

[Kw; za] [Gaagud 11]

Stage 2 (N.NUM) {N,NSG}

(N.NUM) {N.NUM,NSG) {N.NUM,NSG} {N.NUM,OBL.SG) {N.NUM,CLF.NSGHN.NUM ((N.NUM.CLF)

From the evolutionary trajectories above, it can be noticed that the development
of CNNCs is bi-directional or reversible in terms of structural complexity. The

constructions may develop toward greater complexity initially but they can develop
toward greater complexity or greater simplicity over the course of evolution. Another

major characteristic of CNNCnsg is that many patterns of CNNCnsg are unpredictable
or idiosyncratic. That is, many patterns of change take place in a particular linguistic
context. For example, {N,NUM,OBL,SG} emerged in Russian because the dual marker
was reinterpreted as genitive singular. This grammatical reinterpretation seems unlikely
to happen as a common occurrence.

Stage 5 {N.NUM,OBL.NSG} (N.NUM.NSG)

Fig. 12.2 A Possible Evolutionary Trajectory of CNNCNSg
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12.1.4 Explanations for the complexity and diversity ofCNNCs

All the changes in the evolutionary scenario result in the complexity and

diversity of CNNCs in the modern languages. As discussed in Chapter 10, these changes
are triggered by various factors which can be categorized into three groups, namely a

quantifying function, a non-quantifying function, and a mixture of both. Most of these
factors in fact can be explained in the light of the principles of economy and
distinctness.

The factors concerning the quantifying function involve the rise of numerals, the

presence of collective nouns and general nouns, and the special meaning. The rise of
numerals is a direct factor in the emergence of CNNCs. There are several structural

patterns that emerged by this motivation. Examples are {N,NUM}) that developed from
a noun plus a word with a numerical interpretation, and {N,NUM,NSG} where numerals
were presumably attached with non-singular markers before the rise of numerals. The

presence of collective nouns (e.g. English cattle) and general nouns (e.g. Chinese xin 'a
letter' or 'letters') is included in this kind of motivation. Following the general view,
both kinds of nouns cannot be in a direct construction with numerals, rather the

individualizer is required to make the enumeration possible. The individualizer can be a

singulative marker or a numeral classifier. This leads to the complexity of the
construction. The structural patterns that emerged because of these motivations are

{N,NUM,CLF} and {N,NUM,SG}. Besides, the presence of nouns that can be counted
in more than one way, such as the use of a numeral classifier in some nouns denoting

plants in Ejagham, also leads to the rise of {N,NUM,CLF}. Moreover, the special

meaning may help to maintain the variety of structural patterns in the language such as

the slight difference in meaning between {N,DU} and {N,NUM} in Ngiyambaa (Pama-

Nyungan, Australia). The changes just described above are clearly attributed to the

principle of distinctness.
The diversity in CNNCs is also attributed to some other factors which are not

relevant to a quantifying function. Rather, it is attributed to a change in other areas of

grammar. The loss of cases and noun classes with which grammatical number is fused
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may trigger a change in CNNCs. This happened in some of the Goidelic and Niger-

Congo languages where {N,NUM,NSG} changed into {N,NUM} because of the loss of
cases and noun classes respectively. Also, the fusion of a numeral classifier and a noun

as illustrated by Chinese results in a change in CNNCs from {N,NUM,CLF} to

{N,NUM.CLF}, which superficially looks like {N,NUM}. The change in grammatical

categories of numerals can change the structural type of CNNCs as happened in English
where the pattern of {N,NUM,NSG} (e.g. Modern English four hundred winters) is
derived from the pattern of {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} (e.g. Old English four hundred of

winters) because in Old English, the high round numerals such as hundred are treated as

nouns but later as more adjectival in Modern English. A change such as this probably
reflects a systemization in language. The changes illustrated above are attributable to the

principle of economy in language. The reanalysis of the dual marker as the genitive

singular, giving rise to the change from {N,NUM,NSG} to {N,NUM,OBL,SG} as

happened in Russian is also another instance of the non-quantifying motivation. This

change cannot be attributed to either the principle of economy or distinctness.

Moreover, the diversity of CNNCs may be caused by factors relevant to a

mixture of quantifying and non-quantifying functions. For example, in some Arabic

dialects, the rise of (N,NUM,NSG}(NSG =PL) for the numeral two is derived from

{N,NSG} (NSG=DU). The initial cause would be the loss of concord or agreement (i.e.
a non-quantifying factor) leading to the loss of the dual in the context of the numeral

two. This is because the dual might be seen as redundant (i.e. a quantifying factor).

Later, the use of plural markers was extended to dual nouns by analogy with other plural
nouns (i.e. a non-quantifying factor). The two changes are attributable to the principle of

economy. Another instance can be seen in the grammatical change in the dual marker in
Futuna-Aniwa. In this language, {N,DU} changed into {N,NUM,DU} when the dual
marker assumed the new grammatical function of an article (i.e. a non-quantifying

factor), and the numeral two was then required again. This change is attributable to the

principle of distinctness.
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Overall, the results suggest that the principles of economy and distinctness still

play major roles in the complexity and diversity of CNNCs. It can also be further

implied that the motivations for the changes are functional. However, some changes to

certain CNNCs seem irrelevant to the two principles, as happened in

{N,NUM,OBL,SG} in Finnish and {N,NUM,OBL,SG} in Russian which are results of

language contact and misinterpretation respectively.
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12.2 Concluding remarks

The thesis offers clear evidence for general characteristics of human language
which look similar to the nature of biological organisms in general, as discussed in

Chapter 11. For example, human language can develop towards either simplicity or

complexity so as not to reduce communicative efficiency and effectiveness at a given
time. Language changes gradually but an abrupt change may be observable occasionally
if there is a punctuating factor. The major mechanisms driving language to evolve

mostly involve functional motivation and language contact. Over the history of human

language, grammatical features have developed. Some of the grammatical features are

adaptations and some are exaptations. From among these features, some may change to

vestigial structures if they are no longer functional; or may even be removed from the

language due to their maladaptedness. Some grammatical features in genetically
unrelated languages may look alike if the languages encounter the same selective

pressures. This phenomenon is comparable to convergent evolution in biology. The final

aspect has to do with uniformitarianism. The uniformitarian principle seems likely in
terms of uniformity of laws. Nevertheless, due to language contact, some current

linguistic patterns appear to violate these laws. Uniformitarianism with respect to

uniformity of state is doubtful, especially for the linguistic features concerning cultural

development. Finally, this comparison also implies that languages are strikingly similar
to biological organisms in general. The biological evolutionary analogy seems workable
for a study of language change.

In addition, it should be emphasised that the conjecture on the evolutionary

trajectories of CNNCs was based on a limited number of languages where data were

sufficient for the possibility of diachronic analysis. This means that there may be some

other possibilities in addition to those illustrated. For example, as already mentioned in §

2.2.1, a numeral classifier language may change into a plural marking language as

evidenced by Chamorro (Austronesian, Guam), a language which underwent a

typological change after contact with Spanish and English (Sanches and Slobin 1973:
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12). Further, {N,NUM,CLF} may change into {N,NUM,NSG} but this is not found in

my data. Additionally, there may be some other contributory factors that are also not

present in the current data. For example, {N,NUM} may derive from {N,NUM,CLF}
because of some other reasons besides fusion (e.g. the omission and the decline of
numeral classifiers in the language) but clear data on this are not available. Therefore,
the real evolutionary trajectories are probably messier and the contributory factors may

be more diverse.

Regarding methodology, the hypothetical evolutionary ladders as illustrated in

Figures 10.1 and 10.2 were drawn by using cross-linguistic comparison integrated with a

diachronic approach. This methodology assumes that the diversity of structural patterns

present in languages today can be used as evidence for an evolutionary ladder. Flowever,
this does not necessarily mean that such a principle can be applied to every case of

diversity in linguistic patterns. For example, cross-linguistically, there are three types of
causative constructions in terms of morpho-syntactic properties, namely lexical,

morphological, and periphrastic causatives. It may not always be the case that

periphrastic causatives are the initial stage and then that morphological causatives and
lexical causatives follow in any possible order. There has been research (see, for

example, Haiman 1985) suggesting that the three causative constructions may be used

differently due to semantic differences if the three types are found in the same language.
For example, periphrastic causatives (e.g. make something broken) are less iconic than
lexical ones (e.g. break something) if the two types are in the same language. Therefore,
we need to be cautious about this methodology.

Finally, there are some topics on which future research should focus. Firstly, as
diachronic paths in the evolutionary trajectories have very few languages; further
research should reveal whether each diachronic path has other members (other languages
where this pattern of change occurs). The result would illustrate how common each
diachronic path actually is. It seems likely that some diachronic patterns are regular and

predictable, but some are not. For example, the construction consisting of a noun plus a

word with numerical interpretation is likely to change to {N,NUM} through the process

of numeralization. On the other hand, {N,NUM,CLF} may not need to come from
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{N,NUM} or {N,NUM,NSG}. There are probably also some other possible diachronic
routes and contributory factors but clear evidence is not available. So, further research is
needed for looking into other possibilities. For example, based on this thesis, we do have

{N,NUM.CLF} which superficially looks like {N,NUM}, but we do not have {N,NUM}
which is derived from {N,NUM,CLF}. It seems that this route may exist but there is no

supporting evidence.
In the present study, there are some constructions for which the historical origins

are not yet known, such as {N,NUM,UNIT} and {N,NUM,RMS}. So, the evolutionary

trajectories would look more inclusive if the historical origins of these structural patterns
were uncovered. In addition, there might be some constraints on language contact

regarding CNNCs. There is no evidence suggesting that {N,NUM} developed due to

language contact, for example. The development of {N,NUM} seems to be attributable
to internal motivation only. Regarding extra elements, compared to number markers,
numeral classifier systems are likely to be easier to spread to other languages. Moreover,
one avenue for further research on numerical expressions would be to investigate related
constructions cross-linguistically, such as ordinal numeral-noun constructions and

approximative numeral-noun constructions, in terms of diversity and diachronic

development. These likely areas of future research will contribute to the body of

knowledge about the diversity and evolution of numerical expressions.
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Appendix 1 Lists of Languages (by
Area)51 and Structural Types of CNNCs

In Appendix 1, all the structural types of CNNCs in sample languages are presented
in tabular form. For CNNCsg, the reader is referred to Table A, and for CNNCnsg,

refer to Table B. The two tables also provide a complete listing of the languages in
the sample and their geographical and genetic affiliation. Following the genealogical

language list in WALS (2005: 584-644), the families in Table A and Table B are

organized in the geographical fashion, starting from Africa (AFR), Eurasia (EUR),
Southeast Asia & Oceania (SEA & OCE), Australia & New Guinea (AUS-NEW),

North America (NAM) and ending in South America (SAM). Within each family,
the genera and languages are organized alphabetically. As for Creoles and pidgins,

they are organised separately as an individual group in WALS. In the thesis,

however, they are organised by area at the end of each region.
The structural types of CNNCs displayed in the two tables are either the basic

types (represented by the symbol +) or subsidiary ones (represented by the symbol

@). Note again that the structural types indicated in all languages are based only on

the examples found in the sources. In some languages there probably exist some

other types missing from the survey. The extensive examples from the language

sample illustrating all structural types of CNNCs can be found in the grammar

reference survey in Appendix 3.
It must be emphasised that the two tables in Appendix 1 shows structural

type, not language type (see Introduction in Chapter 6for their definitions). For a list
of languages in relation to each language type established in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2,
the reader is referred to Appendix 2.

51 For a list of languages organized alphabetically by the name, refer to Appendix 2.1.
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"Jf"

-Area

IN, NUM)

(N, NUM, SG)

{N, NUM, CLF}

{N,SG}

Other

AFR
1

Khoisan

Central Khoisan

IIAni

Botswana

+

2

Niger- Congo

Bantoid

Ejagham

Nigeria

+

@ (N,NUM,CLF,SG}

3

Lunda

Democratic Republicof Congo

+

4

Edoid

Degema

Nigeria

+

5

CrossRiver
Kana

Nigeria

+

6

Gur

Koromfe

BurkinaFaso, Mali

+

7

Ijoid

Ijo (Kolokuma)
Nigeria

+

8

Kordofanian
Orig

Sudan

+

9

Kru

Grebo

Liberia

+

10

Northern Atlantic

Wolof

Gambia, Senegal

+

11

Western Mande

Kpelle

Liberia

+

12

Nilo- Saharan

Berta

Berta

Ethiopia, Sudan

+

13

Fur

Fur

Sudan

+

14

Moru-Ma'di
Ma'di

Sudan, Uganda

+

15

Nilotic

Lango

Uganda

+

16

Saharan

Kanuri

Chad,Niger, Nigeria,Sudan
+

17

Songhay

Koyraboro Senni

Mali,Niger

+

18

Afro- Asiatic

Berber

Berber(Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas)

Morocco

+

+ {N,NUM,OBL,SG}

19

EastChadic
Lele

Chad

+
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Macro -Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Type

(N, NUM}

IN, NUM, SG)

{N, NUM, CLF)

{N,SG}

Other

20

Eastern Cushitic

Somali

Somalia

+

@ (N.UNIT)

21

Omotic

Maale

Ethiopia

+

22

Semitic

Arabic (Modern Standard)

SaudiArabia andadjacent countriesin MiddleEast
andNorth Africa

+

23

Chaha

Ethiopia

+

24

Hebrew

Israel

+

25

Maltese

Malta

+

26

West Chadic

Hausa

Niger, Nigeria

+

27

Creolesand Pidgins

Angolar

SaoTomee Principe

+

28

Nigerian Pidgin

Nigeria

+

29

Nubi

Uganda

+

EUR
30

Basque

Basque

Basque

France,Spain
+

31

Indo- European

Albanian

Albanian

Serbia& Montenegro, Albania

+

32

Baltic

Lithuanian

Lithuania

+

33

Celtic

Irish

Ireland

+

34

Welshwichi
UK(Wales)
+

35

Gaelic (Scots)

UK (Scotland)

+

36

Germanic

German

Austria, Germany, Switzerland

+

37

English

United Kingdom

+



macro

ramny

vjemis

\_uulltuy

-Area

(N, NUM)

(N, NUM, SG)

(N, NUM, CLF)

{N,SG}

Other

38

Norwegian

Norway

+

39

Indie

Bengali

India, Bangladesh

+

40

Nepali

Nepal

+

@ {NUM,CLF)

41

Greek

Greek

Greece

+

42

Iranian

Persian

Iran

+

@

@

@

43

Romance

Catalan

Spain

+

44

French

France

+

45

Slavic

Russian

Russia

+

46

Uralic

Finnic

Estonian

Estonia

+

47

Finnish

Finland

+

48

Ugric

Hungarian

Hungary

+

49

Samoyedic
Selkup

Russia

+

50

Altaic

Mongolic

Mangghuer

China

+

51

Mongol (Khamni- gan)

China, Mongolia

+

52

Tungusic

Manchu

China

+

53

Udihe

Russia

+

54

Turkic

Turkish

Turkey

+

55

Yukaghir

Yukaghir

Yukaghir (Kolyma)

Russia

+

56

Yukaghir (Tundra)

Russia

+

57

Yeniseian

Yeniseian

Ket

Russia

+

58

Chukotko- Kamchat kan

Northern Chukotko- Kamchatkan
Alutor

Russia(Asia)

+

59

Nivkh

Nivkh

Nivkh

Russia

+

60

Ainu

Ainu

Ainu

Japan

+

@

61

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese

Japan

+

TableA:
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Macro -Area
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Genus

Language

Country

Type

(N, NUM)

(N, NUM, SG)

(N, NUM, CLF)

(N.SG)

Other

62

Korean

Korean

Korean

Korea

+

63

Northwest Caucasian

Northwest Caucasian

Abkhaz

Georgia

+

64

Nakh- Daghestan-
ian

Lezgic

Lezgian

Russia

+

65

Kartvelian

Kartvelian

Georgian

Georgia

+

66

Burushaski
Burushaski
Burushaski
Pakistan

+

@

@

67

Nahali

Nahali

Nahali

India

+

68

Dravidian

Central Dravidian

Kolami

India

+

69

Northern Dravidian

Malto

India

+

70

Austro- Asiatic(in Eurasia)

Munda

Bhumij

India

+

71

Korku

India

+

72

Mundari

India

+

SEA& OCE
73

Sino- Tibetan

Bodic

Camling

Nepal

+

74

Chantyal

Nepal

+

75

Tamang

Nepal

+

76

Burmese- Lolo

Akha

China, Myanmar, Thailand

+

77

Chinese

Mandarin

China

+

78

Lepcha

Lepcha

Bhutan,India, Nepal

+

79

Qiangic

Qiang

China

+

80

Hmong- Mien

Hmong- Mien

HmongNjua
China

+

81

Tai-Kadai

Kam-Tai

Mulao

China

+



-Area

{N, NUM)

{N, NUM, SG)

(N, NUM, CLF}

-jt- {N,SG)

Other

82

Thai

Thailand

+

@ {N.CLF), {NUM,CLF)

83

Austro- Asiatic

Aslian

Semelai

Malaysia

+

84

Bahnaric

Chrau

Vietnam

+

85

Khmer

Klimer

Cambodia

+

+

86

Nicobarese (Car)

Nicobarese (Car)

India

+

+

87

Palaung- Khmuic

Khmu1

Laos

@

+

88

Viet-Muong
Vietnamese

Vietnam

+

@ {N,CLF}

89

Andaman- ese

Great Andaman- ese

Great Andamanese
India

+

90

Austrones-
ian

Atayalic

Atayal

Taiwan

+

91

Borneo

Begak (Ida'an)

Malaysia

+

92

Central Malayo- Polynesian

Buru

Indonesia

+

93

Kambera

Indonesia

+

94

Oceanic

Erromangan
Vanuatu

+

95

Kilivila

PapuaNew Guinea

+

96

Maori

NewZealand
+

97

Nalik

PapuaNew Guinea

+

98

Rotuman

Fiji

+

TableA:
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Macro -Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Type

IN, NUM)

(N, NUM, SG)

{N, NUM, CLF)

{N.SG}

Other

99

South Halmahera- WestNew Guinea

Taba

Indonesia

+

100

Sulawesi

TukangBesi
Indonesia

+

101

Creoles- Pidgins

Bislama

Vanuatu

+

102

Hawai'ian Creole

US(Hawaii)
+

AUS& NEW 103

West Papuan

North Halmaheran
Tidore

Indonesia

+

+

104

EastBird's Head

EastBird's Head

Meyah

Indonesia

+

105

East Geelvink Bay

East Geelvink Bay

Bauzi

Indonesia

+

106

LakesPlain
LakesPlain
Iau

Indonesia

+

107

Kwerba

Kwerba

Kwerba

Indonesia

+

108

Nimboran

Nimboran

Nimboran

Indonesia

+

109

Sentani

Sentani

Sentani

Indonesia

+

110

Border

Border

Imonda

PapuaNew Guinea

+

@ {N,NUM,NPL}

111

Sepik

Ram

Awtuw

PapuaNew Guinea

+

112

Lower Sepik-Ramu
Lower Sepik

Yimas

PapuaNew Guinea

+

113

Trans-New Guinea

Awju- Dumut

Kombai

Indonesia

+

114

Binanderean
Binandere

PapuaNew Guinea

+

115

Eastern Highlands

Usarufa

PapuaNew Guinea

+

116

Finisterre- Huon

Nabak

PapuaNew Guinea

+



macro

ramuy

uerius

^vimhy

»->K~

-Area

(N, NUM}

(N, NUM, SG)

(N, NUM, CLF)

(N,SG)

Other

117

Mek

Yale (Kosarek)

Indonesia

+

118

Marind

South Bird'sHead
Inanwatan

Indonesia

+

119

Eleman

Eleman

KakiAe

PapuaNew Guinea

+

120

Yele

Yele

YellDnye

PapuaNew Guinea

+

121

Sulka

Sulka

Sulka

PapuaNew Guinea

+

122

Kuot

Kuot

Kuot

PapuaNew Guinea

+

123

Australian

Bunuban

Bunuba

Australia

+

124

Gaagudju

Gaagudju

Australia

+

125

Limilngan

Limilngan

Australia

+

126

Ndjebbana

Ndjebbana

Australia

+

127

Pama- Nyungan

Arabana

Australia

+

128

Ngiyambaa

Australia

+

129

WestBarkly
Wambaya

Australia

+

130

Creolesand Pidgins

Broken

Australia

+

131

Ndyuka

French Guiana, Suriname

+

132

TokPisin

PapuaNew Guinea

+

NAM 133

Na-Dene

Athapaskan
Chipewyan

Canada

+

134

Haida

Haida

Haida (Skidegate)
Canada

+

135

Algic

Algonquian
Cree(Plains)
Canada

+

136

Yurok

Yurok

US

+
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Macro -Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Type

{N, NUM)

(N, NUM, SG)

IN, NUM, CLF)

{N,SG}

Other

137

Iroquoian

Northern Iroquoian

Mohawk (Akwesasne)
Canada

@

+

138

Siouan

Siouan

Lakhota

US

+

139

Keresan

Keresan

Acoma

US

+

140

Uto- Aztecan

Aztecan

Nahuatl (Huasteca)

Mexico

+

141

Cahita

Yaqui

Mexico

+

142

Salishan

Central Salishan

Halkomelem
Canada

+

+

143

Penutian

Tsimshian

Tsimshian

Canada,US

+

144

Oto- Manguean

Chinantecan
Chinantec (Comalte- pec)

Mexico

+

145

Mixtecan

Mixtec (Alacatlat- zala)

Mexico

+

146

Otomian

Ocuilteco

Mexico

+

147

Pamean

Pame

Mexico

+

@

@

148

Mayan

Mayan

Chontal Maya

Mexico

+

149

Itzaj

Guatemala

+

150

Mam

Guatemala

+

151

Creolesand Pidgins

Jamaican Creole

Jamaica

+

SAM 152

Chibchan

Aruak

Ika

Colombia

+

153

Guaymi

Buglere

Panama

+

154

Kuna

Kuna

Colombia, Panama

+

155

Paya

Pech

Honduras

+

156

Talamanca

Teribe

CoastaRica, Panama

+

157

Barbacoan

Barbacoan

AwaPit

Colombia, Ecuador

+

158

Saliban

Saliban

Piaroa

Venezuela

+



Macro

ramny

uenus

language

-Area

{N,

(N,

IN,

{N,SG}

Other

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

SG}

CLF)

159

Tucanoan

Tucanoan

Tucano

Brazil, Colombia

+

160

Warao

Warao

Warao

Venezuela

+

161

Yanomam

Yanomam

Sanuma

Brazil, Venezuela

+

162

Peba- Yaguan

Peba- Yaguan

Yagua

Peru

+

163

Urarina

Urarina

Urarina

Peru

+

164

Aymaran

Aymaran

Jaqaru

Peru

+

165

Arawakan

Arawakan

Tariana

Brazil

+

166

Warekena

Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela

+

167

Tupian

Tupi- Guarani

Urubu- kaapor

Brazil

+

168

Macro-Ge

Kariri

Kariri

Brazil

+

+

169

Chapacura- Wanham

Chapacura- Wanham

Wari'

Brazil

NoCNNCsqproper

170

Mura

Mura

Piraha

Brazil

NoCNNCsgproper

171

Tacanan

Tacanan

Cavinena

Bolivia

+

172

Cayuvava

Cayuvava

Cayuvava

Bolivia

+

173

Mosetenan

Mosetenan

Moseten

Bolivia

+

174

Araucanian

Araucanian

Mapudun- gun

Chile

+

175

Creolesand Pidgins

Berbice Dutch Creole

Guyana

+
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Area

—"'^""fe¬

1

2

3

L

5

6

7

8

(N, NUM)

(N, NUM, NSG)

(N, NUM, CLF)

IN, NUM, CLF, NSG}

(N, NUM, OBL, SG)

(N, NUM, OBL, NSG}

IN, NSG}

OTHER

AFR
1

Khoisan

Central Khoisan

llAni

Botswana

+

2

Niger- Congo

Adamawa- Ubangian

Mundang

Chad

+

3

Bantoid

Lunda

Democratic Republicof Congo

+

4

CrossRiver
Kana

Nigeria

+

5

Dogon

Dogon

Mali

+

6

Edoid

Degema

Nigeria

+

+ {N,NUM,NSG, DPM}

7

Gur

Koromfe

BurkinaFaso, Mali

+

8

Ijoid

Ijo (Kolokuma)
Nigeria

+

9

Kru

Grebo

Liberia

+

10

Northern Atlantic

Wolof

Gambia, Senegal

+

11

Western Mande

Kpelle

Liberia

+

12

Nilo- Saharan

Berta

Berta

Ethiopia, Sudan

+

13

Fur

Fur

Sudan

+

14

Moru-Ma'di
Ma'di

Sudan, Uganda

+

15

Nilotic

Lango

Uganda

+

+

16

Shabo

Shabo

Ethiopia

+

17

Songhay

Koyraboro Senni

Mali,Niger

+

18

Afro- Asiatic

Berber

Berber(Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas)

Morocco

+

+

+

+{N,NUM,SG}

19

EastChadic
Lele

Chad

+

+

TableB:SamplelanguagesandtheirstructuraltypesofCNNCNsg



Macro- Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

IN,

(N,

(N,

(N,

{N,

(N,

(N,

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG}

OTHER

NSG)

CLF)

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG}

NSG}

20

Eastern Cushitic

Somali

Somalia

+

@

+

+

21

Omotic

Maale

Ethiopia

+

+

22

Semitic

Arabic (Modern Standard)

SaudiArabia andadjacent countriesin MiddleEast
andNorth Africa

+

+

+

+ (N,NUM,ACC, SG)

23

Chaha

Ethiopia

+

24

Hebrew

Israel

+

+

25

Maltese

Malta

+

+

26

West Chadic

Hausa

Nigeria

+

+

@

27

Creolesand Pidgins

Angolar

SaoTomee Principe

+

28

Nigerian Pidgin

Nigeria

+

+

29

Nubi

Uganda

+

EUR
30

Basque

Basque

Basque

France,Spain
+

31

Indo- European

Albanian

Albanian

Albania, Serbia, Montenegro

+

32

Armenian

Eastern Armenian

Armenia

+

+

+

33

Western Armenian

Turkey

+

+

34

Baltic

Latvian

Latvia

+

35

Lithuanian

Lithuania

+

+

36

Celtic

Irish

Ireland

+

+

37

Welsh

UK(Wales)
+

+

HPl.l*>.Pi«



Area

will*.J

A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

{N,

(N,

(N,

{N,

(N,

{N,

(N,

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG}

OTHER

NSG)

CLF}

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG}

NSG}

38

Gaelic

UK (Scotland)

+

+

39

Germanic

German

Austria, Germany, Switzerland

@

+

40

English

United Kingdom

@

+

@

41

Norwegian

Norway

+

42

Greek

Greek (Modern)

Greece

+

43

Indie

Bengali

India, Bangladesh

+

44

Nepali

Nepal

+

@ (NUM,CLF}

45

Iranian

Persian

Iran

+

+

+

+

46

Romance

Catalan

Spain

+

47

French

France

+

+

48

Slavic

Russian

Russia

+

+

+

49

Uralic

Finnic

Finnish

Finland

+

50

Estonian

Estonia

+

51

Ugric

Hungarian

Hungary

+

@

52

Samoyedic
Selkup

Russia

+

53

Altaic

Mongolic

Mangghuer

China

+

54

Mongol (Khamni- gan)

China, Mongolia

+

55

Tungusic

Manchu

China

+

+

+

56

Udihe

Russia

+

+

57

Turkic

Turkish

Turkey

+

@

58

Yukaghir

Yukaghir

Yukaghir (Kolyma)

Russia

+

@

59

Yukaghir (Tundra)

Russia

+
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Macro- Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

<N,

(N,

{N,

{N,

{N,

(N,

(N,

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG}

OTHER

NSG)

CLF)

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG)

NSG)

60

Yeniseian

Yeniseian

Ket

Russia

+

61

Chukotko- Kamchat- kan

Northern Chukotko- Kamchatkan
Alutor

Russia

+

62

Nivkh

Nivkh

Nivkh

Russia

+

63

Ainu

Ainu

Ainu

Japan

+

@

64

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese

Japan

+

65

Korean

Korean

Korean

Korea

+

@

66

Northwest Caucasian

Northwest Caucasian

Abkhaz

Georgia

+

+

67

Nakh- Daghesta- nian

Avar- Andic- Tsezic

Hunzib

Russia

+

@

68

Lezgic

Lezgian

Russia

+

69

Kartvelian

Kartvelian

Georgian

Georgia

+

70

Burushaski
Burushaski
Burushaski
Pakistan

+

71

Nahali

Nahali

Nahali

India

+

72

Dravidian

Central Dravidian

Kolami

India

+

+

73

Northern Dravidian

Malto

India

+

+

74

Southern Dravidian

Tamil

India

+

+

75

Austro- Asiatic(in Eurasia)

Munda

Bhumij

India

+

76

Korku

India

+

+

+

77

Mundari

India

+

78

Santali

India

+

+

+

SEA& OCE
79

Sino- Tibetan

Bai

Bai

China

+

80

Bodic

Camling

Nepal

+

+

81

Chantyal

Nepal

+

@

T»'IBn*1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

{N, NUM)

(N, NUM, NSG}

(N, NUM, CLF}

(N, NUM, CLF, NSG)

IN, NUM, OBL, SG)

(N, NUM, OBL. NSG)

IN, NSG)

OTHER

82

Tamang

Nepal

+

83

Tibetan (Standard Spoken)

China(Tibet)
+

84

Burmese- Lolo

Akha

China, Myanmar, Thailand

+

85

Chinese

Mandarin

China

+

86

Kuki-Chin- Naga

Meithei

India

+

87

Lepcha

Lepcha

Bhutan,India, Nepal

+

88

Nungish

Dulong

China

+

89

Qiangic

Qiang

China

+

90

Hmong- Mien

Hmong- Mien

HmongNjua
China

+

91

Tai-Kadai

Kam-Tai

Mulao

China

+

92

Thai

Thailand

+

@ {NUM,CLF}

93

Austro- Asiatic

Aslian

Semelai

Malaysia

+

94

Bahnaric

Sapuan

Laos

+

95

Khmer

Khmer

Cambodia

+

+

96

Palaung- Khmuic

Khmu'

Laos

+

97

Viet-Muong
Vietnamese

Vietnam

+

@ (NUM,CLF}

98

Andaman- ese

Great Andaman- ese

Great Andamanese
India

+

99

Austrones-
ian

Atayalic

Atayal

Taiwan

+

100

Borneo

Begak (Ida'an)

Malaysia

@

+
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Macro- Area

Family

Genus

Language

Country

Typ

e

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(N,

{N,

(N,

{N,

(N,

(N,

{N,

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG)

OTHER

NSG)

CLF)

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG)

SG)

NSG)

101

Central Malayo- Polynesian

Buru

Indonesia

+

+

+

102

Kambera

Indonesia

+

+ (N,NUM,RMS}

103

Leti

Indonesia

+

+

104

Oceanic

Erromangan
Vanuatu

+

@

105

Futuna- Aniwa

Vanuatu

+

+

106

Kilivila

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

107

Maori

NewZealand

+ {N,NUM, NUMPCL}, @ {N,NUM,PNUM}

108

Nalik

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

+

109

Rotuman

Fiji

+

110

Tuvaluan

Indonesia

+

@

@ {N,NUM, NUMPCL,NSG}

111

South Halmahera- WestNew Guinea

Taba

Indonesia

+

+

112

Sundic

Madurese

Indonesia

+

113

Sulawesi

TukangBesi
Indonesia

+

114

Creoles- Pidgins

Bislama

Vanuatu

+

@

115

Hawaiian Creole

US(Hawaii)

+

AUS& NEW 116

West Papuan

Hatam

Hatam

Indonesia

+

+



Area

1

2

3

4

-jr
5

6

7

8

{N,

(N,

{N,

{N,

(N,

<N,

(N,
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NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG)

OTHER

NSG)

CLF)

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG)

SG)

NSG)

117

Kebar

Mpur

Indonesia

+

118

North Halmaheran
Tidore

Indonesia

+

+

119

North Central Bird'sHead
Abun

Indonesia

+

120

EastBird's Head

EastBird's Head

Meyah

Indonesia

+

121

Lower Mambera-
mo

Lower Mambera-
mo

Warembori
Indonesia

+

+

122

East Geelvink Bay

East Geelvink Bay

Bauzi

Indonesia

+

123

LakesPlain
LakesPlain
Iau

Indonesia

+

124

Kwerba

Kwerba

Kwerba

Indonesia

+

125

Nimboran

Nimboran

Nimboran

Indonesia

+

126

Sentani

Sentani

Sentani

Indonesia

+

127

Sko

Western
Sko

Dumo

PapuaNew Guinea

+

128

Border

Border

Imonda

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

@ {N,NUM,NPL}

129

Torricelli

Wapei-Palei
Olo

PapuaNew Guinea

+

130

Kombio- Arapesh

Arapesh

PapuaNew Guinea

+

131

Sepik

Ram

Awtuw

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

132

Middle Sepik

Ambulas

PapuaNew Guinea

+

133

Lower Sepik-Ramu
Lower Sepik

Yimas

PapuaNew Guinea

+

134

Trans-New Guinea

Awju- Dumut

Kombai

Indonesia

+
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7

8

{N,
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(N,

{N,
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NUM,

NUM,
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CLF.

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG)

NSG}

135

Binandere

Binandere

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

136

Finisterre- Huon

Nabak

PapuaNew Guinea

+

137

Madang

Amele

PapuaNew Guinea

+

138

Mek

Yale (Kosarek)

Indonesia

+

+

139

Marind

South Bird'sHead
Inanwatan

Indonesia

+

140

Eleman

Eleman

KakiAe

PapuaNew Guinea

+

141

Yele

Yele

YellDnye

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

142

Sulka

Sulka

Sulka

PapuaNew Guinea

+

143

Kuot

Kuot

Kuot

PapuaNew Guinea

+

+

144

Solomons EastPapuan
Solomons EastPapuan
Lavukaleve
Solomon Islands

+

+

145

Australian

Bunuban

Bunuba

Australia

+

146

Gaagudju

Gaagudju

Australia

+

147

Iwaidjan

Maung

Australia

+

148

Limilngan

Limilngan

Australia

+

+

149

Ndjebbana

Ndjebbana

Australia

+

150

Pama- Nyungan

Arabana

Australia

+

+

151

Diyari

Australia

+

152

Yidiny

Australia

+

153

Ngiyambaa

Australia

+

@

154

Tangkic

Kayardild

Australia

+

+

155

Tiwian

Tiwi

Australia

+

+

156

WestBarkly
Wambaya

Australia

+

+

+

rr*"«



Area

—

1

2

3

4

r-r

5

6

7

8

(N,

{N,

(N,

(N,

{N,

(N,

(N,

NUM}

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NUM,

NSG}

OTHER

NSG)

CLF}

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG}

NSG}

157

Creolesand Pidgins

Broken

Australia

+

158

TokPisin

PapuaNew Guinea

+

NAM 159

Eskimo- Aleut

Eskimo- Aleut

Yup'ik

US

+

+

160

Na-Dene

Athapaskan
Carrier

Canada

+

+

161

Chipewyan

Canada

+

162

Sarcee

Canada

+

163

Tlingit

Tlingit

US

+

164

Haida

Haida

Haida

Canada

+

@

165

Algic

Algonquian
Cree(Plains)
Canada

+

166

Yurok

Yurok

US

+

167

Iroquoian

Northern Iroquoian

Mohawk (Akwesasne)
Canada

+

+

+

168

Yuchi

Yuchi

Yuchi

US

+

+

169

Muskogean

Muskogean

Koasati

US

+

170

Chitimacha
Chitimacha
Chitimacha

US

+

171

Caddoan

Caddoan

Wichita

US

+

172

Siouan

Siouan

Lakhota

US

+

173

Kiowa-
Tanoan

Kiowa- Tanoan

Jemez

US

+ {N,NUM,INV}

174

Keresan

Keresan

Acoma

US

+

175

Zuni

Zuni

Zuni

US

+ {N,NUM,SG}

176

Uto- Aztecan

Aztecan

Nahuatl (Huasteca)

Mexico

+

+

177

Cahita

Yaqui

Mexico

+

178

Wakashan

Southern Wakashan

Nuuchah- nulth

Canada

+

+

179

Salishan

Central Salishan

Halkomelem (Musqueam)
Canada

+

+

180

Chimakuan

Chimakuan

Quileute

US

+

181

Kutenai

Kutenai

Kutenai

US

+
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6

7

8
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NUM,

NUM,
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OBL,

NSG}

SG}

NSG}

182

Penutian

Sahaptian

NezPerce

US

+

+

+

183

Tsimshian

Tsimshian (Coast)

Canada,US

+

184

Wappo- Yukian

Wappo

Wappo

US

+

185

Oto- Manguean

Chinantecan
Chinantec (Comalte- pec)

Mexico

+

186

Mixtecan

Mixtec (Alacatlat- zala)

Mexico

+

187

Otomian

Ocuilteco

Mexico

+

188

Pamean

Pame

Mexico

+

+

189

Totonacan

Totonacan

Totonac (Misantla)

Mexico

+

190

Mixe-Zoque
Mixe-Zoke

Olutec

Mexico

+

+

191

Mayan

Mayan

Chontal Maya

Mexico

+

192

Itzaj

Guatemala

+

+

193

Mam

Guatemala

+

194

Tol

Tol

Tol

Honduras

+

+

195

Creolesand Pidgins

Jamaican Creole

Jamaica

+

+

SAM 196

Misumal-
pan

Misumal-
pan

Miskito

Nicaragua

+

197

Chibchan

Aruak

Ika

Colombia

+

198

Kuna

Kuna

Colombia, Panama

+

@ {NUM,CLF}

199

Paya

Pech

Honduras

+

200

Talamanca

Bribri

CostaRica

+

201

Teribe

CostaRica, Panama

+

202

Chimila

Chimila

Chimila

Colombia

+

203

Barbacoan

Barbacoan

AwaPit

Colombia, Ecuador

+



Area
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3

4

"Jr
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8

<N,
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IN,
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{N,

(N,

{N,

NUM)

NUM,

NUM,

NUM.

NUM,

NUM,

NSG}

OTHER

NSG}

CLF)

CLF,

OBL,

OBL,

NSG}

SG)

NSG}

204

Saliban

Saliban

Piaroa

Venezuela

+

@

205

Tucanoan

Tucanoan

Barasano

Colombia

+

+

206

Warao

Warao

Warao

Venezuela

+

207

Yanomam

Yanomam

Sanuma

Brazil, Venezuela

+

208

Waorani

Waorani

Waorani

Ecuador

+

209

Zaparoan

Zaparoan

Iquito

Peru

+

210

Peba- Yaguan

Peba- Yaguan

Yagua

Peru

+

+

+

211

Urarina

Urarina

Urarina

Peru

+

+

212

Chimuan

Chimuan

Mochica

Peru

+

213

Panoan

Panoan

Matses

Brazil,Peru

+

214

Quechuan

Quechuan

Quechua (Huallaga)

Peru

+

+

215

Aymaran

Aymaran

Jaqaru

Peru

+

216

Arawakan

Arawakan

Tariana

Brazil

+

217

Warekena

Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela

+

+

218

Tupian

Ramarama

Karo(Arara)
Brazil

+

219

Tupi- Guarani

Urubu- Kaapor

Brazil

+

220

Trumai

Trumai

Trumai

Brazil

+

+

221

Kwaza

Kwaza

Kwaza

Brazil

+

222

Chapacura- Wanhan

Chapacura- Wanhan

Wari'

Brazil

NoCNNCnsg proper

223

Mura

Mura

Piraha

Brazil

NoCNNCnsg proper

224

Arauan

Arauan

Jarawara

Brazil

+

+

225

Tacanan

Tacanan

Cavinena

Bolivia

+

226

Cayuvava

Cayuvava

Cayuvava

Bolivia

+

227

Mosetenan

Mosetenan

Moseten

Bolivia

+

+
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SG)

NSG}

228

Guaicuruan
Guaicuruan

Mocovi

Argentina

+

+

229

Pilaga

Argentina

+

230

Araucanian

Araucanian

Mapudun- gun

Chile

+

231

Waorani

Waorani

Waorani

Ecuador

+

232

Creolesand Pidgins

Berbice Dutch Creole

Guyana

+

@

233

Ndyuka

French Guiana, Suriname

+



Appendix 2 Lists of Languages

Appendix 2 provides lists of languages. Appendix 2.1 provides a list of sample

languages used in the thesis. The sample languages are listed alphabetically by the
name. In Appendix 2.2 - Appendix 2.5, lists of languages corresponding to the figures
in the summary tables in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 are offered. Appendix 2.2 and

Appendix 2.3 show lists of languages corresponding to the figures in Table 6.1 and
Table 6.2 respectively. Appendix 2.4 provides a list of languages corresponding to the

figures in Table 7.1. Finally, Appendix 2.5 provides lists of languages corresponding
to the figures in Table 7.9-Table 7.13 respectively.

Appendix 2.1 List of sample languages

Abkhaz Awtuw Buru

Abun Bai Burushaski

Acoma Barasano Camling
Ainu Basque Carrier

Akha Bauzi Catalan

Albanian Begak-Ida'an Cavinena

Alutor Bengali Cayuvava
Ambulas Berber (Ayt Chaha

Amele Seghrouchen Middle Chantyal

Angolar Atlas) Chimila

//Ani Berbice Dutch Creole Chinantec

Arabana Berta (Comaltepec)
Arabic (Modern Bhumij Chipewyan

Standard) Binandere Chitimacha

Arapesh Bislama Chontal Maya
Armenian (Eastern) Bribri Chrau

Armenian (Western) Broken Cree (Plains)

Atayal Buglere Degema
Awa Pit Bunuba Diyari
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Dogon Itzaj Lele

Dulong Jamaican Creole Lepcha

Dumo Japanese Leti

Ejagham Jaqaru Lezgian

English Jarawara Limilngan

Erromangan Jemez Lithuanian

Estonian Kaki Ae Lunda

Finnish Kambera Maale

French Kana Ma'di

Fur Kanuri Madurese

Futuna-Aniwa Kariri Maltese

Gaagudju Karo (Arara) Malto

Gaelic (Scots) Kayardild Mam

Georgian Ket Manchu

German Khmer Mandarin

Great Andamanese Khmu' Mangghuer
Grebo Kilivila Maori

Greek (Modem) Koasati Mapudungun
Haida Kolami Matses

Halkomelem Kombai Maung
Hatam Korean Meithei

Hausa Korku Meyah
Hawaiian Creole Koromfe Miskito

Hebrew (Modern) Koyraboro Senni Mixtec (Alacatlatzala)

Hmong Njua Kpelle Mochica

Hungarian Kuna Mocovi

Hunzib Kuot Mohawk

Iau Kutenai Mongol (Khamnigan)

Ijo (Kolokuma) Kwaza Moseten

Ika Kwerba Mpur
Imonda Lakhota Mulao

Inanwatan Lango Mundang

Iquito Latvian Mundari

Irish Lavukaleve Nabak
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Nahali Selkup Warao

Nahuatl (Huasteca) Semelai Warekena

Nalik Sentani Warembori

Ndjebbana Shabo Wari'

Ndyuka Somali Welsh

Nepali Sulka Wichita

Nez Perce Taba Wolof

Ngiyambaa Tamang Yagua

Nicobarese (Car) Tamil Yale (Kosarek)

Nigerian Pidgin Tariana Yaqui
Nimboran Teribe Yell Dnye

Nivkh Thai Yidiny

Norwegian Tibetan (Standard Yimas

Nubi Spoken) Yuchi

Nuuchahnulth Tidore Yukaghir (Kolyma)
Ocuilteco Tiwi Yukaghir (Tundra)
Olo Tlingit Yup'ik (Central)
Olutec Tok Pisin Yurok

Orig Tol Zuni

Pame Totonac (Misantla)

Pech Trumai

Persian Tsimshian (Coast)

Piaroa Tucano

Pilaga Tukang Besi
Piraha Turkish

Qiang Tuvaluan

Quechua (Huallaga) Udihe

Quileute Urarina

Rotuman Urubu-Kaapor
Russian Usarufa

Santali Vietnamese

Sanuina Wambaya

Sapuan Waorani

Sarcee Wappo
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Appendix 2.2 Lists of languages for Table 6.1 (CNNCSg)

l.fN.NUM) [117 languages]
Abkhaz English Korku

Acoma Erromangan Koyraboro Senni
Ainu Estonian Kpelle
Albanian Finnish Kuot

Angolar French Kwerba

Arabana Fur Lakhota

Arabic (Modern Gaagudju Lango

Standard) Gaelic (Scots) Lele

Atayal Georgian Lepcha
Awa Pit German Lezgian
Awtuw Great Andamanese Limilngan

Basque Grebo Lithuanian

Bauzi Greek (Modern) Maale

Berbice Dutch Creole Hausa Ma'di

Berta Hawaiian Creole Maltese

Bhumij Hebrew (Modern) Mam

Binandere Hungarian Manchu

Bislama Iau Maori

Broken Ijo (Kolokuma) Mapudungun
Bunuba Ika Mixtec (Alacatlatzala)

Buru Imonda Mongol (Khamnigan)
Burushaski Inanwatan Moseten

Catalan Irish Mundari

Cavinena Jamaican Creole Nabak

Cayuvava Jaqaru Nahali

Chaha Kaki Ae Nahuatl (Huasteca)

Chinantec(Comal te¬ Kanuri Nalik

pee) Ket Ndyuka

Chipewyan Kolami Ngiyambaa
Cree (Plains) Kombai Nigerian Pidgin
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Nimboran Selkup Wambaya

Norwegian Sentani Warao

Nubi Somali Welsh

Ocuilteco Tamang Wolof

Pame Tok Pisin Yale (Kosarek)

Pech Turkish Yaqui

Persian Udihe Yeli Dnye

Rotuman Urarina Yukaghir (Kolyma)

Russian Urubu-Kaapor Yukaghir (Tundra)

Sanuma Usarufa

2. {N,NUM,SG} [10 languages]
Alutor Koromfe Sulka

//Ani Lunda Yimas

Degema Ndjebbana

Ejagham Orig

3. [N,NUM,CLF] [39 languages]
Akha Kana Qiang

Begak-Ida'an Khmu' Semelai

Bengali Kilivila Taba

Buglere Korean Tariana

Camling Kuna Teribe

Chantyal Malto Thai

Chontal Maya Mandarin Tsimshian (Coast)

Chrau Mangghuer Tucano

Haida Meyah Tukang Besi

Hmong Njua Mulao Vietnamese

Itzaj Nepali Warekena

Japanese Nivkh Yagua

Kambera Piaroa Yurok
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4. {N,NUM} + {N,NUM,CLF} [5 languages]
Halkomelem Khmer

Kariri Nicobarese (Car)

Tidore

5. Other [2 languages]

{N,SG} [1 language]
Mohawk

{N,NUM,SG} + {N,NUM,OBL,SG] [1 language]
Berber (Ayt

Seghrouchen Middle

Atlas)

6. None [2 languages]
Piraha Wari'
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Appendix 2.3 Lists of languages for Table 6.2 (CNNCNSg)

1. {N,NUM} [78 languages]
Acoma Iau Ngiyambaa

Ainu Ijo (Kolokuma) Nimboran

Ambulas Ika Nubi

Amele Iquito Ocuilteco

Angolar Jaqaru Pech

Atayal Karo (Arara) Quileute

Awa Pit Kombai Rotuman

Basque Koyraboro Senni Selkup

Berbice Dutch Creole Kpelle Sentani

Bhumij Kutenai Shabo

Bislama Kwerba Tamang

Broken Lakhota Tibetan (Standard

Cavinena Lepcha Spoken)

Cayuvava Lezgian Tlingit

Chaha Ma'di Tok Pi sin

Chimila Madurese Turkish

Chinantec Mam Tuvaluan

(Comaltepec) Mapudungun Urubu-Kaapor

Chipewyan Matses Wappo
Chitimacha Maung Warao

Dogon Meithei Wichita

Dumo Miskito Yidiny

Erromangan Mixtec (Alacatlatzala) Yukaghir (Kolyma)

Georgian Mochica Yukaghir (Tundra)

Great Andamanese Mongol (Khamnigan)
Haida Nabak

Hungarian Ndjebbana
Hunzib Ndyuka
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2. {N,NUM,NSG} [36 languages]

Albanian German Nahali

Alutor Grebo Norwegian
//Ani Greek (Modern) Olo

Arapesh Hawaiian Creole Pilaga
Bauzi Inanwatan Sanuma

Berta Kaki Ae Sarcee

Bribri Ket Sulka

Burushaski Koasati Wolof

Catalan Koromfe Yaqui
Cree (Plains) Latvian Yimas

English Lunda

Fur Mundang

Gaagudju Mundari

3. [N,NUM,CLF] [33 languages]
Abun Korean Qiang
Akha Kuna Sapuan
Bai Kwaza Semelai

Begak-Ida'an Mandarin Teribe

Bengali Mangghuer Thai

Chantyal Meyah Totonac (Misantla)
Chontal Maya Mpur Tukang Besi

Dulong Mulao Vietnamese

Hmong Njua Nepali Yurok

Japanese Nicobarese (Car)

Kana Nivkh

Khmu' Piaroa
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4. Other [10 languages]

{N,NUM,OBL,SG] [2 languages]
Estonian Finnish

{N,NSG] [3 languages]
Bunuba Diyari Waorani

[N,NUM,NUMPCL] [1 language]
Maori

[N,NUM,CLF,NSG] [2 languages]

Tariana Tsimshian (Coast)

{N,NUM,INV] [1 language]
Jemez

[N,NUM,SG] [1 language]
Zuni

5. [N,NUM] + [N,NUM,NSG] [33 languages]
Abkhaz Lavukaleve Olutec

Armenian (Western) Lele Pame

Awtuw Leti Quechua (Huallaga)
Binandere Limilngan Tamil

Gaelic (Scots) Maale Tiwi

Hausa Maltese Tol

Hebrew (Modern) Mocovi Trumai

Irish Moseten Udihe

Jamaican Creole Nahuatl (Huasteca) Warekena

Jarawara Nigerian Pidgin Yale (Kosarek)

Lango Nuuchahnulth Yuchi
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6. fN,NUM}+{N,NUM,CLF} [3 languages]
Hatam Khmer Tidore

7. {N,NUM, CLF}+{N,NUM,CLF,NSG] [8 languages]
Barasano Itzaj

Camling Kilivila
Carrier Malto

Taba

Urarina

8. {N,NUM, (NSG)]+(N,NUM,OBL,SG/NSG) [5 languages]
Lithuanian Somali French

Russian Welsh

9. {N,NUM, (NSG)]+{N,NSG} [12 languages]
Arabana

Futuna-Aniwa

Imonda

Kayardild

Korku

Kuot

Mohawk

Nalik

Wambaya
Warembori

Yeli Dnye

Yup'ik (Central)

10. Mixed [13 languages]
Arabic (Modern Buru

Standard) Degema
Armenian (Eastern) Halkomelem

Berber (Ayt Kambera

Seghrouchen Middle Kolami

Atlas) Manchu

Nez Perce

Persian

Santali

Yagua

11. None [2 languages]
Piraha Wari'
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Appendix 2.4 Lists of languages for Table 7.1

+Plural/+Gender Latvian Armenian (Eastern)

[54 languages] Lavukaleve Bagirmi
Abkhaz Lele Basque
Alamblak Luvale Bawm

Apurina Macushi Brahui

Arabic (Egyptian) Maltese Chamorro

Babungo Mixtec (Chalcatongo) Chukchi

Barasano Miya Chuvash

Bininj Gun Wok Moseten Comanche

Burushaski Ojibwa (Eastern) Coos (Hanis)

Chichewa Oromo (Harar) Epena Pedee
Cree (Plains) Panjabi Erromangan

Dyirbal Qafar Evenki

English Retuara Finnish

French Russian Georgian
German Spanish Greenlandic (West)

Grebo Supyire Guaranf

Greek (Modern) Swahili Hatam

Hausa Tagalog Hungarian
Hebrew (Modern) Tamil Indonesian

Hindi Tiwi Kanuri

Hixkaryana Wambaya Khalkha

Hunzib Wardaman Khmer

Icelandic Yimas Koasati

Iraqw Zulu Kobon

Jul'hoan Kutenai

Kannada +Plural/-Gender Lango
Ket [55 languages] Lepcha
Kolami Acoma Lezgian
Koromfe Ainu Mandarin

Lak Amele Maori
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Maricopa Tibetan (Standard Imonda

Mokilese Spoken) Kayardild

Ngiyambaa Turkish Mapudungun
Nivkh Tuvaluan Usan

Nubian (Dongolese) Vietnamese Yidiny
Palauan Yaqui -Plural/+Gender

Pomo (Central) Yoruba [3 languages]

Quechua (Imbabura) Yup'ik (Central) Maybrat
Rama Zuni Piraha

Rapanui Tidore

Shipibo -Plural/-Gender

Konibo [7 languages]
Suena Chimariko

Taba Hmong Njua
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Appendix 2.5 Lists of languages for Table 7.9-Table 7.13

Appendix 2.5.1 +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [+NC]

Languages Genera
AFR [11 genera]

1. //Ani Central Khoisan

2. Arabic (MS) Semitic

3. Berber (ASMA) Berber

4. Degema Edoi
5. Grebo Kru

6. Hausa West Chadic

7. Hebrew Semitic*52

8. Koromfe Gur

9. Lele East Chadic

10. Lunda Bantoid

11. Maltese Semitic*

12. Somali Eastern Cushitic

13. Wolof Northern Atlantic

EUR [16 genera]
1. Abkhaz

2. Albanian

3. Burushaski

4. Catalan

5. French

6. Gaelic (Scots)

7. German

8. Greek

9. Hunzib

10. Irish

Northwest Caucasian

Albanian

Burushaski

Romance

Romance*

Celtic

Germanic

Greek

Avar-Andic-Tsezic

Celtic*

52 The genera with an asterisk are the genera which are repeated. Since one genus is counted only once, the
repeated genera will not be counted.
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11. Ket

12. Kolami

13. Latvian

14. Lithuanian

15. Malto

16. Mundari

17. Nahali

18. Norwegian
19. Russian

20. Tamil

21. Welsh

AUS-NEW [9 genera]
1. Arapesh
2. Gaagudju
3. Inanwatan

4. Kuot

5. Lavukaleve

6. Olo

7. Tiwi

8. Wambaya
9. Yimas

NAM [3 genera]
1. Cree (Plains)

2. Mohawk

3. Yuchi

SAM [6 genera]
1. Barasano

2. Jarawara

3. Moseten

Yeniseian

Central Dravidian

Baltic

Baltic*

Northern Dravidian

Munda

Nahali

Germanic*

Slavic

Southern Dravidian

Celtic*

Kombio-Arapesh

Gaagudju
South Bird's Head

Kuot

Solomons East Papuan

Wapei-Palei
Tiwian

West Barkly

Lower-Sepik

Algonquian
Northern Iroquoian
Yuchi

Tucanoan

Arauan

Mosetenan
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4. Pilaga
5. Tariana

6. Warekena

7. Yagua

Guaicuruan

Arawakan

Arawakan*

Peba-Yaguan

Appendix 2.5.2 +{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [-NC]

AFR [5 genera]
1. Berta

2. Fur

3. Lango
4. Mundang
5. Nigerian Pidgin

Berta

Fur

Nilotic

Adamawa-Ubangian
Creoles and Pidgins

EUR [6 genera]
1. Armenian (Eastern) Armenian

2. Armenian (Western) Armenian*

3. English Germanic

4. Korean Korean

5. Manchu Tungusic
6. Persian Iranian

7. Udihe Tungusic*
8. Yukaghir (Kolyma) Yukaghir

SEA&OCE [3 genera]
1. Erromangan

2. Hawaiian Creole

3. Kilivila

4. Nalik

5. Taba

6. Tuvaluan

Oceanic

Creoles and Pidgins
Oceanic*

Oceanic*

South Halmahera-West New Guinea

Oceanic*
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AUS-NEW [3 genera]
1. Awtuw

2. Sulka

3. Taba

NAM [10 genera]
1. Bribri

2. Jamaican Creole

3. Koasati

4. Nahuatl (Hausteca)

5. Nez Perce

6. Nuuchahnulth (Nootka)
7. Tol

8. Tsimshian (Coast)
9. Yaqui
10. Yup'ik

SAM [4 genera]
1. Berbice Dutch Creole

2. Quechua (Huallaga)
3. Trumai

4. Urarina

Ram

Sulka

South Halmahera-West New Guinea

Talamanca

Creoles and Pidgins

Muskogean
Aztec an

Sahaptian
Southern Wakashan

Tol

Tsimshian

Cahita

Eskimo-Aleut

Creoles and Pidgins

Quechuan

Trumai

Urarina

Appendix 2.5.3 -{N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [+NC]

AFR [1 genera]
1. Dogon Dogon

EUR [1 genera]
1. Bhumij Munda
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SEA&OCE [1 genera]
1. Nicobarese (Car)

AUS-NEW [4 genera]
1. Diyari
2. Maung

3. Ndjebbana
4. Tidore

NAM [1 genera]
1. Quileute

Appendix 2.5.4

AFR [5 genera]
1. Angolar
2. Ijo (Kolokuma)
3. Kana

4. Koyraboro Senni
5. Kpelle
6. Nubi

EUR [13 genera]
1. Ainu

2. Basque

3. Bengali
4. Estonian

5. Finnish

6. Georgian
7. Hungarian
8. Japanese

Nicobarese

Pama-Nyungan

Iwaidjan

Ndjebbana
Tidore

Chimakuan

Creoles and Pidgins

Ijoid
Cross-River

Songhay
Western Mande

Creoles and Pidgins*

Ainu

Basque
Indie

Finnic

Finnic*

Kartevelian

Ugric

Japanese

-/N,NUM,NSG,(X)} and [-NC]
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9. Lezgian
10. Mongol (Khamnigan)
11. Nivkh

12. Selkup
13. Turkish

14. Yukaghir (Tundra)

SEA&OCE [20 genera]
1. Akha

2. Atayal
3. Bai

4. Begak (Ida'an)
5. Bislama

6. Great Andamese

7. Hmong Njua
8. Kambera

9. Khmer

10. Lepcha
11. Madurese

12. Mandarin

13. Maori

14. Meithei

15. Mulao

16. Qiang
17. Rotuman

18. Semelai

19. Thai

20. Tibetan (Standard Spoken)
21. Tukang Besi
22. Vietnamese

Lezgic

Mongolic
Nivkh

Samoyedic
Turkic

Yukaghir

Burmese-Lolo

Atayalic
Bai

Borneo

Creoles and Pidgins
Great Andamanese

Hmong-Mien
Central Malayo-Polynesian
Khmer

Lepcha
Sundic

Chinese

Oceanic

Kuki-Chin-Naga
Kam-Tai

Qiangic
Oceanic*

Aslian

Kam-Tai*

Bodic

Sulawesi

Viet-Muong
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AUS-NEW [9 genera]
1. Amele

2. Arabana

3. Broken

4. Bunuba

5. Hatam

6. Imonda

7. Kayardild
8. Kombai

9. Ngiyambaa
10. Sentani

11. Tok Pisin

12. Yidiny

NAM [ 9 genera]
1. Acoma

2. Chitimacha

3. Haida

4. Kutenai

5. Lakhota

6. Wappo
7. Wichita

8. Yurok

9. Zuni

SAM [14 genera]
1. Awa Pit

2. Cayuvava
3. Chimila

4. Chontal Maya
5. Ika

6. Iquito

Madang

Pama-Nyungan
Creoles and Pidgins
Bunuban

Hatam

Border

Tangkic

Awju-Dumut

Pama-Nyungan*
Sentani

Creoles and Pidgins*

Pama-Nyungan*

Keresan

Chitimacha

Haida

Kutenai

Siouan

Wappo
Caddoan

Yurok

Zuni

Barbacoan

Cayuvava
Chimila

Mayan
Aruak

Zaparoan
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7. Jaqaru
8. Karo

9. Kwaza

10. Mapudungun
11. Miskito

12. Ndyuka
13. Urubu-Kaapor
14. Warao

Aymaran
Ramarama

Kwaza

Araucanian

Misumalpan
Creoles and Pidgins

Tupi-Guaranf
Warao
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Appendix 3 Survey of Reference
Grammars and Data53

Appendix 3 provides the summarized grammatical information of sample languages
with respect to structural patterns of CNNCs, number systems and classifier systems.
The information is mainly extracted from the survey of reference grammars and
summarized by using the format as shown below. In this appendix, the sample

languages are listed alphabetically by name.

Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

Number systems

5. Number distinction:

6. Obligatoriness of number marking:
7. Non-numeral quantifiers:

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes:

9. Numeral classifiers:

53 Note that 1/5 of the current sample of CNNCNSg was also used for the author's MSc by Research
dissertation submitted to the department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics, University of
Edinburgh, in September 2004. It is emphasized hereby that the vast majority of the analysis in this
PhD thesis is entirely new.
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There are various types of answers to the questions in the survey of reference

grammars. Below is a list of answers to some questions and what may be inferred
from them.

1. Answers to Question (2) and Question (4): Restrictions on the patterns

- No restrictions

This answer means that it is stated clearly in the source that the structural

patterns in Question (1) and Question (3) are used without restrictions. In this case,

the reference of the source is given in parentheses.
- No known restrictions

This answer means that no explicit information about restrictions of the
structural patterns in question is found in the source. In many cases, the example of
structural pattern is presented in the source without any information about the
restrictions of use. It is possible that there is a restriction of use in practice. However,
the issue of restrictions is not focused on in the source.

- Used generally with no known restrictions

This answer is used in the case in which the structural patterns can be
observed in several places in the source and in which the pattern is used generally
with various classes of nouns. Still, the information about restrictions of these

patterns is not explicitly stated. However, the references where the examples of

general use can be observed will be given in parentheses.
- {A,B,C}: Used with X only

This answer means that the structural pattern of {A,B,C} is used with X

context, for example, when the pattern is used in literary works only. The patterns of
CNNCs which are regarded as subsidiary are remarked in the survey as "hence @".

(@ is the symbol representing a subsidiary mode). Below are examples of cases

regarded as subsidiary or @:

(1) It is stated clearly in the source that {A,B,C} is occasional or rare or less

frequent than the other pattern(s).

(2) {A,B,C} is used in colloquial forms only, whereas the other structural

pattern can be used in both colloquial and written forms.
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(3) {A,B,C} is used in literary works only, whereas the other structural

patterns can be used in wider genres

(4) {A,B,C} is used with a small class of nouns, e.g. nouns denoting domestic
animals.

(5) {A,B,C} is used only when accompanied by noun modifiers.

In some cases, the restrictions involve numerals, that is, a particular pattern is
used with a particular number. For example, French {N,NUM,OBL,NSG} is used

only with the numerals million 'million' and milliard 'billion'. Since in many

languages such as Gaelic (Scots) or Russian the use of numerals is quite complicated,
it is quite difficult to say that the particular number is less used. Therefore, any

numerals are treated though as they are used equally.

2. Answers to Question (5): Number distinction
- SG/DU/TRI/PAU/PL

This answer means that the language has the number distinction of singular,

dual, trial, paucal and plural. The source of reference from which the data obtained
will be given in parentheses.
- No distinction

This answer means that the language does not have number distinction (on

nouns) at all. The source of reference from which the data obtained will be given in

parentheses. If the reference is indicated as passim, it means that the information is
inferred or elicited by the thesis author. That is, the thesis author did not find
evidence showing that the language uses number distinction by any means (cf. §5.1).
- No information

The information about number distinction was not available to the thesis

author. The problem occurs mostly when the source is not a reference grammar, but
an article or a book chapter.

3. Answers to Question (6): Obligatoriness of number marking
- Obligatory

This answer means that the system of number marking on nouns is generally

obligatory at least for most nouns.
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- Optional
This answer means that the system of number marking is optional.

- See (5)

This answer means that the language does not have a number-marking system

on nouns and so the question about obligatoriness of number marking is inapplicable.
In such a case, the reader is referred to the answer to Question (5).
- No information

This answer means that the information on obligatoriness of number marking
was not available to the thesis author.

Note that in the case that the source of reference is indicated as (WALS), this

means that the answer to the question was taken from the database made by

Haspelmath (2005). The reader is referred to the Interactive Reference Tool of the
World Atlas of Language Structures on the feature of occurrence of nominal

plurality for further information such as the actual source of reference.

4. Answers to Question (7): Non-numeral quantifiers

The answer to Question (7) is to show various kinds of non-numeral quantifiers,

typically lexical quantifiers (LQ) (e.g. English many), illustrated by examples with

glosses. Non-numeral quantifiers can be realised by reduplication, third person plural

pronouns and plural words. Note that since the priority of collection is given to

structural patterns of CNNCs, the author accepts that the information on non-numeral

quantifiers was not particularly focused on. This was due to the limited time frame of
the project. As a result, there remain some gaps on this topic. The gaps are marked

by a hyphen (-) which means that the information is perhaps available in the source

but the issue of non-numeral quantifiers of the language does not receive attention.

5. Answers to Question (8): Noun classes
- Present

This answer means that noun class is evident in the language.
- Absent

This answer means that noun class is absent in the language.
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- No information

This answer means that the information about noun class was not available to

the thesis author. It might be possible that that feature is not present in the language
and therefore that the issue of noun class is not mentioned in the grammar.

Note that in the case that the source of reference is indicated as (WALS), this

means that the answer to the question was taken from the database made by Corbett

(2005). The reader is referred to the Interactive Reference Tool of the World Atlas of

Language Structures on the feature of number of genders for further information
such as the actual source of reference.

6. Answers to Question (9): Numeral classifiers
- Present

This answer means that numeral classifiers are evident in the language but it
is not known clearly whether the system is obligatory or optional.
- Absent

This answer means that numeral classifiers are absent in the language.
- Obligatory

This answer means that numeral classifiers are present as an obligatory

category in the language.
- Optional

This answer means that numeral classifiers are present but as an optional

category in the language.
Note that in the case that the source of reference is indicated as (WALS), this

means that the answer to the question was taken from the database made by Gil

(2005). The reader is referred to the Interactive Reference Tool of the World Atlas of

Language Structures on the feature of numeral classifiers for further information
such as the exact source of reference..

Also, in the case that the source of reference in the survey of reference

grammars is indicated as passim, this means that the answer comes from the
elicitation made from the examples present throughout the grammar and texts. For

example, if the answer is "absent (passim)", it means that the elicitation is made
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from the observation that the numeral classifier is not mentioned at all in all counting

expressions in the language.
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Language: Abkhaz

Family/Genus: Northwest Caucasian/Northwest Caucasian

Country/Macro Area: Georgia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Hewitt, G. (1979) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUMJ

jyab-k'

girl-one
'one girl' (1979: 57)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions (George Hewitt, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

(N,NUM,NSG1

a-c°'a-k "a y °3-ba

ART-apple-PL two-NONHUM
'two apples' (1979: 121)

(N,NUM)

z°eyza c°'a

eleven apple

'eleven apples'(1979: 121)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

{N,NUM,NSG}: No known restrictions

{N,NUM}: Used with non-human nouns (1979: 121)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1979: 121, passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1979: 149)

1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. rac"a 'many', as in a-jyab rac°a [ART-girl many] 'many girls'

(1979: 157)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1979: 152)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

'

George Hewitt is Professor of Caucasian languages at SOAS, University of London, UK. Email:
gh2@soas.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Abun

West Papuan/ North-Central Bird's Head
Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Berry, K. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

/N,NUM,CLF)

ndar sye ge at

dog big CLF four
7foundfour big dogs.' (1995: 100)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mwa 'many', as in minda kri (ge) mwa [butterfly yellow (CLF)

many] 'manyyellow butterflies.' (1995: 133)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1995: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Acoma

Keresan/Keresan

Country/ Macro Area: United States(New Mexico)/North America

Reference(s): Miller, W. R. (1965)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM)

?iska-sai

one-day
'one day' (1965: 166)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

fN.NUM)

dyaana-sai

four-day

four days' (1965: 166)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1965: 166,
178)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1965: 147-148)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1965: 148)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. hacs 'a few, several', as in haca mliya [a few, several mile] 'a

few miles, several miles' (1965:178)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Ainu

Family/Genus: Ainu/Ainu

Country/ Macro Area: Japan/Eurasia

Reference(s): Tamura, S. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM1

sine cise

one house

'one house' (2000: 187)

(N,NUM,CLF)

pon saro sine-p

be.small monkey one-CLF (lit. 'thing')
'one small monkey' (2000: 257)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

[N,NUM]: No known restrictions

{N,NUM,CLFj: Used with nouns accompanied by noun modifiers (2000: 190), hence @.
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

{N,NUM}

tu cise

two house

'two houses' (2000: 190)

{N,NUM,CLF]

pirka cise tu-p

be.good house two-CLF (lit. 'thing')
'two beautiful houses' (2000: 190)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Same as (2)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2000: 40)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. poronno 'many', as in cise poronno [house many] 'many houses'

(2000: 40)\ Reduplication, e.g. uype (SG)Zuypeuype (PL) 'fragment' (2000: 201)
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 81)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (2000: 190)
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Language: Akha

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Burmese-Lolo

Country/ Macro Area: China, Thailand, Myanmar/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Hansson, I-L. (2003) and McDaniel, M. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,CLF}

ashi thi shi

fruit one CLF
'one fruit' (2003: 243)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

tshoha jomy xhe nji yd

person good those two CLF
'Those two good persons' (2003: 241)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2003: 242)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. rgawv myah neeh 'many' (2002: 87)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (2003: 244)
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Language: Albanian
Family/Genus: Indo-European/Albani an

Country/ Macro Area: Serbia and Montenegro, Albania/Eurasia

Reference(s): Camaj, M. (1984), Friedman, V. A. (personal communication)*, Newmark,
L. (1957) and Newmark, L., Hubbard, P. and Prifti, P. (1982)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

[N,NUM]

nje burre
one man

'one man' (1984: 21, 84)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions (Victor A. Friedman, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

dy burra
two man.PL

'two men'(1984: 21, 84)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No restrictions (Victor A. Friedman, p.c.)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1982: 139)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1957: 69)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. disa 'some', as in disa fustane kadifeje [some dress.PL

velvet.ABL] 'some velvet dresses'(2003: 16)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1957: 53-54)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

*

Victor A. Friedman is Professor of Slavic languages and literature at the University of Chicago,
USA. Email: vfriedm@uchicago.edu
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Language: Alutor

Family/Genus: Chukotko-Kamchatkan/Northern Chukotko-Kamchatkan

Country/ Macro Area: Russia (Asia)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Kibrik, A. E., Kodzasov, S. V. and Muravyova, I. A. (2004) and Mel'chuk
I. A. (1988).

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,SGI

9nnan rara-rja

one house-NOM.SG

'one house' (2004: 371, 508)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSG]

rjitaq tjavoyqatpif t[Z]

two girl NOM.DU
'two girls' (1988: 275)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2004: 289)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. 2optd?u 'all' as in £optal?u qajunjunju-wwi [all boy-NOM.PL]

'all boys' (2004: 277)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ambulas

Sepik/Middle Sepik

Country/Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM/

newaa veti

mother two

'two mothers' (1980: 116)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1980: 46-51)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

Reference(s): Wilson, P. R. (1980)
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Language: Amele

Family/Genus: Trans-New Guinea/Madang

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea
Reference(s): Roberts, J. R. (1987)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N,NUM)

dana lecis

man two

'two men' (1987: 157)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1987: 90, 94)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (NB: only inalienably possessed nouns and kinship nouns) (1987:

200)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1987: 200)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. madi 'many' as in dana caja madi [man woman many] 'many

people' (1987: 90); 3rd person plural pronoun, e.g. dana (age) ho-ig-a [man (3PL) come-3PL-

TOD.PST] 'men came' (1987: 162)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1987: 203)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Angolar
Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Sao Tome e Principe/Africa

Reference(s): Lorenzino, G. A. (1998) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUMj

u"a ria

one day

'one day' (1998: 137)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

tN.NUM)
kwin anu

ten year

'ten years' (1998: 135)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (Augusto Lorenzino, p.c.)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Augusto Lorenzino, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Augusto Lorenzino, p.c.)

Augusto Lorenzino is Associate Professor of Spanish and Portuguese at Temple University,
Philadelphia, USA. Email: galorenz@temple.edu
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Language:

Family/Genus: Khoisan/Central Khoisan

IIAni

Country/ Macro Area: Botswana/Africa

Reference(s): Heine, B (1999) and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,SGj

\ui-m! ! 'ui'-ma

one-3SG.M leopard-3SG.M

'one leopard' (Vossen 1986 in Heine 1999: 38)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSGJ

\am kuh xeii- tsa

two big hippo- M.DU

'two big hippoes.' (1999: 34)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1999: passim) (NB: some nouns are transnumeral, e.g. n\nu

'canoe' or 'canoes' (1999: 30)

6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Optional (Bernd Heine, p.c.)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. \xoa 'few', as in Ixoa xeii [few hippo] few hippoes' (1999: 39)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1999: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1999: passim)

Bernd Heine is Emeritus Professor of Linguistics at the University of Cologne, Germany. Email:
bernd .heine@uni-koeln.de
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Language: Arabana

Family/Genus: Australian/ Pama-Nyungan

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Lake Eyre Basin, South Australia)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Hercus, L.A. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N.NUM)

madia nguyu

dog one

'one dog' (1994: 64)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N.NSG)

putyi-karikari
cat-TRI

'three cats' (1994: 64)

karna-pula
man-DU

'two men' (1994: 65)

(N.NUM)

nhantu parkulu
horse two

'two horses'( 1994: 95)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NSG): Used generally with no known restrictions (NB: trial: used with animate nouns only) (1994:

65, 91); (N,NUM/: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/TRI/PL (1994: 63-64)

6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Optional (1994: 65)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. nhuka 'many', as in wardukupa nhuka [many child] 'many
children' (1994: 95)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1994: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:
Africa/Africa

Reference(s):

(1987)

Arabic (Modern Standard)

Afro-Asiatic/Semitic

Saudi Arabia and adjacent countries in Middle East and North

Holes, C. (1995), (2004) and personal communication1 and Kaye, A. S.

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM/

kita.b wa:hid

book one

'one book' (1995: 173)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions (Clive Holes, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM,NSGj

kita:b-a:ni Gna:ni

book-DU two.M

'two books' (1995: 173)

{N,NUM,OBL,NSGJ

Parba 'at-u Pawla:d-in

four.F-NOM boy.PL-GEN

'four boys' (1995: 173)

(N,NUM,ACC,SG)

xams-a 'asarat-a bint-an

five.M-ACC ten.F-ACC girl-ACC

'fifteen girls' (lit. 'fifteen as regards girl') (1995: 174)

{N,NUM,OBL,SG/

miPat-u bint-in

hundred-NOM girl-GEN
'a hundred girls' (1995: 175)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

(N,NUM,NSG/ (NSG=DU): Used with the numeral 2 (1995: 173)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG/: Used with the numerals 3-10 (1995: 173)

/N,NUM,ACC,SG): Used with the numerals 11-99 (1995: 174)

!N,NUM,OBL,SG): Used with the high round numerals, e.g. 100 (1995: 175)

*

Clive Holes is Professor for the Study of the Contemporary Arab World at the University of Oxford,
UK. Email: clive.holes@orinst.ox.ac.uk
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Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/Pl (1995: 173)
6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Obligatory (1987: 678)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. kadi.r 'many', as in l-ka0i:r mina n-na:s [DEF-many of the-

people] 'manypeople' (1995: 162)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2004: 174)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Clive Holes, p.c.)
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Language: Arapesh

Family/Genus: Torricelli/Kombio-Arapesh

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea
Reference(s): Conrad, R. J. and Wogiga, K. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG }

bwi-yogw beto-gw
two-PL.CL bed-PL

'two beds' (1991: 59)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: No information
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Armenian (Eastern)

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Armenian

Country/ Macro Area: Armenia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Campbell, G. L. (2000), Kozintseva, N. (1995) and Stevick, E. W. (1955)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

(N.NUMJ

erek' usanoy

three student

'three students' (1995: 8)

(N,NUM,CLF]

yerk'u hoki zinvor

two soul (lit. 'soul') soldier

'two soldiers' (1955: 30) (soul = numeral classifier-like word)

[N,NUM, CLF,NSG)
mi vie hoki k'anayk
INDEF six CLF (lit. soul) woman.PL

'some six women' (1955: 30)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 124)

6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. bolor 'all', as in bolor erexa-ner-a [all child-PL-DEF] 'all

children] (1995: 12)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 124)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1955: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Armenian (Western)

Indo-European/Armenian

Country/ Macro Area: Turkey/Eurasia

Reference(s): Campbell, G. L. (2000) and Sigler, M. (1990)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg'

(N,NUM)

ksan usanoy

twenty student

'twenty students' (1990: 500)

/N,NUM,NSG1

ksan usano y-ner

twenty student-PL

'twenty students' (1990: 500)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM): When N is the subject "may trigger plural marking on verb or not" (1990: 500)

(N,NUM,NSG): When N is the subject "must trigger plural verbal agreement" (1990: .500)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1990: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 124)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Atayal

Austronesian/Atayalic

Country/ Macro Area: Taiwan /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Rau, D-H. V. (1992) and Philips Davis (personal communication)'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

(N,NUM)

qutux squliq
one person

'one person' (1992: 131)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N.NUM)

sazit] yonomi

two cup

'two cups' (1992: 131)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: No information
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. btunux (SG)Zb-btunux (PL) 'stone' (1992: 116)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Philips Davis, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

*

Philips Davis is Emeritus Professor of Linguistics at Rice University, USA. Email: pwd@rice.edu
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Awa Pit

Barbacoan/Barbacoan

Country/ Macro Area: Colombia,Ecuador/South America

Reference(s): Curnow, T.J. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM}

maza kuzhu

one pig

'one pig.' (1997: 75)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUM}

paas paynkul
two son

'two sons' (1997: 77)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: verbal suffixes denoting plurality) (1997: 66, 75)
6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Optional (1997: 66, 185)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. akkwan 'many', as in akkwan awa [many person] 'manypeople'

(1997: 184)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1997: 83)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1997: passim)
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Language: Awtuw

Family/Genus: Sepik/Ram

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Feldman, H. (1986) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N.NUM)

yaen naydowo

child one

'one child' (1986: 123)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

yaen-waew yikiyr

child-DU two

'two children' (1986: 123)

(N,NUM/

tale yikiyr
woman two

'two women' (1986: 123)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1986: 40)

6. Obligatoriness of Number marking: Optional (1986: 40)
7. Non-Numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Harry Feldman, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

Harry Feldman is a linguist at Quaid-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan. Email:
harry.feldman@gmail.com
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Bai

Sino-Tibetan/Bai

China /Southeast Asia

Wiersma, G. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

stf rjv tshu£2
book five CLF

five books' (p.671)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Barasano

Tucanoan/Tucanoan

Country/ Macro Area: Colombia/South America

Reference(s): Jones, W. and Jones, P. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

/N,NUM,CLF,NSGJ

hua-rahe kobe-rahe-ri

two-CLF metal-CLF-PL

'two metal cans' (1991: 59) (NB: rahe 'cylinder', used as numeral classifier)

[N,NUM,CLF]

guta-hal hua-hal

stone-CLF two-CLF

'two stone slabs' (1991: 59)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)(NB: the example in (3))
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. hard 'many', as in hara bas-a [many human-PL] 'many

humans' (1991: 59)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Basque

Basque/Basque

Country/Macro Area: France, Spain /Eurasia

Reference(s): Hualde, J. I. and Urbina, J.O. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

[N.NUMj

liburu bat

book one

'one book' (2003: 136)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 136,
386)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N,NUM)

bi etxe

two house

'two houses' (2003: 136)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 136)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 432)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. asko 'lots of', as in gutun asko [letter a.lot.ABS] 'a lot of letters'

(2003:431)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003: 113)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: 113)
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Language: Bauzi

Family/Genus: East Geelvink Bay/ East Geelvink Bay

Country/Macro Area: Indonesia /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Briley, D. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM}
nao vamtea

leg one

'one leg' (1997: 17)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

dam behasu

man.PL two

'two men' (1997: 89)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Begak (Ida'an)

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Borneo

Country/ Macro Area: Malaysia/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Goudswaard, N. (2005)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

so-tassa' asu

one-CLF dog
'one dog' (2005: 101)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

duo tassa' asu

two CLF dog
'two dogs' (2005: 89)

{N,NUMj

duo anak

two child

'two children' (2005: 272)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,CLFj: Used generally with no known restrictions (2005: 273)

(N,NUMj: Rare (2005: 273), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2005: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. anak (SG)Zanak-anak (PL) 'child' (2005: 276)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2005: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (2005:102, passim)
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Language: Bengali

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Indie

Country/ Macro Area: Bangladesh, India/Eurasia

Reference(s): Dasgupta, P. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF1

aekta boi

one.CLF book

'one book' (2003: 380)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 366)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUMCLF)

duto boi

two.CLF book

'two books' (2003: 380)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 366,

380)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 365)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (only animate) (2003: 365)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. anek 'many', as in anek mohila [many woman] 'many women'

(2003: 366)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003: 367)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Berber (Ayt Seghrouchen Middle Atlas)

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/Berber

Country/ Macro Area: Morocco /Africa

Reference(s): Penchoen, T. G. (1973)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM,SG)

yun u-ryaz

one SG-man

'one man' (1973: 25) (see also 1973:14, 41 for notes on number)

/N,NUM,OBL,SGJ

yut n-t-mottutl

one of-SG-woman
'one woman' (1973: 25) (see also 1973:14, 41 for notes on number)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

IN,NUM,SG): Used with nouns beginning with a vowel (i.e. masculine nouns)(1973: 25)

(N,NUM,OBL,SGj: Used with nouns beginning with a consonant (i.e. feminine nouns and

unberberized Arabic loans) (1973: 25)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

{N,NUM,NSG}

sin i-rsyz-dn
two PL-man-PL

'two men' (1973: 25)

(N,NUM,SG)

eosrin u-ryaz

twenty SG-man

'twenty man ' (1973: 25)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG)

snat n-tawtm-in

two of-woman-PL

'two woman' (1973: 25)

(N,NUM,OBL,SG)

eosrin n-l-msttutt

twenty of-SG-woman

'twenty women' (1973: 25)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSGj: Used with masculine nouns modified by the numerals 2-10 (1973: 25)

{N,NUM,SGj: Used with masculine nouns modified by the numerals above 10 (1973: 25)
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{N,NUM,OBL,NSGj: Used with feminine nouns and unberberized nouns modified by the numerals 2-
10 (1973: 25)

{N,NUM,OBL,SGf: Used with feminine nouns and unberberized nouns modified by the numerals
above 10 (1973: 25)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1973: 14)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1973: 14)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. sa 'some', as in sa i-rayz-an [some PL-man-PL] 'some men'

(1973: 60)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1973: 25, passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1973: passim)
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Language: Berbice Dutch Creole

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/Macro Area: Guyana/South America

Reference(s): Kouwenberg, S. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N.NUM)

en jerma

one woman

'one woman' (1994: 152)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1994: 50, 152,

154)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N.NUM)

tw£ jermatoko

two woman.child

'two daughters' (1994: 239)

(N,NUM,NSG}

twe sosor-apu

two sister-PL

'two sisters' (1994: 239)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM/: No restrictions (1994: 239)

(N,NUM,NSGJ: Exceptional (1994: 239), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1994: 238)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. alma 'all', as in almek aka [all.lSG tooth] 'all my teeth' (1994:

95)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1994: 61)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1994: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Nilo-Saharan/Berta

Berta

Country/ Macro Area: Ethiopia,Sudan /Africa

Reference(s): Triulzi (1976) and Tucker, A.N. and Bryan, M.A. (1966)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUMJ

mis' e hohulu dukunu

bird egg one

'one bird's egg' (1966: 351)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg-

(N,NUM,NSG)

'two men' (1966: 351) (NB: maba = SG, 1966: 349)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1976: 524)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1966: 349)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

mabi hoolon

man.PL two
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Language: Bhumij

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Munda

Country/ Macro Area: India/Eurasia
Reference(s): Ramaswami, N. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM)

moyon boi

one book

'one book' (1992: 85)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg;
{N.NUMj

baria sadDm

two horse

'two horses'. (1992: 95)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PU(1992: 6,75)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1992: 6)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (NB: not marked consistently) (1992: 73)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Binandere

Family/Genus: Trans-New Guinea/ Binanderean

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Wilson, J.P. (1996) and (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

fN,NUM)

eutu da

woman one

'one woman' (1996: 58)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N,NUM,NSG]

ma-mai tote

PL-child two

'two children' (1996: 13)

(N,NUMj

kasiwo babain tote

big.knife big two

'two big knives' (1996: 87)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. jiwae 'many', as in bido jiwae [many banana] 'many bananas'

(2002: 29); Reduplication, e.g. mamai [child.REDUP] 'children' (2002: 12)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Bislama

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Vanuatu/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Crowley, T. (2004) and Miriam Meyerhoff (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUMj

wan man

one man

'one man' (2004: 26)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2004: 26)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUMI

sikis man

six man

'sixpeople' (2004: 29)

{N,NUM,CLF}

tu frut sigaret

two CLF cigarette

'two cigarettes' (2004: 56)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N.NUM): Used generally with no known restrictions (2004: 29, 56)

(N,NUM,CLF): Used with a few nouns, hence @ (2004: 56)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (but not with overt number) (Miriam Meyerhoff,

p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. plante 'many', as in plante woman [plenty woman] 'plenty of
women' (2004: 37)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Miriam Meyerhoff, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent(2004: passim); (NB: a few nouns require a numeral classifier-like

word)

Miriam Meyerhoff is Professor of Sociolinguistics at the University of Edinburgh, UK. Email:
Miriam.Meyerhoff@ed.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Bribri

Chibchan/Talamanca

Country/ Macro Area: Costa Rica /North America

Reference(s): Campbell, G. (2000) and Yasugi, Y. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

Je kj ala-r kianq-dak bul
1SG EXP child-PL want.PST-PL two

7 wanted two children.' (Dickeman Datz 1984: 116 in Yasugi 1995: 403)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 264)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Broken

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Queensland)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Shnukal, A. (1988)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N.NUMj

wan seya

one chair

'one chair' (1988: 28)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1988: 25, 28)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso4

(N.NUMj

'two hands' (1988: 28)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1988: 28)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1988: 23)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. plenti 'a lot of, as in plenti pikinini [a.lot.of child] 'a lot of
children' (1988: 29); Definite article, e.g. dem gel [DEF.ART.PL girl] 'the girls'(1988: 24)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1988: 23)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1988: passim)

tu an

two hand
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Language: Buglere

Family/Genus: Chibchan/Guaymi

Country/Macro Area: Panama/South America

Reference(s): Yasugi, Y. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF/

git gada-de
CLF-onetree

'one tree' (Solis Hernandez 1989: 149-150 in Yasugi 1995: 405)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (Solis

Hernandez 1989: 149-150 in Yasugi 1995: 405)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (Solis Hernandez 1989: 149-150 in Yasugi 1995: 405)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Bunuba

Australian/B unuban

Country/Macro Area: Australia (Western Australia)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Rumsey, A. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N.NUMJ

gawarra yuwana

sun/hour one

'one hour/one o'clock' (2000: 113)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NSG)

buga-arri

child-DU

'two children' (2000: 65)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2000: 65,

passim)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2000: 64, 115)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. ngarranayi (SG)/ngarrngarranyi (PL)'mother'

(2000: 69)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Buru

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Central Malayo-Polynesian

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Grimes, C. E. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

[N.NUMj

huma emsian

house one

'one house' (1991: 294)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

huma-r polo
house-PL ten

'ten houses' (1991: 295)

(N,NUM,(CLF))

fafu (kisen) rua

pig (CLF) two

'twopigs' (1991: 307)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1991: 295)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. edemen 'many', as in fafu edemen [pig many] 'many pigs'

(1991)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1991: 307)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Burushaski

Burushaski/Burushaski

Country/ Macro Area: Pakistan / Eurasia

Reference(s): Lorimer, D. (1935)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N.NUMj

hik bAda

one pace,step

'one pace,step' (1935: 191)

{N,SGj

g ark-en

pea(PL)-SG

'a pea' (1935: 48)

/N,NUM,SG/

hAn huyesAn

one goat/sheep(PL).SG
'a goat/sheep' (1935: 48)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N,NUMj: Used generally with no known restrictions (1935: 191, passim)

{N,SGJ and {N,NUM,SG}: Used with collective nouns (1935: 46-48, passim), hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

alta huyes

two goat(PL)
'two goats' (1935: 48)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1935: 26)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1935: 14)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Camling

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Bodic

Country/Macro Area: Nepal/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Ebert, K. H. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

i-li suntala

one-CLF orange

'one organge' (2003: 536)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

haka-po maricha-ci
two-CLF girl-PL
'two girls' (2003: 536)

(N,NUM,CLF)

sim-ra pyupa

three-CLF cow

'three cows' (2003: 536)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG): Used with human referents (2003: 536)

/N,NUM,CLFJ: Used with non-human referents (2003: 536)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (2003: 536)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (only with numerals 1-3) (2003: 536)
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Language: Carrier

Family/Genus: Na-Dene/Athapaskan

Country/ Macro Area: Canada/North America

Reference(s): Green, J. (2006) and Mithun, M. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG}

tane Ihi-ke

three.CLF dog-PL

'three dogs' (2006: 1)

/N,NUM,CLF/

ndon yoh
two.CLF house

'two houses' (1999: 104)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions

(N,NUM,CLF,NSGJ: Used with nouns denoting humans and dogs (2006: 1)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only nouns denoting humans and dogs) (2006: 1)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. lhadun yoh [many.CLF house] 'many houses' (2006: 1)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Catalan
Family/Genus: Indo-European/Romance

Country/ Macro Area: Spain/Eurasia

Reference(s): Hualde, J. I. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

un noi

one.M boy (M)
'one boy' (1992: 122)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above

127)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsc:

{N,NUM,NSGJ

dos noi-s

two.M boy (M)-PL
'two boys' (1992: 122)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

126, 127)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1992: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1992: 100, 116)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. algun 'some', as in alguns amies [some-PL friend-PL] 'some

friends' (1992: 121)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1992: 100)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1992: passim)

: Used generally with no known restrictions (1992: 122,

: Used generally with no known restrictions (1992: 122,
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Language:

Family/Genus: Tacanan/Tacanan

Cavinena

Country/ Macro Area: Bolivia/South America

Reference(s): Guillaume, A. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSr,:

(N.NUMJ

peadya ekwitaekwita

one person

'oneperson' (2004: 510)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

/N,NUMJ

'two canoes'

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2004: 497, passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2004: 497-498)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

beta kwaba

two canoe
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Cayuvava

Cayuvava/Cayuvava

Country/ Macro Area: Bolivia/South America

Reference(s): Key, H. H. (1967)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N.NUM}

karata narae

one tree

'one tree' (1967: 45, 59)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N.NUM)

mitia torene

two woman

'two women' (1967: 49-50)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1967: 50)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. padetahi 'many', as in padetahi paenae [many time] 'many times'

(1967: 61)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Chaha

Afro-Asiatic/Semitic

Country/ Macro Area: Ethiopia/Africa

Reference(s): Ojeda, A. E. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N.NUMJ

at bet

one house

'one house' (1994: 1)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

(N,NUM)

'two houses' (1994:1)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1994: 1)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

xwet bet

two house
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Language: Chantyal

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Bodic

Country/Macro Area: Nepal/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Noonan, M. (1999), (2003) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

yaw-ta pHale

one-CLF leg
'one leg' (1999: 551)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLFj

dwi-ta pfiale

two leg
'two legs' (1999: 557)

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

tin-ta jemmay naku-ma

three-CLF all dog-PL
'all three dogs' (2003: 318)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,CLF): Used generally with no known restrictions (1999: 557, 566)

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG/: Rare (Michael Noonan, p.c.), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 318)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 318)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (2003: 321)

Michael Noonan is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Wisconsin, USA. Email:
noonan@csd.uwm.edu
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Chimila

Chimila/Chimila

Country/ Macro Area: Colombia /South America

Reference(s): Adelaar, W. and Muysken, P. (2004) and Willem Adelaar (personal

communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N.NUM)

na')" bu'na oggwe

1SG.POSS two child

'my two children' (Trillos Amya 1997: 141 in 2004)
<1. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (Willem Adelaar, p.c.)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Willem Adellar, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (Trillos Amya 1997: 139 in 2004)

*

Willem Adelaar is Professor of Native American Languages and Cultures at Leiden University, the
Netherlands. Email: W.F.H.Adelaar@let.leidenuniv.nl
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Language: Chinantec (Comaltepec)

Family/Genus: Oto-Manguean/Chinantecan

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Anderson, J. L. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

ha:nL ho?

one animal

'a/one animal' (1989: 61)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM}
■L , LM , -L

gi -tn hi

ten-two book

'twelve books' (1989: 58)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1989: 61)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Plural word, e.g. haLle?L hiL [PL book] 'books' (1989: 61)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (NB: numeral classifier-like words for some (mass) nouns, e.g. tif4

?ni'LM mi'?H maLhqLHr [two three seed tooth.PL] 'two or three ofhis teeth' (1989: 59)
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Language: Chipewyan

Family/Genus: Na-Dene/Athapaskan

Country/ Macro Area: Canada /North America

Reference(s): Cook, E. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

?(iagh[ ts'dkui

one old.woman

'an old woman' (2004: 103)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N.NUMj
nake dzirita

two week

'two weeks' (2004: 100)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2004: 114) (NB: number marked on verb—verb inflection 2004:

118)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Chitimacha

Chitimacha/Chitimacha

Country/ Macro Area: United States (Louisiana)/North America

Reference(s): Granberry, J. (2004) and Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUMJ

qupa panx

two man

'two men' (2004: 97)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL only kinship terms, e.g. gimnix (SG)/ginkgank(PL)'daughter' (NB: most
nouns are neutral in regards to number, e.g. hand, 'house' or 'houses' (2004: 79)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 301)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Chontal Maya

Family/Genus: Mayan/Mayan

Country/Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Knowles, S. M. (1984) and Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

[N,NUM,CLF]

Pun tu noh toro

one CLF large bull
'one large bull' (1984: 239)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF/

cam-p 'e Potot

four-CLF house

'four houses' (1984: 204)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM,CLF/: Used with the numerals 1-6 which are Chontal numerals; numeral classifiers are not

used with the Spanish numerals.

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1984: 203, passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1984: 203)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. k'en 'much', as in mah k'en wah [very much tortilla] 'lots of
tortillas' (1984: 204)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 301)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1984: passim)
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Language: Chrau
Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Bahnaric

Country/Macro Area: Vietnam/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Thomas, D. D. (1971)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM,CLF}

du vanong gapu

one CLF buffalo
'one buffalo' (1971:133)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1971: 127)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Cree (Plains)

Algic/Algonquian

Country/ Macro Area: Canada/North America

Reference(s): Wolfart, H. C. (1981)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM1

peyak
one

sisip

duck

'one duck' (1981: 57)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

/N,NUM,NSG]

two

mso sistp-ak
duck-3PL

'two ducks' (1981: 57)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1981:15-17)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mihcetiwa 'be.numerous', as in mohkomana mihcetiwa [knife
be.numerous] 'There were many knives' (1981: 55)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1981: 19)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Degema

Family/Genus: Niger-Congo/Edoi

Country/ Macro Area: Nigeria /Africa

Reference(s): Kari, E.E. (1997) and (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

(N,NUM,SG)

o-mo o-vu

SG-child SG-one

'one child' (2004: 239)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2004: 239;
1997: 27)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG]

iydw atuuw

twenty hat.PL

'twenty hats' (1997: 36)

{N,NUM,NSG,DPMj

(mo me va

child.PL DPM two

'two children' (2004: 209)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSG): Used generally with no known restrictions (2004: 209; 1997: 27)

(N,NUM,NSG,DPMj: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 240)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2004: .238)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. jvu 'some', as in inam l'vu [animal.PL some] 'some animals'

(1997: 40)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2004: 243)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2004: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Diyari

Australian/Pama-Nyungan

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (South Australia)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Austin, P. (1981), and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSc' No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NSG/

mankada-wula

girl-DU
'two girls' (1981: 128)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1981: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (Peter Austin, p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. marapu 'many', as in diti marapu [day many] 'many days'

(1981: 103); Reduplication, e.g. kupa 'child'/ kupa-kupa 'children' (p.105); Pronoun, e.g. pula

'3DU', e.g. pula kaku-yali wapa-yi [3DU.SBJ elder sister-ERG go-PRES] 'The two sisters are

going.' (1981: 122)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Peter Austin, p.c.)

*

Peter Austin is Professor of Linguistics at SOAS, University of London, UK. Email: pa2@soas.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Dogon

Niger-Congo/Dogon

Country/ Macro Area: Burkina Faso, Mali/Africa

Reference(s): Plungian, V. (1995) and personal communication*, and Williamson, K. and

Blench, R. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N.NUM)

somu pelu

ten horse

'ten horses' (1995:11)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1995: 11)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (NB: perhaps obligatory for some classes of nouns)

(Vladimir Plugian, p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (but remnant) (2000: 24)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Vladimir Plungian, p.c.)

Vladimir Plungian is Professor of Linguistics at Institute of Linguistics, Russian Academy of
Science, Moscow, Russia. Email: plungian@gmail.com
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Dulong

Sino-Tibetan/Nungish

Country/ Macro Area: China (Tibet)/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): LaPolla, R. J. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUM,CLFj

zoje ojii por]

book two CLF

'two books' (2003: 676)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 680)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 675-676)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 676, 681)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003: 675, passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Dumo

Sko/Western Sko

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Ross, M. (1980)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM/

ditj yumonu

bird two

'two birds' (1980: 84)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. podi 'many', as in da plapeq podf [pig black many]'(the)
black pigs'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ejagham

Niger-Congo/Bantoid

Country/ Macro Area: Cameroon,Nigeria/Africa

Reference(s): Walters, J.R. (1981)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,SG}

Ar-dlg ma'-d

CL-rope CL-one

'one rope' (1981: 469) (Class N = singular number)

/N,NUM,CLF,SG)

e-rain 'l-cokud ja'-d

CL-CLF GEN' CL-orange CL-one

'one orange'(1981: 469)( Class e- = singular number)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N,NUM,SGj: Used generally with no known restrictions (1981: passim)

(N,NUM,CLF,SG): Used only with some nouns denoting plants or trees (1981: 313), hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems
5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1981: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1981: passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1981: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (NB: not productive) (1981: 313)

1 Aikhenvald (2000: 99) refers to the tone as 'genitive linker'.
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Language: English
Family/Genus: Indo-Eurpean/Germanic

Country/ Macro Area: United Kingdom/Eurasia

Reference(s): Jennifer Sullivan (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

fN.NUM)

wan boi

one boy

'one boy'
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSGI

tu: boiz

two boy-PL
'two boys'

(N,NUM)

tu: Ji:p

two sheep
'two sheep'

[N,NUM,OBL,CLFj

tu: liAndrad hed av kastl

two hundred head of cattle

'two hundred head ofcattle' (NB: 'head' is a numeral classifier-like word)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSG): No restrictions

{N,NUMJ: Rare (only nouns in which the singular and plural forms are the same), hence @

(N,NUM,OBL,CLF): Exceptional, hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: marked on nouns and through subject-verb agreement and

determiners)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. meni 'many', as in masni boiz [many boy-PL] 'many boys'

*

Jennifer Sullivan is a native speaker of English, studying Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh,
UK. Email: J.N.Sullivan@sms.ed.ac.uk
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Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (lost)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (NB: numeral classifier-like word, e.g. two hundred head ofcattle)
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Language: Erromangan

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Vanuatu/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Rcference(s): Crowley, T. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

kilkil haiten wocon viroc

hook one only small

'only one small hook' (1998: 182)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUMj

noki ndehel

coconut three

'three coconuts' (1998: 65)

{N,NUM,NSGI

ovahiven nduru

woman.PL two

'two women' (1998: 66)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM}: Used generally with no known restrictions (1998: 65)

(N,NUM,NSGj: Used only with a small set ofnouns (1998: 65-66), hence @.

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: 61-62)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (NB: strongly preferred) (1998: 66)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. comwisacsu 'all', as in ov-netai comwisacsu [PL-book all] 'all
the books' (1998: 168).

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Estonian

Uralic/Finnic

Country/ Macro Area: Estonia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Campbell, G. (2000), Merilin Miljan (personal communication)* and
Virve-Anneli Vihman (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

{N,NUMJ

yks
one

koer

dog[NOM.SG]
'one dog' (Virve-Anneli Vihman, p.c. )

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions (Melirin Miljan, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,OBL,SGj

VllS

five

koer-a

dog-PRTV.SG

'five dogs' (Virve-Anneli Vihman, p.c. )
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No restrictions (Melirin Miljan, p.c.)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (Melirin Miljan, p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 526)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Melirin Miljan, p.c.)

*

Merilin Miljan is a native speaker of Estonian, studying Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh,
UK. Email: merilin@ling.ed.ac.uk
*

Virve-Anneli Vihman (PhD) is an Estonian linguist and Head of International Relations Office at the
University of Tartu, Estonia. Email: virve.vihman@ut.ee
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Finnish

Uralic/Finnic

Country/ Macro Area: Finland/Eurasia

Reference(s): Sulkala, K. and M. Karjalainen (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUMJ

yksi poika
one boy [NOM.SG]
'one boy' (1992: 345)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,OBL,SG}
kaksi poika-a
two boy-PRTV.SG
'two boys' (1992: 345)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1992: 345)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. monet 'many', as in monet oppilaat [many-PL pupil-PL] 'many

pupils' (1992: 96)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: French
Family/Genus: Romance/Indo-European

Country/Macro Area: Romance/Eurasia

Reference(s): Hawkins, R. and Towell, R. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM/

un/une touriste

one.M/one.F tourist (M/F)

'a/one tourist' (2001: 8) (un/une = a, one, 2001: 126)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2001: 5-9)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSG}

quatre chats

four cat-PL

four cats' (2001: 126)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSGj

deux cents millions d'habitants

two hundred-PL million-PL inhabitant.PRTV

'two hundred million inhabitants' (2001: 131)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

[N,NUM,NSG}: Used generally with no known restrictions (2001: 126, 131, 138)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG): Used with the numerals million 'million' and milliard 'billion', e.g. cinq cents

milliards de francs 'five hundred billion francs' (2001: 131)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2001: 17)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2001: 17)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. beaucoup 'many', peu few', tous les 'all the', e.g. beaucoup de
client-s [many ofclient-PL] 'many clients' (2001: 143)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2001: 5)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Fur

Family/Genus: Nilo-Saharan/Fur

Country/ Macro Area: Sudan /Africa

Reference(s): Tuker, A. N. and M.A. Bryan (1966)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM}

murta tok

horse one

'one horse' (1966: 228)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG1

fuugo-ija orjal

mountain-PL four

'four mountains' (1966: 228)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1966: 221-222)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1966: 222)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Futuna-Aniwa

Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Vanuatu /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Dryer, M. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NSGj

ru fare
DU house

'two houses' (Dougherty 1983 in 1989: 869)

/N,NUM,NSG/

ru tagata e rua

DU man two

'two men' (Dougherty 1983: 23 in 1989: 869) (NB: e = not glossed)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1989: 869)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Gaagudju

Family/Genus: Australian/Gaagudju

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Harvey, M. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsg:

(N,NUMj

maganaboobu ngoyoogoda

banyon one.F

'one banyon tree' (2002: 318)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2002: 318)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM,NSG)

bardangeeya=mba garrmanoogodawa
old.woman-AUG three.M

'the three old women' (2002: 281) (NB: AUG used as NSG)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSG/: Used only with human nouns (2002: 268)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2002: 281)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory, only human nouns (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. baalgi 'lots' (2002: 316)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2002: 318)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Gaelic (Scots)

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Celtic

Country/ Macro Area: United Kingdom/Eurasia

Reference(s): Gillies, W. (1993), Lamb, W. (2001), Wilson McLeod, personal
communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM1

aon bhrog

one shoe

'one shoe' (1993: 172)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSc>

IN,NUM}

da chii

two dog
'two dogs'

mile cu

thousand dog
'thousand dogs' (Wilson McLeod, p.c.)

{N.NUM.NSG}

tri coin

three dog. PL
'three dogs' (Wilson McLeod, p.c.)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM] : Used with the numeral 2, and compound numerals with 1 and 2 (e.g. 11, 21); and with

high round numerals such as 20, 100 (2001: 38)

/N,NUM,NSG): Used with the numerals 3-19 with some exceptions noted in (N.NUM) (2001: 38)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1993: 172)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (Wilson McLeod, p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1993: passim)

*

Wilson McLeod (PhD) is Lecturer in Celtic and Scottish Studies at the University of Edinburgh, UK.
Email: wmcleod@staffmail.ed.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Georgian
Kartvelian/Kartvelian

Country/ Macro Area: Georgia /Eurasia

Reference(s): Harris, A.C. (1981) and Hewitt, B.G. (1995), (1996)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUMj

ert-i tve-a

one-NOM month-NOM

'one month' (1995: 668)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1995: 655;

1995:668)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM}

sami
. knuti

three kitten

'three kittens' (1981:22)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1981: 20)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mraval 'several', as in mraval-ma k'ac-ma [several-ERG

man.PL-ERG] 'several men' (1995: 154)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: German
Family/Genus: Indo-European/Germanic

Country/ Macro Area: Austria, Germany, Switzerland/Eurasia

Reference(s): Carsten Stuber, personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM}

ein hund

one dog

'one dog'
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N,NUM,NSG/

zwei hunde

two dog.PL
'two dogs'

(N,NUM/

zwei lojfel
two spoon

'two spoons'
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSG}: No restrictions

(N,NUM): Used with some nouns, e.g. those ended in -er or -el, hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. manche 'some', as in manche Frauen [some woman.PL] 'some
women'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

*

Carsten Stuber is a native speaker of German and a visiting student of Physics at the University of
Edinburgh, UK. Email: s0347953@sms.ed.ac.uk
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Language: Great Andamanese

Family/Genus: Andamanese/Great Andamanese

Country/ Macro Area: India (Andaman Islands)/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Anvita Abbi (personal communication)2; Manoharan, S. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

{N.NUM!

cokbi ondoplo

turtle one

'one turtle' (1989: 81)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N.NUM)
cokbi onjinko

turtle two

'two turtles' (1989: 81)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1989: 61)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Anvita Abbi, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

2 Anvita Abbi is Professor of Linguistics at Jawaharlal Nehru University, India. Email:
anvitaabbi@hotmail.com
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Language: Grebo

Family/Genus: Niger-Congo/Kru

Country/Macro Area: Liberia /Africa

Reference(s): Innes, G. (1966)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns ofCNNCsc:

(N.NUM)

kae do'

house one

'one house' (1966: 88)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

kia so

house.PL two

'two houses' (1966: 88)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1966: 88)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Greek (Modern)

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Greek

Country/ Macro Area: Greece /Eurasia

Reference(s): Giorgos Argyropoulos (personal communication)8

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)

'ena pe'thi
one child

'one child'

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUM,NSGj

'thio peth'ia
two child.PL.NOM

'two children'

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. po'la 'many', as in po'la pe'dia [many.PL.N.NOM

child.N.PL.NOM] 'many children'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent

8
Giorgos Argyropoulos is a native speaker of Greek, studying Linguistics at the University of

Edinburgh, UK. Email: giorgos@ling.ed.ac.uk
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Language: Haida

Family/Genus: Haida/Haida

Country/ Macro Area: Canada, United States (Alaska)/North America

Reference(s): Hori, H. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,CLF}

qwaay SGa-SGwansog

rope CLF-be.one
'one piece of rope' (2001: 145)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

qwaay SGa-sdiq- gon

rope CLF-be.two-PST

'There were two pieces of rope.' (2001: 144)

(N,NUM)

qwaay sditj-gon

rope be.two-PST
'There were two pieces of rope.' (2001: 145)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM,CLF/: No known restrictions, less frequently observed than (N,NUM}(2001: 144-145),
hence @

(N,NUM}: No known restrictions, more frequently observed (2001: 144-145)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (2001: 144-145)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Halkomelem (Musqueam)
Salishan/Central Salishan

Canada /North America

Suttles, W. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM,CLF1

noca ?- os sment

one-round object rock
'one rock/another rock'

(N,NUM}

ndca? ?oxwin smdyoe

one little deer

'one little deer'

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

txoinolo stontehoy

six.CLF (lit. 'person') woman.PL

'six women' (2004: 66)

(N,NUMJ

isdlo mollos

two raccoon

'two raccoons' (2004: 66)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 204)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2004: 464-465)
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Language: Hatam

Family/Genus: West Papuan/Hatam

Country/Macro Area: Indonesia (Irian Jaya)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Reesink, G.P. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM]

nab ni-ndig can di-ma

pig 3SG-big two REL-that
'those two big pigs' (1999: 58)

{N.NUM.CLFI

nab ni-ngud can ni-ndig di-ma

pig 3SG-CLF two 3SG-big REL-that
'those two big pigs' (1999: 58)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (only animate noutis)(1999: 50)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1999: 50)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mang 'many', as in ig mang [house many] 'many houses'

(1999: 73)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (WALS)
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Language: Hausa

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/West Chadic

Country/ Macro Area: Niger, Nigeria/Africa

Reference(s): Schuh, R. G. (1999) and Smirnova, M. (1982)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

saniya d'aya
cow one

'one cow' (1999: 1)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

(N,NUM,NSGj

shanu biyu
cow.PL two

'two cows' (1999: 1)

{N,NUM}

gida goma

house ten

'ten houses' (1999: 1)

(N,NUM,CLF}

doki guda biyar
horse CLF (lit. 'piece) five

'five horses' (1982: 39) (NB: guda = numeral classifier-like word)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

(N,NUM,NSG): Used with animate nouns (1999: I)

jN,NUM): Used with inanimate nouns (1999: 1)

(N,NUM,CLF): Occasional (1982), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1999: 1)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory, only animate nouns (1999: 1)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (NB: numeral classifier-like words, see (3))
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Language: Hawaiian Creole

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: United States (Hawaii)/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Velupillai, V. (2003) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM/

wan leg

one leg

'one leg' (2003: 174)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (Velupillai
2003: 61, 174)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSG)

tu leg-s

two leg-PL
'two legs' (2003: 174)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (Viveka

Velupillai, p.c.)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (Viveka Velupillai, p.c.)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Viveka Velupillai, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Viveka Velupillai, p.c.)

*

Viveka Velupillai (PhD) is Lecturer in Linguistics at the Institut fur Anglistik, Giessen, Germany.
Email: viveka.velupillai@email.de
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Language: Hebrew

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/Semitic

Country/ Macro Area: Israel/Africa

Reference(s): Ojeda, A. E. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

yom exad

day one

'one day' (1994: 1)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM,NSG1

shlosha yamim

three day.PL
'three days'(1994:1)

{N,NUM}

axad-asar yom

eleven day
'eleven days' (1994: 1)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

(N,NUM,NSG):Used with the numerals 3-10 (1994: 1)

{N,NUM}:Used with the numerals greater than 10 (1994: 1)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1994: 1)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Hmong Njua

Family/Genus: Hmong-Mien/ Hmong-Mien

Country/ Macro Area: China/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Lyman, T. A. (1979)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,CLFI

if. lu natjgao

one CLF great.boat
'one great boat' (1979: 48)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLF)

pe lu ce

three CLF house

'three houses' (1979: 21)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1979: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1979: 21)
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Language: Hungarian

Family/Genus: Uralic/Ugric

Country/ Macro Area: Hungary/Eurasia

Reference(s): Kenesei, I., Vago, R. M.. and Fenyvesi, A. (1998) and Victor Tron

(personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM/

egy kutya
one dog
'one dog' (Victor Tron, p.c.)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM}

ket kutya
two dog
'two dogs' (Victor Tron, p.c.)

{N,NUM,CLFI

egy sz.iil cigaretta
one CLF (lit. 'piece) cigarette

'one cigarette' (Victor Tron, p.c.)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUMJ: Used generally with no known restrictions (1998: 220, 343)

(N,NUM,CLF): Used only with some nouns (Victor Tron, p.c.), hence @
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: 254)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. sok 'many', as in sok naptar [many calendar] 'lots ofcalendars'

(1998: 230)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (WALS)

*

Victor Tron is a native speaker of Hungarian, studying Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh,
UK. Email: v.tron@ed.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Hunzib

Nakh-Daghestanian/Avar-Andic-Tsezic

Country/Macro Area: Russia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Berg, H. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUMj

beX.no qoqo li

eight house (V) be (V)
'There are eight houses' (1995: 36)

/N,NUM,NSG)

Xa.na q'ara lo
three child be.PL

'Three children' (1995: 36)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM/: Used generally with no known restrictions (1995: 36)

(N,NUM,NSGj: Exceptional (1995: 36), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1995: 35)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Iau

Family/Genus: Lakes Plain/Lakes Plain

Country/Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Bateman, J. (1986)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

ty7 bi'si9
person one

'oneperson' (1986: 44)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N.NUM)

ty7 bo4
person two

'twopeople' (1986: 18)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ijo (Kolokuma)

Niger-Congo/Ijoid

Country/ Macro Area: Nigeria/Africa

Reference(s): Williamson, K. (1965)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM/

kpe keni fun

only one book

'only one book' (1965: 92)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3, Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM)

'only two books' (1965: 92)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Lost) (1965: 6)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

kpekpe

only

ma fun-kumo

two book-only
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ika

Chibchan/Aruak

Country/Macro Area: Colombia /South America

Reference(s): Frank, P. (1990)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

[N.NUM]

in?gui tseirua

one man

'one man' (1990: 33)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N.NUM]

mouga tseirua

two man

'two men' (1990: 32)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1990: 29)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. imt, as in pert imt [dog many] 'many dogs' (1990: 29)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Imonda

Family/Genus: Border/Border

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea /Australia-New Guinea
Reference(s): Seiler, W. (1985)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM}

mugasl toad
one fellow
'one fellow' (1985: 62)

(N,NUM,NPL/

toad-ianei mugasl

boy.PL-NPL one

'one boy' (1985: 62)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM): No known restrictions

(N,NUM,NPL): Used with 5 nouns, namely ago 'women'; id 'men'; toad 'boys'; moddd 'girls';

dgdt 'enemies' (1985: 62), hence @

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NSGI

agd -negle -pef
woman -DU -POSS

'your two wives' (1985: 36)

{N,NUMj

mo -pef sabla

daughter -POSS two

your two daughters' (1985: 37)

{N,NUM,NPL}

agd -ianei sabla
woman.PL -NPL two

'two women' (1985: 39)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NSG/ and (N,NUM): Used generally with no known restrictions

(N,NUM,NPL): Used with 5 nouns, namely ago 'women'; id 'men'; toad 'boys'; moddd 'girls';

dgdt 'enemies' (1985: 62), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (NB: kinship terms only) (1985: 36)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1985: 36)
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7. Non-numeral quantifiers:

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Inanwatan

Family/Genus: Marind/South Bird's Head

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): de Vries, L. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM)

mesida-e rag-e

man-M one-M

'one man' (2004: 66)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSG}

duqurewe eriwo
bird.PL two

'two birds' (2004: 61)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2004: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Iquito

Zaparoan/Zaparoan

Country/ Macro Area: Peru/South America

Reference(s): Brown, M. C. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

fN,NUM}

amicaaca qui-cumi iimina mii -rii

tomorrow lSG-two canoe make -MPA

'Tomorrow I will make two canoes.' (2004: 63)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 24)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2004: 25)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. masiana 'many', as in masiana tii iina misi [many COP DET

cat] 'There are many cats.' (2004: 28)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2004: 24)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Irish

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Celtic

Country/ Macro Area: Ireland /Eurasia

Reference(s): Doyle, A. (2001), Mac Eoin, G. (1993/2002), O Dochartaigh, C. (1992)
and O Siadhail, M. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM/

aon mhadadh (amhdin)

one dog (only)
'one dog' (1992: 55)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUMj

dhd bhdd

two boat

'two boat' (1992: 55)

(N,NUM,NSG]

dhd mhuic

two pig-DU

'two pigs' (1992: 55)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM): No restrictions (2001: 55)

fN,NUM,NSGj: No known restrictions and used alternatively in modern Irish (1993/2002: 117)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. cupla 'a couple, a few', as in cupla duine [a.few person] 'a few

people' (2001: 98)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1989: 143)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1989: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Itzaj

Mayan/Mayan
Guatemala/North America

Hofling, C. A. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM,CLF)

jun=ku(u) naj

one=CLF house

'one house' (2000: 24)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSc:

/N,NUM,CLFJ

ox=kuul kum

three-CLF pot

'three pots' (2000: 197)

(N,NUM,CLF.NSGJ

a' ox=tuul mejen paal-oo'- ej
DET three=CLF small child-PL-TOP

'The three small children' (2000: 228)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions

IN,NUM,CLF,NSG): Used when "the NP encode specific, given information", e.g. 'my two children'

'my' is specific information. Normally, PL is optional if the NP contains a numeral (2000: 227-228),
hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 227)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2000: 227-228)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2000: passim)
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Language: Jamaican Creole

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Jamaica/North America

Reference(s): Bailey, B.L. (1966), Le Page, R.B. and De Camp, D. (1960) and Patrick,
P.L. (2003) and personal communication*

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)

wan son

one son

'one son' (1960: 143)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM}

di tu

DEF.DET two

'the two books' (1966: 30)

(N,NUM,NSG}

di trii

DEF.DET three

'the three sisters' (1960: 143)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

book

book

sistaz

sister.PL

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 32-34)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 33, passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. tuu 'a few', as in tuu brik [a.few brick] 'a few bricks' (2003: 28)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Peter Patrick, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Peter Patrick, p.c.)

Peter Patrick is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Essex. UK. Email:
patrickp@essex.ac.uk
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Japanese

Japanese/Japanese

Country/ Macro Area: Japan /Eurasia

Reference(s): Iwasaki, S. (2002) and Kyoko Ostsuki (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

/N,NUM,CLF)

hi-tori-no

one-CLF-COP.ATTR

josee

woman

'one woman' (2002: 179)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No restrictions (Kyoko Otsuki, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF/
ni-satsu-no hon

two-CLF-COP.ATTR book

'two books' (2002: 179)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No restrictions (Kyoko Otsuki, p.c.)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2002: 53)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. yama (SG)Zyama-yama (PL) 'mountain' (2002: 78);
Person Plural/Group Suffixes, e.g.

-gata (honorific) sensee-gata 'teachers'

-tachi kodomo-tachi 'children'

-ra aitsu-ru 'those guys' (2002: 72)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2002: 2)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)

*

Kyoko Otsuki is a native speaker of Japanese, studying Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh,
UK. Email: K.Otsuki@sms.ed.ac.uk
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Language: Jaqaru

Family/Genus: Aymaran/Aymaran

Country/Macro Area: Peru /South America

Reference(s): Hardman, M. J. (1966) and (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUMf

may uta

one house

'one house' (2000: 38)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N.NUM)

paj uta

two house

'two houses' (2000: 38)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (2000: 11)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2000: 11)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication "[...] is used for emphasis or for indicating plurality",

e.g. quc.quca 'many lakes' (toponym) (1966: 112)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Jarawara

Aruan/Aruan

Brazil/South America

Dixon, R.M.W. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg

/N,NUM)

jobes joro ni-kime
house.M stand AUX-two.M

'two houses stand (there).' (NB: -'kima = suffix meaning two participants, a pair) (2004:
152f
(N,NUM,NSG}

hijama0 mee otaa tao ka-ni-kima-mina otaa-ke

peccary.M 3NSG 1EXA shoot APPL-AUX-two-morning.F IEXC-DECF

'We shot two white-lipped peccaries this morning' (2004: 155) ('mee' used as NSG, 2004: 302)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM}: Used with inanimate nouns (2004: 152)

/N,NUM,NSG}: Used with animate nouns (2004: 155)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (only animate nouns) (2004: 75, 261)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2004: 75)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. -tama 'be.many' (2004: passim)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2004: 152, 279, passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

' "It is likely that before contact with Branco culture, the Jarawara did not indulge in counting and did
not use lexical numbers. A modern-day conversation such as 'How many fish did you catch?" 'Two
(or three or seven or eleven)' simply did not occur." (2004: 559)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Jemez

Kiowa-Tanoan/Kiowa-Tanoan

Country/ Macro Area: United States (New Mexico)/North America

Reference(s): Yumitani, Y. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM(INV)j

wi mf-sd-s til-k?y a-
< <

two cat-INV TR.lSG.3DU.-put.down.PFV
'1 put down two cats.' (1998: 150)

td ml-sdi-s te-gyo-se

three cat-INV TR.lSG.3INV.-put.down.PFV
7put down three cats.' (1998: 150)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Same as (2)

(N,NUM/: Used with the nouns where basic number is singular (1998: 97-100)

(N,NUM,INV/: Used with the nouns where basic number is dual or plural (1998: 97-100)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1998: 97-100)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1998: 97)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1988: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Eleman/Eleman

Kaki Ae

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Clifton, J.M. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

[N.NUMJ

ara 'a oki

canoe one

'one canoe' (1997: 31)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N,NUM,NSGj

ahara-fe ii 'iika

brother-PL two

'two brothers' (1997: 25)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997: 23)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. himiri 'many', as in aiparo himiri [pig many] 'manypigs' (1997:

22)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Kambera

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Central-Malayo-Polynesian

Country/Macro Area: Indonesia /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Klamer, M. (1998) and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

IN,NUM,CLF}

hau kajawa

one.CLF papaya

'onepapaya' (1998: 139)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1998: 139)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

{N,NUM,CLFj

tailu mbua kajawa

three CLF papaya

'threepapayas' (1998: 93)

{N,NUM,RMSj

tau ma-dua

person RMS-two

'twopersons/people' (lit. 'people that are two') (1998: 139)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,CLF}: Used generally but not with human nouns (1998: 139)

(N,NUM,RMSj: Used only with human nouns (1998: 139)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (Marian Klamer, p.c.)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)

1 Marian Klamer (PhD) is Lecturer in Linguistics at the University of Leiden, the Netherlands, Email:
M.A.F.Klamer@let.leidenuniv.nl
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Kana

Niger-Congo/Cross River

Nigeria/Africa

Ikoro, S. M. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM,CLF)

zii ka wa

one CLF wife
'one wife' (1994:17)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1994: 13,

passim)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF/

bad ka wa

two CLF wife
'two wives' (1994: 21)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1994: 13,

passim)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1994: 11)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Lost) (1994: 24)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (1994: passim)
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Language: Kanuri

Family/Genus: Nilo-Saharan/Saharan

Country/ Macro Area: Chad, Niger, Nigeria, Sudan/Africa

Reference(s): Lukas, J. (1937)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM)

kam tild

man one

'one man'

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Kariri

Family/Genus: Macro-Ge/Kariri

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil /South America

Reference(s): Rodrigues, A. D. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM,CLF)

bu-bihe ezumu

CLF-one squash
'one squash' (1990: 192)

(N,NUM)

bihe tupa

one god
'one god' (1990: 192)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:
"In the Kariri' languages the numerals carry a classifying prefix in agreement with the class ofphrase
head [,..]but take no prefix if the head noun is unclassified". (1990: 192)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1999: 192)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Karo (Arara)

Tupian/Ramarama

Country/Macro Area: Brazil/South America

Reference(s): Gabas, N. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg' No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSc,:

(N.NUM ]

ma Pwtt ip ?iy-t cagarokomnen matet

man fish catch-IND two.ADVZ yesterday
'The man caught two fish yesterday.' (1999: 173)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: Generally, no distinction (1999: 52), but there exists a plural clitic, e.g.

ka?a=to?

[house=PL]'houses' (1999: 95)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. pafpik 'manyas in agoa?pat peg wl-n pa?pik=tem

[shaman white.man kill-IND many=ADVZ] 'The shaman killed many white men.' (1999: 171)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1999: 52)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Kayardild

Family/Genus: Australian/Tangkic

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Queensland)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Evans, N. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N.NUMJ

kiyarrng-ka kularrin-da
two-NOM sister-NOM

'two sisters' (1995: 184)

IN,NSG)

mar-iyarrng
hand-DU

'two front flippers' (1995: 184)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

fN,NUM): No known restrictions

/N,NSGJ: Used generally with no known restrictions (1995: 235-236)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1995: 183)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1995: 183)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mutha 'many', as in mutha-a dangka-a [many-NOM person-PL]

'many people' (p.236)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2004: passim)
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Language: Ket

Family/Genus: Yeniseian/Yeniseian

Country/ Macro Area: Russia (Siberia)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Rijkhoff, J. (2002) and Vajda, E. J. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

[N.NUM]

qok qi 'm
one woman

'one woman' (2004: 36)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSG/

qo 'm qim-n
ten woman-PL

'ten women' (2004:36)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No restrictions "Apartfrom a small group ofnouns which
do not appear in the plural (such as the equivalents ofmosquito, fish, duck), Ket nouns normally carry
the plural suffix when modified by a numeral" (2002: 36)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 19)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. bfilde 'all', as in bilde ks't [all kid.PL] 'all kids' (2004: 26)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2004: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/ Khmer

Khmer

Country/ Macro Area: Cambodia /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Jacob, J. M. (1965), (1990) and Huffman, F. (1967)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM,CLFI

trry muay kontuy

fish one CLF (lit. 'tail')

'one fish' (1965:146)

(N.NUM)

chkae muay

dog one

'one dog' (1965:147)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): Used in careful speech or written language (1965: 145)

(N,NUM): Used in colloquial speech (1965: 145)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

manus bu:an neak

mankind four CLF

four people'(1990: 84)

IN.NUM)

chkae bry

dog three
'three dogs'(1990: 84)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Same to (2)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: Absent (1990: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. era an 'many', as in booQ-pqoon craan neeq [older-and-

younger- siblings many person] 'many brothers and sisters.Reduplication, e.g. sray (SG)/sray-sray

'woman' (1967: 132)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1965: 145)
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Language: Khmu1

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Palaung-Khmuic

Country/ Macro Area: Laos/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Premsrirat, S. (1987)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,CLF)

mat md:j mat

eye one eye

'an eye' (1987: 35)

(N,NUM)

kd:n md:j

child one

'one child' (1987: 36)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions; used more frequently (1987: 35)

(N,NUMj: No known restrictions, used less frequently (1987: 35), hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF}

ko:n pa:r kon

child two CLF

'two children' (1987: 34)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1987: 35)
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Language: Kilivila

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Senft, G. (1996)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,CLF]
te-tala tau

CLF-one man

'one man' (1996: 30)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1996: 18, 30)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

IN,NUM,CLF)

ke-yu waga

wooden-two canoe

'two canoes' (1996: 18)

/N,NUM,CLF,NSG}

te-yu tauwau

CLF-two man.PL

'two men' (1996:30)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Koasati

Family/Genus: Muskogean/Muskogean

Country/Macro Area: United States (Alabama)/North America

Reference(s): Kimball, G. D. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

nd:ni-ha pokkotl awah toklo-n ht:ca-li-:s
man-PL ten and two-SW see-lSS.PST

7 just saw twelve men.' (1991: 358)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PAU/PL (NB: human nouns only and normally marked on verbs)

(1991: 446)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1991: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Dravidian/Central Dravidian

Kolami

Country/ Macro Area: India /Eurasia

Reference(s): Subrahmanyam, P.S. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUMf

okkon mas

one.M man

'one man' (1998: 306)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM, CLF,NSG)

paj jen mas-ur

five CLF.M man-PL

five men' (1998: 306)

/N,NUM,NSG)

ayd mas-ur

five man-PL

five men' (1998: 306)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM,NSG}: Used with native numerals (1998: 306)

{N,NUM,CLF,NSGj: Used with numerals borrowed from Marathi (1998: 306)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: 306-307)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1998: 306)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1998: 306)
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Language: Kombai

Family/Genus: Trans-New Guinea/Awju-Dumut

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): de Vries, L. (1993) and Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

kho mofenadi
man one

'one man' (1993: 40)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N.NUMI

kho molumo

man two

'two men' (1993: 40)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, biduma 'many', as in makhii muyiyano biduma [dog big.PL many]

'many big dogs' (1993: 39)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 296-297)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Korean

Korean/Korean

Korea /Eurasia

Chonghyuck Kim (personal communication)2, Hae-Sung Jeon (personal

communication) and Sohn, H. M. (1994), (1999)3

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ke han mari

dog one CLF
'one dog' (Chonghyuck Kim, p.c.)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF}

ke du mari

dog two CLF

'

two students' (Chonghyuck Kim, p.c.)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): Used generally with no known restrictions (1999: 325)

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG/: Used only with human nouns NB: PL optional even with human nouns

(Chonghyuck Kim, p.c.), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1994: 218)) (NB: without plural markers, the noun is transnumeral,

e.g. salam may denote 'person' or 'persons'.) (1994: 269)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1994: 218)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. yele 'many, several', as in chayk yele kwen [book several CLF]
'several books' (1999: 353).

2
Chonghyuck Kim is a native speaker of Korean, studying Linguistics at the University of Delaware,

USA. Email: cheesue@UDel.edu
3
Hae-Sung Jeon is a native speaker of Korean, studying Linguistics at the University of Cambridge,

UK. Email: hsj24@cam.ac.uk

'two dogs' (Chonghyuck Kim, p.c.)

[N,NUM,CLF.NSG)

haksayng-tul
student-PL

twu-myengi
two-CLF
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Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Hae-Sung Jeon, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Munda

Korku

Country/ Macro Area: India/Eurasia

Reference(s): Nagaraja, K. S. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM}

mya-ga:w

one-village
'one village' (1999: 91)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM)

ba:ri-kitab

two-book

'two books' (1999: 34)

(N,NUM,NSG)

aphay-kon-ku
three-child-PL

'three children' (1999: 91, 318)

(NNSGJ

siTa-kinj

dog-DU
'two dogs'

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (NB: only animate nouns) (1999: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory, only human nouns (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1999: 91)
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Language: Koromfe

Family/Genus: Niger-Congo/Gur

Country/ Macro Area: Burkina Faso, Mali/Africa

Reference(s): Rennison, J. R. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM,SGj

ks-5 dufe

woman-SG one

'one woman' (1997: 306)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

7ena n ad

year.PL four

four years' (1997: 305)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1997: 242,

247)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997:198)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1997: 198)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. duru 'all', as in a benna duru [ART man.PL all] 'all men'

(1997: 83)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1997: 206)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1997: 233)
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Language: Koyraboro Senni

Family/Genus: Nilo-Saharan/Songhay

Country/Macro Area: Mali, Niger/Africa

Reference(s): Heath, J. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUMj

woman

woy foo
one

'a woman; one woman' (1999: 10)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUM}

'two women' (1999: 121)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1999: 121)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

woy hirjka

woman two
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Kpelle

Niger-CongoAVestern Mande

Country/Macro Area: Liberia /Africa

Reference(s): Campbell, G. L. (2000) and Welmers, W. E. (1973)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM)

perc

house

tD 'nJ

one

'one house' (1973: 294)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUM}

'two houses' (1973: 294)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 914)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2000: 914)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems
8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 914)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

ptre
house

feere
two
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Language:

Family/Genus: Chibchan/Kuna

Kuna

Country/ Macro Area: Colombia, Panama /South America

Reference(s): Holmer, N. M. (1946)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

fN,NUM,CLF)

tule war-kwena

man CLF-one

'one man' (1946:190)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ome war-pockwa
woman CLF-two

'two women'(1946: 190)

{NUM,CLF)

kwa-po
CLF (for nuts)-two
'two nuts' (NB: kwa kwa=nut, nuts) (1946: 190)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions

(NUM,CLF): seems to be non-dominant "Sometimes no noun is used... " (1946: 190), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1947: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1947: passim)
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Language: Kuot

Family/Genus: Kuot/Kuot

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Chung, C-H. and Chung, K-J. (1996) and Linstrom, E. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS(>

IN.NUM1

nomurit magabun

one woman

'one woman' (1996:20)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSGI

naien ma kamilip
three PL yam.PL
'three yams' (1996: 19)

IN,NSG}

Dagar-flien

egg-DU

'two eggs' (1996: 42)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSGJ: No known restrictions

(N,NSG) (NSG=DU): Used with the nouns representing two referents (1996:42; 2002: 137)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2002: 130)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. papaluaip 'many', as in papaluaip ma magaulap [many PL

woman.PL] 'many women' (1996: 19)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2002: 130)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Kutenai

Kutenai/Kutenai

Country/ Macro Area: Canada, United States/North America

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

{N.NUMj

N=?as-i$ 'Aipi$-i£-ni ?a-qiumaknik

IND=two-PREV kill-PASS-IND Indian

'Two Indians were killed.' (2005b: 363)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

Reference(s): Dryer, M. (2005b)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Kwaza

Kwaza/Kwaza

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil/South America

Reference(s): Voort, H. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

a 'xy aky- 'xy
house two-CLF

'two houses' (2004:131)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2004: 213)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: words with numerical interpretation, e.g.

ele'le

aky-
e'ma

tei- 'tobeone'. 'alone'

'to be two', 'company'

'one more/again', 'without companion'

'several/many/very/emphatic (2004: 214)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2004: 24)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Kwerba

Family/Genus: Kwerba/Kwerba

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): de Vries, J. A. and de Vries, S. A. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

{N.NUM}

cibicabo abarias

pig one

'onepig' (1997: 28)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N.NUM}

cibicabo nenumwano

pig two

'twopigs' (1997: 29)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1997: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Lakhota

Family/Genus: Siouan/Siouan

Country/ Macro Area: United States (North Dakota)/North America
Reference(s): Williamson, J. (1984)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM)

hoksila wazi ki

boy one DEF.ART
'the one boy' (1984: 53)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUMI
hoksila nup ki

boy two DEF.ART
'the two boys' (1984: 53)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: not overtly marked on nouns, but through demonstratives and

articles) (1984: 41)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1984: 40)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Lango

Family/Genus: Nilo-Saharan/Nilotic

Country/ Macro Area: Uganda /Africa

Reference(s): Noonan, M. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM1

gulu a'cel

pot one

'onepot' (1992: 167)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N.NUM)

gulu' dry6

pot two

'twopots' (1992: 167)

(N,NUM,NSG)

Gwdggi a dorjb arbni

Dog.PL ATTR.PCL big two-this
'these two big dogs' (1992: 156)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUMl: No known restrictions

(N,NUM,NSGj: Used with animate nouns (1992: 156, 167)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only animate nouns) (1992: 83)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. pdl 'many', as in gulu a pol [pot ATTR.PCL many] 'many pots'

(1992: 167)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Latvian

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Baltic

Country/ Macro Area: Latvia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Nau, N. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSGj
ta es tur macTj-os cetr-us gad-us,
so 1SG.NOM there study.PRT-1SG four-ACC.M year-ACC.PL
'So I studied there forfour years...' (1998: 15)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Lavukaleve

Family/Genus: Solomons East Papuan/ Solomons East Papuan

Country/ Macro Area: Solomon Islands/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Terrill, A. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSG}

molev sie

canoe.PL five

five canoes' (2003: 89)

(N,NUM)

Nei kanal o kanamil enga

coconut tens.DU or tens.PL three

'twenty or thirty coconuts' (2003: 89)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSG}: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 89, 141, 478)

fN,NUMj: Used with nouns which are not markedfor plural (2003: 89)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2003: 106)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2003: 89)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. suni 'all', mail 'a bit' (2003: 67)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2003: 141)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: passim)
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Language: Lele

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/East Chadic

Country/ Macro Area: Chad/Africa

Reference(s): Frajzyngier, Z. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

(N.NUM)

llu pma

stick one

'one stick' (2001: 94)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

/N,NUM,NSG)

kaje so

knife.PL two

'two knifes' (2001: 95)

{N.NUM}

tidi subu

bird three

'three birds.' (2001: 60)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

{N,NUM,NSGj: Used with nouns denoting large animals, kinship terms, and a few inanimate objects

(2003: 60)

(N,NUM): Used with wild animals, birds, and insects (2003: 60)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 95, passim) (only human nouns, WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. nfy 'many', as in barj-we ntjy [man-PL many] 'many men'
(2003: 87)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: 60)
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Language: Lepcha

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Lepcha

Country/ Macro Area: Bhutan, India, Nepal/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Plaisier, H. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM}

muro-kat

man-one

'one/a man' (2003: 708)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 708,

710)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N.NUMj

akup nyet

child two

'two children' (2003: 714)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 710,

714)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 708)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003: 707)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Leti

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Central Malayo-Polynesian

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): van Engelenhoven, A. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUM, (NSG)}

piiata=pura vdata=e fra)

woman=wild four=DEX fPL)

'the four nymphomanias' (2004: 184)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM): No known restrictions

(N,NUM,NSG/: Used with human nouns

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 184)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. rumlalavna rum=la-lavna [REP~house=REDUP-big]

'big houses' (2004: 111)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Lezgian

Nakh-Daghestanian/Lezgic

Country/ Macro Area: Russia (Azerbijan) /Eurasia

Reference(s): Haspelmath, M. (1993)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSr>

(N,NUM)

sa ttar

one tree

'one tree.' (1993: 140, 245)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1993: 143,

245)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM}

'two tree'(1993: 140, 245)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1993: 142,

245)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1993: 4)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. aq' wan 'many', as in aq' wan jas-ar [many age-PL] 'many

years' (1993: 199)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1993: 563)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1993: 564)

q 'we ttar

two tree
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Language: Limilngan

Family/Genus: Australian/Limilngan

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Harvey, M. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM/

minbulungbulung ajunini

bird one

'one minbulungbulung' (2001: 113) (minbulungbulung = specific name)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM,NSG)

aykgurr arnikgan=arnikgan
two old woman=old woman

'two old women' (2001: 111)

{N.NUM}
dilimin langan aykgurr

palm two

'two palm trees' (2001: 93)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

(N,NUM,NSG): Used with human nouns (2001: 111)

(N,NUMj: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (NB: human nouns may be optionally markedfor plural) (2001:

111)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. arnikgan (SG)/arnikgan=arnikgan (PL) 'old woman'

(2001: 111)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2001: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Lithuanian

Indo-European/Baltic
Lithuania/Eurasia

Ambrasaz, V (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

(N.NUMj

vienas berniukas

one boy

'one boy' (1997: 167, 491)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

keturi vaikat

four child.NOM.PL

four children' (1997: 587)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG!

desimt diem)

ten day.GEN.PL
'ten days' (1997: 587)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSGj: Used with the numerals 2-9 (1997: 167)

/N,NUM,OBL,NSG/: Used with the numerals 10-19 and high round numerals (e.g. 20, 100) (1997:

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997: 101)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1997: 96)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1997: passim)
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Language: Lunda

Family/Genus: Niger-Congo/Bantoid

Country/ Macro Area: Democratic Republic of Congo /Africa

Reference(s): Kawasha, B. K. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,SG]

mu-ntu

I-person

wu-mu

1-one

'oneperson' (2003: 124) (Class mu-/wu- = singular number)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSGI

II-person

a-ntu a-yedi
II-two

'two people' (2003: 124) (Class a- = plural number)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2003: 73)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. -vulu, as in ma-tala a-a- ma-vulu [CL-house CL-POSS CL-

many] 'many houses' (2003: 121)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2003: 73)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Maale

Afro-Asiatic/Omotic

Ethiopia/Africa

Amha, A. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

fN.NUMJ

pette maar-ka
one house-LOC

'in one house' (2001: 285)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM,NSG)

lamPo waar-a

two goat.PL-NOM
'two goats.' (2001: 52)

(N,NUM)

lam ?o waari

two goat-NOM
'two goats.' (2001: 52)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2001: 52)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2001: 52)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ma'di

Nilo-Saharan/Moru- Ma'di

Country/ Macro Area: Sudan,Uganda/Africa

Reference(s): Fabb, N. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

fN.NUM)

ta alu

thing one

'one thing.' (2003: 575)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

{N.NUM)

a ?u ika eri

chicken red two

'two red hens.' (2003: 357)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns and occupations) (2003: 98, passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Madurese

Austronesian/Sundic

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia (Java) /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Davies, W. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM)

lemaq oreng

five person

five people' (1999: 13)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. kabbhi 'all', as in kabbhi buku [all book] 'all the books'

(1999: 13); Reduplication oreng (SG)Zrengoreng (PL) 'person' (1999: 13)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1999: 13)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Maltese

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/Semitic

Country/ Macro Area: Malta/Africa

Reference(s): Borg, A and M.A. Alexander (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM}

bajda walTda

egg one

'one egg' (1997: 268)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

tliet bajdiet
three egg.PL

'three eggs' (1997: 268)

fN,NUM}

tnaxil bajda
twelve egg

'twelve eggs' (1997: 268)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSG/: Used with the numerals 2-10 and compound numerals ending with these digits, e.g.

mija u tliet bajdiet [hundred and three egg.PL] 'one hundred and three eggs' (1997: 268)

[N,NUMj: Used with the numerals greater than 10 (1997: 268)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1997: 174)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1997: 174)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. flit 'a little', as in ftit hbieb [a.little friend.PL] 'a few friends'
(1997: 72)

Classifier systems
8. Noun classes: Present (1997: 188)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1997: 192)
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Language: Malto

Family/Genus: Dravidian/Northern Dravidian

Country/ Macro Area: India /Eurasia

Referencc(s): Steever, S. B. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUM,CLF)

maq-ond oydu
CLF-one cow

'one cow' (1998: 372)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLFj: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG)
tini jen male-r
three CLF man-PL

'three men' (1998: 372)

(N,NUM,CLF)
tini maq oydu
three CLF cow

'three cows' (1998: 372)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N.NUM,CLF,NSG): Used with human nouns (1998: 372-373)

(N,NUM,CLF/: Used generally but not with human nouns (1998: 372-373)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (1998: 362)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1998: 362)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1998: 361)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (1998: 372)
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Language: Mam

Family/Genus: Mayan/Mayan

Country/ Macro Area: Guatemala/North America

Reference(s): England, C. (1983)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUMj

jun tx'yaan q'aq
one dog black
'one black dog' (1983: 147)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N.NUMj

ajaj oox tx'yaan saq

these three dog white
'these three white dogs.' (1983: 149)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL, normally marked on verb (1983: 144-154)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1983: passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. kab' 'some', e.g. kab' xiinaq [two man] 'two/some men' (1983:
147)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Manchu

Family/Genus: Altaic/Tungusic

Country/ Macro Area: China (Manchuria)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Campbell, G.L. (2000), Gorelova, L. M. (2002), Mark C. Elliott (personal

communication)*
CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}
emu jui

one child

'one child' (Mark C. Elliott, p.c.)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N.NUM.NSG)

juwe juse

two child.PL

'two children' (Mark C. Elliot, p.c.))

(N,NUM)

juwe indahuun
two dog
'two dogs' (Mark C. Elliot, p.c.)

[N,NUM,CLF]

ilan fesin loho
three CLF sword

'three swords' (2002: 206)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSGj and (N,NUM,CLFj: No known restrictions

(N,NUMJ: Used with non-human nouns (Mark C. Elliot, p.c.)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (2002: 134)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. ememu 'many', as in ememu juse [many child-PL] 'many
children' (Mark C. Elliot, p.c.)

*

Mark C. Elliot is Professor of Chinese and Inner Asian History at Harvard University, USA. Email:
mark_el 1 iott@harvard.edu
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Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 1061)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2002: 206-207)
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Language: Mandarin

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Chinese

Country/ Macro Area: China/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Li, C.N. and Thompson, S.A. (1981) and Lin, H. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

[N,NUM,CLF/

y( ge jidan
one CLF egg

'one egg' (2001: 107)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2001: 107;

1981: 96)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

san wei laoshi

three CLF teacher

'three teachers' (2001: 107)

[NUM.CLF/

san tian

three day
'three days' (1981: 105)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

[N,NUM,CLFj: Used generally with no known restrictions, except nouns denoting measures, e.g.'

day' (2001: 107; 1981: 104, 105)

[NUM,CLFj: Used with nouns denoting measures, e.g. 'day' (1981: 105)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1981: 11-12)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. ji 'few', as in zhei ji men pao [this few CLF cannon] 'these few
cannons' (1981: 105)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mangghuer

Altaic/Mongolic

Country/ Macro Area: China /Eurasia

Reference(s): Slater, K. W. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM,CLF)

yi-ge chuna

one-CLF wolf
'one wolf (2003: 343)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

tN,NUM,CLF1

road two-CLF

'two roads.' (2003: 55)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 99, 102)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 98)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (2003: passim)

mer liang-tiao
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Language: Maori

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: New Zealand /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Refcrence(s): Bauer, W. (1993)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

[N.NUM)

te maaripi kotahi
ART knife one

'one knife' (1993: 496)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1993: 152,

496)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N.NUM,NM)

eenei waka e rua

these canoe NUMPCL two

'these two canoes' (1993: 262)

IN,NUM,PNM/

toko-rima oona tuaakana

PNM-five GEN.PL.3SG brother

'He hadfive older siblings' (1993: 496)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NUMPCL): Used generally with numerals 2-9 and all forms beginning with these numerals

(e.g. rua tekau [two ten] 'twenty') (NB: numerals 10-19 take no prefix) (1993: 496)

(N,NUM,PNM): Used with human nouns (NB: traditional use and increasingly ignored) (1993: 496),
hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns, e.g. tangata(SG)/taangata(PL) 'man') (1993:

352)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. eetahi 'some', as in eetahi pukapuka [some book.REDUP]
'some books' (1993: 364)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1993: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mapudungun
Araucanian/Araucanian

Country/ Macro Area: Chile/South America

Reference(s): Smeets, I. (1950), Zuniga, F. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

[N,NUMj

kihe nge

one eye

'one eye' (1950: 192)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1950: 192;
2000: 15)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

/N,NUM/

epu yall
two child.ofman
'two children' (1950: 192)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1950: 192;
2000: 34)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (NB: shown on verbs) (1950: 223)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1950: 224)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. aliin 'many', as in aliin achawall [many hen] 'many hens' (2000:

21)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 16)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Matses

Panoan/Panoan

Country/Macro Area: Brazil,Peru/South America

Reference(s): Fleck, D. W. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg'-

{N.NUMj
cuididi daed

brat two

'Two kids' (2003: 558)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 273)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (p.273)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. dadpen 'many', as in chido dadpen [woman many] 'many
women.' (2003: 240)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Maung

Australian/Iwaidjan

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N,NUM}

nargarg arargbi
two man

'two men' (1970: 126-128)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (1970: 52)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1970: 52)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems
8. Noun classes: Present (1970: 50)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

Reference(s): Capell, A. (1970)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Meithei

Sino-Tibetan/Kuki-Chin-Naga

Country/Macro Area: India/Southeast Asia & Oceania

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg^ No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N.NUM)

otjarj oma

kid four

four kids' (2000: 78)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2000: passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Reference(s): Yashawanta, S. (2000)
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Language: Meyah

Family/Genus: East Bird's Head/East Bird's Head

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Gravelle, G. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,CLFj

mongkukar efaga or-ins

chicken CLF CLF-one

'one chicken' (2002: 130)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N.NUM.CLFf

manana efebi er-eka

papaya CLF CLF-two

'twopapayas' (2002: 130)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only nouns denoting humans, dogs, pigs) (2002: 125)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. ofokou 'many', as in mod ofokou [house many] 'many houses'

(2002: 125)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (2002: 129)
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Language: Miskito

Family/Genus: Misumalpan/Misumalpan

Country/ Macro Area: Nicaragua/South America

Reference(s): Campbell, G. L. (2000), Casper, B. and Schlaefer, S. (1944) and

Conzemius, E. (1929)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUM}

xvaikna wal

man two

'two men' (1929: 75)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1994: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Plural word, e.g. nani, as in upla nani [person PL] 'persons' (1944: 2)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 1134)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mixtec (Alacatlatzala)

Oto-Manguean/Mixtecan

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Zylstra, C. F. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUMj

nil leson

one rabbit

'one rabbit' (1991: 68)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUMj

ovi taa

two man

'two men' (1991: 68)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. Icwaha, as in kwaha klti [many animal] 'many animals' (1991:

68)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mochica

Chimuan/Chimuan

Country/ Macro Area: Peru /South America

Reference(s): Adelaar, W. and Muysken P. C. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM)

sop mov

three corvina

'three corvinas' (2004: 349)(NB: corvina = a type offish popular in Peru)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 348)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (but NB: "ten units of a particular subclass of nouns. For instance,

pong was usedfor (tens of) people, animals and reeds, and ssop for (tens of) coins or time units [...]")

(p.342)

pak-chokij mang

two-CLF.ten maize

'twenty ears ofmaize' (2004: 343)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mocovf

Guaicuruan/Guaicuruan

Country/ Macro Area: Argentina /South America

Reference(s): Grondona, V. M. (1998/2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM/

doh yale
two man

'two men' (1998: 92) (NB: " [Mocovijhas borrowed all its numerals from Spanish") (1998:

91)

{N,NUM,NSG}

doh yale-r
two man-PL

'two men' (1998: 92)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: 92)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Mohawk (Akwesasne)

Family/Genus: Iroquoian/Northern Iroquoian

Country/ Macro Area: Canada, United States/North America

Reference(s): Bonvillain, N. (1973), Marianne Mithun (personal communication)2

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N.NUMJ

vhska ohahasela?

one lamp/light
'one lamp,light' (Marianne Mithun, p.c.)

IN,SGI

ska- hahselah

SG- lamp/light
'one lamp,light' (1973: 235)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUMj: Used as marked construction in the language (Marianne Mithun, p.c.), hence @

(N,SG): No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

fN.NUM)

tekeni ohahasela?

two lamp/light
'two lamps/lights' (1973: 234-5)

INNSG)

teka-hahsela:-ke

DU-lamp/light-DU
'two lamps,lights' (1973: 235)

(N,NUM,NSG)

wisk nika-hahsela:-ke

five PL-lamp/light-PL

'five lamps/lights' (1973: 236)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

1 Marianne Mithun is Professor of Linguistics at the University of California, Santa Babara, USA.
Email: mithun@linguistics.ucsb.edu
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Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1973: 234-8)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1973: 237-238)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mongol (Khamnigan)

Altaic/Mongolic

Country/ Macro Area: China,Mongolia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Janhunen, J. (2003) and Dmitri Morenkov (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsg:

{N,NUM}

nege kuun

one person

'oneperson' (2003: 90)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 90)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM}

'three persons' (2003:90)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 90)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 89)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 89)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Dmitri Morenkov, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Dmitri Morenkov is an Honours M.A. graduate in Mongolian studies, St. Petersburg State
University, Russia. Email: tarbagan@inbox.ru.

gurban
three person

kuun
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Moseten

Mosetenan/Mosetenan

Bolivia /South America

Sakel, J. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo'

{N.NUM}

jiri-ty kojti daer-tyi'
one-M heart big-L.M
'one big heart' (2004: 99)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

{N,NUM}

paerae' tara 'tara'
two big. rat
'two big rats' (2004: 84)

(N,NUM,NSGj

Paerae-ki' tyak jiri-s ji-yi-' sohi'-in

two-size ten one-F PASS-VY-F.S man-PL

'twenty-one men' (2004: 169)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM}: No known restrictions

{N,NUM,NSGj: Used only with human nouns (2004: 85)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2004: 81)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g.jedye' (SG)/jedye'-jedye'(PL) 'thing'

Classifier systems
8. Noun classes: Present (2004: .85-87)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Mpur

Family/Genus: West Papuan/Kebar

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Ode, C. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

[N,NUM,CLF/

jan bik denur
house CLF three

'three houses' (2002: 83)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. fan 'many', as in jan mafun fon [house beautiful many] 'many

beautiful houses' (2002: 63)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2002: 83)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mulao

Tai-Kadai/Kam-Tai

Country/ Macro Area: China/Southeast Asia

Reference(s): Guoqiao, Z. (1990)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

no5 kwon5 pot7

one CLF pen

'onepen' (1990: 173)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUM,CLF}

two CLF cow

'two cows' (1990:175)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1990: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1990: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1990: passim)

ya2 lak7 ton2
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mundang

Niger-Congo/ Adamawa-Ubangian

Country/ Macro Area: Chad /Africa

Reference(s): Elders, S. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSc> No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg;

(N,NUM,NSGj

yarj-ra say nd hie

maison-PL trios CLE ici

[house-PL] [three] [CLE] here

'Trois maisons se trovent ici. '[Three houses are located here, English translation mine.]

(2000: 275)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 118)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 120)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Mundari

Austro-Asiatic/Munda

Country/ Macro Area: India/Eurasia

Reference(s): Sinha, N.K. (1975)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

mid how

one man

'one man' (1975: 111)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N,NUM,NSG)

'two trees' (1975: 111)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (NB: only animate nouns) (1975: 60)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

bar daru-kiij

tree-DUtwo
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Language: Nabak

Family/Genus: Trans-New Guinea/Finisterre-Huon

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Fabian, G., Fabian, E. and Waters, B. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUMj

bo sobmar) tembe kwep ke

pig black big one that
'that one big black pig' (1998: 72)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

{N,NUM)

nemba isisikrjarj zut-aij

child some.little two-FOC

'two small children' (1998: 148)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: 23-24)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1998: 23-24)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. sambe 'many', as in bo-gag sambe [pig-3SG.POSS many] 'his

many pigs' (1998: 73)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Nahali

Family/Genus: Nahali/Nahali

Country/ Macro Area: India/Eurasia
Reference(s): Shafer, R. (1941)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)
bidT awalka manchho

a/one good man

'a/one good man' (1941: 363)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

(N.NUM.NSG)
ir awalka manchh a

two good man.PL
'two good men' (1941: 363)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1941: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1941: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Nahuatl (Huasteca)

Uto-Aztecan/Aztecan

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico /North America

Reference(s): Beller, R. and Beller, P. (1979) and Judith M. Maxwell (personal

communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N.NUMJ

seh pastiya

one pill

'onepill' (1979: 253)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

/N,NUM,NSG)

eyi tlaka-meh
three man-ANIM.PL

'three men' (1979: 255)

(N,NUM/

ne eyi nelia yehyek-ci l-kali-wa Hose

those three really pretty-ADJZ his-house-POSSD Joe

'those three really pretty houses ofJoe' (1979: 234)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1979: 255)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Judith M. Maxwell, p.c.).

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (NB: "...though the numbers have reducedforms that can combine with

measure word stems and roots to form words which are used as counters, so sort of like numeral

classifers omtetl ostotl: two-stone cave") (Judith Maxwell, p.c.).

Judith M. Maxwell is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Tulane University, USA. Email:
maxwell@tulane.edumaxwell@tulane.edu maxwell@tulane.edu
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Language: Nalik

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Volker, C. A. (1998) and personal communication*
CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

a rate be azaxei

ART man only one

'only one man' (1998: 117)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

(N,NUM)

a nalik uru

ART hoy two

'the two boys' (1998: 104)

(N,NSG)

a uru nalik

ART DU boy

'the two boys' (1998: 104)

(N,NUM,NSG)

a uban faal orol
ART PAU house three

'the three houses' (1998: 106)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM/: No known restrictions

(N,NSG}: No known restrictions

(N,NUM,NSG): Used with non-human nouns (1998: 106)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PAU/PL (1998: 102)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory if without numerals; Optional if with numerals

(1998: 101)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Craig A. Volker, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Craig A. Volker is Professor of Languages at Gifu Shotoku Gakuen University, Japan. Email:
volker@nalik.org
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Language: Ndjebbana

Family/Genus: Australia/ Ndjebbana

Country/Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): McKay, G. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM,SG}

ka.yok.aya

night

wardbba-na

one-3MlN.M

'one night' (2000: 294) (MIN used as SG, 2000:192)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG

(N,NUM)

nganabbdrru

buffalo

karnayedjabba
two

'two buffaloes' (2000: 294)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 193)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. karrowa 'many', as in yfdja barra-karrowa [man 3AUG-many]
'many men' (2000: 193)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2000: 192)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2000: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Ndyuka
Creoles and Pidgins

Country/Macro Area: French Guiana, Suriname/South America

Reference(s): Huttar, G. L. and M. Huttar (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

[N,NUM]

wan kodo sama

one only person

'just one person' (1994: 209)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1994: 74, 209)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

{N.NUM1

'ten children' (1994: 533)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1994: 533)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No Distinction (1994: 452)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. somen 'many', as in somen nen [many name] 'some names'

(1994: 206)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1994: 452)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

tin pikin
ten child
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Nepali

Indo-European/Indie

Country/ Macro Area: Nepal/Eurasia

Reference(s): Turnbull, A (1923) and Hutt, M. and Subedi, A. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ek-jana manclu
one-CLF person

'oneperson' (2003: 49)

manche

(NUM,CLFJ

ek chin

one moment

'one moment' (2003: 56)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLFj: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 49, passim)

(NUM,CLFj: Used mostly with nouns denoting measures (2003:56), hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

{N,NUM,CLFJ

duita mec

two.CLF chair

'two chairs' (2003: 51) (vata =CLFfor hon-human nouns)

INUM,CLFJ

'four days' (2003: 56)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Same as (2)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1923: 12)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003: passim)

car

four

din

day
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Language: Nez Perce

Family/Genus: Penutian/Sahaptian

Country/ Macro Area: United States (Idao,Oregon,Washington)/North America

Reference(s): Rude, N. E. (1985)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG:

{N,NSGj

'asqap-iin

brother-DU

'two brothers' (Phinney 1934: 134 in 1985: 77)

{N,NUM. CLF,NSG}

paax-loo' iweepne-me

five-HUM wife-PL

'five wives' (Phinney 1934: 234 in 1985: 81)

(N,NUM,CLFj

le'epti-t wax naaqc wa ivda lam

twenty-NONHUM and one.NONHUM trout

'twenty one trout' (Aoki 1970:138 in 1985: 81) (see (9))
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

IN,NSGJ: No known restrictions

{N,NUM,CLFj: No known restrictions

(N,NUM,CLF,NSGj: Used with human nouns (1985: 76)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1985: 76)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (numerals are distinguished based on human vs non-human) (1985:

81)
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Language: Ngiyambaa
Family/Genus: Australian/Pama-Nyungan

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (New South Wales)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Donaldson, T. (1980)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM/

magu: miri
one dog
'one dog' (1980: 99)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSG

(N.NUM)

bulagar miri

two dog
'two dogs' (1980: 102)

(N.DUf

miri-bula:

dog-DU
'a pair ofdogs' (1980:102)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

{N,NUM}: No known restrictions

(N,DU): Used with the implication of 'in a group of two' (1980: 102), i.e. used with the special

meaning, hence @.

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1980: 102, passim; WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Nicobarese (Car)

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Nicobarese

Country/ Macro Area: India (Nicobar Islands)/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Braine, J. C. (1970)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N.NUM}

her/ kuk

one coconut

'one coconut' (1970: 113)

{N,NUM,CLF]

he'rj nog ?a'p

one CLF canoe

'one canoe' (1970:113)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1970: 50)
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Language: Nigerian Pidgin

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Nigeria/Africa

Reference(s): Faraclas, N. G. (1996)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUMj

won buk

one book

'one book' (1996: 114)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1996: 114,

261)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

fifti nyam dem

fifty yam PL

'fifty yams' (1996: 71)

{N,NUM]

fayv kotingras

five grass.cutter

five grass cutters' (1996: 71)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSG/: Used generally with no known restrictions (1996: 71)

{N,NUM): Used generally with no known restrictions (1996: 71, 169)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1996: 168)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1996: 168)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. plenti 'be plenty', as in got-got plenti [goat-RDP plenty] 'plenty

ofgoats' (1996: 168); Reduplication, e.g. got (SG)Zgot-got (PL) 'goats' (1996: 168)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1996: 171)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1996: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Nimboran

Nimboran/Nimboran

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): May, K. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM}

yamo tendu

huse one

'one house' (1997: 50)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

(N,NUMJ

hlu ulatj narnwuri

man tall two

'two tall men' (1997: 50)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. yano (SG)/yano-yano (PL)'village'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Nivkh

Nivkh/Nivkh

Russia (Siberia)/Eurasia

Gruzdeva, E. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

!N,NUM,CLFj

n 'ivyij n 'enn
man one.CLF

'one man' (1998: 63)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCmsg :

/N,NUM,CLF)

n 'ivy)) men?)

man two.CLF

'two men' (1998: 62)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1998: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (WALS)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (1998: 63, passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Norwegian

Indo-European/Germanic

Country/ Macro Area: Norway/Eurasia

Reference(s): Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research. (1986) and

Kinn, T. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)
en kake

one cake

'one cake' (1986: 148)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1986: 148)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N,NUM,NSG)

'five hundred men' (2004: 1)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2004: 1; 1986:

65)

Number systems
5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1986: 64)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mange 'many', as in mange dager [many day-PL] 'many days'

(1986: 65)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1986: 57)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2004: passim)

fern hundre

five hundred.PL

menn

man.PL
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Language: Nubi

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Uganda/Africa

Reference(s): Wellens, I.H.W. (2003), and Bernd Heine (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)

'wakhid 'zol

one person

'one person' (2003: 90)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM)

ku'baya ti'nin

cup two

'two cups'
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 58)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003: 58)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. lakata milan [tree many] 'many trees' (Bernd Heine, p.c.)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Bernd Heine, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

*

Bernd Heine is Emeritus Professor of Linguistics at the University of Cologne, Germany. Email:
bernd.heine@uni-koeln.de
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Nuuchahnulth (Nootka)

Wakashan/Southern Wakashan

Country/ Macro Area: Canada/North America

Reference(s): Aikhenvald, A. (2000), Davidson, M. (2002) and Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSo:

(N,NUM,NSG/

?aXasuba fa 'xuk-badax

eight man-PL

'a group ofeight men' (2002: 206)

(N,NUM}

Xxsai ?aXa

blanket two

'two blankets' (2002: 337)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2002: 206)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 299)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: 249)
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Language: Ocuilteco
Family/Genus: Oto-Manguean/Otomian

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Muntzel, M. C. (1986/2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM)

mlaa lihi

a/one fish

'a/onefish' (1986: 137)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

IN,NUM)

Kasuela mphyu
three bowl

'three bowls' (1986: 94)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1986: 79)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. pikhi 'many', as in pikhi lithaa [many-bird] 'many birds' (1986:

79)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Olo

TorricelliAVapei-Palei

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSG}

mete winges
man.PL two.M

'two men' (2003: 30)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: No information

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2003: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Reference(s): Staley, W.E. (2003)
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Language: Olutec

Family/Genus: Mixe-Zoque/Mixe-Zoque

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Zavala, R. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg-

IN,NUM}

metzo kawatyu
two horse

'two horses' (2002: 480)

(N,NUM,NSGj

metzko xujta:tu-tiik
two soldier-PL

'two soldiers' (2002: .63)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2002: 41)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Third-person plural suffix cross-reference marked on verbs (2002: 42)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Orig

Niger-Congo/Kordofanian

Country/ Macro Area: Sudan /Africa

Reference(s):

CNNCs

Schadeberg, T. C. and Elias, P. (1979)

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,SG}

k-irdg k-atta

CL-thing CL-one

k-atta

'one thing' (1979: 43) (Class k- = Singular number, cf 1979: 41)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1979: 41)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1979: 41)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Pame

Family/Genus: Oto-Manguean/Pamean

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): Manrique Castaneda, L. (1967)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUMj
nada kuhu

one sorcerer

'one sorcerer' (1967: 345)

(N.NUM.SG)

nada n-tao

one SG-eye

'one eye' (1967:346)

{N,SGj

n-(i0

SG-tooth

'tooth' (1967: 345)

{N,SG)

na-<ti °

SG-tooth

'tooth' (1967: 345)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N,NUM}: Used generally with no known restrictions (1967: 345)

(N,NUM,SG),{N,SG): No known restrictions (NB: {N,NUM} unmarked (1967: 345)), hence @

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N,NUM}

pyq kudu

four stone

'four stones' (1967: 346)

(N,NUM,NSG)

tii dyao

two eye.PL

'two eyes' (1967: 342, 346)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1967: 345)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
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7. Non-numeral quantifiers:

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1967: passim)
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Language: Pech

Family/Genus: Chibchan/Paya

Country/ Macro Area: Honduras /South America

Reference(s): Holt, D. (1999a)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N.NUMj

ka ?o-s

house-one

'a/one house' (1999a: 63)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

{N,NUM}

susii se:wa oki

dog yellow five

five yellow dogs' (1999a: 63)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: "Nouns are not normally marked for plurality, but noun subjects
can be recognized as plural through plural subject-markers in the verbal complex". (1999a: 38)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Persian

Family/Genus: Indo-European/ Iranian

Country/ Macro Area: Iran /Eurasia

Reference(s): Mahootian, S. (1997) and Shirin Abadikhah (personal communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ye(k)-dune hcelge
one-CLF ring

'one ring' (Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.)

{N,NUM,SGI

yek hcelge-i
one ring-SG
'one ring' (Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.)

(N,SG)

haelge-i

ring-SG

'one ring'(Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.)

{N,NUMj

yek hcelge
one ring

'one ring'(Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLF),{N,SGj: No known restrictions but less common than (N,NUM) (Shirin Abadikhah,

p.c.), hence @

(N,NUM,SG): Preferred in literary works rather than in every day use (Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.), hence
@

fN,NUMj: No restrictions (Shirin Abadikhah, p.c.)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,(CLF)/

bist (-jeld) ketab

twenty-(CLF) book

'twenty books' (1997: 195)

*

Shirin Abadikhah is a native speaker of Persian, studying Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh,
UK. Email: s.abadikhah@sms.ed.ac.uk
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(N,NUM,(CLF),NSG)

do (-ta) pesasr-a

two (-CLF) boy-PL
'the two boys' (1997: 195)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM, (CLF)): Used with nonspecific nouns (1997: 193)

{N,NUM,(CLF),NSG): Used with specific nouns (1997:193)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997: 193)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (NB: obligatorily unmarked on nonspecific nouns)

(1997: 193)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. un casnd-ta goldun [ that many-CLF vase] 'those few vases'

(1997: 14)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1997: 195.)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Piaroa

Saliban/Saliban

Country/ Macro Area: Venezuela /South America

Reference(s): Krute, L.D. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

{N,NUM,CLFj

kurod-ee hid-ee-tetx

machete-CLF one-CLF-one

'one machete' (2003: 144)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUM,CLF, (NSG))

kurod(-iy)-az wabod-as-tuhkfas

machete)-PL)-CLF three-CLF-three

'three machetes' (2003: 97, 144)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,CLF}: No known restrictions

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG}:Rare (2003: 97), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. kurodce rehkwceodce [many.CLF machete] 'many machetes'

(2003: 97)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003: 97, passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Pilaga
Guaicuruan /Guaicuruan

Country/Macro Area: Argentina/South America

Reference(s): Vidal, A. (2002)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

fN,NUM,NSG}

qanac'e na' tayini dosol-qa na' emek-qa

conj DEICLF3 south two-PAU DElCLFhouse-PAU

'And in direction to the south, there are two houses.' (2002: 129)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PAU/PL (PL = COLL) (2002: 91-96)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (NB: not productive) (2002: 11)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

3 Deitic classifiers "categorize the noun in terms of its shape, animacy, and position in space"
(Aikhenvald 2000: 176)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Piraha

Mura/Mura

Brazil/South America

Everett, D. (2005)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSc,: No numeral 'one' proper, hence no CNNCSc
a. ti 'itii'isi hoi hii 'aba'aigio 'oogabagai

1SG fish small PRED only want

7 only want (one/a couple/a small) fish.' (2005: 623)
NB: "This could not be used to express a desire for one fish that was very large, except as a

joke". (NB original)

b. tiobahai hoi hii

child small PRED

'small child/child is small/one child' (2005: 623)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2005: passim)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No numerals proper, hence no CNNCnsc
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: See (3)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2005: 623)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, hoi 'larger', e.g.

ti 'itii'isi hoi hii 'oogabagai
1SG fish larger PRED want

'I want [a few/larger/small] fish.' (2005: 623)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Qiang

Sino-Tibetan/Qiangic

Country/ Macro Area: China/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Lapolla, R. J. (2003c) and LaPolla, R. J. (with C. Huang) (2003d)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLFJ

khuo e-ze

dog one-CLF
'one dog' (2003b: 67)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003c: 580;

2003d: 67)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,CLFI

Isyz.-jo-pen

book-two-CLF

'two books' (2003c: 82)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003c: 579;
2003d: 82)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003c: 69)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2003c: 69)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2003c, 2003d: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003c, 2003d: passim)
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Language: Quechua (Huallaga)

Family/Genus: Quechuan/Quechuan

Country/ Macro Area: Peru/South America

Reference(s): Nichols, J. (1992) and Weber, D. J. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(NyNUMj

Chay kapilla ishakay punku-yoq
that chapel two door-have
'That chapel has two doors.'

(N,NUM,NSGI

chay ishkay hatun wasi-kuna
that two big house-PL
'those two big houses.' (1989: 17)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1989: 55)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. achka 'many', as in achka wata' 'many years' (1989: 18)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 301)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Quileute

Chimakuan/Chimakuan

Country/ Macro Area: United States (Washington)/North America

Reference(s): Andrade, M. J. (1933), Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

fN,NUMJ

tcik" kayad iawe'-ik'wa'-as hahe't'c

big shark two-daughter-SBJ. 3SG pretty-REDUP

'Big shark had two daughters who were pretty.' (1933: 191)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. da'q'd (SG)/dada'q'o (PL) 'eye' (1933)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1992: 299)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Rotuman

Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Fiji /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Vamarasi, M. (2002) and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUMf

le? ?esea

person,child one

'one person' (2002: 15, 20)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM)

le?

. i

sarjhul

person, child ten

'ten people, children' (2002: 15, 22)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (WALS)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Marit Vamarasi, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Marit Vamarasi, p.c.)

*

Marit Vamarasi (PhD) is Lecturer in Linguistics at Northeastern Illinois University, USA. Email:
M-Vamarasi@neiu.edu.
1 NB: "There are special words for counting certain edible things", e.g.
saiga '10 (fish)'(2002: 22)
sava?a '10 (pigs, cows, fowls, eggs, cuttlefish)' (2002: 22)
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Language: Russian

Family/Genus: Indo-European/Slavic

Country/ Macro Area: Russia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Neidle, C. (1988)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

fN.NUM]

odna studentka

one.F student.F

'one student' (1988: 102)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,OBL,SG]

dva dnja
two day. GEN.SG
'two days' (1988: 95)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG)

pjat' mal'cikov

five boy.GEN.PL

'five boys' (1988: 90)

{N,NUMj

dvadcat' odin student

twenty one student

'twenty-one students' (1988: 102)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N.NUM.OBL.SG): Used with the numerals 2-4 (1988: 95)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG) Used with the numerals 5 and above, except some numerals such as those ending
with 1 where {N,NUM/ is used (e.g. 21) (1988: 90-95)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mnogo 'many', as in mnogo mal' cikiov [many boy.GEN.PL]

'many boys'
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Munda

Santali

Country/ Macro Area: India /Eurasia

Reference(s): Campbell, G. L. (2000) and Neukom, L. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: Ao information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N.NSG1

sadom-kin

horses-DU

'two horses' (2000: 1454)

{N.NUM}
bar hor

two person

five women' (2001: 55)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2001: 21)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2001: 21)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (WALS)

'twopersons' (2000: 1456)

IN,NUM,CLF}

more-goten oimol

five-CLF womanwoman
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Language: Sanuma

Family/Genus: Yanomam/Yanomam

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil,Venezuela/South America

Reference(s): Borgman, D. M. (1990)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

{N,NUM}

sami-i ipa po piho
one-INDEF my machete give

'give me one machete.' (1990: 140)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

tute-i ipa polakapi-i ipa po

new-INDEF 1SG.POSS two-lNDEF 1SG.POSS machete

koko hanaha pi -ta

3DU red give -EXT
'Give me my new, two red machetes.' (1990: 141)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: through classifier pronouns (see (3)) (1990: 141)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Sapuan
Austro-Asiatic/B ahnaric

Country/ Macro Area: Laos/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Jacq, P. and Sidwell, P. (1999) and Paul Sidwell (personal

communication)*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLFJ

kuan tham ra

child eight CLF (lit. 'person')

'eight children' (1999: 17)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (Paul Sidwell, p.c.)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)

1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. ?±n 'many', as in mu ?m ra [friend many CLF] 'many friends'

(1999: 17)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Paul Sidwell, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (NB: impoverished) (Paul Sidwell, p.c.)

Paul Sidwell is Director of Mon-Khmer Languages Project and Visiting Fellow of Australian
National University, Australia. Email: paulsidwell@yahoo.com
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Sarcee

Na-Dene/Athapaskan
Canada /North America

Cook, E. (1984)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,NSG)

gunisnoni-kd tll-ka

nine-PL dog-PL
'nine dogs'

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSG): Note that nouns are not normally marked for number (1984: 65), hence

(N,NUM,NSGI is not a primary mode of CNNCNSc-

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only for kinship terms and some animals) (1984: 65)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Selkup

Uralic/Samoyedic

Country/ Macro Area: Russia/Eurasia

Reference(s): Helimski, E. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)
ukki'r qum

one person

'oneperson' (1998: 575)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM)

s'itti qum

two person

'two persons' (1998: 575)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1998: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1998: passim)
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Language: Semelai

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Aslian

Country/ Macro Area: Malaysia/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Kruspe, N. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

{N,NUM,CLFj

m3=?ikur co

one=CLF dog
'one dog' (2004: 99)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

fN,NUM,CLF}

tmpoh bjs?

seven CLF

'seven hills' (2004: 204)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)

: No known restrictions

c or)

hill

: No known restrictions
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Language: Sentani

Family/Genus: Sentani/Sentani

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia /Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Cowan, H.K.J. (1965)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)

ja ombaj

day one

'one day, a certain day' (1965: 58)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUM1
do name

man four

four men' (1965: 58)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1965: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Shabo

Nilo-Saharan/Shabo

Country/ Macro Area: Ethiopia/Africa

Reference(s): Teferra, A. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

{N,NUM}

bap mat c'iit) kaan
two big black dog
'two big black dogs' (1989: 382)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Somali

Family/Genus: Afro-Asiatic/Eastern Cushitic

Country/ Macro Area: Somalia /Africa

Reference(s): Bell, C.R.V. (1953), Saeed, J. I. (1993) and (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg-

(N, UNITJ

xabbad Kin ah

unit orange be
'one orange' (lit: 'a unit that is orange') (1999: 58)

(N,NUM)

hal baabiiur

one truck

'one truck' (1999:70)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N.UNITj: Used with only some nouns which are transnumeral (1999: 58), hence @ (NB: This
structural pattern is not mentioned at all in other Somali reference grammars, so the structural

pattern is regarded here as non-primary)

IN,NUM): No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg

{N.NUM)

shan nin

five man

five man' (1953: 49)

(N,NUM,OBL,SGj

saddex wlil

three boy.GEN

'three boys'(lit. three ofboy) (1999: 71)

(N,NUM,OBL,NSGJ

afar naagood

four.ABS woman.GEN.PL

four women' (lit. four ofwomen) (1999: 70)

(N,NUM,NSG)

shan lah-aad

five sheep-PL

five sheep' (1953: 49)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

(N,NUM): Used generally with no known restrictions (1953: 49)
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{N,NUM,OBL,SG}: No known restrictions

(N,NUM,OBL,NSG): No known restrictions

{N,NUM,NSG): Used with nouns denoting domestic animals( ending in -aad) (1953: 49), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL(1999: 62)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. dhawr, as in dhawr nfn [several man.GEN] 'several men' (lit.
several ofman) (1993: 183); Reduplication, e.g. jid (SG)/jidad (PL) 'road'; jiir (SG)/jiirar(PL) 'rat'

(1999:48)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1999: 54)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1999: passim)
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Language: Sulka

Family/Genus: Sulka/Sulka

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Nichols, J. (1992) and Tharp, D. (1996)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N,NUM,SGJ

a-tou atgiang

SG.NNI-yam one

'one yam' (1996: 115)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,NSG}

o-sngu koriolo

PL.NNl-yam.PL four

four yams' (1996: 115) (sngu = suppletive form of tou 'yam')
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1996: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 298-299)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1992: 298-299)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Taba

Austronesian/ South Halmahera-West New Guinea

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia /Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Bowden, J. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSc,:

{N,NUM,CLF}

bbuk p-so

book CLF-one

'one book' (2001: 214)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2001: 214,

256)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,CLF)

'three women' (2001: 256)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM,CLF]: Used generally with no known restrictions (2001: 254, 257)

{N,NUM,CLF,NSG}: Used with human nouns (2001: 190-191, 256)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (2001: 190-191)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2001: 190-191)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. lloci 'many', as in um lloci [house many] 'many houses' (2001:

204)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (2001: 242)

gocila kop sio

corn CLF nine

'nine grains ofcorn' (2001: 242)

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

mapin=si mat=tol

woman=PL CLF=three
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Language: Tamang

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Bodic

Country/ Macro Area: Nepal/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Mazaudon, M. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

4kle 4kik

king one

'one king' (2003: 299)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM)

4came 4ni:

daughter two

'two daughters' (2003: 294)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (2003: 299)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Collective marker, -kate (2003: 299)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Tamil

Dravidian/Southern Dravidian

Country/Macro Area: India, Sri Lanka/Eurasia

Reference(s): Lehmann, T. (1989)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,(NSG)1

'two dogs come'. (1989: 21)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1989: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory, but optional in non-rational nouns (1989: passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1989: passim)

two

irantu naay (-kal)

dog(-PL)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Tariana

Arawakan/Arawakan

Brazil /South America

Aikhenvald, A. (2002) and (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc:

(N,NUM,CLFj

paita
one.CLF.ANIM

emite

youngster.CLF.ANIM
'one child' (2003: 93)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N,NUM,CLF}: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 88, 93, 591)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg

[N,NUM,CLF,NSG]

kehpuni-dapana-pe panisi-pe

four-CLF-PL house-PL

'four houses' (2002:99)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

[N,NUM,CLF,NSG/: Used generally with no known restrictions (2002: 99; 2003: 176, 476)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 165)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory for animate nouns; Optional for inanimate nouns

(2003: 165)

7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. hanupe 'many', as in itJida-pe hanupe [turtle-PL many] 'a lot

of turtles' (2003: 220)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2003: 87)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2003: 103, 207)
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Language: Teribe

Family/Genus: Chibchan/Talamanca

Country/ Macro Area: Costa Rica, Panama /South America

Reference(s): Quesdada, J. D. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSn,:

(N,NUM,CLF}

sbi kw-ara

pot CLF-one

'one pot' (2000: 11)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

shiti doglo mya

dog CLF three
'three dogs' (2000: 86)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: mostly nouns denoting humans and some animals) (2000: 52, 146)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Thai

Tai-Kadai/Kam-Tai

Country/ Macro Area: Thailand/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Own knowledge (native)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

/N,NUM,CLF/

ma: nup tua

dog one tua

'one dog'

fNUM.CLF}

n dp wan

one day
'one day'

(N,CLF/

ca:n baj

plate CLF
'one plate'

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

{N,NUM,CLFj: Used generally but not with nouns denoting units

(NUM,CLFj: Used with nouns denoting units, such as day, kilometer, hence @

/N,CLF}: Used only in spoken language, hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLFJ

md: sap tua

dog two tua

'two dogs'

INUM.CLF}

sap wan

two day

'two days'

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,CLFf: Used generally but not with nouns denoting units

(NUM,CLF): Used only with nouns denoting units, such as day, kilometer, hence @
Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
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7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. laay 'several', as in laay wan [several day] 'several days';

Reduplication, dek (SG)/dek-dek (PL) 'child'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory
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Language: Tibetan (Standard Spoken)

Family/Genus: Sino-Tibetan/Bodic

Country/ Macro Area: China (Tibet)/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Denwood, P. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

(N,NUM)

deb. Nyi.shu
book twenty

'twenty books' (1999: 101)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1999: 100)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mang.po 'many', as in deb. mang.po [book a.lot.of] 'a lot of
books' (1999: 100-101)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1999: passim)
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Language: Tidore

Family/Genus: West Papuan/North Halmaheran

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): van Staden, M. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

(N,NUM)

nyao delo lamo rimoi

fish tuna big one

'one large tuna fish' (2000: 131)

/N,NUM,CLF)

igo futu-moi

coconut CLF-one

'one coconut tree' (2000:124)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLFJ

ngofa ngarukange

child CLF. three

'three children' (2000: 198)

{N.NUM}

ngofa range

child three

'three children.' (2000: 364)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions NB: "Nowadays, sortal classifiers
are always optional, although native speakers consider the forms with the classifier 'much better
Tidore'. Only in cases where ambiguity might arise without a classifier, such as the difference
between sic coconut trees or six coconuts..., the classifier is invariably present... " (2000: 167)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. many 'dofu', as in kason dofu 'many dogs' (2000: 164)
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (2000: 167)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Tiwi

Australian/Tiwian

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Osborne, C. R. (1974)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg^

{N,NUM,NSG}

juraja palatjsmwawi

two dog.PL
'two dogs' (1974: 73)

(N.NUM)

tatdrima umur/a

three day
'three days' (1974: 52)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

{N,NUM,NSG/: Used with human nouns and some animals (e.g. dogs) (1974: 52-53)

[N,NUMj: Used with non-human nouns (1974: 52-53)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1974: 52-53)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. taikuwani 'many', as in taikuwani waliwalini [many ant] 'many
ants' (1974: 52); Reduplication, e.g. awurini 'man'/wawuruwi 'men' (1974: 53)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Tlingit

Na-Dene/Tlingit

Country/Macro Area: United States (Alaska)/North America

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N.NUMI
du nXs'g x'lk'u

his three book

'his three book' (1979: 103)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Present (WALS)

Reference(s): Naish, C. M. (1979)
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Language: Tok Pisin

Family/Genus: Creoles and Pidgins

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Dutton, T.E and Thomas, D. (1985) and Verhaar, J. W.M. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N.NUM)

wan-pela boi
one-ATTR boy

'one boy' (1995: 29)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1985: 67, 207;
1995: 29)

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N,NUMj

tu-kilo

two-kilo

'two kilos' (1995: 169)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1985: 143;
1995: 169)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (1995: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. olgeta 'all', as in olgeta dok [all-dog] 'all dogs'; sam 'some', as
in sam-pela dok [some-ATTR dog] 'some dogs' (1985: 67-68); Plural word ol, e.g. ol dok [dog-PL]

'dogs' (1985: 67)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1985: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1985: passim)

4 "The suffix -pela is used to form a limited number of modifiers to nouns, [...] some pronouns [...],
and a variety of numerals" (1995: 12).
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Tol

Tol/Tol

Country/ Macro Area: Honduras/North America

Reference(s): Holt, D. (1999b)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM/

p'is mat'e-ya y-us fi-nyuk
deer two-ADJ 3PL-ACC PST-see.lSG

7 saw the two deer.' (1999b: 45)

{N,NUM,NSG)

ne-yom mat'e-ya
PL-man two-ADJ

'two men' (1999b: 48)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only animate nouns) (1999b: 38)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1999b: 38)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Totonac (Misantla)

Totonacan/Totonacan

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico/North America

Reference(s): MacKay, C. J. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N.NUM.CLF)

kaak-taat cik

CLF-four house

four houses' (1991: 480)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1991: 405)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1991: 414)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (1991: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Trumai

Trumai/Trumai

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil/South America

Reference(s): Guirardello-Damian, R. (1999) and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

/N,NUM,NSGJ

huch kiki a yi chetsi
two man DU yi fall
'Two men fell.' (1999: 57) (NB: yi = not glosed)

{N,NUM)

huch tahu

two knife
'two knives' (1999: 23)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSGj: No known restrictions

/N,NUM): Used with inanimate nouns (1999: passim)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1999: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Collective paine, "this word is on its way to becoming a grammatical

morpheme, because very often its form is reduced to pa, almost forming a phonological unit with the
element it modifies: axos paine 'collective ofchildren (i.e. all the children in the village)'axos pa

'collective of children"'. (1999: 56)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Raquel Guirardello-Damian, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (Raquel Guirardello-Damian, p.c.)

*

Raquel Guirardello-Damian (PhD) is Visiting Lecturer in Linguistics at the University of the West of
England, UK. Email: Raquel.Guirardello-Damian@uwe.ac.uk
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Language: Tsimshian (Coast)

Family/Genus: Penutian/Tsimshian

Country/ Macro Area: Canada, United States/North America

Reference(s): Dunn, J. A. (1979)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsg^

(N,NUM,CLFj

k' uul baa ' Ix

one.CLF ghost

'one ghost' (1979: 56)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1979: 38)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM,CLF,NSG)

gu 'pi bu-baa 'lx
two.CLF PL-ghost

'two ghost' (1979: 56)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1979: 56)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1979: 13)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. dasx (SG)/dikdasx (PL) 'squirrel' (1979: 13)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Tucano

Family/Genus: Tucanoan/Tucanoan

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil, Colombia/South America

Reference(s): Barnes, J. (1999)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ni'ca-wa watique'a
one-CLF manioc.squeezer
'one manioc squeezer' (1999: 218)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg: No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1999: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1999: 221)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (WALS) (NB: obligatory in some dialects 1999: 219)
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Language: Tukang Besi

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Sulawesi

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Donohue, M (1999a) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

IN,NUM,CLF)

miapande sa-mia
shaman one-CLF

'one shaman' (1999a: 110)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,CLFj

sia-rope na kapala
nine-CLF boat.NOM

'nine motor ships' (1999a: 110)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (Mark Donohue, p.c.)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. koruo 'many', as in po'o koruo [mango many] 'many mangoes'

(1999: 58)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Mark Donohue, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Optional (WALS)

Mark Donohue is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Monash, Australia. Email:
Mark.Donohue@arts.monash.edu.au
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Language: Turkish

Family/Genus: Altaic/Turkic

Country/ Macro Area: Turkey/Eurasia

Reference(s): Kornfilt, J. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

{N,NUMj
bir guriik elma

one rotten apple
'one rotten apple' (1997: 275)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1997: 229, 275)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM)

bey gocuk

five child

five children' (1997: 265)

[N.NUM.CLF}

bey tane elma

five item apple

five apples' (1997: 271)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUMI: Used generally with no known restrictions (1997: 229, 275)

(N,NUM,CLF}: Used restrictively (1997: 271), hence @
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997: 265)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1997: 265)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. birgok 'many', as in birijok §ocuk [many child] 'many children.'

(1997: 266); bazi focuk-lar [some child-PL] 'some children' (1997: 266) (NB: some quantifiers require a

quantified noun in plural)
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1997: 270)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (NB:not productive) (1997: 271)
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Language: Tuvaluan

Family/Genus: Austronesian/Oceanic

Country/ Macro Area: Tuvalu/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Besnier, N. (2000)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM,NSGj

te tinogafulu faafine
DEF ten woman.PL

'the ten women.' (2000: 361)

{N.NUM,NSG,NUMPCL)

te toko tolu taagata

DEF NUMPCL three man.PL

'the three men' (2000: 360)

(N,NUM)

lua pii
two drinking-coconut
'two coconuts' (2000: 360)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM,NSGJ: No known restrictions

{N,NUM,NSG,NUMPCL): No known restrictions

(N,NUM): No known restrictions, but preferred among the three (2000: 360), hence (N,NUM,NSG) and

(N,NUM.NSG,NUMPCL) = @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2000: 359)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2000: 359)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. uke 'many', as in (e) toko uke tino [(NPST) NM many person]

'many people' (2000: 576) (NB: "several quantifiers have verb-like properties" (2000: 575))
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2000: 367)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2000: 367)
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Language: Udihe

Family/Genus: Altaic/Tungusic

Country/ Macro Area: Russia (Siberia)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Nikolaeva, I. A. and Tolskaya, M. (2001)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

{N,NUM}

omo kusige-we-de xebu-je
one knife-ACC-FOC take-IMP.2SG
'Take (at least) one knife.' (2001: 443)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM)

zu: mafa eme:-ni
two bear come.PST-3SG

'Two bears came.' (2001: 537)

IN.NUM.NSG}

za: n'aula-ziga omo n'aula-tigi w'ali-e-ti

four boy-PL one boy-LAT fight-PST-3PL

four boys fought with one boy. '(2001: 488)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: animate nouns more likely) (2001: 116)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2001: 103)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: "semantic agreement with the adjectival modifier and/or with the predicate".

(2001: 115), e.g. o-lo bi:-ti tupa ni:

this-LOC be-3PL five man

'There are five men here.' (2001: 492).
Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (2001: passim)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2001: passim)
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Language: Urarina

Family/Genus: Urarina/Urarina

Country/ Macro Area: Peru /South America

Reference(s): Olawsky, K J. (2002) and personal communication*

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

{N,NUMI

lejhiT katpa

one man

'one man' (2002: 55)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF/

kuruwataha-e katpa

two-CLF man

'two men' (2002: 49)

(N.NUM,CLF,NSG/

nitfataha-e (raj)

three-CLF (3SG.POSS)

'(his) three children' (2002: 83)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2002: 10)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (2002: 10)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Knut J. Olawsky, p.c.)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (2002: 49)

Knut J. Olawsky (PhD) was a research fellow at Research Centre for Linguistic Typology, La Trobe
University, Australia. Email: olawksy@gmx.net

: No known restrictions

bere-uru

child-PL

: No known restrictions
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Language: Urubu-kaapor

Family/Genus: Tupian/Tupi-Guaram

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil/South America

Reference(s): Kakumasu, J. (1986)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsg:

(N.NUM/

petei renda
one place
'one place' (1986: 374)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

[N,NUM}
mokdi pytun

two night
'two nights' (1986: 374)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. heta 'many', as in pira riki heta [fish EMPHmany] 'there are lots of
fish' (1986: 333)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

{N,NUMj

mora naa-ma

one house-NOM

'one house' (1973: 278)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg- No information
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No information

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1973: 251)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. netuq 'many', as in netuq-waayukama [plenty-man] 'a lot of men'

(1973: 304)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Usarufa

Trans-New Guinea/Eastern Highlands

Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Bee, D( 1973)
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Language: Vietnamese

Family/Genus: Austro-Asiatic/Viet-Muong

Country/ Macro Area: Vietnam/Southeast Asia & Oceania

Reference(s): Bisang, W. (1999) and Nguyen, T.H. (2004)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCs(i:

(N,NUM,CLF)

toi mua mot qua cam

1SG buy one CLF orange

7 buy the orange. // buy an orange.' (1999: 146)

(N, CLF)

toi mua qua cam

1SG buy CLF orange

7 buy the orange. // buy an orange.' (Bisang 1996: 541 in 1999: 146)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above:

(N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions

/N,CLF): Used in a special context "The classifier-noun construction [...] is a special type of a nominal

compound which is used in discourse with aforementioned entities which cannot be referred to by

pronouns", hence @
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSo:

fN,NUM,CLF)

hai con meo

two CLF cat

'two cats' (2004: 99)

i'NUM, CLF)

boh ngay

four day

Jour days' (2004:101)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

/N,NUM,CLF): No known restrictions

INUM,CLF): Used with nouns denoting units (2004: 101), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No information
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
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7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)



Language: Wambaya

Family/Genus: Australian/West Barkly

Country/ Macro Area: Australia (Northern Territory)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Nordlinger, R. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCS0:

(N.NUMJ

garndawuga ngiy-a wankurarriwankurarri marrgulu

egg.IV.ACCone.IV.ACC 3SG.NM.A-PST lay
'She laid one egg.' (1998: 73)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

{N.NUM}

murrgunji

three.1

alaji

boy.I
'three boys.' (1998: 78)

/N,NSG)

darranggu-wulu
stick-DU

'two sticks.' (1998: 74)

{N,NUM,NSG}

gujarrawulu alag-ulu
two child-DU

'two kids.' (1998: 75)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1998: 73-76)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: DU: obligatory (1998: 73); PL: optional (1998: 76)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. bungmaji(SG)/bungmungmaji(PL) 'old man' (1998: 43,

106)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1998: passim)
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Language: Waorani

Family/Genus: Waorani/Waorani

Country/ Macro Area: Ecuador/South America

Reference(s): Aikhenvald, A. (2000) and Peeke, C. (1994)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

IN NSG)

todiya-da

sibling-3DU
'two brothers' (1994: 269)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1994: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)
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Language: Wappo

Family/Genus: Wappo-Yukian

Country/Macro Area: United States (California)/North America

Reference(s): Li, C. N and Thomson, S.A. (1977) and Nichols, J. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsg^ No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

/NNUMj

chica hopoka
bear three

'three bear' (1977: 87)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1997: 88)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (1992: 299)
9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Warao

Warao/Warao

Venezuela/South America

Romero-Figeroa, A. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsG:

{N,NUM}

nobo isaka

grandfather one

'one grandfather' (2003: 53)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 53, 98)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM)

bare kaika warao orabakaya ha

father(priest) with Warao four COP
'Four Warao are with the priest (they are under the priest's responsibility). (2003: 90)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (2003: 90, 82)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 43)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2003: 43)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. reko 'both' as in noboto-ma reko [child-PL both] 'both children'

(2003: 55)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: passim)
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Language: Warekena

Family/Genus: Arawakan/Arawakan

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela/South America

Reference(s): Aikhenvald, A. (1998)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLFJ

ba-buya pepuft

one-CLF day

'one day' (1989: 299)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1989: 265, 299)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg

(N.NUM)

teJetfi ibu

three head

'three heads' (1989: 304)

(N,NUM,NSG)

kwatru neJima-pe

four cousin-PL

'four cousins' (1989: 304)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

(N,NUM): Used with a non-personal reference (1989: 304)

/N,NUM,NSG): Used with a personal reference (NB: PL optional) (1989: 304)
Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1989: 304)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1989: 304)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. fupe 'many', as in Jupe kuJuwitu [many vulture] 'many vultures'

(1989: 251)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1989: 299)

9. Numeral classifiers: Present (1989: 299)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Warembori

Lower Mamberamo/Lower Mamberamo

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Donohue, M. (1999b) and personal communication'

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N.NSGj

ane-pa-kaindu

crocodile-big.ATTR-DU
'two big crocodiles' (1999b: 21)

(N.NUM/

mani-yave wonti
bird-DEF three

'(There were) three birds.' (1999b: 24)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1999b: 10)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. tekara 'many', as in anta-na tekara-na [fish-PL many-PL] 'lot's of

fish'(1999: 62)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (Mark Donohue, p.c.)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Mark Donohue is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Monash, Australia. Email:
Mark.Donohue@arts.monash.edu.au
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Language: Wari'

Family/Genus: Chapacura-Wanhan/Chapacura-Wanhan

Country/ Macro Area: Brazil/South America

Reference(s): Everett, D. and Kern, B. (1997)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No CNNCsc proper but a construction consisting of a noun and a word

implying one-ness.

xica' pe na tarama'

alone be.at.SBJ 3SG.RP/P man

'There is one man.' (lit. 'The man is alone.') (1997: 348)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg: No CNNCnsg proper but a construction consisting of a noun and a

word implying two-ness.

'tucu caracan na xirim

face-lSBJ each.other 3SG.RP/P house

'There are two houses.' (lit. 'The houses face each other.') (1997: 348)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. mijo 'many'(1997: 291); Collective marker, e.g. 'oro-pana (COLL-

tree) 'trees' (1997: 290); collective nouns, e.g. hwijima 'children'

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1997: 294)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1997: 300)
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Language: Welsh
Family/Genus: Indo-European/Celtic

Country/ Macro Area: United Kingdom (Wales)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Thorne, D. (1993)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo'.

{N.NUMJ

un ferch
one girl
'one girl' (1993: 30)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCn,S0:

/N,NUM,OBL,NSG}

naw o ddynion
nine of man.PL

'nine men' (1993: 149)

(N,NUM)

dwy ferch

dwy girl
'two girls' (1993: 31)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,OBL,NSG}: Used with high-valued numerals (1993: 149)

(N,NUM): Used with low-valued numerals (1993: 149)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1993: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1993: passim)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1993: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1993: passim)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Wichita

Caddoan/Caddoan

Country/ Macro Area: United States (West Central Oklahoma) /North America

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

(N,NUM)

ta.kwicha has? a:?a:ki wePes Parhi

four NARR QUOT.AOR.3SG dog be.a.number
'There were four dogs.' (1976: 13)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1976:115)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)
9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Reference(s): Rood, D. S. (1976)
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Language: Wolof

Family/Genus: Niger-Congo/Nothern Atlantic

Country/Macro Area: Gambia, Senegal/Africa

Reference(s): Ngom, F. (2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

(N.NUM)
benn xarit

friendone

'one friend' (2003: 48)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

{N,NUM,NSG}

'two friends' (2003: 48)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems
5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 19)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2003: 19)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2003: 19)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (2003: passim)

two-PL

naar-i xarit

friend
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Yagua

Peba-Yaguan/Peba-Yaguan

Country/Macro Area: Peru/South America

Reference(s): Nichols, J. (1992) and Payne, D. L. (1985)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG:

(N,NUM,CLF)

ta-siy-qu/i

one-CLF-one

daanta

medicine

'onepill' (1985: 172)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,CLF}

'two old men' (1985: 112)

IN.NSG)

nucovaanu-jqy

wasp-DU
'two wasps' (1985: 320)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1985: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1992: 301)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (WALS)

da-nu-jpy ravichq
two-CLF-two rock

'two rocks' (1985: 184)

/N,NUM,CLF.NSG)

da-nuuy-jqy vanu-jqy
two-CLF-DU man-DU

rimityuvipi- jqy
old.one-DU
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Language: Yale (Kosarek)

Family/Genus: Trans-New Guinea/Mek

Country/ Macro Area: Indonesia/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Heeschen, V. (1992)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM)

nimi nhon

man one

'a/one man' (1992: 35)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSc,:

(N,NUM,NSG]

kel-abo pende
woman-PL two

'two women' (1992: 29)

(N,NUM}

nimi pende
man two

'two men' (1992: 30)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

{N,NUM,NSGJ: Used with human nouns and kinship terms (1992: 29)

(N,NUM): No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (NB: only human nouns) (1992: 29)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. meikno 'many', as in nimi meikno [man a. lotJ 'a lot ofmen' (1992:

20)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Yaqui
Uto-Aztecan/Cahita

Country/ Macro Area: Mexico /North America

Reference(s): Dedrick, J. M. and E. H. Casad (1999) and Lindenfeld, J. (1973)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSo:

(N.NUMJ

wepul o?oo
one man

'one man' (1973: 28)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1973: 28, 47)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM,NSG/

naiki wakes-im

four cow-PL

'four cows' (1999: 233)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1973: 49, 50)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1999: 132)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. hwebena 'many', as in hwebena sewa-m [many flower-PL] 'a lot

flowers' (1973: 28)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Yell Dnye

Family/Genus: Yele/Yele

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Henderson, J. (1995)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSq:

(N.NUM)

tpile ngame

thing one

'one thing' (1995: 60)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM}

poodo miyo

rope two

'two ropes' (1995: 59)

{N,NSG)

tp.oo de
3SG.POSS.son DU

'his two sons' (1995: 60)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1995: passim)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: No information
9. Numeral classifiers: No information
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Language: Yidiny

Family/Genus: Australian/Pama-Nyungan

Country/Macro Area: Australia (Queensland)/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Dixon, R.M.W. (1977)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCsc: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

{N,NUM}

r/ayu bama wawa.dipu dambu.l

1SG.SA person.ABS see.PST two.ABS

I (unexpectedly) saw two people (1977: 270)
4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: No distinction (WALS)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: See (5)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Yimas

Family/Genus: Lower Sepik-Ramu/Lower Sepik

Country/ Macro Area: Papua New Guinea/Australia-New Guinea

Reference(s): Foley, W. (1991)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,SG)

tanm mpa-m

bone. VII one-VII

'one bone' (1991: 101) (Class-m = singular number)
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCns0:

{N,NUM,NSG}

tanpl p-rpal
bone.VII.DU VII-two

'two bones' (1991: 101)

tanpat p-ramnawt

bone.VII.PL VH-three

'three bones' (1991: 101)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1991: 91, 120)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (1991: 2)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (1991: 2)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (1991: 21)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Yuchi

Yuchi/Yuchi

Country/Macro Area: United States (Tennessee)/North America

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSG: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N,NUM)

k'as'cethechya nowe

car two

'two cars.' (2002: 443)

IN,NUM,NSG)

got'e nowe hono

man two PL

'two men' (2002: 479)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems
5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2002: 379)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Present (2002: passim)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)

Reference(s): Linn, M. S. (2002)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Country/ Macro Area:

Reference(s):

Yukaghir (Kolyma)
Yukaghir/Yukaghir
Russia (Siberia)/Eurasia

Maslova, E. (2003a)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUMj

irk-in atjd'e
one-ATTR eye

'one eye' (2003: 82)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSg:

{N,NUM}

ataq-un tuis

two-ATTR basket

'two baskets' (2003: 83)

{N,NUM,NSG1

purk-in cul'd'l pulut-pe-lek kel-rji-l

seven-ATTR fairy.tale old.man-PL-PRED come-3PL-SF
'...Seven ogres came.' (2003: 85)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above:

[N,NUMj: No known restrictions

[N,NUM,NSG/: Rare (2003: 85), hence @

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: 3)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: LQ, e.g. cumut 'all', as in k0j-pe cumut [man-PL all] 'all men' (2003: 75)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language: Yukaghir (Tundra)

Family/Genus: Yukaghir/Yukaghir

Country/ Macro Area: Russia (Siberia)/Eurasia

Reference(s): Maslova, E. (2003b)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N.NUM)

maraq-d uo

one-ATTR child

'one child' (2003: 45)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No known restrictions

3. Structural patterns of CNNCnso:

{N.NUM/

tar) ja-n gode-k ta-da l'e-r)u-l

DST three-ATTR person-FOC DAT-ADV be-PL-SF
'There were only those three people.' (2003: 46)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (2003: passim)
6. Obligatoriness of number marking: No information
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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Language:

Family/Genus:

Yup'ik
Eskimo-Aleut/ Eskimo-Aleut

Country/Macro Area: United States (Alaska)/North America

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSc,: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNsg:

(N.NSGI

arna-k iqvartuk
woman-ABS.DU pick.berry.IND.3DU
'The two women are picking berries.' (2002: 58)

fN.NUM.NSG/

malru-k kipusvii-k
two-ABS.DU store-ABS.DU

'two stores' (2002: 73)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (2002: 55)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (2002: 56)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: No information

Reference(s): Mather, E., Marie, M. and Miyaoka, O. (2002)
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Language: Yurok

Family/Genus: Algic/Yurok

Country/ Macro Area: United States (California)/North America

Reference(s): Robins, R. H. (1958)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg:

(N,NUM,CLF)

kohloh hegor
one.CLF month

'one month' (1958: 89)

2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1958: 87)
3. Structural patterns of CNNCNSo

(N,NUM,CLF)

'two men' (1958: 86)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: Used generally with no known restrictions (1958: 87)

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/PL (1958: 23)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Optional (1958: 23)
7. Non-numeral quantifiers: Reduplication, e.g. slekwoh (SG)/slekwslekw(PL) 'cloth(es)' (1958: 13-14)

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Obligatory (1958: 86-87)

ni?if peg#

two.CLF man
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Language: Zuni

Family/Genus: Zuni/Zuni

Country/ Macro Area: United States (New Mexico)/North America

Reference(s): Nichols, L. (1997/2003)

CNNCs

1. Structural patterns of CNNCSg: No information
2. Restrictions on the patterns in (1) above: No information
3. Structural patterns of CNNCnsg:

(N,NUM,SG)

ho' ha'i 'e'ni-nne 'illi

1SG.NOM three belt-SG have

7 have three belts.' (1997: 12)

4. Restrictions on the patterns in (3) above: No known restrictions

Number systems

5. Number distinction: SG/DU/PL (1997: 12)

6. Obligatoriness of number marking: Obligatory (WALS)
1. Non-numeral quantifiers: -

Classifier systems

8. Noun classes: Absent (WALS)

9. Numeral classifiers: Absent (WALS)
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